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Preface

In 2010, when Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH asked me to edit a new book on high-
pressure applications, the first thought that came tomymind was whether there was
really a requirement for compiling such a reference book. In fact, numerous
conference proceedings and even some textbooks were available that illustrated
the state of the art and special applications of high-pressure processes in detail,
offering support for production of innovative products. However, the application of
high pressure covers many different industries – from basic material production,
mechanical engineering, energy management, chemical engineering to bioproces-
sing and food processing. In engineering education, these applications even
postulate different courses of study.

Based on this background, it is not surprising that a general and comprehensive
description of industrial high-pressure processes is hardly possible. Next to basic
knowledge, the aimwas now to especially include overall aspects such as the need for
applying high pressure, desirable and undesirable effects, and prospects and risks of
high-pressure processes. In this respect, my activities on high-pressure engineering
in industry and university since 1977 facilitated access to experts from various
different fields of industrial applications and scientific research who were willing
to contribute with their knowledge to special high-pressure applications.

The book is structured in three main parts. Part One is an introductory section
dealing with the history and the engineering basics of high-pressure techniques.
Part Two demonstrates classical and more recent high-pressure applications from
chemical engineering, energy management and technology, bioengineering and
food engineering, and manufacturing techniques. Part Three concentrated on
equipment, measurement, and safety devices in high-pressure processes. The
book concludes with a short survey and an evaluation of international rules that
are valid for the calculation and design of high-pressure vessels.

It is my pleasure to thank all the authors for their commitment and their highly
valuable and professional contributions. I also thank Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH for
consistent assistance and patience.

Hamburg, June 2012 Rudolf Eggers
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1
Historical Retrospect on High-Pressure Processes
Rudolf Eggers

The historical development of high-pressure processes since the beginning of the
industrial period is based on two concepts: first, the transfer of the inner energy of
water vapor at elevated pressures into kinetic energy by the invention of the steam
engine; second, the movement of gas-phase reaction equilibrium at high pressures
enabling the production of synthetic products like ammonia. Thus, the industrial use
of high-pressure processes goes back to both mechanical and chemical engineering.
Beginning in the second half of the eighteenth century, the need of safe and gas-tight
steam vessels up to few megapascals became essential because that time many
accidents happened by bursting of pressure vessels. Chemical industry started high-
pressure synthesis processes in the early twentieth century. Compared to moderate
working pressures of steam engines, the pressure range now was extremely high
between 10 and 70MPa. As a consequence, a fast growing requirement for high-
pressure components like high-pressure pumps, compressors, heat transfer devices,
tubes and fittings, reliable sealing systems, and in particular new pressure vessel
constructions developed.

Besides,mechanical and chemical engineeringmaterial science has promoted the
development of new high-pressure processes by creating high ductile steels with
suitable strength parameter.

Finally, the safety of high-pressure plants is of outstanding importance. Thus, in
the course of development, national safety rules for vessels, pipes, and valves have
been introduced by special organizations. For example, in 1884, theAmericanSociety
of Mechanical Engineering (ASME) launched its first standard for the uniformity of
testingmethods of boilers. TheGerman society T€UVwas founded in 1869 in order to
avoid the devastating explosions of steam vessels.

The following list of year dates shows essential milestones of high-pressure
processes concerning their development and technical design:

1680: Papins construction of the first autoclave for evaporating water. The design
shows the idea of an early safety valve working on an adjustable counterbalance.
1769: James Watt introduced the steam engine transferring thermal energy in
motive power.
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1826: Jacob Perkins demonstrated the compressibility of water by experiments
above 10Mpa. Caused by the increasing application of steam engines, the boiling
curve of different media became of interest. It was observed that boiling
temperatures increase with rising pressure. That time one assumes a remaining
coexistence of liquid and gas phase up to any high pressure. It was the Irish
physicist and chemist Thomas Andrews who in 1860 disproved this assumption.
On the basis of experiments with carbon dioxide, he was able to demonstrate a
thermodynamic state with no difference between liquid and gas phase charac-
terized by a distinct value of temperature, pressure, and density. This point has
been called the �critical point.�
1852: J.P. Joule and W. Thompson discovered the cooling effect caused by the
expansion of gases during pressure release.
1873: J.D. van derWaals gives a plausible explanation for the behavior of fluids at
supercritical condition.
1900: W. Ostwald claimed a patent on the generation of ammonia by the
combination of free nitrogen and hydrogen in the presence of contacting
substances.
1913: F. Haber and C. Bosch: First commercial plant synthesizing ammonia
from nitrogen and hydrogen at 20Mpa and 550 �C. The reactors were sized at an
inner diameter of 300mm and a length of 8m. The productivity of one reactor
was 5 ton/day [1]. The pressure vessel was equipped with an in-line tube made
from soft iron and degassing holes in order to protect the pressure-resistant walls
against hydrogen embrittlement. This process was the forerunner of many
others that have been developed into commercial processes [2].
1920: First application of methanol synthesis as a conversion of carbon
monoxide and hydrogen at a pressure of 31MPa and temperatures between
300 and 340 �C.

High-pressure vessel

Solid wall Joint operation

Forged Welded

Shrinked design Multilayer design Filament winding design 

Ferrand
(Band) 

Mutiwall
(Struthers wells)
(Hitachi Zosen)

Schierenbeck
(BASF) 

Coillayer
(Mitsubishi) 

Plywall

(Krupp)(A.O. Smith)
(Thyssen) 

Figure 1.1 Survey on high-pressure vessel design [3].
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1924: First industrial plant for direct hydrolysis of fuel from coal at 70MPa based
on the Bergius process, which was claimed at 1913.
1953: Initiation of a polyethylene production at about 250MPa.
1978: First commercial decaffeination plant using supercritical carbon dioxide as
a solvent.

The development of high-pressure vessel design is characterized by the initiation
of seamless and forged cylindrical components. The two versions are the forged solid
wall construction and a group of different layered wall constructions. Among these,
the BASF Schierenbeck vessel plays an important role, because these vessels are
manufactured without welding joints. Figure 1.1 presents an overview.
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Figure 1.2 Working pressures of currently used high-pressure processes.
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Special high-pressure closures have been developed equipped with single or
double tapered sealing areas. Abreakthrough toward leak-tight high-pressure devices
was without doubt the �principle of the unsupported area� from Bridgman [2]. His
idea extended the accessibility of pressures up to 10 000MPa. Another concept is that
the metallic lens ring enabled safe connections of high-pressure tubes and fittings.

Up to now new high-pressure processes have been introduced constantly. Materi-
als like ceramics, polymers, or crystals having special properties are generated and
formed in high-pressure processes. The current increase in liquid natural gas (LNG)
plants is not possible with safe high-pressure systems. Also, the enhanced recovery of
oil and gas by fluid injection at very high pressures requires qualified compressors,
tubes, and safety valves. High-pressure fuel injection decreases the efficiency of
combustion engines.

An example of current development is the investigation of processes aiming
homogenization and even sterilization in industrial scale at high pressures up to
1000MPa. Figure 1.2 illustrates the pressure regimes of currently operated high-
pressure processes.
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2
Basic Engineering Aspects
Rudolf Eggers

2.1
What are the Specifics of High-Pressure Processes?

It is obvious that with increasing process pressure, the distances between mole-
cules of solid, liquid, or gaseous systems become smaller. Generally, such dimin-
ishing of distances results in alterations of both the phase behavior of the system
and the transport effects of the considered process. Consequently, in designing the
high-pressure processes, not only the knowledge of phase equilibriumdata for pure
and heterogeneous systems is needed from thermodynamics but also the reliable
data formaterial and transport properties at high pressures are of high importance,
because these can fluctuate strongly especially in the near-critical region of
a medium.

In Figure 2.1, an easily interpreted image illustrates the molecule distances
depending on pressure and temperature. The three phases – solid, liquid, and gas –
are differentiated by the phase transition lines for melting, evaporation, and
sublimation. At the critical point, the processes of condensation and evaporation
merge.

Besides the decreasing molecule distances at enhanced pressures, the diagram
reveals the continuous transfer from the gas phase into the liquid region by passing
the so-called supercritical region without any crossing of a phase change line.
Because this region is connecting the low-density region of gas and the high-density
region of liquid state, it is evident that the corresponding density gradients
without phase change are highest in the near-critical region. As a consequence,
highpressure enables theuse offluid phases as solventswith liquid-like densities and
gas-like diffusivities. Table 2.1 exemplifies that the basic engineering aspects of high-
pressure processes are based on phase equilibrium data and material properties
for both single and multicomponent systems and further they will be influenced by
relevant transport data.

Of course, plant engineering and vessel design are also basic aspects of
high-pressure processes. Due to their significance in industrial applications
of high-pressure processes, these aspects are discussed in Chapter 12. Nevertheless,
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this chapter focuses on the thermodynamic aspects of high-pressure phase equi-
librium and the influence of pressure on material and transport data for heat and
mass transfer at high pressures, including some information on basic measuring
principles, which are given in detail in Chapter 14.

Figure 2.1 Molecule distances dependent on pressure and temperature.

Table 2.1 High-pressure phase equilibrium: material properties and transport data in
corresponding phase state.
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2.2
Thermodynamic Aspects: Phase Equilibrium

In many industrial high-pressure processes, the involved mass flows are getting
in direct contact in order to enable heat and mass transport. The well-known
examples are extraction processes using supercritical fluids (see Chapter 8) or
liquefying processes of gas mixtures under pressure in combination with
transport and storage of natural gas [1]. Further examples are the carbon capture
and storage technology (CCS) (see Chapter 6), enhanced oil recovery processes
(see Chapter 7), refrigeration cycles, and renewable energy processes (see
Chapter 10).

Transport processes across phase boundaries of contacting phases are controlled
by driving gradients of pressure, temperature, and chemical potential of each
component inside a phase as long as phase equilibrium is not established and these
gradients are existing. A phase is defined as a homogeneous region without
discontinuities in pressure, temperature, and concentration. Thus, phase equilib-
rium is accomplished when the corresponding phases are of the same pressure
(mechanical equilibrium), of the same temperature (thermal equilibrium), and of
the same chemical potential (material equilibrium) for each component the system
contains [2]. The chemical potential of a single component represents the change of
internal energy of a systemwhen themolar mass of this component varies. Instead
of using the relative inaccessible chemical potential, it is possible to equalize the
fugacities of the different phases. As the fugacity demonstrates an adjusted
pressure considering the forces of interaction between the molecules in a real
system, this quantity is of high importance for phase equilibrium especially
in heterogeneous high-pressure systems [3]. The Gibbs phase rule predicts
the number of degrees of freedom F for a mixture of K coexisting phases and
n components:

F ¼ 2�K þ n ð2:1Þ

The phase equilibrium constitutes a thermodynamic limitation of transfer pro-
cesses. Therefore, the knowledge of phase equilibrium is an essential precondition
for specification and calculation of high-pressure processes.

High-pressure processes need the knowledge of phase equilibrium for pure
substances, binary systems, and multicomponent system. Nowadays data of high
precision are available for pure components like water [4] and for numerous
gases [5, 6] up to very high pressures. These data are computable by empirical
equations. So far, the calculation of phase equilibrium formixtures is recommended
by use of equations of state. As such there are modified Redlich–Kwong and
Peng–Robinson equations that have been proven for high-pressure systems [3].
Recently, the perturbation theory has attracted increasing research interest [7]. Thus,
the so-called PCSAFT equation is established for polymeric systems and further
application in high-pressure processing [8].
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2.3
Software and Data Collection

For modern industrial engineering, an increasing number of capable software tools
have been developed and are commercially available. Some of these are well-known
examples that have been proved of value for calculation of high-pressure phase
equilibrium: ASPEN PLUS (www.aspentech.com), Simulis Thermodynamics (www.
prosim.net), and PE 2000 Phase Equilibrium (www.sciencecentral.com). Further-
more, there are data banks with experimental data for pure components and even
multicomponent systems at high pressures (www.ddbst.com). Also, data onmaterial
properties are available, for instance, at www.dechema.de or webbook.nist.gov/
chemistry. Finally, thewell-experienced companies offer experimental determination
of unknown data for high-pressure processes.

As an example for high-pressure system properties, Figure 2.2 demonstrates the
phase behavior of CO2 and Figure 2.3 illustrates the different phases of the binary
system CO2–water [9].

2.4
Phase Equilibrium: Experimental Methods and Measuring Devices

Although the directmeasurement of equilibrium data formixtures at high pressures
requires detailed experimental experience and expensive equipment, it is still an
essential and reliableway in order to obtain the data needed for the evaluation of high-
pressure processes. Recently, Dohrn et al. [10] presented a classification of experi-
mental methods for high-pressure phase equilibria. Figure 2.4 illustrates the two
main groups: analytical methods and synthetic methods. In case of analytical
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methods, the composition of each of two phases have to be analyzed without need
to know precisely the composition of the overall mixture after achieving phase
equilibrium of the system under investigation within a high-pressure cell.
In contrast, synthetic methods require the precise knowledge of the composition
of the overall mixture and no analysis of the equilibrium phases is required.
The subgroups in Figure 2.4 indicate the different possibilities of analyzing with

Figure 2.3 Binary system: CO2–H2O [7].

Experimental methods
for high-pressure phase equilibria

Analytical methods 
overall mixture composition not precisely known

composition of phases is analyzed

Synthetic methods 
overall mixture composition is precisely known synthesized 

mixture, no analysis of equilibrium phases
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analysis not under pressure

without sampling
analysis under high pressure

detection of a phase change without a phase change
use of material balance

isothermal

isobaric

isobaric-isothermal
(dynamic methods)

spectroscopic

gravimetric
e.g., suspension balances

others
e.g., quartz microbalance

visual
(static view cell)

nonvisual
e.g., slopeof P-v curves

isothermal

isobaric

others
e.g., measure ρ and volume

Figure 2.4 Classification of experimental methods for high-pressure phase equilibria. Adapted
from Ref. [10].
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and without taking samples alternatively by detection of a phase change or direct
measuring of pressure, temperature, or volume.

Because there is no ideal method for all types of phase equilibrium, some hints on
the applicability of the different measuring systems for high-pressure systems may
be obvious:

. Synthetic measuring elucidates the advantages of applicability for material
systems with coexisting phases of similar densities.

. Synthetic measuring does not need sampling. As a consequence, this method
is applicable with test cells of small volumes and it can be used up to extremely
high pressures. Moreover, the synthetic measurement normally is cheaper
compared to analytical measurements due to a small number of high-pressure
components.

. For multicomponent systems, the analytical method offers the advantages of a
precise information on the composition of the phases, whereas the synthetic
method reveals only the position of the phase transfer region.

2.5
Interfacial Phenomena and Data

In high-pressure process engineering, interfacial phenomena play an important role
especially in case of processes that exhibit high specific areas for heat and mass
transfer. It is well known that the efficiency of transport processes is related directly to
the size of the phase boundaries. Also, reaction rates have a role in high-pressure
processes. Furthermore, the activity of ingredients in pharmaceutical, cosmetic, and
food products is increased by processing high levels of interfacial area. Interfaces can
be formed between volume phases in solid, liquid, or gaseous state. Thus, except for
gas/gas interfaces, five types are possible, which are listed in Table 2.2 together with
related high-pressure processes.

Interfacial phenomena like formation of bubbles and droplets, foaming, falling
films, coalescing, dispersing, wetting of surfaces, and interfacial convection are often
present in moving boundaries, which are processed in high-pressure columns,
nozzles, heat exchangers, and pump systems.

Table 2.2 Interfaces in high-pressure processes.

Type Example of high-pressure process

Solid/solid (s/s) Drilling
Solid/liquid (s/l) Jet cutting
Solid/gas (s/g) Supercritical extraction
Liquid/liquid (l/l) Homogenizing
Liquid/gas (l/g) Evaporation
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A microscopic view down to molecular scale reveals the nature of fluid-phase
boundaries as finite volume phases between two contacting and corresponding
phases. As a consequence, properties are changing continuously from one phase to
the other across the finite interfacial distance, as demonstrated in Figure 2.5, for the
density profile of CO2 [11]. At high pressures, the interfacial region increases, which
also happens for interfaces between different fluids being partial miscible.

An illustrative explanation of the interfacial tension s is the effort of reversible
energy that is needed in order to create new interface between two phases.

s ¼ dErev

dA
ð2:2Þ

Ausual interpretation frommechanics is the work of creating new surface area by
movingmolecules from the bulk phase to the interface, whereas the thermodynamic
interpretation is a change of inner energy when the surface area is altered.

Including the finite interface as a further phase into the fundamental equation of
thermodynamics for the free energy F and the free enthalpy G [12],

dF ¼ �Sdt�pdV þsdAþ midni ð2:3Þ

dG ¼ �SdtþVdpþsdAþmidni ð2:4Þ
opens the possibility of deriving the dependency of the interfacial tension from the
pressure and the temperature of a process:

qs
qT

� �
V ;A;ni

¼ � qS
qA

� �
T ;p;ni

ð2:5Þ
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Figure 2.5 Density profile of CO2within the phase boundary region for different reduced pressures
as a function of the distance coordinate [11].
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qs
qp

� �
T ;A;ni

¼ qV
qA

� �
T ;p;ni

ð2:6Þ

Equation (2.5) explains the temperature dependency of the interfacial tension as
the change in entropy during the formation of surface. Increasing temperatures are
combined with rising mobility of molecules. Thus, the work of forming new surface
area becomes lower and the interfacial tension is decreased at elevated process
temperatures.

On the contrary, the interfacial tension between fluid phases usually decreases at
higher process pressures. This reveals an attractive feature for spray processes at high
pressures [13]. Following Eq. (2.6), this means an enhancement of molecule
concentration within the interfacial volume (adsorption) and in summary a volume
decrease of the total system at constant pressure appears.

As an example, Figure 2.6 illustrates the surface tension of water as a function of
the vapor pressure [14].

A further example of a two-component systemdemonstrates the interfacial tension
of water and ethanol in contact with carbon dioxide (Figure 2.7) [15].

The reverse is rarely possible: a decrease in molecule concentration of the
interfacial volume leading to an isobaric increase of total volume and thus the
interfacial tension increases at higher process pressures. A known example is
represented by the interfacial tension between helium and water [16].

Although most data of interfacial tension are experimentally determined, the
prediction of interfacial tension by application of the Cahn–Hillliard theory [17] is of
increasing interest. This theory describes the thermodynamic properties of a system
where an interface exists between two phases being in equilibrium. Recently, the
calculation of the interfacial tension for some binary systems at high pressures has
approved the applicability of the Cahn–Hillliard theory [18, 19].
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Figure 2.6 Surface tension of water dependent on temperature at saturation pressure. Adapted
from Ref. [14].
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In high-pressure processes, often droplets and bubbles are important owing
to their high surface area for heat and mass transport. Whereas plane fluid
surfaces without external forces are pressure equilibrated, curved interfaces are
balanced by the size keeping surface forces and the forces that are acting by the inner
pressure in a spherical geometry like a bubble or a droplet with diameter D in
equilibrium.

spD ¼ Dp
p

4
D2 ð2:7Þ

The pressure difference is called capillary pressure.

Dp ¼ 4s
D
¼ 2s

r
ð2:8Þ

As an example, high hydrostatic pressures have to be applied for recovery of oil
from reservoirs having capillary structures (see Chapter 7):

Drgh ¼ 2s
r

ð2:9Þ

Arbitrary curved interfaces are to be calculated by the two orthogonal radii of
curvature r1 and r2. The balance of forces [12] leads to the Young–Laplace equation
that enables the calculation of the inner pressure or the interfacial tension.

Dr ¼ s
1
r1
þ 1

r2

� �
ð2:10Þ

The Young–Laplace equation incorporates the special cases for spherical,
cylindrical, and plane surfaces.
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Figure 2.7 Interfacial tension of the system CO2–H2O [15].
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Sphere:

Dp ¼ 2s
r
; r1 ¼ r2 ¼ r ð2:11Þ

Cylinder:

Dp ¼ s

r1
; r2 ¼ 1 ð2:12Þ

Plane layer:

Dp ¼ 0; r1 ¼ r2 ¼ 1 ð2:13Þ
These equations are useful formeasuring principles that enable the determination

of interfacial tension even for high-pressure applications (see Chapter 7).
Furthermore, the wetting behavior of liquids on solid surfaces is of high interest

for many high-pressure processes. As such the design of separation processes that
are carried out in high-pressure columns requires knowledge on the degree of wetted
surfaces in structured packing or falling films [20]. Generally, the Young equation
describes the static wetting angle of liquids on solid surfaces by a balance of the three
acting forces corresponding to the surface tensions sl,g, ss,l, ss,g (Figure 2.8) [12].

ss;g ¼ ss;lþ sl;g cos � ð2:14Þ
Liquids in capillary structures revealing high wetting corresponding to capillary

rising of convex fluid interfaces show a lowering of vapor pressure. This is in
accordance with a positive hydrostatic pressure that has to be equilibrated by an
equivalent decrease of vapor pressure (Eq. (2.9)). On the other hand, nonwetting
liquids are resulting in concave fluid interfaces combined with a capillary depression
that has to be balanced by an increased vapor pressure. Thus, strong convex curved
liquid-phase boundaries being present in very small bubbles are characterized by
vapor pressure lowering and the concave liquid surfaces represented by droplets are
of enhanced vapor pressure. As a consequence, small droplets are quick evaporating
and small bubbles are often very stable. These phenomena may be useful in high-
pressure processes like spraying and drying of liquids [14], particle generation of
supersaturated solutions [21], foaming by bubble generation in polymers [22], and
even in processing high-pressure vapor in power plants (see Chapter 6).

The change of vapor pressure at very low radii in droplets and bubbles is given by
the Kelvin equation that combines the capillary pressure (Eq. (2.8)) and the capillary
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Figure 2.8 Wetting angle on solid surfaces.
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height h (Eq. (2.9)) with h> 0 for convex liquid-phase boundaries like bubbles and
h< 0 for concave liquid-phase boundaries like droplet surfaces. In order to use the
Kelvin equation (2.15) for high-pressure applications, one has to consider that this
basic law is derived by expressing the vapor density via the law of ideal gases and
further introducing the pressure altitude.

p0

p
¼ exp � 2Mgs

RTrr0

� �
ð2:15Þ

Nevertheless, the exponent of the Kelvin equation is of interest for high-pressure
processes because bothfigures, the interfacial tension inmost cases and the enthalpy
of evaporation, decrease at elevated pressures.

From the Young equation (2.14), it is evident that in case of decreasing interfacial
tension between the liquid and the gas phase, the wetting angle � continuously
increases as long as it does not pass 90�. However, the other two surface energies ss,l
and ss,g may also change with pressure. This will happen when the pressurized gas
phase or even components from a dense gasmixture become partiallymiscible in the
liquid phase. Thus, without the knowledge of ss,l and ss,g, no reliable prediction of
the wetting angle is possible. Unfortunately, a direct measurement of the interfacial
energies of solid surfaces is not possible. There are theoretical approaches for the
calculation of these data, for instance, the method of Wenn, Girifalco, and
Folkes [23, 24], but these theories are not proven yet for the application at high
pressures.

As an example, Figure 2.9 illustrates experimental results of the static wetting
angle when a droplet of water or oil is deposited on a clean steel surface [23].

In fact, in case of water, the wetting angle rises with increasing pressure until a
constant remaining value at high pressures. Thus, a falling aqueous filmmay detach
in contact with dense carbon dioxide operated in a desorption column at high
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Figure 2.9 Wetting angle of water and oil on a flat steel surface [18].
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pressures [24]. In contrast, no risk of a detaching filmwill exist when an oily system is
processed in a high-pressure column [24]. An improved knowledge of the wetting
behavior is available by measuring both the static and the dynamic wetting angle.
This is demonstrated for the aqueous and oily system in Figure 2.10 [25].

Although the comparison elucidates the lowered wetting angle in case of a moved
aqueous liquid due to the additional acting inertial force, the risk of film detaching
from the solid surface is enhanced at high pressures. Furthermore, themass transfer
in a high-pressure liquid/gas column is influenced by high densities of the gas phase.
The decreasing density difference between both phases results in an enhanced
thickness of the falling film in combinationwith decreasing flow velocities. Thus, the
mass transfer resistance is increased. Finally, the shear stress t at the interface is no
longer negligible and instabilities may support the formation of a wavy film. Often
heat andmass transport across thesemoved phase boundaries lead to gradients of the
interfacial tension along the falling film surface. In consequence, interfacial con-
vection phenomena (called Marangoni convection) [26] occur that superpose the
convective transport normal to the phase boundary.

The general equations for the calculation of thefilm thicknessd, thefilm velocityw,
and shear stress [27] read as follows:

Film thickness
Laminar:

dl ¼ 3
g2l
r2l g

� �1=3

Re1=3 ð2:16aÞ

Turbulent:

dt ¼ 0:302dl Re
1=5; Re > 400 ð2:16bÞ
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Film velocity

wðyÞ ¼ Drg
gl

� y2

2
þdy

� �
þ t

gl
y ð2:17Þ

t ¼ �gl
qw
qy

� �
¼ d ð2:18Þ

High-pressure processes like absorption or condensation of gases show significant
reduction of density differences and interfacial tension.Often the viscosity data of the
film phase becomes low at higher pressures by dissolving gases [25].

Also, the formation of droplets in spray processes is controlled by interfacial
phenomena revealing at high pressures. Falling droplets are characterized by the
Weber number.

We ¼ rgw
2d

s
ð2:19Þ

TheWebernumber is derivedby a balance of the inertial and the surface forces [14].
High-pressure spraying processes lead to very small droplet diameters because the
gas density rg and the velocity wl at the nozzle outlet are high, while the interfacial
tension normally diminishes at elevated pressures.

Figure 2.11 illustrates the extended spray regime as a function of the modified
Ohnesorge number Oh and the Reynolds number. Spray formation is significantly

Figure 2.11 Spray regime of water in CO2 [28].
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supported by high pressures. Ongoing applications are fuel atomization in com-
bustion engines or high-pressure spray columns [28, 29].

In contrast to solid spheres, liquid droplets develop mobile-phase boundaries
exerting a circulating flow due to friction forces when falling down in a dense gas
atmosphere. Thus, the drag coefficients are reduced and free falling velocities are
slightly enhanced. Figure 2.12 demonstrates a comparison of drag coefficients that
are valid for solid spheres, droplets at ambient pressures, and droplets at high
pressures [29].

2.6
Material Properties and Transport Data for Heat and Mass Transfer

With increasing pressure, the density of a process medium will rise. Due to the
compressibility of the medium, the effect of enhanced densities will be highest for
gases. Thus, heat and mass transfer processes with gases have to consider strong
variations in material properties and transport data.

Generally, transport processes are based on the conservation laws of momentum
(flow field), energy (temperature field), and mass (concentration field) taking
into account the conditions like gradients of flow velocity, temperature, and con-
centration at the phase boundaries of the system under investigation usually by
the application of transfer coefficients. In order to describe the interaction
between fluid flow, heat flow, and mass flow, at least the behavior of the following
data has to be clarified:
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Figure 2.12 Drag coefficients of droplets in high-pressure atmosphere [29].
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Material properties: Density r, specific heat capacity cp corresponding to the
specific enthalpy h of the material and latent energies like melting Dhm,
condensation Dhc, and evaporation Dhv.
Transport data: Cinematic viscosity n (related to the density as dynamic viscosity
g), thermal conductivity l, and diffusivity D.
Transport coefficients: Heat transfer coefficient h andmass transfer coefficient k.

At first, Figure 2.2 transfers the phenomenological character of Figure 2.1 to the p,
T phase diagram of carbon dioxide as an example for a pure medium. Above the
critical temperature (Tc¼ 304.8K), there is no difference between liquid and gaseous
state. Thus, liquefaction ofCO2gas is not possible higher than 31.6 �C. InFigure 2.13,
the density dependence of CO2 depicted as a function of pressure is at four
temperatures: lower Tc, Tc, near-Tc, and higher Tc.

The resulting profiles illustrate the nonsteady density difference between the gas
and liquid phases at T< Tc, which diminishes down and vanishes at the critical point
(pc¼ 7.18MPa, Tc¼ 304.8 K). The following continuous density profile in the near-
critical region at T> Tc also shows strong density change that decrease at increasing
temperatures while forming a slightly increasing plateau at higher pressures.

Generally, the strong density variations in the vicinity of the critical point appear
together, simultaneously with a sharp decrease of the specific enthalpy (Figure 2.14),
as the specific heat capacity further approaches infinity (Figure 2.15). Regarding the
transport properties, the thermal conductivity takes ostentatious high values
(Figure 2.16).

As the pressure is further increased, there is still an attenuating maximum of cp at
the so-called pseudocritical temperature, whereas the heat conductivity slightly
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increaseswith pressure, because the probability ofmolecule collisions is rising due to
shorter distances between the gaseousmolecules. The comparison of data for carbon
dioxide and water in Figures 2.15 and 2.16 illustrates similar thermophysical
anomalies of near-critical profiles as a basic principle. This statement is valid too
for the specific behavior of the rheological data: dynamic and cinematic viscosities
that are demonstrated in Figures 2.17 and 2.18. The relatively low cinematic
viscosities for high pressures at supercritical temperatures are noticeable, because
this is a reason for low friction forces at highmass flows and enhanced heat andmass
transport by natural convection at high pressures (see Chapter 8).

Data used for Figures 2.13–2.18 are calculated by the Gerg [5] equation.
Table 2.3 lists some approved correlations for predicting basic engineering data in

high-pressure processes.
Similar to heat transport by conduction, the transport mechanism by diffusion

depends on the distance between themolecules in a given system. But in contrast, the
higher themean free path length, the lower the diffusion resistance by collisionswith
othermolecules or evenbywall surfaces, for instance in porousmedia. In general, the
diffusion coefficient decreases at enhanced pressures due to reduced distances
between the molecules, whereas the diffusivity at higher temperatures increases
based on the higher mobility of the molecules. Furthermore, often there is a
dependency on the concentration of diffusing components in a system. Related to
fluids, the diffusivity behaves inversely proportional to the dynamic viscosity, which
is the product of cinematic viscosity anddensity. This is stated by the basic equation of
Stokes–Einstein [32]. Even in multicomponent system, the diffusion of a single
component is normally calculated as a binary diffusion coefficient (Table 2.4).
The corresponding data range from 10�4m2/s down to 10�14m2/s considering
gaseous, liquid, and solid matter [33].
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Figure 2.14 Specific enthalpy profiles of carbon dioxide dependent on pressure at different
temperatures T1< Tc< T2< T3.
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The design of heat andmass transfer operations in chemical engineering is based
on the well-known correlations that use the dimensionless numbersNu (Nusselt) for
heat transfer and Sh (Sherwood) for mass transfer. By balancing the acting forces,
energies, and mass flows within the boundary layers of velocity, temperature, and
concentration, the theoretical derivation of general relations forNu and Sh is given in
fundamental work [35].

Nu ¼ aL
k
¼ f Re;Prð Þ ¼ f

wL
n
;
nrcp
k

� �
ð2:20Þ

Sh ¼ bL
D
¼ f Re; Scð Þ ¼ f

wL
n

;
n

D

� �
ð2:21Þ

These correlations are valid for steady-state processes of forced convection. In case
of free convection, the influence of gravity force is to be considered as an additional
independent parameter. Thus, the balance of forces leads to the Grashof number
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Figure 2.15 Comparison of near-critical heat capacities for CO2 and H2O.
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and the general equations for heat and mass transfer by free convection read
as follows:

Nu ¼ f Gr;Prð Þ ¼ f
gDrL3

rn2
;
nrcp
k

� �
ð2:22Þ

Sh ¼ f Gr; Scð Þ ¼ f
gDr
r

L3

n2
;
n

D

� �
ð2:23Þ

A descriptive interpretation of these dimensionless groups of parameters may be
helpful to better understand the specifics under conditions of high pressures.

The Nusselt number represents the relation between the forced or free convective
transport mechanism and the conductive heat transport within the boundary layer of
the fluid flow.

The Sherwood number compares the convective mass transport and the transport
by diffusion within the fluid flow boundary layer.
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Figure 2.16 Comparison of near-critical heat conductivities for CO2 and H2O.
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The Reynolds number characterizes the relation between the inertial forces and
the friction forces of the fluid flow.

The Prandtl number relates the dimensions of the boundary layers for fluid
velocity and temperature.

The Schmidt number relates the dimensions of the boundary layers for fluid
velocity and concentration.

The Grashof number represents a combination of the three acting forces for
movement: inertia, friction, and gravity.

A great number of semiempirical and full empirical equations have been derived
by experimental work in certain limits of process data, flow conditions, and
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Figure 2.17 Comparison of near-critical dynamic viscosity data for CO2 and H2O.
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geometries of the device under investigation. Thus, the user has to account for the
following:

. Range of pressure and temperature given by limits of Prandtl and Schmidt
number.

. Laminar or turbulent flow conditions expressed by the Reynolds number.

. External flow over flat plates and cylindrical and spherical geometries.

. Internal flow through tubes or channels regarding inlet flow or fully
developed flow.

With respect to high-pressure application, some specifics on heat and mass
transfer are of importance. Especially for gases in near-critical state, the described
thermophysical anomalies (see Figures 2.15–2.18) result in maxima of heat capacity
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Figure 2.18 Comparison of near-critical cinematic viscosity data for CO2 and H2O.
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Table 2.3 Correlations for thermophysical data at high pressures.

Correlations Source

Viscosity Gases: Section DA 27
in Ref. [27]

g ¼ g � jð Þr � fp � fQ � 1
j

with

j ¼
TC=K½ �1=6 ~R=ðJ=kmol KÞ� �1=6

NA= 1=kmolð Þ1=3
h i

~M=ðkg=kmolÞ� ��1=2
pc=ðN=m2Þ½ �2=3

g � jð Þr ¼ g � jð Þr;o 1þ ApEr
BpFr þ 1þCpDr

� ��1
" #

g � jð Þr;o ¼ 0:807T0:618
r �0:357e�0:449Tr

þ 0:340e�4:058Tr þ 0:018
�M: Molecular weight (kg/kmol)
�R: General gas constant (J/kmol K)
NA: Avogadro constant (1/kmol)
pc: Critical pressure
pr ¼ p=pc: Reduced pressure 0 � Pr � 100
Tr ¼ T=Tc: Reduced temperature 1 � Tr � 40
The subfunctions for (polarity factor) fp,
fQ (Quantal factor), and the coefficients A;B;C;D;E; F
are given in Ref [27], Section DA
Liquids: Section DA

in Ref. [27]
g ¼ gbl

g
gbl

� 	0
= 1þ Fð Þ

gbc: Dynamic viscosity of saturated liquid (boiling line)
(Ns/m2)
The subfunctions ðg=gbcÞ0 (pressure influence) and F
(temperature influence) are given by diagrams in
Ref. [27], Section DA

Heat conductivity Gases: [30]
k�k0ð Þ �Z5

c �C ¼ 0:0122 exp 0:535rrð Þ�1½ �;
rr ¼ r=rc < 0:5
k�k0ð Þ �Z5

c �C ¼ 0:0155 exp 0:67rrð Þ�1:069½ �;
0:1 < rr < 2:0
k�k0ð Þ �Z5

c �C ¼ 0:0262 exp 1:155rrð Þþ 2:016½ �;
2:0 < rr < 2:8

k0:Heat conductivity at lowpressures and temperatures
Zc: Real gas factor at pc, Tc

C ¼ Tc=Kð Þ1=6 �M=ðkg=kmolÞð Þ1=2 NA=ð1=kmolÞð Þ1=3
pc=ðN=m2Þð Þ2=3 �R=ðJ=kmolÞð Þ5=6

C (km/W)
Liquids: [27], Section DA

in Ref. [34]
For TR > 0:8, use above equations for gases
For TR < 0:8 approximation via enhancement factor

Heat capacity Gases and liquids: [31]
cp ¼ cidp Tð ÞþDcp T ; pð Þ
Dcp T ; pð Þ: Derivation from ideal gas tabulated in
Ref. [27], Section DA 23–26

[24–27]
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in the pseudocritical region. Thus, the Prandtl number also revealsmaximum values
like Figure 2.19 demonstrates for carbon dioxide.

As a consequence, heat transfer to gases in high-pressure processes is enhanced
when the process conditions become pseudocritical. A successful method is to
calculate the improved heat transfer when designing a heat transfer apparatus for
options of heating and cooling as w is the relation of the thermophysical data at wall
and bulk temperature. Polyakov [36] and Krasnoshchekov [37] developed the follow-
ing equations:

Nu ¼ Nu0
�cp
cpb

� �p gw
gb

� �q kw
kb

� �r rw
rb

� �s

ð2:24Þ

With Nu0 valid in the nonpseudocritical pressure range for turbulent flow [38],

Nu0 ¼ 0:0183Re0:82Pr0:5 ð2:25Þ

Table 2.4 Range of binary diffusion coefficients in gases, liquids, and solids [34].

Diffusion D (m2/s)

Gases p< pc 10�4

Supercritical fluids p> pc; T> Tc 10�2

Liquids 10�9

Solids 10�10–10�14

Figure 2.19 Prandtl numbers for CO2.
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Nu ¼ 0:0183 �Re0:82 �Pr0:5 �cp
cp:b

0
@

1
A

p

rw
rb

0
@

1
A

0:3

�cp ¼ Hw�Hb

Tw�Tb

ð2:26Þ

p ¼ 0:4 at Tb < Tw < Tpc and 1:2Tpc < Tb < Tw

p ¼ 0:4þ 0:2
Tw

Tpc
�1

2
4

3
5 at Tb < Tpc < Tw

p ¼ 0:4þ 0:2
Tw

Tpc
�1

2
4

3
5 1�5 Tb

Tpc
�1

0
@

1
A

2
4

3
5

at Tpc < Tb < 1:2Tpc and Tb < Tw

As an example, the length of a gas cooler in a refrigeration plant was designed. The
heat exchanger is to be operated with the natural refrigerant carbon dioxide at a
working pressure of 9MPa.

Figure 2.20 shows calculated temperature profiles considering the strongly
variable local heat transfer coefficient within the near-critical temperature range of
CO2 [39].

Nevertheless, at higher pressures far away from the critical pressure, the thermo-
physical anomalies for gases shown in Figures 2.15–2.18 vanish. Consequently, high-
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Figure 2.20 Effect of heat transfer enhancement in a gas cooler operated in near-critical state.
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pressure transfer processes beyond the pseudocritical region are well calculable for
gases by the application of usual Nusselt correlations. Although the Prandtl number
slightly decreases (Figure 2.19), the Reynolds number may increase because the
cinematic viscosity of gases diminishes at high pressures (Figure 2.18).

Heat transfer coefficients for liquid flow are well predictable by common Nusselt
correlations even for high-pressure processes. The Prandtl number increases with
pressure slightly improving the mechanism of heat transfer.

In Table 2.5, some approved heat transfer correlations are summarized for liquid
and gas flow taking into consideration the specifics of high-pressure effects.

For heat transfer in near-critical pressure, use Eqs. (2.24)–(2.26).
Free convection: Use equations for heat transfer (Table 2.6) with Sh, Gr, and Sc

numbers from Eq. (2.23).
In case of heat transfer by free convection, again high pressure affects the transport

mechanism for gases in a special way. As the data for the cinematic viscosity of gases
decrease to very low values (see Figure 2.18), the influence of the gravity force
becomeshigh ongasflowshaving local differences in density. This is expressed in the
denominator of the Grashof number:

Gr ¼ gDr
r

L3

n2
¼ gbTDTL

3

n2

bT ¼ �
1
r

qr
qT

0
@

1
A

P

ð2:27Þ

Furthermore, the coefficient of thermal expansion bT reveals a strong maximum
at near-critical conditions caused by high-density gradients. In addition, high-
pressure processes are normally operated with low gas velocities, often ranging
around somemillimeter/seconds. In consequence, free convection may become the
dominant effect in high-pressure gas flow. The superposition of free convective
transfer is of high impact to processes like high-pressure gas transport in pipelines as
recently discussed in carbon capture storage technology (CCS) [40]. The horizontal
forced gas flow will be overlapped by secondary vertical eddy flow induced by free
convection. Even in high-pressure vessels, the effect of free convective gas flow
causes differences in mass transfer operations depending on the direction of fluid
flow (up or down) and heat flow (heating or cooling). A heated gas flow in vertical
upward direction is supported by buoyancy, whereas it will be impeded in down flow.

The importance of free convective transfer in high-pressure gas flow has been
reported by Lenoir andComings [41] andGrassmann [14]. The results givenby Lenoir
and Comings for free convection of CO2 and N2 were recalculated using the Gerg
equation [5] in order to get precise material properties at high pressures, especially
the thermal expansion coefficient.

As a result, Figure 2.21 shows the product of Grashof and Prandtl numbers that
are relevant for the effect of free convection. The assumed data for the driving
temperature difference and the height are given in Figure 2.21. It is clearly to be
seen that free convection increases strongly with pressure due to the dropping
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Table 2.5 Heat transfer correlations applicable for high-pressure processes.

Forced convection Tube flow Heat transfer Limits of validity

Re ¼ v � d=n Laminar Average heat transfer: 0:1 < ðd=LÞ, Pr > 0:1
Num ¼ 0:664 � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Red � ðd=LÞ
p � ffiffiffiffiffi

Pr3
p

Local heat transfer:
Nux ¼ 0:332 � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Red � ðd=LÞ
p � ffiffiffiffiffi

Pr3
p

Material properties at average
flow temperature

Turbulent full developed flow
friction factor: j ¼ ð1:8 � log10 Re�1:5Þ�2

Num ¼ j=8ð ÞRe Pr
1þ 12:7

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðj=8Þ
p

Prð2=3Þ�1ð Þ � 1þ d=Lð Þ2=3
� 	

104 < Red < 106, 0:6 < Pr
< 1000, ðd=LÞ < 1

External flow
Nu ¼ a � L

l
, Re ¼ v � d=n Flat plate parallel flow

Laminar Average heat transfer: Re < 105, 0:6 < Pr < 1000
NuL ¼ 0:664 �Re0:5L �Pr1=3
Local heat transfer:
Nux ¼ 0:332 �Re0:5x �Pr1=3

Turbulent full developed flow Nu ¼ 0:037 �Re0:8L �Pr
1þ 2:443 �Re�0:1 � ðPr2=3�1Þ 5 � 105 < Re < 107, 0:6

< Pr < 1000
Cylinder cross-flow

Pr ¼ n=a Laminar–turbulent NuL ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nu2L;lamþNu2L;turb

q
101 < Re < 107, 0:6
< Pr < 1000
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Table 2.5 (Continued )

Forced convection Tube flow Heat transfer Limits of validity

Material properties at average
flow temperature

Laminar Like plate with L ¼ ðp � dÞ=2

Turbulent
Forced convection

Sphere cross-flow
Laminar Like plate with L ¼ d
Turbulent

Natural convection

Gr ¼ g �bT �DT � L3
n2

, bT¼ coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion

Vertical plate

Laminar NuL ¼ 0:667 � Pr2 �GrL
0:952þPr

� �1=4
Gr �Pr < 109

0:6 < Pr < 1000

Turbulent NuL ¼ 0:13 � ðGr �PrÞ1=3 109 < GrL �Pr
0:6 < Pr < 10

Overall NuL ¼ 0:825þ 0:387ðGrL �Pr � f ðPrÞÞ1=6
h i2

10�1 < GrL �Pr < 1012

f Prð Þ ¼ 1þ 0:492=Prð Þ9=16
h i�16=9

0:001 < Pr
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Table 2.6 Mass transfer correlations relevant for free and forced convection and valid for internal and external flow regimes.

Convective mass transfer Tube flow Mass transfer Limits of validity

Sh ¼ ðb � dÞ=D Laminar Sh ¼ 0:664 � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Re � ðd=LÞp �Sc1=3 Re < 2300

Sh ¼ n=D Turbulent Sh ¼ 0:037 � Re0:75�180� � �Sc0:42 � 1þðd=LÞ2=3
h i

Re < 2300
External flow
Plate

Sh ¼ ðb � dÞ=D Laminar Sh ¼ 0:664 � ffiffiffiffiffi
Re
p �Sc1=3 Re < 5 � 105, 0:6 < Sc < 1000

Sh ¼ n

D
Turbulent boundary layer ShL ¼ 0:037 �Re0:8 � Sc

1þ 2:443 �Re�0:1 � ðSc2=3�1Þ 5 � 105 < Re < 107, 0:6 < Sc < 1000
Cylinder cross-flow
Laminar Like plate with L ¼ p � d

2
Turbulent
Transition region ShL ¼ 0:3þðSh2L;lamþ Sh2L;turbÞ1=2
Sphere cross-flow
Laminar Like plate with L ¼ d
Turbulent
Transition region ShL ¼ 2þðSh2L;lamþ Sh2L;turbÞ1=2 0:1 < Re < 107

0:6 < Sc < 104
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cinematic viscosities. In addition, in the near-critical region of CO2, the maximum
of the thermal expansion coefficient leads to a maximum of the free convective
flow. A calculation using the ideal gas law in order to determine the thermal
expansion coefficient (bT¼ 1/T) does not consider the discussed anomalies and
thus fails.

The Archimedes numberAr expresses the relation between forced convection and
natural convection:

Ar ¼ Gr
Re2

ð2:28Þ

The Archimedes number quotes the ratio of the gravity force and the inertial force
in a fluid flow. Thus, high valuesAr� 1 indicate the applicability of correlations valid
for free convection, whereas Ar	 1 permits the calculation of the problem by using
equations for forced convection. The intermediate region is characterized by forced
convection with superposed free convection. This type of mixed convection often
occurs in high-pressure processes, particularly in gas flow due to high Grashof
numbers at low cinematic viscosities and enhanced gas densities. The calculation of
the summarized heat transfer is possible by the established equation [42]:
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Figure 2.21 Free convection at high pressures in CO2 and N2.
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Nu ¼ Nu3fcþNu3nc
� �1=3 ð2:29Þ

It is worthmentioning that mass transfer may be additionally supported in case of
free convection by density differences that are induced by concentration differences.
As an example, absorption of gas in liquid film flow at high pressures may even
increase the liquid density and thus make influence on mass transport [43]. Nev-
ertheless, free convective heat and mass transfer in liquids are of minor importance
because the driving density differences decrease at high pressures. Thus, common
correlations are applicable for free convective transfer in liquids.

Like free convective heat transfer, the mass transport in gases is supported by free
convection due to the very low cinematic viscosity data at high pressures.

Forced convective mass transport in high-pressure processes is governed by the
pressure dependency of both the dynamic viscosity and the diffusion coefficient.
Whereas gases show dropping values of cinematic viscosity, their dynamic
viscosity increases strongly with pressure due to rising densities. Liquids reveal
marginal change of dynamic viscosity data at higher pressures. However, as stated
above, often gas diffuses at high pressures in liquids or even in solids – like polymers
– and decreases the dynamic viscosity. Thus, in gas/liquid or gas/solid systems with
partial miscibility of gas or single gas components in the corresponding liquid or
solid phase, the transport coefficients of diffusion (D) and mass transfer b may
increase. As an example, Figure 2.22 shows experimental data on diffusion
coefficients of CO2 in oil [44]. At high pressures, CO2 dissolves in the liquid reducing
the dynamic viscosity and thus the diffusion increases, although the pressure is
increased. However, in general, mass transfer is hindered in high-pressure
processes.

For a rough estimation of diffusion coefficients in gaseous systems, the well-
known Stokes–Einstein equation is a help even for high pressures.
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Figure 2.22 Diffusion coefficient of CO2 in oil [44].
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D ¼ kT
Cpsg

ð2:30Þ

In high-pressure gas systems, a correlation is proposed that is based on a data
collection of diffusion coefficients in dense gases [45]:

D ¼ 5:152DsTr r�2=3�0:5410
� 	R

x
ð2:31Þ

with Ds being the self-diffusion coefficient (see Table 2.7).
In liquid systems, equations exist that enable the calculation of diffusion coeffi-

cients via the knowledge of the course of dynamic viscosity. As an example, Mc
Manamay and Woolen stated for the diffusivity of CO2 in some organic liquids [48]:

Dðm2=sÞ ¼ 1:41 � 10�10g0:47ðPa � sÞ0:47 ð2:32Þ
Anotherway topredict diffusion coefficients is tomakeuse of a referencedata point

from experiment or even from literature. Cussler [47] stated for diffusion in fluids:

D p; tð Þ ¼ D P1;T1ð ÞT þ 273:15 � g P1;T1ð Þ
T þ 273:15 � g P;Tð Þ ð2:33Þ

Table 2.7 summarizes equations that are valid for the prediction of diffusion
coefficients at high pressures in gaseous and liquid systems.

Table 2.7 Calculation of diffusion coefficients.

Diffusion coefficient

Gases:
D ¼ 5:152DsTr r�2=3�0:4510� �

R=X ; 1 < rr < 0:25 [34, 35]

with
R ¼ 1:0� 0:1; for 2 < X
R ¼ 0:664X0:17 � 0:1; for 2 < X < 10

where X is the size-to-mass parameter that is calculated from

X ¼ 1þ Vc2=Vc1ð Þ1=3
h i

= 1þM1=M2ð Þ1=2X
where 1 is the solvent and 2 is the solute
Ds is the self-diffusion coefficient, correlated using critical quantitates as follows:

Ds ¼ 4:30
 10�7M1=2T0:75
cP

Vð Þ2=3rc
where
M is the molecular weight (g/mol)
Tc is the critical temperature (K)
rc is the critical density (kg/m3)P

V is the atomic diffusion volumes (Fuller) [30, 39]
Liquids:
No reliable equations
Approximative calculation:

D p;Tð Þ ¼ D p1;T1ð ÞT þ 273:15g T1; p1ð Þ
T1þ 273:15g T ; pð Þ [46]

Dðm2=sÞ ¼ 1:41 � 10�10 � gðPa � sÞ�0:47 [47, 48]
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Examples for application of heat andmass transfer in high-pressure processes are
given in

. Ref. [1]: Refrigeration cycles

. Chapter 6: Evaporator in power plants

. Chapter 8: Free convection in extraction vessels

. Chapter 8: Diffusion of dense gas in liquids

. Chapter 8: Condenser in supercritical extraction plants

2.7
Evaporation and Condensation at High Pressures

2.7.1
Evaporation

The process of evaporation is basically classified in pool boiling accordant to a free
convective transfer or flow boiling being a forced convective transfer. The funda-
mental question is how the bubbles are generated in interaction with different
heating surfaces. Although the evaporation depends on numerous parameters, the
general impact of high pressures becomes plausible by the well-known equation for
the radius rb of a bubble being in mechanical equilibrium between the pressure
difference inside and outside the bubble and the surface tension, tending tomaintain
a spherical shape according to Eq. (2.8) [42]

rb ¼ 2s
Dp

ð2:34Þ

The vapor pressure curve of a liquid shows rising temperatures at increasing
pressure. Moreover, the gradient dp/dT along the temperature curve increases with
pressure.However, the surface tensionwhose physicalmeaning is the energy needed
for creating new surface between liquid and gaseous states drops with temperature.
As an example, Figure 2.6 demonstrates the decreasing surface tension along the
temperature at saturation pressure of water from ambient up to the critical condi-
tions: pc¼ 22.12MPa and Tc¼ 374.15 �C [14]. Furthermore, thermal equilibrium
requires the same temperature inside and outside the bubble. However, the liquid
ambient contacting the bubble is superheated at the process pressure, whereas the
vapor inside the bubble, being held at the right elevated pressure by surface tension,
is just in saturated state. It becomes clear that bubbles, whose radii are described by
the mechanical equilibrium given in Eq. (2.41), are unstable [42]. Thus, smaller
bubbles are generated with high frequency at high pressures for evaporation
processes.

Based on Nukiyama [49], the well-known boiling curves show the heat flux q of a
heating device depending on the wall superheating Tw�Ts that is needed for
evaporation. Increasing superheating leads to different regimes for pool boiling.
First, natural convection starts induced by density changes of the superheated liquid.
First bubbles are created at nucleation sites that are caves or grooves from the
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roughness of the heating surface. These first bubbles collapse when they start to rise
and come in contact with liquid layers at temperatures below the saturation
temperature. The regime of nucleate boiling represents wall superheating sufficient
for bubble rise from the nucleation sites up to the liquid surface of the pool.
The movement of the increasing amount of bubbles provokes a strong increase in
heat transfer. Thenucleation regime is the boiling section of high technical relevance.
However, if bubble density becomes very high, vapor cushions will appear on the
heating surfaces leading to decreasing heat transfer by just partial wetting of the
transferring surface. The maximum value is called the critical heat flux qmax.
The heat transfer regime of partial wetting is an unstable region. Thus, a possible
change of heat flux beyond themaximum qmax – often called the burn out point –may
damage the heat transfer device because the temperature difference jumps to very
high values that are located in the transfer regime of film boiling, where the total heat
transfer surface is covered by a closed vapor film.

Even forced convective boiling elucidates the described regimes, but the super-
heating of the wall and the wetting character become additionally dependent on the
mass flow of the liquid to be evaporated mostly in tubes. Of course, for technical
application, the nucleate boiling is decisive. The heat transfer in case offlowboiling is
generally enhanced because the latent heat containing bubbles are transported away
from the heating surface. However, the profiles of the heat transfer regimes are not
that pronounced like in pool boiling.

Figure 2.23 visualizes the qualitative course of the boiling curve. Regarding high-
pressure processes, the general profile of the nucleation boiling is shifted to lower
superheating at constant heat flux or enhanced heat flux at constant superheating
of the wall. This is due to Eq. (2.41) because at high pressures, the saturation
temperatures increase strongly and simultaneously the surface tension drops
resulting in a higher number of smaller bubbles.
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Figure 2.23 Heat transfer regimes for boiling: influence of pressure [50].
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Thewell-known equation of Kutateladze reveals precise data for q_crit in pool boiling
valid even for high pressures [51, 52]:

_qcrit ¼ K1Dhvr
0:5
g sg;l rl�rg

� 	
g

h i0:25
ð2:35Þ

with

K¼ 0.14 for flat heating plates and 0.16 for tubes [42]
Dhv: Enthalpy of evaporation
sg;l: Surface tension liquid/vapor depending on pressure (Figure 2.6)
rg: Density of vapor
rl: Density of liquid

However, the enhanced heat transfer regime of nucleate boiling at high pressures
does not imply an increase of the critical heat flux _qcrit. As with the increasing
pressure, the density differences between vapor and liquid phases decrease the
buoyancy force of bubbles drop rapidly when the pressure approaches the critical
pressure pc. Thus, an increase of _qcrit is only to be observed at reduced pressures up to
about 0.3. Figure 2.24 illustrates the data for water.

There are also correlations for the heat transfer coefficient in nucleate pool boiling
that take into account the influence of process pressure. The equations give data
related to a basis heat transfer coefficient h0 dependant on the properties of the
heating surface (Cw), the reduced pressure p� ¼ p=pc, and the related heat flux
_q= _q0 [53, 54].

h
h0
¼ CwF p�ð Þ _q

_q0

� �n

ð2:36Þ
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Figure 2.24 Critical heat flux _qcrit for pool boiling of water dependent on pressure [27].
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The function F p�ð Þ considers the influence of pressure for a wide range of liquids.

F p�ð Þ ¼ 1:2p�
0:27 þ 2:5þ 1

1�p�
� �

p� ð2:37Þ

In particular, for water,

F p�ð Þ ¼ 1:73p�
0:27

6:1þ 0:68
1�p�2

� �
p�

2 ð2:38Þ

Forced convection boiling is a much more complex evaporation process than
pool boiling, especially because of the different flow regimes. For instance,
the development of an evaporating two-phase flow in vertical tubes heated with a
uniform heat flux starts as single-phase liquid flow that is followed by bubbly flow,
slug flow, annular flow, annular flowwith entrainment of liquid drops, drop flow, and
finally single-phase vaporflow [50]. Theflow regimes correspond to different regimes
of heat transfer: single-phase forced convection, subcooled boiling, saturated nucle-
ate boiling, forced convective heat transfer through liquid film, liquid-deficient
region, and finally convective heat transfer to vapor. A further complication is the
appearance of two critical aspects of boiling: the generation of a vaporfilm on the tube
surface; this is possible when the critical heat flux – similar to pool boiling – is
exceeded. The second critical point in forced convection boiling is called the dry
out point that is characterized as the change from annular flow to drop flow.
Both critical values depend not only on mass flow but also on the steam quality
of the two-phase flow.

The variety of regimes during the forced convection boiling in tubes or ducts
requires different correlations in order to determine the heat transfer coefficient
related to the respective boiling mechanisms. The well-established correlations have
been developed for nucleate boiling controlled heat transfer – when evaporation
occurs at the inner tube surface – and convective boiling heat transfer – when
evaporation occurs at the liquid film interface.

While convective boiling is strongly affected by the vapor content x of the flow,
nucleate boiling is governed by the heat flux _q. With respect to high-pressure
processes, it is important to know that nucleate boiling reveals increasing heat
transfer coefficients with pressure. This is caused by smaller bubbles due to
decreasing surface tensions at high pressures. Furthermore, at high pressures, the
nucleate boiling regime is expanded almost over the entire range of heat flux. This
behavior matches the theory that at higher pressures less energy is needed for
activating new bubble sites. On the contrary, forced convective boiling shows slightly
decreased data for heat transfer as the velocity of the dense vapor flow drops.

Recently, Schael [55] demonstrated these characteristics of flow boiling by
measurements of evaporating CO2 at elevated pressures. Figure 2.25 elucidates
the influence of pressure on the heat transfer coefficient within the regime of
nucleate boiling.

Approved correlations for the determination of heat transfer coefficients for
vertical tube flow of pure components are as follows [27]:
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Regime of forced convective boiling with complete wetting of the inner tube surface:

h 2ð Þ
hl;o
¼ 1� _xð Þ0:01 1� _xð Þ1:5þ 1:9 _x0:6

rl
rv

� �0:35
" #�2:2"

þ _x0:01
hg;0
hl;0

1þ 8 1� _xð Þ0:7 rl
rv

� �0:67
 !" #�2#�0:5

ð2:39Þ

h 2ð Þ: Local heat transfer coefficient for convective boiling in vertical tubes
_x: Vapor content of the flow

hg;0 and hl;0 are the local heat transfer coefficients at the position z, to be calculated
with full mass flow density _m in the gaseous state (hg;0) and in the liquid state (hl;0).t

Regime of nucleate boiling:

h
h0
¼ CF

_q
_q0

� �n

F p�ð ÞF dð ÞF wð ÞF _m; _xð Þ ð2:40Þ

Different factors are to be considered by distinct coefficients [27]:CF

Representing the function F p�ð Þ as the influence of the related pressure p�=pc

FðdÞ As the tube geometry
FðwÞ As the properties of the heating wall surface
Fð _m; _xÞ As the influence of vapor flow content _x and mass flow density _m
h0 Representing the heat transfer coefficient that is valid in case of pool boiling
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Figure 2.25 Influence of pressure on the evaporation of CO2. Flow boiling _m¼ 3000 kg/m2 and
vapor content _x¼ 0.7 [55].
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With respect to high-pressure processes, it is of interest that the heat transfer
coefficient h for nucleate boiling also increases with both _q and p�. The impact factors
of Eq. (2.40) are available from Ref. [27]. The dependency on the pressure has been
evaluated by numerous data from literature [27].

F p�ð Þ ¼ 2:816p�0:45þ 3:4þ 1:7
1�p�7

� �
p�3:7 ð2:41Þ

In order to determine the critical heat flux for flow boiling, one has to distinguish
the data for film boiling (low vapor content, liquid forms the continuous phase) and
the dry out point (high vapor forms the continuous phase in annular flow).

Film boiling (upflow of water in a tube) [56]:

_qcr ¼ 103 10:3�17:5 p
pc

� �
þ 8

p
pc

� �2
" #

0:008
d

� �0:5 _m
1000

� �0:68 p
pcð Þ�1:2 _x�0:3

e�1:5 _x

ð2:42Þ

Limits of validity:

2.9MPa� p� 20MPa Process pressure
500 kg/m2s� _m� 5000 kg/m2s Mass flow density
0.004m� d� 0.0025m Tube diameter

The critical heat flow density _qcr at the dry out point of the tube surface strongly
depends on the pressure range [57].

Pressure range p

_qcr ¼ 1:8447 � 108 _x�8 _m�2:664 � ðd � 1000Þ�0:56e0:1372p 4:9MPa < p < 2:94MPa

_qcr ¼ 2:0048 � 1010 _x�8 _m�2:664 � ðd � 1000Þ�0:56e�0:0204p 2:94MPa < p < 9:8Mpa

_qcr ¼ 1:1853 � 1012 _x�8 _m�2:664 � ðd � 1000Þ�0:56e�0:0636p 9:8MPa < p < 20:0Mpa

ð2:43Þ
Limits of validity: 200 kg=m2s � _m � 5000 kg=m2s
4mm� d� 32mm
In the film boiling forms, a vapor film is formed between the inner tube surface

and the liquid bulk flow. The heat transfer drops with increasing vapor content of
the flow. This phenomenon is called �departure from nucleate boiling� (DNB).
In case of higher contents of vapor have been generated along the tube, an annular
film flow of liquid is contacting the heating surface. The liquid film dries out at the
critical heat flux _qcr, which is called dry out point.

Regarding the Eqs. (2.49) and (2.50), Figure 2.26 reveals the strong decrease of _qcr
at dry out conditions. The diagram is valid for upflow of water in a vertical tube [27].
For high pressures, it is of interest that the _qcr drops and the transfer fromfilmboiling
to dry out conditions moves to lower critical contents of vapor.
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2.8
Condensation

There are two essential factors of impact of high pressures on condensation
processes. Based on the increased vapor density rg at elevated pressures, at first
the density difference rl�rg between liquid and vapor becomes smaller. The second
effect of the increasing vapor density is a rising shear stress at themoving interface of
the condensing liquid that potentially is no longer neglectable. The decreased density
difference causes slower falling velocities of a condensatefilmor of droplets in case of
mist condensation. As a consequence, the film thickness accumulates and the heat
transfer diminishes.

Increased shear stress at the liquid–vapor phase boundary may generate a wavy
film or even tear the film. In case of a forced convective vapor flow, the effect of the
significant shear stress at the interface depends on theflowdirection.Downwardflow
of the vapor –which is normal in practice –will accelerate the film surface and result
in a thinner film. Thus, the heat transfer is supported. However, vapor flow opposing
gravity will have the effect of thickening the film thickness that reduces the heat
transfer.

Nusselt himself derived the development of the film thickness and the heat
transfer coefficient in case of laminar flow and neglected shear stress at the film
surface [27]. Regarding a finite shear stress td, the film thickness of a condensating
pure vapor phase at a distinct vertical position x reads as follows [42, 58]:
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Figure 2.26 Critical heat flux dependent on critical vapor content along film boiling and dry out
conditions ( _m ¼ 1000 kg/m2s; tube diameter d¼ 10mm).
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4gk Ts�Twð Þx
gDhcrl rl�rg

� 	 ¼ d4 � 4
3

tdd
3

rl�rg
� 	

g

2
4

3
5 ð2:44Þ

The minus sign is valid for upflow conditions of the vapor flow.
The evaluation of the shear stress td requires knowledge of the gradient of the

vapor velocity at the phase boundary. Another way of regarding the shear stress is the
modification of approved correlations by experimental values [27].

The influence of an elevated gas density at high pressures on the average velocity of
a falling film in case of a quiescent CO2 phase [24] has been investigated.

Figure 2.27 shows the deviation of the real velocity profile compared to the
theoretical profile according to Eq. (2.44) with td ¼ 0 and to a model with definite
wall shear stress at the film surface (zero velocity at the film surface). The results
elucidate the approach of the experimental results to thewallmodel at highpressures.

The following equations are of fundamental importance for film condensation in
laminar and turbulent flow on vertical and horizontal devices.

The average heat transfer coefficient �a for film condensation of a pure unmoved
vapor [59, 60] is given by the following:

Vertical plate – laminar film flow:

�a ¼ 0:943
rl rl�rg
� 	

gDhck3l

gl Ts�Tmð ÞH

2
4

3
5
1=4

ð2:45Þ
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Figure 2.27 Average film velocity of water on a vertical steal surface in a gas atmosphere (CO2

unmoved) at high pressures [24].
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Horizontal tube:

�a ¼ 0:728
rl rl�rg
� 	

gDhck3l

gl Ts�Tmð Þd

2
4

3
5
1=4

ð2:46Þ

Vertical plate – turbulent flow:

Nu ¼ �aðn2l =gÞ1=3
kl

¼ 0:02Re7=24l Pr1=3

1þ 20:52Re�3=8l Pr�1=6l

ð2:47Þ

Re ¼
_Ml

bgl
; 400 < Re < 10000 ð2:48Þ

Pr ¼ nlrlcpl
kl

; 0:5 < Pr < 500 ð2:49Þ

nl: Kinematic viscosity of the liquid
_Ml: Liquid mass flow
gl: Dynamic viscosity of the liquid
rl: Density of the liquid
cpl : Warm capacity of the liquid
kl: Heat conductivity of the liquid

In general, heat transfer is calculated based on quiescent vapor. In case of vapor
flow cocurrent to the vertical film flow, the heat transfer is calculated by an
enhancement factor relative to the heat transfer to unmoved vapor. The enhancement
factor depends on the shear stress at the film boundary [61]. Thus, for high-pressure
processes, the increase in heat transfer depends not only on the relative velocity
between the liquid and gas phase but also on the increased gas density.

The calculation considering laminar and turbulent flow is described in detail
in Ref. [27].

In case of inert gases in vapor, the heat transfer of film condensation is attenuated
by an additional resistance at the vapor side of the phase boundary because the
condensation temperature of the vapor phase is related to the partial pressure of the
vapor within the gas mixture. Due to the continuous decrease of the vapor content
along the length of condensation, the condensation temperature and thus the driving
temperature difference drops. Precise calculation of vapor condensation with inert
gases requires the knowledge of the temperature of the film surface. Furthermore, a
mass transport is superposed to the heat transport due to the inversed movement of
the inertial gas at the phase boundary. Low contents of inertial gases lead to heat
transfer-controlled condensation, whereas condensation of vapor with high contents
of inert gases is mass transfer controlled.

Exceeding certain limits in vapor flow results in the risk of an entrainment of
droplets or even may cause dispatching of the condensate film [62].
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3
Catalytic and Noncatalytic Chemical Synthesis
Joachim R€uther, Ivo M€uller, and Reinhard Michel

3.1
Thermodynamics as Driver for Selection of High Pressure

This chapter intends to summarize the general thermodynamic basics for selecting
the pressure of a chemical reaction. The most important point may be the under-
standing of chemical equilibrium. Particularly for gas-phase reactions, the reaction
kinetics can be a second driver for choosing high pressures. The influence of phase
equilibria and transport phenomena is awidespread and complicated field, which for
reasons of space can only be touched on some exemplary aspects.

3.1.1
Chemical Equilibrium: Law of Mass Action

The Law of chemical affinity, found by the Norwegian chemists C.M. Guldberg and P.
Waage in 1864, is considered to be the first formulation of the Law of mass action. The
law of mass action allows to theoretically predict the equilibrium of any reversible
chemical reaction and thus is recognized to be one of the most important influences
of thermodynamics onmodern chemistry. Based on a kinetic approach at the time of
Guldberg and Waage, it was later on derived from equilibrium thermodynamics [1]
and gives an interesting insight into the key parameters of chemical equilibrium.

Given that the chemical equilibrium of a reacting system at constant pressure and
temperature is characterized by a minimum of the Gibbs energy G, it follows that

dG ¼ �SdT þVdpþ
X
i

midni ¼
X
i

midni¼! 0 ð3:1Þ

Introducing the extent of reaction

dj ¼ 1
ni
dni ð3:2Þ

where ni is the stoichiometric coefficient of component i, and the following
expression for the chemical potential of component i in a liquid mixture,
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mi ¼ m0iþRT ln ai ¼ g0iþRT ln ai ð3:3Þ
where

g0i is the Gibbs energy of the pure component i, and
ai is the activity of component i within the mixture,

Eq. (3.1) can be rewritten to

dG
dj
¼

X
i

nimi ¼
X
i

nig0iþRT
X
i

ni ln ai ¼ 0 ð3:4Þ

Finally, the activity-based formulation of the law of mass action follows:

Ka p;Tð Þ ¼
Y
i

anii ¼
Y
i

cixið Þni ¼ e�
DRg0 p;Tð Þ

RT ð3:5Þ

where

Ka represents the activity-based equilibrium constant of the reaction,
ci is the activity coefficient,
xi is the molar fraction of component i, and
DRg0 is the standard Gibbs energy of the reaction, that is,

P
inig0i.

Similarly, the law ofmass action can be derived for gas phases, that is, based on the
component fugacity fi,

Kf Tð Þ ¼
Y
i

fi
pþ

� �ni

¼
Y
i

wiyip
pþ

� �ni

¼ e�
DRg0 pþ ;Tð Þ

RT ð3:6Þ

where

Kf is the fugacity-based equilibrium constant,
pþ is the reference pressure,
wi is the fugacity coefficient, and
yi is the molar fraction of component i.

From Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), it can be seen that for a given system, the equilibrium
constants Ka and Kf both depend on the temperature. This correlation is also
described by the van�t Hoff isochore:

d ln K
dT

¼ DRh0

RT2 ð3:7Þ

where DRh0 is the standard enthalpy of the reaction.
As also postulated by the le Chatelier–Braun principle, it is obvious that for an

exothermic reaction, the equilibrium is shifted to the products by a lowered system
temperature and vice versa. The opposite is true for an endothermic reaction.
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From the pressure point of view, it needs to be considered whether the
physical state of the system is liquid or gaseous. In case of a liquid system, the
Gibbs energy of a reaction is a function of pressure and so is Ka. It can be
written that

�RT d ln Ka

dp
¼ dDRg

dp
¼ DRv ð3:8Þ

with DRv as the specific volume change caused by the reaction.
For many liquid-phase reactions, however, the reaction-induced volume change is

small and might be neglected.
In case of a gas-phase reaction,Kf is calculated at a reference pressure p

þ and thus
is not a function of the actual system pressure. Consequently, the right-hand side of
Eq. (3.6) is nonvarying with respect to pressure:

Kf Tð Þ ¼
Y
i

wni
i �

Y
i

ynii �
Y
i

p
pþ

� �ni

¼ Kw �Ky � p
pþ

� �P
i
ni

ð3:9Þ

Assuming an ideal gas mixture and thus neglecting the influence of Kj, it is
therefore clear that the equilibrium composition of a gas-phase reaction is affected by
the system pressure for all reactions with

P
ni 6¼ 0, that is, where the reaction causes

a change in the overall number of molecules and thus in volume.
Also, this result matches the le Chatelier–Braun principle, as, for example,

the equilibrium composition of a gas-phase reaction with reduction of sub-
stance quantity can be forced to the product side by raising the pressure and
vice versa. Consequently, it has to be noted that shifting the equilibrium to the
side of lower substance quantity is a potential driver for selecting high process
pressures.

3.1.2
Reaction Kinetics

As the kinetics of a chemical reaction are influenced by a multitude of different
parameters such as pressure, temperature, concentrations of the reactants, mole-
cularity and presence and type of a catalyst, the kinetics of any individually given
reaction are to be evaluated empirically – sometimes including the development of
an appropriate functional correlation. At the same time, there is a strong interest in
the kinetics of a reaction, first to better understand the reaction mechanism and
second to facilitate a basis for the optimization of reactor designs and process
parameters.

For the purpose of understanding the effects of temperature and pressure, it is
considered sufficient to start from a rather simple third-order law of reaction. For
example, the kinetics of the reaction

aAþ bB! cC ð3:10Þ
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shall be given with the reaction rate equation

dj
dt
¼ k Tð Þ � A½ �2 � B½ � ð3:11Þ

where

k(T) is the rate constant, and
[A] and [B] represent the concentrations of components A and B.

The reaction rate thus is of second order with respect to reactant A and of first
order with respect to reactant B, the total order of the reaction being three. The so-
called rate constant k, however, depends on the reaction temperature and thus is
not a true constant. The reason is that at low temperatures, only very few
molecules have sufficient energy to overcome the barrier of activation energy.
The correlation of rate constant k and temperature is given by the Arrhenius� law
for many reactions:

k ¼ A � e�Ea=RT ð3:12Þ
where

A is the pre-exponential factor, and
Ea is the energy of activation.

According to the collision theory proposed by Trautz and Lewis in 1916 and
1918 [2], the pre-exponential factor of the empirical Arrhenius law can be
interpreted as product of the theoretically predictable collision frequency and a
steric factor. Furthermore, the collision frequency depends on the number of
molecules of the reactants per volume, that is, the reactants� concentrations, which
is the reason for the rate equation being formulated with concentrations instead
of, for example, molar fractions. While the reactant concentrations within incom-
pressible phases are mainly defined by the composition, temperature and pres-
sure play important roles for gas-phase reactions. As it can be seen from the ideal
gas law,

n
V
¼ p

RT
ð3:13Þ

the number of molecules per volume increases with pressure and decreases with
temperature. Besides the results of Section 3.1.1, this is a second potential driver for
choosing high pressures for gas-phase reactions.

It is more a theoretical point that following the transition state theory and in
analogy to Eq. (3.8), a dependence of the rate constant k from the pressure can be
formulated. For a few reactions, however, it is possible to achieve a significant
improvement in the reaction rate on this basis, though requiring a considerable
increase in pressure [3].

The above-mentioned Arrhenius law also indicates a third option to accelerate a
chemical reaction – catalysis. The presence of a catalytically active substance lowers
the activation energy barrier and thus allows a higher reaction rate at constant
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temperature as well as the same reaction rate at a reduced temperature. It is to be
noted that the action of a catalyst simultaneously affects the forward and the backward
reaction. It does not influence the Gibbs energy of the reaction and thus cannot shift
the chemical equilibrium given by the law of mass action. In a system of parallel
reactions, it is however possible to improve the selectivity.

3.1.3
Phase Equilibria and Transport Phenomena

Particularly in the field of heterogeneous reactions, the above-mentioned basics of
reaction equilibrium and kinetics need to be supplemented by some considerations
on phase equilibria and transport phenomena. In a gas-phase reaction involving a
solid catalyst, for example, the convective and diffusive transport of the reactants to
and from the catalyst surface aswell as the adsorption anddesorption on and from the
catalyst surface affect the progress of the reaction, thus the reaction itself is only one
step of a complex sequence.

Pressure affects all of the above-mentioned steps. According to the Fick�s law, for
example, the diffusiveflux is correlated to the gradient in concentration and in case of
gaseous systems also to pressure. Regarding adsorption and desorption, a reaction
can be accelerated by a pressure-induced higher coverage of the catalyst surface with
reactants; it can, however, also be slowed down due to reduced desorption of the
product. As described by, for example, the Langmuir isotherm or the Freundlich
isotherm, these steps also depend on pressure.

A similar situation can be found in a gas–liquid system where one reactant has to
be transferred from the gas phase to the liquid phase, where the reaction finally takes
place. The chemical sorption of CO2 from a gas phase using an amine solution (e.g.,
MEA and MDEA) is a typical example for such a system. Again, the convective and
diffusive transport has to be considered. This time, however, a gas–liquid equilib-
rium,which is characterized by the identity of theCO2�s chemical potential in gas and
liquid phases, is involved.

Furthermore, in some cases, pressure may force two separate phases to collapse
into one, causing a completely changed reaction systemwith respect tomass transfer
resistance and composition of the reactive phase. For example, supercriticalfluids are
known to show distinctively increased dissolving powers.

3.2
Ammonia Synthesis Process

In this chapter, the Haber–Bosch process for the direct synthesis of ammonia from
nitrogen andhydrogen shall be introduced as an example of a catalytic chemical high-
pressure synthesis process. Aswewill see in the following sections, theHaber–Bosch
process can be considered the first high-pressure chemical process developed
according to the findings of the emerging discipline of thermodynamics, thus being
a forerunner of modern high-pressure chemistry.
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3.2.1
Basics and Principles

The name ammonia is deducted from sal ammoniacum, that is, ammonium chloride
(NH4Cl), which in earlier times was quarried in the West Egyptian oasis Ammon,
today known as Siwa. Ammonia (NH3) is caustic as well as toxic and characterized by
a typical pungent odor. It is well soluble in water, forming ammonium hydroxide in
an exothermic alkaline reaction, however, amphoteric in general. Ammoniamay also
be referred to as refrigerant R717 or via CAS number 7664-41-7.

Today ammonia is themain source of fixed nitrogen. Themain portion of 80–85%
of the world ammonia production is used for fertilization – to a large extent after
processing to urea, ammonium nitrate, phosphate, and sulfate, the direct use of
liquid ammonia for fertilization is less common. Chemical and miscellaneous use,
for example, for pharmaceutics, polymers, and remediation of gaseous emissions
such as nitrous oxides, makes up for the remaining 15–20%. This does also include
the commonuse of fuel oil-penetrated ammoniumnitrate as a blasting explosive. It is
especially the increase in world population and the corresponding needs in nutrition
that caused the impressive growth of world ammonia production during the last
decades, as it is shown in Figure 3.1.

Ammonia is synthesized from the elements as given in Eq. (3.14) [5].

0:5 N2þ 1:5H2!NH3; Df H
0
ðgasÞ ¼ �45:94� 0:35 kJ=mol ð3:14Þ

As the reactionproceedswith reduction inmolar quantity, the application of a high-
pressure shifts the equilibrium to the product side. Furthermore the reaction is
exothermic, thus the equilibrium can be pushed to the product by imposing a low
reaction temperature. However, this is restricted by the requirements of the reaction
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Figure 3.1 World ammonia production from 1946 to 2007 [4].
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kinetics, which demand a minimum temperature to overcome the relatively high-
activation energy barrier. The resulting equilibrium ammonia content in stoichio-
metric synthesis gas for various temperatures and pressures is given in Figure 3.2.

In favor of a reasonably low temperature and thus high-equilibrium concentration,
in technical ammonia synthesis the rate of the reaction is supported by the use of a
solid catalyst. A complete description of the reaction kinetics therefore has to include
the kinetics of the reactants� adsorption and desorption on the catalyst surface. A first
successful, integrated kinetic model of the ammonia synthesis on iron catalysts has
been developed by Temkin and Pyzhev. An improved model is available from
Brunauer, Love, and Keenan. A comprehensive survey of the catalysis of ammonia
synthesis is given in Ref. [7].

3.2.2
History of the Ammonia Process

It was at the end of the nineteenth century that the growing demand forfixed nitrogen
caused severe concerns about the possibility of future famines due to the limited
availability of nitrogenous fertilizers. To overcome this perspective, the Frank–Caro
calcium cyanamide process was developed as a first source of synthetic nitrogen
compounds in 1898. Consecutively, the availability of cheap hydroelectric energy in
Norway and the United States triggered the development of the electric arc process for
the synthesis of nitrous oxides. A first plant delivered 7000 ton of fixed nitrogen in
1908. However, the energy consumption of the electric arc process corresponds to a
tremendous fossil fuel consumption of about 600GJ per ton of fixed nitrogen [6].

Though the composition of ammonia had already been ascertained by C.L.
Berthollet in 1785, the direct synthesis of ammonia from the elements was
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considered infeasible up to the beginning of the twentieth century. It was themerit of
the German chemist F. Haber to apply the new evidences from the emerging
discipline of thermodynamics to the ammonia synthesis reaction. Consequently,
he found that for a commercially feasible ammonia synthesis, a high-pressure recycle
process would be required. Within this conclusion, the idea of a recycling process
deserves some special attention, as it changed the conversion-oriented equilibrium
approach of those days into amoremodern space–time yield conception, considering
both equilibrium and kinetics. In 1908, Haber approached BASF (Badische Anilin &
Soda Fabrik), where consecutively Bosch led a team of engineers and scientists who
developed a commercial process in less than 5 years. A. Mittasch contributed an
economically feasible, iron-based catalyst that replaced the former osmium and
uranium materials. The first plant started production in Oppau in 1913 with a daily
capacity of 30 ton of ammonia. The German patents DE235421 [8] and DE238450 [9]
were granted for the key inventions of this new technology.

Recognizing the work on the development of the Haber–Bosch process, the Nobel
Prize for chemistry was awarded to Haber �for the synthesis of ammonia from the
elements� in 1918 and also to Bosch (together with F. Bergius) for �their contribu-
tions to the invention and development of chemical high-pressuremethods� in 1931.

3.2.3
Development of Process and Pressure

Following a general trend in the petrochemical industry, the early ammonia pro-
duction facilities were based on coal gasification as a source of hydrogen, while later
on the use of naphtha and finally natural gas becamemore popular. Today natural gas
is the almost exclusive feedstock for the production of ammonia; correspondingly,
steam reforming is the process technology of choice. Figure 3.3 gives an overview of a
typical steam-reforming front end including main reactants and products.

Thekey elements of the front end are the primary reformer,which canbedescribed
as a set of catalyst-filled tubes being arranged in a fired box, and the secondary
(autothermal) reformer, where air is fed to the process for further heating and
simultaneous introduction of nitrogen. Maximum temperatures of more than
1000 �C are reached. It has to be noted, however, that there is a variety of different
front end processes available from different licensors. These include processes with
deviating duty allocation for primary and secondary reformer1) as well as systems
with process gas heated reformers2) and different solutions for carbon dioxide
removal3) and synthesis gas purification.4)

1) For example, Braun purifier process and AMV process (ICI) – both with increased duty of secondary
reformer.

2) For example, advanced Gas Heated Reformer (Johnson Matthey), Kellogg Reforming Exchanger
System and Combined Autothermal Reformer (Uhde).

3) For example, Benfield process (UOP) and aMDEA process (BASF).

4) For example, Methanation and Braun Purifier.
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The front-end product is a mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen, typically contam-
inated with some inert gases like methane and argon, but virtually free of catalyst
poisons. In the next step, the so-called synthesis gas is routed to the synthesis gas
compressor. The compressor is the bridging element in between the medium
pressure front end and the high-pressure synthesis loop. It is a key equipment of
the ammonia process. Further details and steps in development will be summarized
in Section 3.2.4.

From the compressor, the gas is then forwarded to the synthesis loop, which froma
generalized point of view is still quite similar to the very first concepts. All synthesis
loops, old or new, consist of the following elements:

. Synthesis gas preheater

. Reactor system

. Heat recovery and cooling system (most often integrating the a.m. synthesis gas
preheating)

. Knockout vessel for liquefied ammonia

. Connections for addition of fresh makeup gas and as far as required extraction of
purge gas

. Recirculator for unreacted synthesis gas

Figure 3.4 gives an overview of an Uhde two-converter loop, showing some typical
features of a modern large-scale ammonia synthesis loop.

The synthesis gas makeup enters the loop upstream of the chilling system, is
cooled down, and then mixed with the loop gas upstream of the ammonia separator.
Residual traces of water are thereforewashed out by the ammonia product and do not
reach the sensitive synthesis catalyst. The energy of the cold gas stream is recovered
in a cold exchanger. The gas is then recompressed and fed to the reactor systemvia the
synthesis gas preheat section that includes a gas/gas heat exchanger and an interbed
heat exchanger. A two-reactor system comprising three catalyst beds can often be

Synthesis gasCarbon dioxide

Methanation

Desulfurization

Natural
gas Steam

Secondary
reformer

Air (including N2)

Primary
reformer

CO shift CO2 removal

Figure 3.3 Typical ammonia plant front-end structure, including main reactants and products.
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found in modern large-scale plants. The waste heat from the exothermic synthesis
reaction is recovered in two HP steam boilers, one downstream each reactor. The
synthesis gas, now rich in ammonia, is then further cooled down in the above-
mentioned gas/gas heat exchanger, a water cooler, the cold exchanger, and two
ammonia refrigerated chillers. In this process step, the product ammonia is liquefied
and separated from the loop. A purge gas stream is extracted from the loop to
maintain a reasonably low concentration of inert gases such as argon and methane.
Purge gas and product are replaced with fresh synthesis gas.

Depending on the licensor and process type, there can be deviations, for example,
in the number of converters and catalyst beds, heat recovery, cooling systems, and
location of terminal points for makeup gas and purge. Compressors are known with
three- and four-nozzle design, that is, with mixing of makeup and recycle gas in the
last stage (three nozzle) or with separate sections for makeup gas compression and
loop recirculation (four nozzle). Some of these deviations, in particular those being
exemplary for the development of the process, will be summarized in the following
paragraphs, though themain focus shall remain on the development of catalysts and
loop pressure.

While for the early demonstration units, osmium and uranium had been used,
it was the promoted iron (magnetite) catalyst developed by Mittasch that opened
the door to commercialization of the Haber–Bosch process. Osmium had to be
ruled out for cost and availability reasons, uranium is impracticable due to its
sensitivity for permanent oxygen compound poisoning. Emphasizing the out-
standing work of Haber, Bosch, and Mittasch, magnetite-based catalysts are still
state of the art today.

BFW

Makeup Gas

Synthesis Gas
Compressor  

Refrigeration
Purge

Liquefied. NH3

HP Steam

Cooling
Water 

1 2 3 R

Figure 3.4 Sketch of typical ammonia synthesis loop (Uhde: two-converter loop, �200 bar).
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As an exception that proves the rule, the KAAP (KBRAdvancedAmmoniaProcess)
ruthenium-on-carbon catalyst was introduced to commercial application with a
Canadian plant retrofit in 1992. The manufacturer claims that the activity of the
catalyst exceeds that of magnetite-based materials by about an order of magnitude.
The precious metal catalyst was developed to be the technological heart of the KAAP
process, operating at a loop pressure as low as 90 bar. The high activity of the catalyst
lowers the barrier of activation energy and thus allows reducing the synthesis
temperature. The lower temperature, however, is in favor of a higher equilibrium
concentration of ammonia and thus compensates the effect of the low pressure. Even
though there were two large-scale plants commissioned in 1998, the KAAP catalyst
was never able to take the magnetite�s place in the market.

The ICI AMVprocess operates at a similar pressure as the KAAP process and thus
is a second example for a low-pressure ammonia synthesis, using however a
promoted, still magnetite-based catalyst. A prototype plant was commissioned in
Canada in 1985, further plants followed in China. Both KAAP and AMV processes
derive some investment savings from the use of a single-casing turbo compressor for
synthesis gas service, which however is compensated by a larger refrigeration system
and higher catalyst cost.

In contrast to the above-mentioned low-pressure designs, other processes were
realized with much higher pressures. Synthesis loop pressures from 300 to 1000 bar
have been proposed and realized. At such high pressures, it is possible to liquefy the
ammonia product with cooling water instead of using a dedicated refrigeration
system. From an energetic point of view, however, the optimum synthesis loop
pressure is expected to be in the range of 200� 50 bar [10]. Maybe for this reason,
today there seems to be a settlement at about 140–210 bar loop pressure for
commercially available processes using magnetite-based catalysts.

The optimum synthesis loop pressure turns out to be a trade-off in between of
makeup gas compression on the one side and recirculation as well as chilling duty for
product separation on the other. The energy requirements of both the recirculator
and the refrigeration system, however, depend on the conversion per pass. Low
conversionmeans high gas flow rates and low product separation temperatures, both
resulting in high energy cost. High conversion reduces the gas flow rate and allows
condensing significant parts of the production at cooling water temperatures and
thus without loading the refrigeration system. The potential savings in operating
cost, however, are counterbalanced by relatively high catalyst volumes and corre-
sponding investment costs. It is therefore a primary objective to get the maximum
conversion out of a given catalyst volume. Consequently, the reaction rate has to be
kept as high as possible. In this context, low temperatures stop down the reaction
kinetics, while high temperatures reduce the distance to equilibrium and thus lower
the driving force. The most common way of achieving close to optimum reaction
temperatures is the stepwise conversion in multibed converters with interbed gas
cooling.

Figure 3.5 shows both the early technology of quench cooling (b), where the gas is
cooled by the addition of cold and unreacted gas, and the preferable indirect heat
transfer (c), where the hot gas is indirectly cooled in interbed heat exchangers. As the
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diagram shows, for a given catalyst volume, quench cooling results in a lower
conversion, since parts of the fast reacting, fresh gas are diluted with gas of a higher
ammonia content.

To further reduce the power requirements of the recirculator, the former axial flow
catalyst beds have been replaced with radial flow beds of a hollow cylinder geometry.
Here, reduced gas velocities as well as the shortened flow path through the catalyst
bed contribute to a significant reduction in pressure drop and related energy losses.
Furthermore, the inner space gives a welcome opportunity to efficiently integrate the
interbed heat exchangers needed for indirect cooling.

As a consequence of the high amount ofwaste energy from front-end and synthesis
reactions, however, the overall energy consumption as far as exceeding theminimum
energy for chemical conversion is predominantly determined by the quality of the
waste heat system. Modern plants, therefore, involve well-integrated high-pressure
steam cycles for waste heat recovery; thus, the energy consumption of a modern
steam reforming ammonia plant can be as low as 28GJ/tonNH3. This means that
almost 66% of the energetic input to the process can still be found in the product [6].

Coming back to the development of synthesis pressure, it is an interesting, recent
innovation to merge a medium-pressure synthesis section and a proven high-
pressure synthesis loop within a single process concept. Following this basic idea,
the Uhde dual-pressure ammonia process integrates a once-through synthesis
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Figure 3.5 Progression of ammonia concentration and temperature in a multibed converter: (a)
equilibrium curve, (b) quench cooling, and (c) indirect heat transfer.
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converter in between the two casings of the synthesis gas compressor, that is, at about
100 bar, complemented by a conventional two-converter loop further downstream.
The concept is considered to be the key invention of recent megascale, single-train
plants, such as 3300 ton/day plant operated by the Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Company
(SAFCO) in Al Jubail, Saudi Arabia. It allows a significant 50% step-up in capacity,
still on the sound basis of proven equipment.

3.2.4
Special Aspects

To complement the process-related aspects as summarized in Section 3.2.3, this
section shall add some mechanical points, such as development and impact of
compressor technology and some basic material selection criteria as far as being
specific to the synthesis of ammonia.

As already pointed out above, the synthesis gas compressor is a key equipment of
the Haber–Bosch process. In the early days of direct ammonia synthesis, piston-type
compressors were used, being rather flexible in outlet pressure but demanding from
a maintenance point of view. Besides high maintenance cost, the low reliability and
availability as well as the limitation in capacity have to be addressed as the major
drawbacks of piston compressors. Consequently, the single-train capacity of an
ammonia synthesis plant was limited to about 200 ton/day up to the early 1960s.
It is one of the most important developments in ammonia synthesis technology that
M.W. Kellogg introduced centrifugal compressors in 1963. Consecutively, the single-
train capacity of new plants jumped to about 1000 ton/day within the next years.
Somewhat slower, the trend to larger scale plants is still persisting today, with the
above-mentioned 3300 ton/day plant in operation and plant concepts for 4000 ton/
day and above being proposed. Furthermore, the changeover to turbo compressors
significantly contributed to the high availability of modern plants. The failure rate of
modern turbo machinery is low enough to rely on a single compressor without any
redundancy. Since dry gas seals are applied to the synthesis gas compressor, a second
weak point of earlier compressors, the possible contamination of synthesis loop,
catalyst, and product with lube oil, can be avoided.

A potential disadvantage of turbo compressors may be found in the limited
pressure ratio. Based on a typical suction pressure, the turbine tip speed and the
rotor dynamics and related vibration issues limit the discharge pressure of a two-
casing synthesis gas compressor at slightly above 200 bar, which, however, has proved
to be absolutely sufficient. For higher pressures, a third casing would be required,
which would cause a step change in investment cost and thus most often is avoided.

With respect tomaterial selection, it is important to know about the typical process-
related corrosionmechanisms. In the field of ammonia production, one should keep
in mind the following:

Metal Dusting: The term metal dusting describes a phenomenon being typical
for synthesis gas-related processes. In reducing atmospheres containing CO at
some 500–800 �C, the carburization of typical construction materials is followed
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by the rapid destruction of the metallic matrix. Metal dusting, however, does not
occur in the ammonia synthesis section, but in critical parts of the steam-
reforming front end.
Nitriding: The nitriding (also known as nitridization) of steels is a well-known
and widely used surface hardening process. It does, however, also occur in
ammonia synthesis loops. Nitriding requires the simultaneous presence of a
nitrogen donor such as ammonia and a sufficiently high temperature, that is,
about 400 �C and above. In contrast to the controlled surface hardening process,
within ammonia synthesis loops the process is continued over a long period of
time. Even the thick-walled parts, particularly made from ferritic steels, can
therefore show severe in-depth embrittlement, as the nitriding depth is almost
proportional to the square root of the exposure time for ferritic materials. Finally,
the fatal failure of equipments can follow. Therefore, for critical components,
austenitic materials are to be used that are not penetrated to significant depths.
Furthermore, design and operation procedures should limit alternating stresses
to avoid cracks in the brittle surface, which can also accelerate the progress of
nitridization.
Chemical and PhysicalHydrogenAttack: Similar to the nitridization process, the
chemical and physical hydrogen attacks also start from the adsorption and
dissimilation of molecules from the gas phase – hydrogen in this case. The
atomic hydrogen is then small enough to diffuse through the material structure,
ready to recombine at any time (physical hydrogen attack). The hydrogen may
also react with carbon and unstable carbides to form methane (chemical
hydrogen attack). Especially in the case of methane, the resulting molecules
are entrapped within the material structure, since they are too large for effective
diffusion. The resulting cavities grow along the grain boundaries, leading to fatal
failure in the end. The limits of use with respect to hydrogen attack can be read
from Nelson curves for various steels [11].
Stress Corrosion Cracking: Another corrosion mechanism that can lead to
catastrophic cracking is the so-called stress corrosion cracking. It is well known
fromausteniticmaterials already at very limited exposure to chlorides. Therefore,
the stress corrosion cracking needs to be accounted for when designing, for
example, the austenitic waste heat boilers. Stress corrosion cracking, however, is
not limited to chloride-exposed austenitic steels. It is also known from pressur-
ized and atmospheric vessels for ammonia storage. As stress corrosion cracking
is based on chemical attack that is focused on high-stress regions, increased
temperatures lead to accelerated crack propagation. The preventive measures
should include but not be limited to the careful relaxation of residual stresses.

3.3
Urea Process

The urea synthesis is another example of a large-scale industrial process. The urea
production is realized under high pressure between 145 and 204 bar. In contrast to
the ammonia process, described in Section 3.2, no catalyst is used so far.
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3.3.1
Basics and Principles

Urea was first discovered in urine in 1773 by the French chemist Hilaire M.
Rouelle [12]. Pure urea (CO(NH2)2) is a white, at room temperature, crystalline
compound,which represents a bulk chemicalwith an annual production of about 129
million ton. Urea plays a significant role in soil and leaf fertilization (more than 90%
of total use) [13]. Because of its high nitrogen content (>46wt%) and its nonhaz-
ardous character, it is today the dominant nitrogen source in agriculture. Further
applications of urea are the production of urea/formaldehyde resins and melamine
as well as its usage as reactant for the NOx reduction [13].

The British chemist John Davy synthesized urea first in 1812. As Davy was
unaware of his success [14], the first urea synthesis is usually credited to the German
chemist Friedrich W€ohler [13]. In 1828, W€ohler discovered that urea can be produced
from ammonia and cyanic acid, which proved that organic components can be
prepared from inorganic substances. Thus,W€ohler�s discovery represents one of the
most important steps in the history of organic chemistry.

The industrial synthesis from ammonia (NH3) and carbon dioxide (CO2), which
had already been suggested by the Russian chemist Alexander Basaroff in 1868 [12]
and is exclusively used nowadays, comprises of two consecutive reactions in a liquid
phase via the intermediate ammonium carbamate (NH2COONH4). Under industrial
process conditions, the mixture of reactants, intermediate, and products form a two-
phase mixture (Figure 3.6). For this reason, strong interaction between vapor–liquid
and reaction equilibria can be observed [13].

In the first reaction step (Eq. (3.15)), two molecules of ammonia react with one
molecule of carbon dioxide forming one molecule of ammonium carbamate [13].

2NH3 ðlÞþCO2ðlÞ , NH2COONH4; DrH ¼ �117 kJ=mol ð3:15Þ
In the consecutive reaction (Eq. (3.16)), one molecule of urea is produced by the

dehydration of one molecule of ammonium carbamate [13].

NH2COONH4 , COðNH2Þ2þH2O; DrH ¼ þ 15 kJ=mol ð3:16Þ
Both Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) represent equilibrium reactions. The carbamate forma-

tion step (Eq. (3.15)) is exothermic and hence, according to the le Chatelier–Braun
principle (see Section 3.1.1), favored by lower temperatures. At temperatures favorable

NH3 (g) CO2 (g) H2O (g)

2 NH3 (l) + CO2  (l) ⇔ NH2COONH4 ⇔ CO(NH2)2 + H2O (l)

Gaseous phase

Liquid phase

Vapour-liquid
equilibria

Kinetics including
reactive equilibria

Figure 3.6 Interaction of vapor–liquid and reaction equilibria.
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to reaction kinetics, the equilibrium is shifted somewhat to the reactants side. This can
be compensated via higher pressure as the latter increases the solubility of the gaseous
reactants in the aqueous reaction phase [13]. In the industrially relevant pressure range
of 150–200bar for the first reaction (Eq. (3.15)), the equilibrium is practically on the
ammonium carbamate side [13].

The urea formation step (Eq. (3.16)) is endothermic and hence favored by higher
temperature. For this reason, the heat released by the carbamate formation is partially
reused. Contrary to the carbamate formation, the dehydration of carbamate repre-
sents a slow reaction as it is kinetically controlled. From this point of view, high
temperatures are advantageous in increasing reaction speed, thus reducing required
residence time within the reactor (industrial scale: 0.3–1 h) [15].

The overall yield of urea is maximized at reaction temperatures between 180 and
210 �C [13]. The optimal ratio of the reactants NH3 : CO2 tomaximize the urea yield is
somewhat above the stoichiometric ratio of 2molNH3/mol CO2 [13]. However, in
industrial processes, this ratio is often increased in order tomaximize the conversion
of carbon dioxide [13].

In addition, the excess of ammonia reduces the required synthesis pressure, which
is related to the strongly nonideal behavior of the vapor–liquid equilibrium. At a
NH3 : CO2 ratio around 3, a pressure minimum azeotrope can be observed for the
reactive system [13]. Starting from the composition at the pressure minimum, an
increase of the NH3 : CO2 ratio results in a lower pressure rise than a decrease. This
contributes to the fact that ammonia is better soluble in the liquid water/urea phase
than carbon dioxide [13]. For this reason, inmost of the industrial urea processes, the
molar NH3 : CO2 ratio in the reactor is adjusted to be around 3 : 1 or higher.

The amount of water in the reaction mixture should be kept to a minimum as
according to the law of mass action (see Section 3.1.1), water has a negative effect on
the urea yield.

Due to the incomplete second reaction, the reactor outlet mixture contains
significant amounts of ammonium carbamate in addition to urea and water.
The ammonium carbamate is usually removed by decomposing into its constituents
ammonia and carbon dioxide (reverse reaction of Eq. (3.15)) via increasing temper-
ature and decreasing pressure [12]. Stripping using ammonia or carbon dioxide also
supports ammonia carbamate decomposition [12] (see also process description in
Section 3.3.2) and, in addition, removes the formed ammonia and carbon dioxide
from the liquid phase.

An undesired consecutive reaction is the formation of biuret (NH(CONH2)2) by
affiliation of two urea molecules (Eq. (3.17)). As biuret exerts harmful influence on
vegetation, its content in fertilizers is strictly limited (in most cases <0.9wt%) [16].

2COðNH2Þ2 , NHðCONH2Þ2þNH3 ð3:17Þ

Biuret formation is also favored by low ammonia content (law ofmass action) [13].
Since the partial pressure of ammonia also depends on the overall pressure, biuret
formation is negligible in the high-pressure synthesis but has to be taken into
consideration in the medium and low-pressure sections of the plant. In these
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sections, biuret is formed in significant amounts only at high temperatures, which
indicates a kinetic hindrance.

Thus, the residence time at high temperatures should be reduced tominimizeurea
product losses through both reverse reactions of urea synthesis (Eqs. (3.15)
and (3.16)) and biuret formation [13].

More information about the complex thermodynamics and kinetics of the urea
synthesis is given by Chao [12] as well as Meessen and Petersen [13].

3.3.2
History of Urea Process

In the beginning of the twentieth century, ureawas produced on an industrial scale by
hydration of cyanamide, which can be obtained from calcium cyanamide [13]. After
the development of the Haber–Bosch process (see Section 3.2.2), the synthesis from
ammonia and carbon dioxide became more attractive [13]. The industrial process
based on these reactants has been developed in 1922 and is called Bosch–Meiser urea
process after its discoverers [17], which represents the basis for all industrial scale
processes nowadays [13].

The very first urea synthesis processes were so-called once-through processes
(Figure 3.7) [13, 15, 16]. To realize the high pressure in the synthesis part, the liquid
ammonia is pressurized by a pump, whereas a compressor is required for the
gaseous carbon dioxide. Downstream of the synthesis reactor, the pressure is
released stepwise (flashed). This also supports the ammonium carbamate decom-
position. Because of the limited conversion (about 35% of NH3 and 75% of CO2), a
significant amount of nonconverted ammonia is released during flashing. The
ammonia is usually neutralized by acids (e.g., nitric acid) producing corresponding
ammonia salts. Both final products (urea and ammonia salt) can be applied as
aqueous or solid fertilizers.

To obtain solid urea from the aqueous solution, two further process steps, namely,
evaporation and shaping by prilling or granulation, are required (Figure 3.7). These
process units are most independent on the previous synthesis step and, thus, can be
applied in a similarway to all urea synthesis processes. Amore detailed description of
the shaping procedure is given at the end of this section.
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Figure 3.7 Block flowdiagramof once-throughprocess for urea synthesiswith optional production
of ammonia nitrate (AN).
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The limited carbon dioxide conversion and the huge amounts of the by-product

ammonia salt represent major disadvantages with respect to production of pure
urea. Thus, once-through urea synthesis processes do not have any significant
industrial relevance nowadays. Modified processes have been developed, which
allow recycling of the nonconverted reactants, thus increasing overall conversion
and yield.

In a first developmental step, the ammonia released in the flash vapor was
separated, condensed, and recycled as liquid to the reactor. This partial recycle
process [13, 16] was replaced by the total recycle processes [13, 16], in which nonreacted
carbon dioxide is also recycled (Figure 3.8). The recycling can be carried out via
gaseous or liquid streams. Gaseous streams are disadvantageous with respect to
energy efficiency (necessity of unfavorable compression work) and capital cost since
compressors are required. Alternatively, the ammonia and carbon dioxide containing
flash gas can be absorbed in water at the pressure level of the stripping section. The
absorption of carbon dioxide is enhanced as it reacts with ammonia within the liquid
phase forming ammonium carbamate (see Eq. (3.15)) (the so-called carbamate
condensation). Compared to the recycling of gas streams with compressors, the
liquid ammonium carbamate solution can be pressurized more easily by using less
expensive pumps.

However, the handling of the very corrosive ammonium carbamate represents a
major challenge [16]. In addition, the aqueous recycle increases the water concen-
tration in the synthesis part, thus impeding the urea formation (see Section 3.3.1).
For this reason, the total recycle process is often operated at high molar NH3 : CO2

ratio up-to 4–5 to increase carbon dioxide conversion and minimize the aqueous
recycle [13].

The so-called stripping processes (Figure 3.9) developed by Stamicarbon [18] and
Snamprogetti (nowadays Saipem) [19] in the 1960s represent the state-of-the-art urea
production technology. In the stripping processes, the amount of recycle flow from
outside the high-pressure section is reduced. This significantly lowers the energy
consumption of the recycle pump. The stripping processesmake use of the effect that
ammonium carbamate can also be decomposed by stripping using carbon dioxide
(applied by Stamicarbon) or ammonia (applied by Snamprogetti). This stripping can
be performed under synthesis pressure within a vertical tube heat exchanger to avoid
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temperature decrease. The stripping processes also enable more efficient heat
integration. In this way, the specific steam consumption of approximately 1.4 ton
of steam per ton of urea in conventional processes is significantly reduced to 0.8–
1.0 tonsteam/tonurea [13].

State-of-the-art urea plants based on the stripping technology are designed up to
3850 ton of urea per day. The daily feedstock requirements of such a plant are
2200 ton of ammonia and 2800 ton of carbon dioxide.

An overview of some commercially used processes with related synthesis condi-
tions is given in Table 3.1. The listed NH3/CO2 ratios refer to the stream composition
at reactor inlet.

To obtain solid urea, in the first step, the water content of the urea solution is
reduced by evaporation. The evaporator is operated with vacuum as fairly low
temperatures reduce biuret formation (see Section 3.3.1). In addition, attention
should be given to short residence times. If very low water concentration is required
(e.g., for prilling), it can be necessary to realize two successive evaporation steps with
decreasing operating pressure [13]. This is related to the complex crystallization
behavior of thewater/ureamelt, which can lead toundesirable crystallizationwithin a
single-step evaporation at low water concentration.

Solidification of dehydrated ureamelt is realized in the last process step by prilling
or granulation [13, 15]. Prilling requires a water content as low as 0.25wt%, whereas
for granulation, boiling down to a water content of 1–5wt% is sufficient [13]. In both
processes, air is essential to remove the heat of crystallization.

In the prilling process, the urea melt is fed to the prilling tower top, where
small droplets are formed by the use of showerheads or rotating, perforated
buckets [13]. In addition, a countercurrent airflow is passed through the tower.
The evaporation of water and cooling of the melt during the free fall of the
droplets lead to urea crystallization. At the tower bottom, the solid prills are
removed.

Nowadays, granulation processes are mainly realized by using fluidized beds.
The bed is fed with recycled urea granules, which are screened out of the final urea
product due to undersize or oversize (the latter is crushed before recycling). At the
bottom of the fluidized bed, the urea melt is sprayed into the bed. The liquid gets in
contact with the granules and solidifies on their surface. In this way, the granules
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Table 3.1 Selected overview of historic and presently used urea processes with approximate synthesis conditions [12, 13, 15, 20].

Process type Process name Company/companies Pressure (bar) Temperature (�C) Characterization

Once-through processes Chemico, CPI-Vulcan,
Inventa, Stamicarbon,
Weatherly, and so on

200–240 180–190 Two-stage flashing for carbamate
decomposition

Partial recycle processes Chemico, CPI-Allied,
Inventa, Montecatini,
and so on

Recycling of ammonia after
liquefaction

Two-stage flash for carbamate
decomposition

Total recycle processes Gaseous recycle CPI-Allied, Chemico 200–210 About 200 High NH3 : CO2 ratio (4–5mol/mol)
to minimize CO2 recycle
Two–four flash stages

Liquid recycle Chemico, Inventa, Lonza-
Lummus, Snamprogetti Sta-
micarbon, and so on

200–210 About 200 In addition to CPI-Allied, conden-
sation of NH3 and CO2 and recycling
as ammonium carbamate solution

Stripping processes CO2 stripping process Stamicarbon 140–180 170–185 Stripping with CO2 feed
NH3 : CO2 ratio: 2.8mol/mol

Ammonia and
self-stripping process

Snamprogetti/Saipem 150–156 170–200 Stripping with evaporating NH3

(self-stripping)
Higher NH3 : CO2 ratio of 3.3–3.8 to
provide NH3 for stripping

Advanced process
for cost and energy
saving (ACES)

Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals 175 185–190 Stripping with CO2

NH3 : CO2 ratio: 4mol/mol
Isobaric double-recycle
process (IDR)

Montedison 200 190–200 Successive stripping with NH3 and
CO2 at different pressure levels
NH3 : CO2 ratio: 4–5.1mol/mol
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gradually increase in size. Granulation processes usually require additives like
formaldehyde [13] to reduce dust generation during granulation and enhance the
storage stability.

Prilling was popular for a long time (low investment and operating costs), but it is
limited to small particles (<2.1mm) and generates a lot of dust, which has to be
removed. In addition, prilled urea is less robust concerning crushing strength
compared to granulated urea [13]. For these reasons, granulated urea is predomi-
nantly used for agriculture application, whereas prilled urea is mostly used by the
chemical industry.

3.3.3
Integration of Ammonia and Urea Processes

In practically all urea production plants operated today, the ammonia and urea
process plants are fairly independent of each other. The stand-alone operation of each
plant during shutdownperiods of the other plant is usually possible, provided that the
feedstocks are available and the products can be stored.

In principle, the ammonia and urea processes offer some potential for inte-
gration, associated with considerable reductions in energy consumption as well as
capital investment. Several different process schemes have been suggested (e.g.,
by Bonetti [21] and Pagani and Umberto [22]). The main step in these concepts is
to replace the traditional CO2 removal section in the ammonia synthesis gas
generation by an ammonia or ammonia/water scrubber. Thus, the carbamate
forming step would essentially become a part of the ammonia process. The
proposed process schemes vary in the design of this carbamate forming section as
well as in the treatment of both the carbamate solution and the ammonia synthesis
section.

So far, none of these alternative process schemes has been realized [13]. Funda-
mental reasons for this have not become public. However, the envisaged integration
of the process is likely to reduce operational flexibility of the plants as a whole and can
be expected to make the plants more difficult to operate [13].

3.3.4
Special Construction Materials

During material selection, special attention has to be given to the intermediate
product ammonium carbamate. This component can cause active corrosion rates up
to 50mm per year [13]. Therefore, equipment, which comes into contact with
ammonium carbamate solution, has to be made of proper material. In addition to
good corrosion resistance, the materials applied have to meet further requirements
like sufficient mechanical properties, weldability, price, and so on. Often stainless
steels like AISI 316L and 317L have been used [13].

The sensitivity to corrosion of stainless steels can be reduced by adding a certain
amount of the so-called passivation air to the carbon dioxide or ammonia stream to
maintain a minimum oxygen concentration in the synthesis system. The oxygen
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enables the formation of a protective oxide layer on the metal surface [13]. To
reduce the risk of corrosion, the fluents containing significant amounts of
ammonia carbamate are usually forwarded by gravity or by means of ejectors [16].
However, high temperatures can lead to spontaneous activation of passivated
steel [13].

The most critical corrosion conditions are present within the high-pressure
strippers. Therefore, even higher grade materials like 25Cr22Ni2Mo (Stamicarbon)
or duplex alloys (Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals) are required [13].

Recently, completed research revealed new materials like Safurex� from Sandvik
Materials Technology (applied in Stamicarbon synthesis) and DP28W� from
Sumitomo Metals (applied in ACES synthesis) or composite materials like
Omegabond� from ATI Wah Chang (applied in Snamprogetti synthesis). The
application of such materials can have additional positive effects on the urea
synthesis. Due to higher corrosion resistance, the amount of passivation air can be
minimized or even be eliminated. This reduces the amount of process off-gases and
increases the process capacity. In addition, the wall thickness can be reduced due to
both higher strength and lower corrosion rates lowering construction weight and
overall material cost.

The application of the new (composite) materials can be combined with the
concept of multilayer vessels (see Section 3.4.1). In the urea synthesis, the idea of
multilayer vessels is often applied to the urea reactor due to its large dimensions. In
doing so, the choice of the inner wall material can be focused more on corrosion
resistance than on material strength.

3.4
General Aspects of HP Equipment

In general, for all processes dealing with high pressure, the wall thickness of
equipment results in increased weights and costs. In the design phase of high-
pressure equipment, consideration has to be given to shape and material. High-
strength materials may reduce wall thickness but may not be resistant to process
media with respect to corrosion or other deterioration. High-pressure processes
often go together with high temperatures that further increase the wall thickness.
Therefore, consideration must also be given to the thermal insulation of the process
media from the pressure-bearing parts by internal insulation or internal baskets (e.g.,
ammonia converters) designed for differential pressure only.

For corrosive service, the use of cladding or loose liners may also be applied. In
some cases, leak detection devicesmay be required for ensuring safe operation of the
vessel during its lifetime. In urea plants, corrosion rates may reach meters per year
for ferritic steels in contact with processmedia. Therefore, the selection of corrosion-
resistant materials in contact with suchmedia is obligatory. Use of cladding or lining
allows selection of high-strength materials for the pressure-bearing wall that would
fail due to corrosion in case of direct contact with the process medium.
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3.4.1
Multilayered Vessels

Multilayered or multiwall vessels were specially developed to cope with high
design pressures. Multilayer means a multiple of sheets (�8mm thick) that are
arranged in concentric layers around a core pipe that is made from material
resistant to process conditions. The outer layers prestress the layers below due to
weld shrinkage of the longitudinal welds of each layer. The weld positions are
staggered to each other and the welds must be ground smooth properly before
applying the next layer with a temporary bandage to ensure proper fit before
welding. All layers apart from the core pipe have vent holes to avoid cavities that
may have adverse influences during operation, for example, by hydrogen diffusion
through the layers. Also, spirally wound multilayer design and strip wound vessels
are known.

A multiwall vessel means a multitude of several shells of �45–50mm thick-
ness. Each shell is fabricated separately after finishing the inner layer and
grinding the longitudinal welds flush with the base metal. The next outer layer
is then manufactured to fit to the existing inner shell. After grinding the
longitudinal welds, the outer shell is put in a furnace for heating up to light red
color near to annealing temperature and then the inner shell is inserted into the
heated shell. Shrink fit is achieved just by cooling down the outer shell. Also, in
this case, vent holes are provided for each outer shell. Both designs have in
common that the inner shells are subject to compressive stresses under pres-
sureless conditions. During pressurization, the compressive stresses are reduced
and in general the tensile stresses at the inner surface are lower than for a solid
wall vessel.

The multilayer design has the further advantage that a postweld heat treatment
(PWHT) for stress relieving is not required due to the low thickness of each layer. For
multiwall design, PWHT is typically required. The multilayer design has therefore
some advantages for high-pressure vessels that may have to be delivered in several
parts as no PWHT is required at site.

3.4.2
Recommendations to Vessel Design

As a general rule, one can say that long vessels with small diameter are more
economic than short ones of equal volume with large diameter because the
thickness of shells and heads increases with diameter. This is also influenced by
the number of necessary circumferential welds between single-shell barrels. The
use of hemispherical heads is advantageous as the thickness is only half of the shell
thickness or the thickness of dished heads. However, for smaller vessel diameters
and lesser wall thickness of heads, a single-wall dished head in �Korbboden� or
elliptical head formed from a plate without additional weld may be more econom-
ical. Hemispherical heads are typically fabricated in crown and petal design that
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require welding. Contrary to other dished heads, also formed from crown and
petals, the welding of petal weld seams can be performed with automated
processes.

In case of heat exchangers where both shell and tube sides are connected by
uninterrupted pipelines and other equipment where isolation of one side by valves or
blind is not possible, the tube sheets may be designed for differential pressure only.
Also, internals provided with insulation to prevent contact of hot process media with
the pressure wall of the equipment can be designed for a differential pressure only
and save money for the pressure vessel shell as it can be designed for a lower
temperature, whereas the internals must be designed for the high temperatures but
for lower pressures.

3.4.3
Gaskets and Bolting

For all high-pressure processes, gaskets are normally arranged in grooves or with
male–female flange connections. Also, solid metal gaskets as ring joint or lens
gaskets are used. All these gaskets have in common that they need a prestress for
getting tight. This can be avoided by using welded gaskets. These gaskets need no
prestress for ensuring tightness, but need more effort when the flange connection
needs to be opened. So this is the gasket of choice for applications where opening is
required only every few years.

For very high pressures, �Bretschneider� closing or double-cone gaskets were
used. For these designs, the internal operation pressure additionally stresses the
metallic gasket ring to ensure tightness. For a smooth fit with the flange surface,
the gasket rings are equipped with aluminum foils that get extruded into surface
unevenesses during pressurization of the HP vessel. Typically, these closings had
some leakages during raising the pressure during start-up. Therefore, care has to
be taken by tightening the bolts with the help of hydraulic bolt-tensioning devices.
In general, bolt loads increase with the pressure and large vessel diameters
increase the size of bolting. Typically, bolting larger than 200 or 300 is tightened by
hydraulic tensioning device. Torque-controlled tightening becomes more unexact
as the tightening torque converts into bolt-tensioning forces involving friction
between nuts and flange. Depending on surface smoothness and greasing, the
achieved values can be influenced. For the hydraulic bolt tightening, settling of the
flange and bolt contact surfaces under load may also have an influence on the exact
bolt force.

In order to avoid too large bolt sizes, several companies attempted designs
reducing both bolt size and bolt forces. ABB Lummus Heat Transfer invented the
so-called Breech Lock closing that is manufactured under license by companies,
for example, Koch Heat Transfer Inc. Superbolt� developed a bolt design that
also reduced bolt forces for tightening of flanged connections. However, the last
one is mainly used for machinery, for example, turbine casings rather than
pressure vessels. This is due to design codes for vessels that do not know such
bolt design.
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Low-Density Polyethylene High-Pressure Process
Dieter Littmann, Giulia Mei, Diego Mauricio Castaneda-Zuniga,
Christian-Ulrich Schmidt, and Gerd Mannebach

4.1
Introduction

4.1.1
Historical Background

Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) is the oldest commercially available polyethylene
resin that was first discovered by ICI in 1933 during screening experiments on
various chemicals that apply high-pressure conditions. By compressing ethylene to
1400 bars in the presence of benzaldehyde and traces of oxygen, a white solid was
formed that proved to be LDPE. In 1936, ICI obtained a patent (Gibson et al., GB
471590) for the chemical polymerizationprocesswhosenature is of a free radical type.

LDPE attained rapid popularity due to its electrical insulating properties, which
were exploited for the development of radar technology during the Second World
War. After the discovery of LDPE�s excellentfilm forming properties in the late 1940s,
a sudden increase in demand took place, which triggered the worldwide commer-
cialization of the resin and related technologies.

4.1.2
Properties and Markets

With a consumption of about 20 million ton [1] per year in 2008, LDPE is one of the
world�s most important resin types. The majority of LDPE is used for film applica-
tions. This is due to the specific rheological properties of LDPE that are determinedby
its branching structure and molecular weight distribution. LDPE has a statistical
distribution of short- and long-chain branches, formed intrinsically through intra-
and intermolecular hydrogen transfer reactions. Polymer properties are correlated
with the temperature and pressure conditions during polymerization, and can be
fine-tuned by controlling these values.

Industrial High Pressure Applications: Processes, Equipment and Safety, First Edition. Edited by Rudolf Eggers.
� 2012 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2012 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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4.1.3
Polyethylene High-Pressure Processes

Two different high-pressure processes using autoclave or tubular reactors are applied
for LDPE production. The autoclave process was developed by ICI, whereas the
tubular reactor process was developed by BASF Aktiengesellschaft (predecessor of
LyondellBasell�s Lupotech T process). Monomer conversion rates of the adiabatic
autoclave process can reach 25% compared to values up to 40% for tubular reactors,
where the heat of polymerization can be partly removed through the jacketed reactor
tubes via circulating cooling water.

4.1.4
Latest Developments

With the invention of linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) by coordinative
catalysis using ethylene and alpha-olefins as comonomers in the 1970s, many
consultants predicted a significant replacement of the entire LDPE product portfolio
by the novel LLDPE resins. As a consequence, only limited activities for further
development of the LDPE processes have been undertaken by the market players.

This picture did change when it became clear about two decades later that the
negativemarket expectations for LDPEdid notmaterialize. The favorable LDPE resin
properties for film applications could not bematched by LLDPE. As a consequence, a
new wave of investments in LDPE plant capacity has been initiated by the petro-
chemical industry.

Parallel to these new investments, various process and equipment improvements
have been introduced to increase the overall process competitiveness. From this new
wave of investments in LDPE capacity, the tubular reactor technology could mainly
benefit due to the more efficient reactor scale-up. Today, tubular reactor capacities
up to 450 kiloton/annum (Company: SEPC, KSA; Technology: Lupotech T from
LyondellBasell) are in operation,whereas the largest capacity of an autoclave reactor is
about 200 kiloton/annum.

4.2
Reaction Kinetics and Thermodynamics

The free radical polymerization process for LDPEmanufacture can be described by a
detailed kinetic scheme. This scheme allows the calculation of structural properties
such as molecular weight distribution and branching frequencies. Therefore, it
distinguishes several reaction steps, for example, initiator decomposition, radical
chain propagation, chain transfer to monomer and to modifier, intra- and intermo-
lecular chain transfer, b-scission of secondary radicals, and chain termination.

The overall reaction takes place in the following steps:

Initiation! propagationþ chain transfer! termination
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4.2.1
Initiation

The polymerization of ethylene under high pressures can be initiated by the
following:

. Compounds that decompose into free radicals (e.g., peroxides).

. Oxygen.

The simplest type of initiation takes place by decomposition of an organic peroxide
into two radicals:

R-O-O-R0 �!kd R-O*þ*O-R0

For initiation and molecular weight control in free radical polymerization of
ethylene, a combination of several substances can be applied. Typically used free
radical initiators belong to the classes of di-alkyl peroxides, peroxy alkyl esters, peroxy-
carbonates, or di-acyl peroxides. The choice of the initiatormainly depends on its half
lifetime at application temperature. To generate a more or less constant radical
concentration level over a wide range of temperatures (e.g., 150–300 �C), a combi-
nation of different initiators is commonly applied. A typical mixture consists of a low
and high temperature decomposing peroxide dissolved in hydrocarbons.

4.2.2
Propagation

The polymer is formed bymultiple addition of themonomer to the free radical end of
a growing polymer chain:

-R*þCH2 ¼ CH2�!
kp

-R-CH2-CH2
*

-R-CH2-CH2
* ���������!þ nðCH2¼CH2Þ

-R-ðCH2-CH2Þn-CH2-CH2
*

The heat generated during the polymerization reaction is about 3600 kJ/kg
polymer.

When the reaction mixture contains not only ethylene but also the other so-called
comonomerssuchaspropylene,vinylacetate,oracrylates, thereaction ismorecomplex:

-CH2-CH
*
2þCH2 ¼ CH2�!k11 -CH2-CH

*
2

-CH2-CH
*
2þCH2 ¼ CRH�!k12 -CH2-CRH

*

-CH2-CRH
*þCH2 ¼ CRH�!k22 -CH2-CRH

*

-CH2-CRH
*þCH2 ¼ CH2�!k21 -CH2-CH

*
2
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Each of these reactions is characterized by its specific rate constant kij. The
composition of the polymer is determined by the copolymerization parameters
r1¼ k11/k12 and r2¼ k22/k21. If r1¼ r2¼ 1, the comonomer is randomly distributed in
the polymer chain. This is largely the case when vinyl acetate is copolymerized with
ethylene.

4.2.3
Chain Transfer

Besides reacting with ethylene or a comonomer, a growing polymer chain may also
reactwith transferagents (modifiers).Modifiersarechemicalsubstances,whicheasily
transfer anH-atom to the free radical endof a growingpolymer chain. By this reaction
themodifier becomes a radical itself. This radical can start a newpolymer chain,while
the growth of the polymer chain to which the H-atom is transferred is stopped.

-CH2-CH
*
2þHX�!ktr -CH2-CH3þX*

X*þCH2 ¼ CH2�!
kp

X-CH2-CH
*
2

The free radical on the growing polymer chain is not eliminated from the reaction
but just transferred to a new molecule.

The effectiveness of a modifier depends on its chemical structure, concentration,
temperature, and pressure. A concentration-independent measure for its effective-
ness is the chain transfer constant, defined as the ratio of kinetic coefficients for the
transfer reaction to this substance and radical chain propagation reaction.Usually the
effectiveness of chain transfer agents is increased with rising temperature and
reduced pressure. The chain transfer constant of modifiers falls from aldehydes,
which are more effective than ketones or esters, to hydrocarbons. Unsaturated
hydrocarbons typically have higher transfer constants than saturated hydrocarbons
and a strong effect on polymer density must be considered because of the ability to
copolymerize that give a higher frequency of short-chain branches in the polymer.

Even the polymer itself can react as a chain transfer agent. In the latter case, one has
to distinguish between intramolecular and intermolecular chain transfer.

Intramolecular chain transfer leads to short-chain branching with mainly butyl
groups at the branches:

CH2 CH2 

CH2R -CH CH2R -CH 
 * 

→
kSCB

CH2 H CH2 

*CH2 HCH2
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Intermolecular chain transfer forms long-chain branches:

-CH2-CH
*
2 þH-CR0R00H�!kLCB CH2-CH3 þ *CR0R00H

4.2.4
Termination

The growth of polymer chain radicals can be stopped by various reactions:

i) Two chain radicals may combine with saturation of the free valences:

R0-CH2-CH
*
2þ*CH2-CH2-R

00 �!kt R0-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-R
00

This reaction forms very large molecules.
ii) Two chain radicals may form a terminal double bond (disproportionation):

R0-CH2-CH
*
2þ*CH2-CH2-R

00 �!k
0
t R0-CH ¼ CH2 þ CH3-CH2-R

00

The chain length is unaffected by this reaction.
iii) A chain radical reacts with an initiator radical:

R0-CH2-CH
*
2þ*I�!k

00
t R0-CH2-CH2-I

In all three cases, two free radicals disappear from the reactionmixture. In order to
keep the concentration of radicals in the reaction mixture constant, a new initiator
molecule must decompose into free radicals.

4.2.5
Reaction Kinetics

All the above-described reactions take place simultaneously in a polymerization
reactor. However, the rate of each reaction depends on the concentration of the
reactants and on the individual reaction rate constants ki. These rate constants largely
depend on pressure and temperature.

ki ¼ Ai exp

�
�AEi

þDViðP�P0Þ
RT

�

Each rate constant ki is characterized by a particular value of the factor Ai, the
activation energy AEi, and the activation volume DVi.

For polymerization at constant pressures, we can write

ki ¼ A0i exp �AEi=RT�
�
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4.3
Process

4.3.1
General Process Description

The overall process description is the same for both technologies and can be divided
into the following steps/process units:

. Compression

. Polymerization

. Polymer/gas separation and unreacted gas recycle

. Extrusion

. Degassing

Refer to Figure 4.1. Fresh ethylene and a chain transfer agent (modifier) aremixed
with the low-pressure recycle streampreviously compressed in a booster compressor,
from almost atmospheric conditions up to 20–50 bar (depending on fresh ethylene
conditions). The combined stream is then compressed to an intermediate pressure of
200–300 bar approximately (supercritical conditions) in a multistage primary com-
pressor. Optionally, comonomers such as vinyl acetate, acrylic acid, and methyl
acrylate can be used for the production of ethylene copolymers, and in this case are
typically fed at the discharge of the primary compressor.

The booster and primary compressors are alternative multistage compressors,
equipped with interstage coolers. The number of stages of both compression steps
depends on ethylene supply pressure at battery limits as well as on the high-pressure
recycle conditions.

Figure 4.1 Flow sheet LDPE industrial production.
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The outlet stream from the primary compressor is mixed with the high-pressure
recycle gas stream and compressed in the hypercompressor up to a final pressure of
approximately 1200–2500 bar for autoclaves and 2000–3300 bar for tubular reactors.
The hypercompressor is a two-stage reciprocating compressor with interstage
cooling.

Downstreamof the hypercompressor, the gas is heated or cooled depending on the
selected technology. Independent of the type of reactor, initiators (e.g., oxygen,
peroxides, mixture of peroxides, or mixture of oxygen and peroxides) are injected
in one or more injection points to start the polymerization. Starting temperature
requirements are 170–190 �C for oxygen-initiated reactions and 150–170 �C for
peroxides.

Modifiers control the molecular weight and act as chain transfer agents. The most
common are aldehydes (e.g., propionic aldehyde), ketones, esters, and hydrocarbons
such as propane, propylene, and 1-butene. The required quantity of modifiers can
vary according to the type and depending on the melt flow rate (MFR). Typical
aldehyde or ketone consumptionfigures are in the range of 1–4 kg per ton of product,
while the consumption of a-olefins is about 10 times higher.

One pass monomer conversion is between 15% and 25% in an autoclave reactor
and between 25% and 40% in a tubular reactor; therefore, unreacted monomer and
modifier have to be separated from the product. Normally two separation steps
operating at different pressures are provided.

Thehomogeneousmixture of LDPE þ ethylene that leaves the reactor is expanded
through a pressure control valve, from reaction conditions down to 200–400 bar,
where the molten polymer precipitates from the supercritical ethylene. Due to a
reverse Joule–Thomson effect, the expansion of ethylene at these conditions leads to
a temperature increase, which requires a proper cooling system before the first
separation is carried out. Most of the available manufacturing processes provide a
product cooler to reduce themixture temperature down to 250–300 �C. Alternatively,
a direct gas ethylene side stream coming from the hypercompressor is used to cool
down the mixture.

Downstreamof the cooling, a high-pressure separation step is provided to separate
the polymer from the unreacted gas. High-pressure separation is typically operated
between 230 and 290 barg and temperatures between 220 and 280 �C. The recovered
monomers are cooled down, separated fromoligomers, and fed back to the process as
a high-pressure recycle gas stream at the inlet of the hypercompressor.

The mixture of LDPE and residual ethylene from the bottom of the high-pressure
separation vessel is then flashed almost to atmospheric conditions. Low-pressure
separation takes place at pressures in the range of 0.2–2.5 barg and temperatures in
the range of 200–260 �C.

The gaseous phase is cooled through different cooling steps during which
comonomer, if any, and by-products (e.g., oligomers, waxes, and oils) are separated
from the gas. Comonomers can be recovered eventually through a purification unit,
while by-products are disposed. The gas stream is compressed up to the fresh
ethylene supply pressure through a multistage reciprocating compressor (booster
compressor).
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To avoid accumulation of inerts/poisons, a small amount of gas is normally purged
from the booster compressor and can be recovered into the cracker if this is available.

The polyethylene melt, which still contains residual ethylene and comonomer, is
directlydischargedtotheextrusionsection.Finalremovalofethylenebeforebaggingis
ensuredbydegassing in theextruderor/andindownstreamdedicateddegassingsilos.

Additives can be added to the polymer in the extruder depending on the final
application.

4.3.2
Autoclave Reactor

The continuous stirred autoclave was originally the first viable manufacturing
process developed by Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd – ICI – (UK) in 1939 for
the production of LDPE.

The autoclave reactor is a single or amultiple stage continuous stirred tank reactor
(CSTR), as shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, with its characteristic residence time
distribution. The different reaction zones can be isolated by means of proper baffles
at the agitator itself. The number of zones in a multistage autoclave varies between
two and six.

The process is adiabatic and the reaction heat (DHR¼ 100 kJ/mol) is mainly
removed by the feed gas, since the heat transfer through the vessel wall is negligible.
For this reason, the gas from the discharge of the hypercompressor is precooled
before entering the reactor.

The total conversion is given by the temperature difference between the reactor
inlet and outlet. Pressure influence on the conversion can be neglected.

Multizone autoclaves give the advantage, with respect to the single stage, of
operations with different temperatures in each zone (profile increasing from the
top to the bottom). This results in the manufacture of products with a broader
molecular weight distribution and increases the overall conversionworking at higher

Figure 4.2 Autoclave reactor: single zone reaction.
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temperatures. The temperature in the different zones is controlled by acting on the
amount of initiator and cold gas injected. Different peroxides are injected in
the different zones to reproduce the temperature profile required by the product.
The maximum operating temperature is about 300 �C.

The reactor can be operated in a single-phase or in a two-phase region, which can
be beneficial for special product applications.

The agitatormotor can be installed outside or inside the reactor. In the second case,
it is cooled down by part of the ethylene feed stream.

The current maximum size of autoclave reactors is about 2500 l for a capacity of
approximately 200 kiloton/year of LDPE. The length to diameter ratio L/D can be as
low as 2 for a single zone and up to 20 for multizone reactors. Residence time ranges
between 8 and 60 s.

4.3.3
Tubular Reactor

In 1942, the company Badische Anilin & Soda Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft – nowBASF
SE (Germany) – started the production of LDPE using a tubular reactor process.

The tubular reactor is a plug flow reactor (PFR) provided with an external jacket
cooling water system. The polymerization takes place in a single homogeneous
phase.

Figure 4.3 Autoclave reactor: multizone reaction.
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Two different possible configurations are available:

. Single ethylene feed or �S-Reactor� (Figure 4.4), where the total ethylene flow
from the discharge of the hypercompressor is fed to the inlet of the reactor after
being preheated.

. Multiple feed reactor (Figure 4.5), where part of the total ethylene flow is fed to the
inlet of the reactor after being preheated and the rest is fed in one or more points
along the reactor after being cooled. In this case, the reactor canbe designedwith a
stepwise increase in diameter in order to compensate for the different flow rates
in the different sections.

In both configurations, the gas fed to the inlet of the reactor is preheated at
150–190 �C, depending on the type of the initiator, and the first initiator injection is
right at the inlet of the reactor creating the first reaction zone. As the mixture cools
after the first reaction peak, additional initiator injections along the reactor are
provided that create a sequence of different reaction and cooling zones (up to five).

In the multiple feed configuration, part of the reaction heat is also removed by
means of the cold ethylene gas injections along the reactor. The split between the hot
gas fed at the inlet and the cold gas can be from 40/60 up to 70/30.

The temperature profile as well as the peak temperature in each reaction zone
depends on the type of initiator as well as the properties of the desired product. The
temperature profile in themultiple feed reactor is characterized by a steep decrease at

Figure 4.4 Tubular reactor: single ethylene feed or �S-reactor.�

Figure 4.5 Tubular reactor: multiple cold ethylene feed points.
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the injection of cold gas. Typical temperature profiles for single and multiple feed
reactors are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.

The velocity inside the reactor for both configurations varies from a minimum of
6m/s up to a maximum of about 20m/s.

The maximum conversion depends on starting and peak temperatures in the
different reaction zones, the jacket cooling water temperature, and the overall heat
transfer coefficient. Maximum peak temperatures are about 310 �C, usually higher
with oxygen than with peroxides. Depending on the product, conversion can vary in a
range of 25–40%.

Figure 4.6 Typical temperature profile for a single tubular reactor (single tube length 10m).

Figure 4.7 Typical temperature profile for a multiple feed tubular reactor.
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Product properties are mainly affected by peak temperature, modifier concentra-
tion, and pressure:

. Density decreases with increasing peak temperature.

. Density increases with increasing pressure at constant peak temperature.

. MFI increases with the concentration of modifier in the reactor.

Current plants in operation have installed capacities for a single line up to
450 kiloton/annum, and extension of the design up to 500 kiloton/annum is already
considered an achievable target. The tubular reactor consisting of a large number of
jacketed tubes, arranged in a serpentine-like structure, can reach total lengths higher
than 2 km, with inner diameters between 10 and 100mm and length to diameter
ratios from 10 000 to 40 000.

4.3.4
Safety

In the high-pressure LDPE reactor, runaway reactions can occur with very fast
increases in temperature (>500 �C) and pressure (maximum achievable pressure
limited by safety devices) and this can lead to ethylene decomposition. Thermal
decomposition of ethylene is a radical reaction leading to the formation of carbon,
hydrogen, and methane. The decomposition reaction may occur at temperatures
above 330 �C when the operating pressure is above 2500 barg. At lower pressures,
higher temperatures are required to have spontaneous decomposition. Other factors
such as impurities or the presence of iron oxides or other metal oxides can facilitate
the initiation of this reaction.

Ethylene decomposition is strongly exothermic (DHdecomp ethylene¼ 125 kJ/mol)
and its associated reaction heat causes simultaneous temperature and pressure
increases inside the reactor within a few seconds, further accelerating the decom-
position reaction itself.

To prevent such a scenario, an automatic interlock system actuated by redundant
temperature and pressuremeasurements is inmost cases provided in order to totally
or partially depressurize the reactor and/or the surrounding process systems as soon
as an abnormal situation is detected.

Reactor systems are equipped with pressure relief devices (safety valves and
bursting disks) as an ultimate protection, which enable the release of all the reactor
contents into the atmosphere. A hot gas mixture is dispersed into the atmosphere
into one ormore stacks with a nitrogen blanketing and/or water quenching system to
separate the polymer and cool down the gas.

Controlled release of gases from the reactor to the flare is also possible under
certain failures not implying decomposition risks. In this case, the pressure
release can be done in such a way that makes the peak flow rate to stay within
the acceptable limit of the flare. Benefits include reduced shutdown times and
environmental impact.

Othercountermeasures that increase theoverall safetyof theexistinghigh-pressure
technologies include the implementation of hydrocarbon detection systems in all the
process areas to detect any eventual leakage as soon as possible. Also, propermaterial
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selection andmodern steel technologies are adopted to achieve optimized steel usage
that results in satisfactory lifetimes and fulfilling strict safety requirements.

4.4
Products and Properties

Theoretically, analmost infinitenumberofdifferent grades canbeproduced inahigh-
pressure polyethylene plant, due to the high flexibility in polymerization conditions
and the relative short transition times. In contrast to the low-pressure technology,
where the polymerization is carried out by Ziegler/Natta, chromium, ormetallocene
catalysts, the high-pressure process can also use polar comonomers such as vinyla-
cetate, acrylic acid, or N-butylacrylate to modify product properties. With all these
opportunities, the resin producer can adjust the product portfolio to cover themarket
needs at the current economic environment. LDPE homopolymer resins with
densities 0.917–0.934 g/cm3 at MFRs 0.15–100 g/10min are available in the market.

Due to the unique polymer structure of LDPE with significant long-chain branch-
ing, they can easily be processed to show good thermal stability in the melt phase.
LDPE can be used in a large number of applications; with more than 60% of
applications in blown film, this has become the most important segment for LDPE,
followed by extrusion coating, injection molding, wire and cable, and blowmolding.

4.4.1
Blown Film

LDPE resins cover a broad application range based on the type of density and melt
flow rate combinations used; for example, agricultural films, shrink films, and heavy
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duty bags have densities of 0.918–0.924 g/cm3 and melt flow rates of 0.15–0.30 g
/10min. A special feature of LDPE resins is that with increasing density, the
molecular mass distribution gets more narrow, resulting in better optical properties
and lowering the already very low gel level, which makes the grades suitable for the
production of label films and surface protection films. There are twomajor trends in
the film market. One trend is to use higher density LDPE that offer converters the
potential for film thickness reduction; the other is the substitution of pure LDPE
films with blends of LDPE, LLDPE, and/or mLLDPE and the use of multilayer films.

4.4.2
Extrusion Coating

LDPE resins from autoclaves are used for extrusion coating due to their better
processing behavior related to the different kinds and higher amounts of long-chain
branching. This different molecular structure is a consequence of the specific
polymerization conditions of autoclave reactors. Autoclave grades have lower
neck-in during processing and better web stability during extrusion.

4.4.3
Injection Molding

LDPE homopolymers and copolymers for injection molding are characterized by
their softness and flexibility. Due to the polymer structure, these resins show
excellent processability and flowability at low melt temperatures, resulting in
world-class organoleptic properties.

Typically, injection molding grades are used for masterbatches. One of the main
masterbatches used in the polyolefins industry is LDPE-based silica masterbatches,
since SiO2 is used in film applications as an antiblocking additive.

4.4.4
Wire and Cable

LDPE homopolymers include everything from power cables, insulation for coaxial
cables, and telephone cable cores to sheathing material. Especially, for medium- and
high-voltage cable insulation, a contamination-free resin with a very low gel level and
excellent dielectric properties is required.

4.4.5
Blow Molding

An additional advantage of LDPE resins is that no heavy metal catalysts are used for
the polymerization, and therefore stabilizationwith antioxidants is not required. This
feature makes LDPE a candidate for pharmaceutical applications, such as infusion
bottlesmade by the BFS (blown-fill seal) process. The worldwidemarket trend in this
application is the use of higher density LDPEs, since in most BFS production lines
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the sterilization step is the bottleneck and a stiffer LDPEwith a higher melting point
offers higher sterilization temperatures and therefore shorter cycle times.

4.4.6
Copolymers

An increasing amount of incorporated polar comonomers such as vinylacetate leads
to reduced crystallinity combined with improved low-temperature properties,
improved toughness and flexibility, improved impact strength, and reduced flexural
modulus (stiffness). Typical applications for EVA grades include footwear, films, hot
melt adhesives, and wire and cable. The improved low temperature properties are
utilized in, for example, deep-freeze bags.

4.5
Simulation Tools and Advanced Process Control

4.5.1
Introduction

Compared to other polymer production processes and even among polyolefin
processes, the high-pressure LDPE production technology is highly suitable for
model applications for two reasons.

First, the radical polymerization kinetics is well known and has been extensively
studied in the past and continuously updated. The kinetics of oxygen and peroxide
initiation are relatively easy to be determined experimentally.

In addition, the reaction conditions are such that complicated phase transitions
and mass transfer driven by concentration gradients can be ignored. High-pressure
tubular reactors offer the challenge and attractiveness of handling a system with two
independent variables, namely, the time and space, being modeled as plug flow
reactor, whereas all other reaction processes in the polyolefins industry using loops,
stirred tank reactors, or fluidized beds as reactors are modelwise, mostly treated as
the ideal stirred tank reactor (CSTR).

In this chapter, the focus is on practicalmodel applications in an industry aiming to
increase production rates, narrow specification ranges, accelerate grade transitions,
reduce specific operating costs, and improve scale-up.

Various commercial software packages are used industrially that ease the compu-
tational burden.

4.5.2
Off-Line Applications

4.5.2.1 Flow Sheet Simulations
Almost all licensors and contractors use commercial flow sheet simulation software
either for primary design or for changes to an existing plant. Various software
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vendors offer tools for this purpose. Common to all of them is the application ofmass
and heat balances usingmulticomponent flow streams. Essential to this is the proper
choice of thermodynamic models that are offered by these generic tools. The
proprietary know-how of a licensor is necessary to customize the commercially
available models for high-pressure technology requirements.

4.5.2.2 Steady-State Simulation of the Tubular Reactor
Steady-state simulations of the high-pressure tubular reactor for the production of
LDPEwith distributed parameters are used for reactor design of a newplant aswell as
for optimization of the operating parameters in an existing plant – for product
development and reduction of production costs.

Such models based on detailed kinetic parameters and heat and mass balances
provide a reactor temperature profile, overall heat transfer coefficient, one-pass
conversion rates, product molecular structure, and related properties such as MFR
and density. Figure 4.8 shows the ethylene conversion profile along the reactor for a
tubular reactor with three peroxide initiation points provided by a commercial design
package.

4.5.2.3 Dynamic Simulation of the Process
Dynamic simulations are used for design and even more for operator training.
Operators feel like running the real plant since thehumanmachine interface is a copy
or an emulation of theDCS image, and themodel reflects the dynamic behavior of the
plant. Operator training ismost effective when rarely encountered situations such as
reactor start-up, grade transitions, and disturbance rejection can be repeated as often
as desired. Training on the simulator prior to start-up of a new plant is highly
beneficial. Reactor behavior can be demonstrated but the controller can also be tuned

Figure 4.8 Sketch from process design tool: ethylene conversion example.
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before the first product leaves the plant. Such operator training simulators (OTS) are
often applied in new world- scale plants with inexperienced personnel.

Figure 4.9 shows an image of a generic simulator with animated numbers and
additional information such as online product properties.

4.5.3
Online Application

4.5.3.1 Soft Sensors
Online applications of models describing reactor or plant behavior are used for
operator information. The most interesting applications include those parameters
that are difficult to measure or can only be measured with time delay such as melt
flow index and polymer density. Soft sensors eliminate the time delay that is
extremely critical during plant start-up and grade transitions. Even the so-called
online analysis with automatic sampling has a certain time delay, as shown in
Figure 4.10.

Online calculations of MFR and polymer density are developed for several
processes.

Density soft sensors are first-principle models comprising kinetics, thermody-
namics, and mass balances. They use online information from the plant, such as
peroxide flow rates,modifier, and cooling water, as well as themeasured temperature
profile. Model execution can be organized on a separate computer connected to the
DSC and the results can be trended in the DCS for operator use. Figure 4.10 shows
the density soft sensor results for a grade transition toward a lower polymer density.

Figure 4.9 Training simulator image for an LDPE plant.
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MFR soft sensors are often data-driven models that use information from the
reactor and from the extruder. Figure 4.11 shows the comparison with an online
analytic system for a grade transition.

4.5.3.2 Advanced Process Control
Advanced process control (APC) is a vague term often with different interpretations.
In this chapter, it is meant to be a controller that is linear or nonlinear in nature,
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Figure 4.10 Time gain in accessing transition data for product density, comparing online model
application (soft sensor)) versus online measurements (OCS).

Figure 4.11 Comparison of soft sensor results forMFRwith online analytics for a grade transition.
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multivariate, constrained, and model based. The models are mainly empirical, but it
is possible to integrate reliable, fast, and easy to solve first-principle models such as
mass balances.

An APC system can control melt flow index and polymer density within speci-
fication limits, withmaximumproduction rates under certain constraints. In order to
control the polymer qualities, the above-mentioned soft sensors can be applied. The
APC system can increase production rates, speed up grade transitions, and allow the
plant to runmore consistentlywithin a gradewith less variance.APC installations can
be realized with the software of a commercial APC vendor.

Figure 4.12 shows the reduction of MFR variance when running with APC for a
certain grade. This allows the plant to run at either the upper or the lower limit of the
specification with economic benefits.

Figure 4.12 (a) MFI trend for a certain grade without APC. (b) MFR trend for a certain grade with
APC.
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5
High-Pressure Homogenization for the Production
of Emulsions
Heike P. Schuchmann, N�ee Karbstein, Lena L. Hecht, Marion Gedrat,
and Karsten K€ohler

5.1
Motivation: Why High-Pressure Homogenization for Emulsification Processes?

High-pressure homogenizers (HPHs) are broadly used in technical emulsification,
especially in the pharmaceutical, cosmetic, chemical, and food industry. Milk, dairy
products, fruit juices, and concentrates are examples of high-pressure homogenized
commodities. Functional products or formulations containing encapsulated, dis-
solved, or emulsified bioactives are high-pressure homogenized specialties. Sub-
micrometer-sized emulsion droplets as templates in hybrid particle formation or as
nanoreactors for well-defined chemical reaction conditions present future applica-
tions already in research.However, high-pressure homogenization processes require
high energy input, investment, and maintenance costs. Furthermore, products and
active ingredients are subjected to intense mechanical and thermal stresses. Both
disadvantages are accepted for several reasons,making high-pressure homogenizers
unique in diverse applications:

. Compared to chemical–physical methods as the phase inversion temperature
(PIT) method as used, for example, in the cosmetic industry, the high-pressure
homogenization can be applied for a wide range of ingredients. It is extremely
flexible in terms of phase viscosities and interfacial tension.

. Compared to other mechanical emulsification apparatus as stirred vessels,
colloid mills, or gear rim devices, the mechanical stresses are significantly
increased. This is important for effective droplet disruption, especially if the
submicrometer- and nanometer-sized range is targeted for low viscous
products.

. Compared to ultrasound emulsification, the high-pressure homogenizers are
able to realize similar local stresses, abrasion is reduced, heat control is easier, and
continuous-process solutions at volume streams of up to 50 000 l/h exist, which is
the basis for industrial applications.

Industrial High Pressure Applications: Processes, Equipment and Safety, First Edition. Edited by Rudolf Eggers.
� 2012 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2012 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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5.2
Equipment: High-Pressure Homogenizers

5.2.1
Principal Design

High-pressure homogenizers were developed approximately 100 years ago [1]
during the industrialization. The basic idea of combining a high-pressure pump
and a disruption system, like a valve, was presented on the universal exposition in
Paris and endures to date. However, we see ongoing developments of the pumps
and valves motivated either by daily application problems or new product
challenges.

Current technique permits volume streams of up to 50 000 l/h and pressures up to
10 000 bar; however, homogenization pressures in industrial applications today are in
the range of 50–2000 bar. Mainly piston pumps serve as high-pressure pumps.
In bench scale, commonly a single piston pump delivers the volume stream or rather
the pressure, but in production plants up to eight piston pumps are found. The single
piston pump has the disadvantage that the pressure and the volume stream vary
extremely over timescale, which results in a pulsation of the stresses on the product.
Inhomogeneous stresses act on the droplets and thus product properties are difficult
to control. To reduce the pulsation, several pistons are combined phase-shifted.
Valves are used to control the different pistons usually not influencing the quality of
the emulsion.

5.2.2
Disruption Systems for High-Pressure Homogenization

The main part of a high-pressure homogenizer is the disruption system. Here, the
pressure built up by the pump is expanded resulting in specific flow conditions used
for droplet disruption. The disruption systems that are available on themarket can be
divided into valves and nozzles.

5.2.2.1 Valves
Valves, also known as radial diffusers, are common high-pressure disruption
systems. The fundamental idea is to reduce the flow diameter with a valve plunger
that is pushed to a valve seat forming a small gap. The fluid enters the valve via a
central hole in the valve seat pumped by the high-pressure pump. It is then deflected
by 90� and flows through a radial gap between the valve plunger and the valve seat.
Oftenflat valves are fittedwith an impingement ring to deflect the fluid a second time
before it leaves through a drain hole. The impingement ring forms a defined outlet
cross section and protects the valve housing against damaging fluid mechanics, like
cavitation.

Figure 5.1a depicts an old-generation flat valve. In this valve type, the parallel area
between the plunger and the valve seat, called land, is larger compared to the land in
the newer flat valve system (see Figure 5.1b). The reduction of the land size reduces
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the flow resistance, which results in decreased pressure before the valve as well as
increased turbulence and cavitation in its outlet. Furthermore, the valve seat is cone-
shaped being responsible for elongational stresses in the inlet improving droplet
disruption [2]. The liquid whirl depicted in Figure 5.1c deflects the fluid stream
between the plunger and the seat several times, which enhances the shear stresses on
the droplets.

The advantage of using valve systems is that the pressure can be easily adjusted
independent of the volume stream. This can be realized by varying the plunger�s
position and thus the gap size between the valve seat and plunger. Furthermore, the
pressure can be adjusted automatically to the volume stream by using a spring to
pressure the plunger. Flow conditions within flat valves were intensely investigated
and published in Refs [2–6].

5.2.2.2 Orifices and Nozzles
An orifice presents the technically simplest possibility to increase the pressure and
transfer this energy into high-flow velocities (Figure 5.2a) [7]. In contrast to valves,
simple orifices are constructed without anymovable part. This has the advantage that
orifices are easy to manufacture. At constant viscosity of the emulsion, the

Plunger

(a) (b) (c)

Impingement
ring

Valve seat

Figure 5.1 (a) Old-generation flat valve. (b) New-generation flat valve. (c) Liquid whirl valve (APV,
2010, Types of SPX APV valves, personal communication).

Figure 5.2 Schematic drawing of a simple orifice (a) and modified types (b–d) as published in
Refs [2, 10, 11].
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homogenizing pressure is adjusted by the volume streamor the orifice hole diameter,
respectively, and the cross-sectional area. Increasing the volume stream at target
pressure loss requires a numbering up of the orifices as realized, for example,
in Refs [8, 9]. Numbering up is only limited by a minimum distance between the
holes being in the order of 10 [10]. To ensure a constant homogenizing pressure even
for fluctuating volume flow rates, the number of orifices also has to be automatically
adapted.

Bayer (now BTS) was among the firsts to patent and commercialize orifices for
high-pressure homogenization applications [12]. Basic research on the flow condi-
tions in orifices of circular cross section and their effect on droplet disruption were
first published in Ref. [11]. This was followed by intense research in several groups
also resulting in several patents [2, 10, 11, 13–22]. Typical dimensions of the orifice
are hole diameters of d¼ 0.1–1mm and a thickness of l¼ 0.4mm to several
millimeters. By modification of the orifice, the so-called nozzles were developed.
In Figure 5.2b, a trench is used instead of a hole. The trench has the advantage that
just the smaller edge has an impact on the homogenization result and, thus, the
larger one can be used for an increase of the cross-sectional area and thus the volume
flow rate [10]. This is limited only by the production accuracy of the smaller edge.
Impinging the free jet that develops in the orifice�s outlet section on a plate or a
second liquid jet (Figure 5.2c) improves the droplet breakup by inducing turbulent
disturbances [10]. Similar effects are found for orifices with internal steps deflecting
the flow (Figure 5.2d) [10, 13, 23, 24].

5.2.3
Flow Conditions

5.2.3.1 Flow Conditions in the Disruption System
Generally, a laminarflow is found after the high-pressure pump.Due to the reduction
of the cross-sectional area in front of a disruption system, the stream is accelerated
and elongated, which results in elongational and shear stresses. From a critical
homogenization pressure, the stream detaches on the inlet edge and thus produces
the first depression area. In this depression area, cavitationmay occur. Furthermore,
the detaching of the flow depicts the instability in the stream and may also induce a
turbulent transition or a back flow area. Inside the hole, the core of the stream stays
laminar, but on the boundaries first eddies can rise.

Within a short orifice-type valve, elongational and later shear stresses dominate
the flow. On the outlet edge of the hole, the flow detaches. This detaching results
again in a depression area and cavitation. Depending on the outlet geometry, a free
jet develops. At the boundaries of the free jet, transitional or turbulent flow regions
may develop and induce shear, elongational, and rotational stresses. Boundary
effects in smaller outlet channels also influence the turbulence and cavitation
behavior [25].

Geometric parameters influence local flow conditions. In flat valves, as designed
to date, the inlet edge has no 90� but rather around 45�. This extends the time of
the elongational flow in the inlet and reduces the effects of the detaching on the
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hole�s inlet. Thus, a reduction of the abrasion can be achieved and elongation acts for
a longer period on droplets. An additional deflection of the fluid inside the hole
(Figure 5.2d) results in an additional detaching point and therefore higher turbu-
lences and cavitation around the valve [6, 26, 27].

5.2.3.2 Effect of Flow Conditions in Homogenization Valves on Emulsion Droplets
Droplets are deformed and disrupted by tensions, which result from different
flow conditions and act on their interfaces. The high-pressure disruption system
creates the required local flow conditions. The resulting flow conditions also
depend on the emulsion�s material parameters like the viscosity of the phases or
the viscosity ratio between droplets and continuous phase, respectively [19, 21].
Laminar shear flow, elongational flow, as well as the turbulent flow and
cavitation-induced microturbulences are usually found in industrial homogeni-
zation valves.

Droplet disruption due to laminar shear flow has been widely investigated [19, 20].
However, it is restricted to a narrow range of viscosity ratios (between disperse and
continuous phase gd/gc for single droplet disruption or between the disperse phase
and the emulsion gd/ge for emulsions, respectively [21]. Laminar elongational flow is
advantageous if high-viscous disperse phases have to be disrupted [22]. It is usually
found in the inlet of homogenization valves. Specific valves are designed for
increased elongational inlet flow.

In the turbulent flow, as found within the flat valves or in the free jet after orifice-
type valves, droplets are deformed and disrupted mostly by inertial forces that are
generated by energy-dissipating small eddies. Besides, dropletsmay be stretched and
broken up also by shear and elongational forces within the regions of bigger eddies
(turbulent viscous regime) [28]. Due to internal viscous forces, droplets try to regain
their initial form and size [29].

Cavitation is a huge challenge for the service life of homogenization system due to
the abrasion induced, but is also effective in disrupting emulsion droplets.
By collapsing of the vapor or gas bubbles and induced microjets pressure, fluctua-
tions andmicroturbulences are produced that result in the necessary stresses for the
droplet disruption. The cavitation can be influenced significantly by a back pressure
that can be produced by a second homogenization stage. For this, a simple
counterpressure valve or a second disruption system can be applied.

5.2.4
Simultaneous Emulsification and Mixing (SEM) Systems

A simultaneous emulsification and mixing (SEM) system combines two process
steps within one disruption system: emulsification and mixing. In a SEM system,
one stream (Figure 5.3, (a) in pictogram 1) passes valve, nozzle, or orifice at high
pressures and is therefore responsible to produce flow patterns, which are
necessary for droplet disruption (emulsification). The second or mixing stream
(Figure 5.3, (b) in pictogram 1) is added directly or some millimeters behind the
disruption system into the emulsification stream. This means that the mixing
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stream enters directly into the zone of droplet disruption. In case of simple
nozzles used in the emulsification stream, the mixing stream enters directly into
the free jet after the nozzle. With this, the mixing stream enters in the zone, where
new droplets are formed and thus influence either their formation or their
stabilization, or both, depending on its location. Local turbulences in the free
jet are responsible for high local micromixing efficiency [30]. Construction details
are published in Refs [30–32]. The location and angle at which the mixing stream
enters not only decide about the mixing time and efficiency but also influence the
droplet disruption.

SEM systems offer the possibility to use the disperse phase fraction in the
emulsification and mixing stream as an additional process parameter. In general,
the disperse phase fraction can be in the range of 0–100% in both streams (see
Figure 5.3). When both streams have the same phase content of 0% or 100%, no
emulsion will be produced. If the three concentrations of w¼ 0% (pure continuous
phase), w¼ 100% (pure disperse phase), and 0%<w< 100% (premix) are distin-
guished, seven operational modes are possible and described below for o/w
emulsions.

Operational modes 1 and 2, depicted in Figure 5.3, use a continuous-phase stream
to produce the disruptive stresses andmix a premix or the pure disperse phase into it.
In the operationalmodes 3–5, an emulsion premix is the emulsification stream and a
continuous phase, premix, or disperse phase, is mixed into it. The pure disperse
phase produces the disruptive stresses in operationalmodes 6 and 7 and a continuous
phase or premix is mixed into it. The operational modes 2 and 6 have the advantage
that no premix needs to be prepared prior to the process.
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Figure 5.3 Seven operational modes for the production of o/w emulsions in SEM valves.
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5.3
Processes: Emulsification and Process Functions

5.3.1
Droplet Disruption in High-Pressure Valves

Droplets are disrupted, if they are deformed over a period of time tdef that is longer
than a critical deformation time tdef,cr and if the deformation, described by theWeber
number, We, exceeds a critical value [19]:

We > Wecr and tdef > tdef ;cr ð5:1Þ
with

We ¼ s

pc
ð5:2Þ

pc ¼ 4c
x

ð5:3Þ

tdef ;cr ¼ gd
s�pc ð5:4Þ

Herein, s is the external tension, responsible for droplet deformation, pc is the
capillary pressure, c is the interfacial tension, x is the droplet diameter, and gd is its
viscosity.

As the external tensions and the deformation time cannot be calculated for
commercial valves used in industrial processes to date, measurable process
parameters have to be found to characterize the droplet disruption, as the volu-
metric energy density or specific disruption energy Ev proposed by Refs [33, 34]. In
the general definition as given in Eq. (5.5), E and P are the energy and power,
respectively, being supplied by the emulsification machine, V is the emulsion
volume, _V is the emulsion volume throughput, and tres is the residence timewithin
the zone of disruptive stresses. In the specific disruption energy Ev, the applied
power is related to the volume stream, both parameters being measurable in
industrial processes.

In high-pressure systems, the disruption power is the homogenization pressure
multiplied by the volume stream _V . Therefore, the specific disruption energy is
simply measurable by using the pressure difference Dp over the disruption system.

EV ¼ PV � tres ¼ E
V
¼ P _V ¼ Dp � _V

_V
¼ Dp ð5:5Þ

When passing the emulsion several (n) times through the valve, orifice, or nozzle,
this has to be multiplied by the number of passes n. With the specific disruption
energy EV, the Sauter mean droplet diameter x3;2 can be calculated in case of well-
defined flow conditions by the following process functions:
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Laminar shear flow [22]:

x3;2 / E�1V � f ðgd=geÞ or x3;2 / Dp�1 � f ðgd=geÞ ð5:6Þ

Laminar elongational flow [19, 35, 36]:

x3;2 / E�1V or x3;2 / Dp�1 ð5:7Þ

Isentropic turbulent flow [29] and microturbulences in cavitational flow [37–40]:

x1;2 / E�0:25 ��� 0:4V � g0 ��� 0:75d or x3;2¥ / Dp�0:25 ��� 0:4 � g0 ��� 0:75d ð5:8Þ

Independent of local flow conditions within a high-pressure valve, the achievable
mean droplet diameter gets smaller with increasing energy density or pressure
difference applied. In defined flow conditions, the exponent of the energy density or
pressure difference is either �1 or between �0.25 and �0.4. For industrial homog-
enization valves, exponents in the range of �0.6 are published, for example, in
Ref. [19], depicting the mix of flow conditions found in homogenization valves (see
Section 5.2.3).

In commercial homogenization valves, turbulence and cavitation dominate drop-
let disruption. Here, droplets of a low viscosity are more easily deformed and
disrupted than droplets of higher viscosities. Therefore, the overall equation describ-
ing the process functions for high-pressure homogenization processes is

x3;2¥E�bV � gcd or x3;2¥Dp�b � gcd ð5:9Þ

with b being in the range of 0.25–1 and c< 0.75.
Using Eq. (5.9), different homogenization valves can be compared. In Figure 5.4,

disruption systems presented in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are compared by producing corn
oil droplets in water.

In all cases, the droplet diameter decreases with increasing specific energy input
(corresponding to the pressure difference applied). The new generation flat valve
geometry results in decreased Sautermean diameters due to the longer elongation in
the inlet as well as higher turbulence and cavitation in the outlet. This in turn
decreases the slope of the curves in the double logarithmic diagrams. Results are
similar to the simple orifice geometry. TheMicrofluidizer� geometry, equipped with
the double-stage disruption systemand applying the back pressure, allows improving
homogenization results further. Comparable slopes of the curves depict comparable
flow conditions being responsible for droplet breakup.

5.3.2
Droplet Coalescence in Homogenization Valves

In breaking up droplets, a large surface area is created that has to be stabilized against
agglomeration, sticking (agglomeration and flocculation), and coalescence (mergers
of droplets). To estimate the influence of coalescence and agglomeration on the
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process, agglomeration or coalescence rates can be applied. The coalescence rate V
expresses the quantity of droplet coalescences per volume and time and can be
calculated by the collision frequency Cmultiplied by the coalescence probability pcoal
(Eq. (5.10)) [36].

V ¼ pcoal �C ð5:10Þ
The collision frequencyC canbe calculated in case of isentropic turbulentflowwith

Eq. (5.11):

C ¼ k � u � x23;2 � n2 ð5:11Þ

where k is the velocity constant and u is the droplet velocity, the latter depending on
the specific energy dissipation e. The velocity constant k depends on the flow type, for
example, viscous simple shear, fine-scale turbulence, and inertial subrange turbu-
lence and can be calculated as described inRef. [36]. In Eq. (5.11), note that the Sauter
mean diameter x3,2 and the number of droplets n have a strong influence on the
collision frequency. Detailed information regarding droplet coalescence is found in
Ref. [41]. As both the collision rate and the coalescence probability parameters
depend on the specific energy input and increase with it, intense droplet coalescence
is usually found for high-pressure homogenization processes working at elevated
pressures.

Once emulsion droplets are disrupted in a high-pressure nozzle, they will be
stabilized by adsorbing emulsifiermolecules. This, however, is a process taking some
time. This time depends on the emulsifiermolecule structure and chemical nature of
the phases [42]. The kinetics of the surfactant(s) also influences the probability of
coalescence and thus the coalescence rate [28].
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For droplet coalescence, a certain time tcoal is necessary to allow drainage of the
liquid film between two colliding droplets [41]. In orifice-type high-pressure homog-
enization, coalescence is found in the orifice outlet only when the free jet relami-
narizes and resultantly the contact time between droplets increases [43]. The
coalescence rate in high-pressure homogenizer valves thus depends on several
material and valve design parameters such as the droplet concentration (disperse
phase content), the droplet size after the breakup (breakup conditions), local energy
release (droplet velocity), and emulsifier stabilization kinetics and the length of the
zones of different energy release (film drainage time). Controlling it is a challenge to
date. Thus, it is a challenge to control coalescence.

In Figure 5.5, the achievable droplet diameter in a high-pressure homogenizer is
depicted over the specific energy input for two different emulsifiers in comparison to
results achieved by producing the same formula in a rotor–stator machine (RSM).

With the fast stabilizing emulsifier LEO-10 (laurylethyleneoxide 10), the homog-
enization result is dominated by the droplet disruption process and therefore only
limited by the specific energy input. At the same specific energy input, the RSM and
theHPH achieve comparable homogenization results, with HPH being able to work
at higher specific energy inputs. By using slow stabilizing emulsifier molecules as
found, for example, in egg yolk – a food grade emulsifier, however, the RSM
homogenization result is furthermore dominated by the specific energy input, while
it is dominated by coalescence processes in high-pressure homogenizer. This effect
can be explained by long residence times (range of seconds) at decreased disruptive
stresses in the RSM, which gives the emulsifier enough time to stabilize the new
droplet interfaces. In contrast to this, the residence time in high-pressure valves is in
the range of milliseconds, while disruptive stresses are higher by several powers.
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This results in high coalescence rates and thus in large droplets. This effect increases
with increasing specific energy input asmore and smaller droplets are created. Thus,
the Sauter mean diameter increases with increasing specific energy input. This
depicts that high-pressure homogenization is limited to emulsions of either low
disperse-phase content or those containing emulsifiers of fast stabilization kinetics
or both.

5.3.3
Droplet Agglomeration in Homogenization Valves

The agglomeration rate Vaggl is described very similar to the coalescence rate
(Eq. (5.10)), as found in Refs [44, 45]:

Vaggl ¼ blam=turb � paggl ð5:12Þ

The collision frequency in isentropic turbulent flow bturb is given by Eq. (5.13)
depending on the number of particles n and the shear rate s [46, 47]:

bturb ¼
ni � nj

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8P
p � s �R3 for Ri;Rj < l

K � ni � nj �P � e1=3 � RiþRj
� �1=3

for Ri;Rj > l

8<
: ð5:13Þ

and the agglomeration probability paggl by Eq. (5.14):

paggl ¼ 18 �P � g �R3

4A

� �
ð5:14Þ

with K¼ 1.37, g is the viscosity, e is the dissipation rate, and A is the Hamaker
constant [36].

Agglomeration of droplets is well known in dairy homogenization processes.
Here, fat globules tend to agglomerate, as the emulsifiers available (being mainly
caseins) tend to adsorb at several fat globules in the same time and thus form casein
bridges. This effect increases with increasing fat content and dominates the homog-
enization result for butter fat contents above 13% [27].

5.4
Homogenization Processes Using SEM-Type Valves

5.4.1
Dairy Processes

Dairy processes are one of the oldest industrial high-pressure homogenization
processes and up to now the ones with the biggest volume streams. In conventional
processing, rawmilk is separated prior to homogenization into a low-fat phase (0.03–
0.3 vol% fat, �skimmilk�) and a fat-enriched phase (13–42 vol% fat, �cream�) using a
separator [48]. In the conventional �full stream�homogenization process,milk isfirst
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standardized to the final product fat content bymixing these two phases, the product
of this is then homogenized by typical homogenization pressures around 100 bar.
Also, conventionally applied are �partial stream� homogenization processes, in
which the cream is diluted with skim milk to a fat content of 13–17 vol%, homog-
enized and afterward standardized again to the target fat concentration of, for
example, 3.5 vol% in full cream milk. This reduces the required energy as less
continuous phasehas to be compressed tonearly the samehomogenizationpressure.

This two-step remixing process interrupted by high-pressure homogenization is
required as aggregation of fat globules (casein bridging) is found in homogenized
cream with more than 13 vol% of fat, as described in Section 5.3.3. The negative
impact of aggregation can be compensated by an increased homogenizing pressure
up to fat contents of 17 vol%.At fat contents higher than that, the process is controlled
by coalescence and mainly aggregation of the fat globules leading to dissatisfying
homogenization results (see Figure 5.6,D). Coalescence of newly formed fat droplets
is found until adsorbing dairy proteins have stabilized the droplets. In stabilization of
milk fat globules, a secondary droplet membrane is built up by adsorbing casein
micelles and submicelles as well as lactoalbumins and lactoglobulins [49, 50]. As
adsorbed caseinmicelles tend to adsorb atmore than one fat globule at the same time
and also strongly interact, bridges between fat globules are formed at increased fat
content resulting in high aggregation rates. These fat globule aggregates can be
partially destroyed in a second homogenizing stage [51], as it is realized in conven-
tional technical processes. With increasing fat globule concentration, however,
coalescence and aggregation rates also increase [30, 52, 53] limiting partial
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homogenization to 17 vol% of fat. Thus, the energy reduction potential cannot be
fully exploited.

In the commondairy process, the standardization (which in fact is done bymixing)
is located several meters behind the homogenizer. SEM valves enable to (i) combine
the homogenization and standardization steps into one process unit, (ii) dilute the fat
globules directly after their production, and (iii) add additionally emulsifier mole-
cules (here, dairy proteins) in the moment of their need (droplet breakup) with high
mixing intensity. For this, SEM valves are run in operational mode 3 (see Figure 5.3),
with a premix, here cream at a fat content of 32–42 vol%, being homogenized as
emulsifying stream, and the skim milk runs as mixing stream at pressures being
0.1–20% of the homogenizing pressure.

Comparing the SEM partial homogenization results at 32 and 42 vol% fat,
respectively, with those of conventional full stream homogenization at 3.5 vol% fat,
product quality is fully maintained by the same homogenization pressure (with a
slight, but negligible improvement at 32 vol% and a slight loss in 42 vol% fat)
(Figure 5.6).

However, the new SEM process requires only 20% of the energy input compared to
the full stream process, and only 60% of the energy is applied in conventional partial
homogenization processing at comparable process parameters. This results in con-
siderable energy and cost savings in dairy processing without any loss in product
quality. In addition, twomixing units can be eliminated from the process line resulting
in less investment, cleaning, and maintenance costs (process intensification).

5.4.2
Pickering Emulsions

In 1903, Ramsden [54, 55] and in 1907 Pickering [55] reported that solid colloidal
particles can be used to obtain the stability of emulsions. Particle-stabilized emul-
sions (PSE), also called Pickering emulsions, have recently regained interest in
scientific literature [56] what is partially due to the recent advances in nanotechnology
and the associated increased availability of suitable particles. Nanoparticles used for
PSE stabilization are mostly inorganic and range in size of 10 nm to some hundred
nanometers. These particles are highly abrasive and can damage the plant, especially
the pump and valve system,withinminutes of processing [57]. Thus, adding particles
to emulsion premixes is not trivial, especially if continuous processing is targeted as
in high-pressure homogenization.

To prevent the abrasion on the high-pressure pump and valve, Pickering emul-
sions stabilized by highly abrasive silica nanoparticles can be produced in SEMvalves
by running pure disperse or continuous phase or an emulsion premix as emulsifying
stream and the nanoparticle suspension as mixing stream (operational modes 1, 3
and 6, in Figure 5.3).

In general, Pickering emulsions can be produced using all three operational
modes (Figure 5.7). In all of them, high standard deviations were found at low
pressures. In operational mode 3, this can be explained by themissing stabilization
of the emulsion premix droplets. Segregation and coalescence in the premix on its
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way from the vessel to the orifice result in a high time-dependent fluctuation of the
disperse-phase fraction and thus an unstable process. This consequently results in
some large droplets, which tend to cream significantly. In order to decrease the
fluctuation of the disperse-phase fraction, the two phases can be fed directly in front
of the valve, for example, with a static mixer, instead of preparing the Pickering
emulsion premix in a separate vessel, like it was done in these experiments. At
higher pressures and therefore higher volume throughputs, this problem is also
reduced. The samples obtained at higher pressures are smaller in droplet size
(x90,3� 10 mm at pressures of 500–800 bar) and characterized by low standard
deviations.

Operational mode 1 also shows a high standard deviation at low pressures, most
probably due to the high viscosity of the Pickering emulsion premix added to the side
stream.Themixing stream tended to stick resulting in an instablemixingprocess. An
additional pump or a geometric modification of the SEM valve could improve this
operational mode at low pressures. At higher homogenization pressures, this
operation also ran at a constant flow and became a stable process.

Operational mode 6 led to nearly the same results compared to mode 1, but ran
more stable due to the lower viscosity of themixing stream (no sticking of themixing
stream) and the pure disperse phase in the high-pressure stream (no phase
separation within the inlet).

All three operational modes may be applied and do not significantly differ in the
resulting particle-stabilized droplet sizes. Operational mode 6 ran most stable,
especially at low homogenizing pressures. Because no premix has to be produced,
it seems to be an attractive possibility for future applications.
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Figure 5.7 Production of Pickering emulsions stabilized by silica nanoparticles of 12 nm diameter
using the SEMvalve. Comparison of the homogenization results (characteristic value x90,3 of droplet
size distributions) obtained with the operational modes 1, 3, and 6.
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Nanoparticles for stabilizing Pickering emulsions should not always be inorganic,
especially for applications in Life Sciences. Here, organic nanoparticles are highly
preferred, especially those that do not need any stabilization by emulsifiers or
stabilizers. Using SEM valves such organic, emulsifier-free nanoparticles can be
produced by realizing a rapid local temperature drop directly in the homogenization
valve.

5.4.3
Melt Homogenization

Organic nanoparticles for PSE applications should be spherical in shape and free of
emulsifiers for dense packing at the droplet interfaces they have to stabilize. Thus, a
process is proposed where nanoparticles are produced in organic solids of consid-
erable melting temperatures. After melting them, they are emulsified by high-
pressure homogenization and stabilized by rapid cooling. In Figure 5.8, results are
given for different waxes with melting temperature ranges between 50 and 62 �C,
homogenized at pressures between 100 and 1000 bar in the SEM valve. Cold water of
20 �C is used as side stream in order to realize an instant cooling of the droplets after
their disruption. The cold water is sucked into the mixing zone by the depressur-
ization directly behind the valve outlet. Resulting product temperatures are below the
melting points (40–60 �C depending on process conditions). No emulsifier is
required for stabilization.

Figure 5.8 represents cumulative particle size distributions of different waxes after
SEM melt homogenization at 130 �C and pressures of 300 bar. Monomodal particle
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size distributions with mean values x3,50 in the order of 1 mm can be reached with
waxes of higher melting points, for example, Basoplast 88 and 90 (melting points: 50
and 62 �C, respectively). Bee wax (a natural wax used, for example, in food and
pharmaceutical products for coating microencapsulated actives, melting at approx-
imately 62 �C) even results in smaller particles (mean particle size x3,50� 500 nm).
Most probably this is due to the different natural compounds of the bee wax, which
may be interfacial active, even if their concentration is quite low. However, the small
difference between thefinal product temperature after SEMhomogenization and the
melting point results in some larger particles (�10 vol% found in particles of
1–2mm), which could be eliminated by working at different temperatures.

Today, small particles of waxes are commonly produced by wet milling [59, 60].
Stirred ball milling, however, is difficult for these cases as their stickiness limits the
application. This limitation can be solved by melt emulsification in general. Melt
homogenization, in turn, is usually limited as emulsifiers, required for droplet
stabilization, and have to be thermally stable at elevated emulsification temperatures.
Using the SEM technology as represented here, droplets can be stabilized by instant
cooling only, and thus the emulsifier problem does not arise.

A disadvantage of the SEM technology results from the fact that a second cold
stream is required for instant droplet cooling, which dilutes the homogenized
emulsion and thus reduces the product yield. For this, the resulting particle
suspension has to be concentrated, with the possibility to recycle the continuous
phase [58, 61]. However, instant diluting reduces droplet collision rates. Thus, melt
homogenization can be run at elevated dispersed phase fractions (as for cream).
Additional energy required for melting the products has to be taken into account
considering processing costs. The reduction in processing time and energy com-
pared to stirred ball milling, however, is significant and compensates this by far.

5.4.4
Emulsion Droplets as Templates for Hybrid (Core–Shell) Nanoparticle Production

Core–shell nanoparticles (CSNs) can be produced by miniemulsion polymeriza-
tion [62, 63]. So far the research on the preparation of core–shell nanoparticles via
miniemulsion polymerization in laboratory scale hasmade immense progress in the
last years. There are several different applications for polymer-coated particles, for
example, for medical products, paints, and catalysts. The polymer coating prevents
the particles from agglomerating that results in a better color intensity or in an
improvement of catalytic performance [64]. In medical applications, organic coating
is required to depress toxic reactions [65].

The complete miniemulsion polymerization process, as can be seen in Figure 5.9,
requires first a homogeneous dispersion of the nanoparticles in the monomer. This
nanoparticle suspension is then emulsified in water and homogenized to a target
droplet size d< 500 nm. In the following process step, the resulting droplets are
polymerized, keeping their size, shape, and inner structure (especially the particle
load). However, the breakup of nanoparticle-loaded droplets is a nontrivial task. The
nanoparticle load is leading to an increase of viscosity and a complex rheological
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behavior [66], which is strongly influencing deformation and breakup of the
droplets [10, 67]. In addition, inorganic nanoparticles, especially metallic oxides as
investigated here, are likely to cause strong abrasion leading to short dispersing unit
(mainly valve) lifetime and high maintenance costs [57].

The established emulsifying process for preparing a submicrometer-sized mono-
mer-in-water emulsion in lab scale is ultrasonication in a batch mode [68–70].
Ultrasound, however, deals with several disadvantages in process scale-up, for
example, locally poorly controllable conditions in droplet breakup resulting in broad
and often bimodal droplet size distributions. High abrasion due to cavitation leads to
short process unit lifetimes and product contamination. Furthermore, controlling
product temperature in scale-up is quite difficult as locally heating rates are rather
high [40, 71]. High-pressure homogenization may overcome these problems and
result in miniemulsions of comparable size range.

Figure 5.10 gives an example. Monomers (methylmethacrylate) at a dispersed
phase content of 20% were high-pressure homogenized in water. Adding the
corresponding poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) of different molecular weight to
the monomer in concentrations ranging from 0% to 34% simulates the effect of an
increased viscosity due to a nanoparticle load with only very little change in chemical
composition and resulting physical characteristics (interfacial tension and droplet
density). With an increasing viscosity, a significant increase in droplet and thus
particle size after polymerization can be observed. But even for high-viscous droplets,
amean Sauter diameter below 500nm can be reached at reasonable homogenization
pressures (<1000 bar). Furthermore, it can be seen that theSEMgeometry that allows
operating the process with heavily decreased abrasion (see Section 5.2.4) also results
in droplet size distributions comparable to those achieved by standard valve geom-
etries, like a simple orifice valve.

The particle size distribution after polymerizing a 5% SiO2 particle in monomer
suspension in water is depicted in Figure 5.11. Particles range in the size of 100 nm
and distributions are rather narrow. As can be seen in the transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) picture, the silica nanoparticles are encapsulated in PMMA.
As the particle content of the suspension was low, some polymer particles remain
nonfilled.
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Figure 5.9 Flow chart for the production process of core–shell nanoparticles (CSN) via
miniemulsion polymerization.
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5.4.5
Submicron Emulsion Droplets as Nanoreactors

Nanoparticles enjoy great popularity in chemical, pharmaceutical, cosmetic, and
textile industry due to their unique properties related to the small particle size
(x< 100 nm) and high specific surface area. Nevertheless, the control of nucleation
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and growth of nanoparticles is still a challenge with so far applied processes. Ideal
reactors take control of both particle nucleation as well as particle growth and
furthermore allow a simple scale-up range in the submicrometer size. These are
found inminiemulsions (Sautermean diameter d3,2¼ 100–1000 nm) of thewater-in-
oil type where each submicrometer-sized droplet serves as a nanoreactor.

There are two process paths to precipitate nanoparticles with the miniemulsion
technique. The first requires the production of two water-in-oil emulsions where the
dispersed phases are loadedwith oneprecipitation precursor, respectively. Controlled
coalescence of droplets containing the precipitation reactants results in a product
of low solubility and – in case of supersaturation – homogeneous nucleation is
induced. As high-pressure homogenization results in high coalescence rates (see
Section 5.3.2), this is the process of choice.

The second process path involves the preparation of one emulsion. Awater-soluble
reactant is provided within the emulsion droplets, whereas an oil as well as a water-
soluble reactant is mixed into the emulsion and the precipitation reaction is induced
once the reactant diffuses via the droplet interface into the emulsion droplet. This
process is considered to be controlled by mass transfer [72]. Mixing efficiency may
influence the particle size and structure of the final products in precipitation
reactions [73]. Influencing mixing efficiency and time is realized by SEM nozzles.

In Figure 5.12 an example is given for zinc oxide precipitated with the mass
transfer-controlled process path under different mixing conditions. Both reactants
were provided in a molar concentration yielding complete precursor consumption.
The continuous phase, 57 w/w%of the emulsion, consisted of n-decane, whereas the
watery precursor suspension served as dispersed phase (40 w/w%). The miniemul-
sions were stabilized by the emulsifier Glissopal� EM-23.
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In case of precipitating particles with a batch-like procedure, the emulsion was
prepared with a high-pressure device (M� 110Y Microfluidizer, Microfluidics,
United States). Following the high-pressure homogenization, the oil-soluble reactant
was added to the emulsion (stirred/unstirred) to induce the precipitation reaction and
the particle formation. For the precipitation of the particles with the SEM nozzle, the
ratio of premix and n-decane/reactant suspension was kept at a mixing ratio of 1 : 1.
The premix was pumped through the disruption system, whereas the n-decane/oil-
soluble reactant suspension was added after the disruption unit. The material
composition and the experimental procedure were adjusted to obtain identical
emulsion composition, droplet size distribution, and reactant concentration in the
resulting emulsion compared to processing in stirred/unstirred vessels.

Results presented in Figure 5.12 clearly depict the importance of mixing time for
mass-controlled nanoparticle precipitation inminiemulsion droplets.High-pressure
homogenization using a SEM-type nozzle allows creating the droplets (nanoreactors)
and – in the same process unit – homogeneous adding and distributing the reactant
in the emulsion. This leads to the formation of nanoparticles being smaller and
having a narrower particle size distribution compared to particle sizes obtainedwith a
conventional two-step process using batch-like mixing procedures.

5.4.6
Nanoparticle Deagglomeration and Formulation of Nanoporous Carriers
for Bioactives

Dispersing particles homogeneously in a solution is a key requirement for a great
variety of industrial products and processes, including pigments in coating applica-
tions or fillers in polymers. Especially for nanoparticles, this often is a challenge as
they often are highly aggregated due to van der Waals interactions and sintering
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bonds, requiring the exertion of high stresses for deagglomeration and deaggrega-
tion. High-pressure dispersing [74] is a promising new technology being effective in
deagglomeration and reducing process time and energy (see Figure 5.13 taken from
Ref. [75]) compared to conventional processing as stirred ball milling, roller milling,
using dissolvers, kneaders [76], or spinning disk mills [75] or applying ultra-
sound [77]. Homogenizing pressure and nozzle geometry are found to be key
process parameters in high-pressure dispersing [74]. Typical pressures required for
dispersing nanoparticles are in the range of 500–3000 bar. Nozzles of simple hole
geometry can be applied with increased throughput and deagglomeration efficiency
at increased nozzle diameter. However, significant abrasion is typically found when
inorganic nanoparticles are dispersed in high-pressure nozzles. In order to overcome
this drawback, a HPPF (high-pressure postfeeding) nozzle configuration similar to
the SEM disruption system was developed for dispersing inorganic nanoparticles
such as silica, alumina, or titanic oxides in aqueous phases enhancing nozzle service
life and thus enabling industrial applications [57].

As it is found for homogenized droplets, deagglomerated nanoparticles usually
have to be stabilized in order to prevent their reagglomeration. Agglomeration is
enhanced as nanoparticles are characterized by an extremely high surface area. This
results in an increase of van derWaals forces in relation to competing interactions as
gravitational forces. For this reason, in commercial applications, additives are used,
which adsorb at the surface and by this induce steric and/or electrostatic interaction
forces. Regarding alumina oxide nanoparticles, for example, stability can also be
induced by electrostatic interparticle forces only. For this material matter, reagglo-
meration is found in resting solutions around the isoelectric point IP and up to
zetapotentials of �30mV. In case of dynamic situations, as found in dispersion
nozzles, high collision rates and speeds result in even worse conditions in terms of
particle stability. Reagglomeration of dispersed aluminum oxide nanoparticles was
found even for zeta-potentials up to IP�80mV [78]. This could be effectively used for
controlled reagglomeration within anHPPF-type nozzle resulting in nanostructured
agglomerates of different sizes. For this, a modified HPPF nozzle was designed
allowing to feed pH-controlling solutions at different locations after the nozzle
outlet [77].With this, pHvalues could be changed at different locationswithin the free
jet after the nozzle outlet, starting the reagglomeration process. Depending on the
location of pH change, agglomerate sizes can be varied ranging from 100 nm to
10 mm. For details, see Ref. [75]. Active ingredients or carrier molecules (e.g.,
cyclodextrin-based ones) being dispersed or dissolved in the continuous phase in
the moment of reagglomeration could be successfully embedded in the nanostruc-
tured agglomerates [77].

5.5
Summary and Outlook

High-pressure homogenizers are commonly used today in the chemical, pharma-
ceutical, and cosmetic as well as the food industry. They are equipped typically with
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one–eight piston pumps to produce the pressure required and with a disruption
system to expand the fluid and disrupt emulsion droplets. The most common
disruption systems are valves. New-generation flat valves have been optimized for
efficient droplet breakup at high throughput. The volume stream can be adjusted
independent of the homogenization pressure and the risk of blocking is rather low.
Orifices and nozzles often achieve better results in terms of smaller droplet
diameters, especially for low-viscous emulsions, but the scale-up to date is limited.
Depending on the geometry of the disruption systems, different flow patterns
dominate the droplet breakup and thus the parameters available for process control.

Coalescence and agglomeration are a challenge to be met in high-pressure
homogenization processes. Droplets are disrupted within milliseconds and emulsi-
fiers available often do not meet the target in adsorption and stabilization kinetics.
When stabilization can be ensured, as often found when short-chain low-molecular
weight emulsifiers are used, the homogenization result is dominated by the energy
input or the homogenizing pressure, respectively. Otherwise, agglomeration and
coalescence strongly control high-pressure homogenization processes. If this is the
case, the disperse phase content and the emulsifier molecular structure are the
parameters controlling homogenization results. The high-pressure homogenization
can thennot be applied for high concentrated emulsions. In foods, this is foundwhen
natural emulsifiers as dairy proteins or egg yolk are used as emulsifiers.

With simultaneous emulsification and mixing valves, these problems can be
eliminated. Furthermore, energy savings of up to 90%, for example, in dairy
homogenization, can be realized. SEM valves also allow the production of hybrid
particles as Pickering emulsions or core–shell nanoparticles via high-pressure
homogenization processes. The high-pressure homogenizers may then be used
even for the deagglomeration of nanoparticles produced by flame pyrolysis (as
inorganic metal oxides) and they can also be used as carrier systems for actives
with retard effect. These examples depict the broad range of applications for high-
pressure homogenization processes in future.
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6
Power Plant Processes: High-Pressure–High-Temperature Plants
Alfons Kather and Christian Mehrkens

6.1
Introduction

Approximately 42% of the global power generation is based on the coal-fired steam
power plant process, in which the chemical energy of the fuel is used for evaporation
and superheating of the thermodynamic working fluid water/steam at high pres-
sures (HP) and temperatures. By expanding the steam in the steam turbine, the
working fluid�s enthalpy is first converted intomechanical energy at the turbine shaft
and finally into electrical energy in the generator.

Compared to other fossil fuels, the use of coal for power generation leads to high
specific CO2 emissions between 750 and 1100 g/kWh. As in the near term power
generation from fossil fuels is mandatory, significant efforts of the industry were
made since the beginning of the 1990s to reduce the CO2 emissions. The two main
approaches considered are the increase of the power plant efficiency and the
sequestration and underground storage of carbon dioxide (CCS: carbon capture
and storage). However, CCS leads to a significant reduction in the overall power plant
efficiency up to approximately 10% points. In the context of fossil-fired power plants,
increasing the power plant efficiency is therefore also known as �no-regrets� strategy.

In Figure 6.1, the historical development of the net efficiency of coal-fired power
plants since the 1970s is shown. While from the mid-1970s until the mid-1980s net
efficiencies in the range of approximately 35–40% (based on lower heating value
(LHV)) were achieved, since the beginning of the 1990s a significant increase up to
values above 46% is evident. In addition to other measures, almost 1/6 of this
efficiency increase is attributed to the raise of the main process parameters, such as
the live steam pressure and temperature, up to values of currently 30MPa/600 �C.
Figure 6.2 summarizes the evolution of the live steam parameters of coal-fired
steam power plants in the past 40 years in Germany. While from the 1980s to the
beginning of the 1990s in power plants usually live steam parameters of approxi-
mately 20MPa/535–545 �C were common, since the end of the 1990s a significant
increase in these steamparameters up to, 27.5MPa and temperatures of about 580 �C
(Niederaußem power station unit K, Germany, commissioned in 2003 [1]) were
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realized.More than 10 years ago, power plants with steam temperatures up to 600 �C
were developed and built in Japan [2]; even in Europe and China, power plants with
these steam parameters are currently under construction or are already operating. At
the same time, a worldwide trend toward higher single unit power outputs of up to
1100MWel (gross) can also be observed. For the next generation of coal-fired steam
power plants, new concepts andmaterials for the application of steam parameters of
more than 35MPa/700 �C are under currently development by different research
institutes and the power generation industry [3–5].

Except for coal-fired power plants, the steam power plant process is also used for
the direct or indirect power generation from other fuels. In principle, this process
forms the thermodynamic basis for power generation from nuclear fuels or biomass
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or is used as basic process for waste heat recovery from gas turbine exhaust
gas in combined cycle power plants. Due to the different requirements for safety
(nuclear power plants) and lifetime issues for components exposed to the hot flue
gas (corrosion in incineration and biomass plants), in these power plants
comparatively low steam parameters are applied. Since today the highest steam
parameters are achieved in coal-fired steam power plants, the main focus here is on
the current 600 �C class of steam power plants. In addition to the general basic plant
layout of today�s modern steam power plants, the development status of the most
highly stressed components will be mainly considered. These critical components
consist of the high-pressure part of the steam generator and the high-pressure
steam turbine.

6.2
Coal-Fired Steam Power Plants

For power generation in coal-fired steam power plants, preferably hard coal, lignite,
or low volatile coals such as anthracite are used. As interface between theflue gas side
and the water/steam cycle serves the steam generator, where the chemical energy
from the coal is converted into useful heat for preheating and evaporating the water,
as well as superheating and reheating the steam.

To put it simply, the water/steam cycle consists of several high-pressure and
intermediate-pressure (IP) heating surfaces, a steam turbine (including the con-
denser), and several low- and high-pressure pre-heaters, as well as a condensate
pump and a feedwater pump. The superheated steam produced in the steam
generator is expanded in the steam turbine powering a generator, which converts
the enthalpy difference of the working fluid water/steam into electrical energy.
Because the highest process pressures occur within the thermodynamic cycle, in the
following the water/steam side of coal-fired power plants will be considered in more
detail. For details on the arrangement and design of the flue gas side, one is referred
to the literature [6–8]. The feedwater pump and theHP pre-heaters are exposed to the
highest process pressures occurring in the steam power plant. Due to the pressure
drops in the HP pre-heaters, piping, and the HP heating surfaces in the steam
generator, the live steam pressure between steam generator andHP steam turbine is
up to approximately 5MPa lower than that directly after the feedwater pump. The
high steam temperatures of approximately 600 �C at the steam generator outlet and
the HP steam turbine inlet, respectively, make the components in this area require a
careful design due to their low allowable material strength values.

6.2.1
Thermodynamics and Power Plant Efficiency

Simplified the net efficiency gnet of coal-fired steam power plants can be written as
product of the partial efficiencies of the ideal thermodynamic cycle gth,id, steam
generator gSG (boiler efficiency), steam turbine gT, generator gG, and the equivalent
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efficiency of the electrical auxiliary power consumption gaux as well as other
efficiencies gother, which are negligible:

gnet ¼ gth;id � gSG � gT � gG � gaux � gother

While the steam generator efficiency (gSG � 0.92), the steam turbine efficiency
(gT¼ 0.9–0.92), the generator efficiency (gG> 0.98), and the corresponding efficien-
cy for the power plant�s electrical auxiliary power consumption (gaux up to 0.93) all
have relatively high values above 0.9, the net efficiency of a coal-fired steam power
plant is mainly affected by the thermal efficiency of the cycle gth,id, which today is
about 0.55. Besides the minimization of losses by an optimized flue gas heat
utilization, the application of optimized turbine blading, or the reduction of the
auxiliary power consumption, the main potential for enhancing the overall power
plant efficiency can be seen in increasing the live steam parameters.

As ideal thermodynamic cycle for steam power plants, the Rankine cycle with the
working fluid water/steam is commonly used for converting thermal energy into
mechanical energy (Figure 6.3). At first, the working fluid in liquid phase is brought
to a higher pressure level in the feedwater pump (0 ! 1) and then is preheated,
evaporated, and superheated under isobaric conditions in the steam generator
(1 ! 4). The vaporized working fluid is then expanded under isentropic conditions
in a steam turbine, where the enthalpy difference h5� h4 between the inlet and outlet
is converted into mechanical energy. To close the thermodynamic cycle, it is
necessary to liquefy the saturated steam under isobaric conditions in a condenser
(5 ! 0) further downstream. The mechanical energy at the turbine shaft corre-
sponds to the difference between the heat supplied to the cycle qin and the heat
removed qout, so that the thermal efficiency of the Rankine cycle gth,CR can be
calculated from the following equation:

gth;CR ¼
qin� qoutj j

qin
¼ 1� h5�h0

h4�h1
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Figure 6.3 Simplified view of a steam power plant process and the corresponding T, s-diagram.
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To identify optimization potentials within the thermodynamic cycle, in the fol-
lowing the basic definition of the thermal efficiency of the Rankine cycle is converted
into an equivalent definition according to Carnot�s efficiency, which depends only
on the mean temperatures of the heat supplied and removed (Figure 6.3):

gth;CR ¼ 1�Tm;out

Tm;in

To put it simply, these mean temperatures can be derived from the specific
enthalpies h and specific entropies s of the Rankine cycle by the following equations:

Tm;in ¼ qin
Dsin
¼ ðh4�h1Þðs4�s1Þ and Tm;out ¼ qout

Dsout
¼ ðh0�h5Þðs0�s5Þ

In addition to applying a single reheat with an equal steam temperature as used for
the live steam and a multistage preheat train, the main potential for enhancing the
thermal efficiency canbe seen in raising themean temperature of the heat supplied to
the process by further increasing the live steam enthalpy (pressure and temperature).
Themean temperature corresponding to theheat removed from the cycle is primarily
determined by the available condenser pressure, which mainly depends on the
cooling water conditions prevailing at the site and hence can hardly be influenced by
process design improvements.

6.2.2
Configuration of Modern Steam Power Plants

Figure 6.4 shows a simplified diagram of amodern 600 �C supercritical steam power
plant. In this figure, the air/flue gas side and the water/steam side of a coal-fired
steam power plant with a power output of 600MWel (gross) using best available
technology in 2004 are shown. This concept was developed as a result of an
engineering study for the German �Reference Power Plant North Rhine
Westphalia� [9], carried out in 2004 by the VGB PowerTech (European association
for power generation) with contribution of leading German power plant manufac-
turers and operators. Themain scope of this study was the development of amodern
economic power plant concept with a net efficiency of more than 45%. The basic
concept of this power plant has been adopted almost unchanged to currently
projected or recently built 600 �C coal-fired power plants in Europe, however, with
an increased power output from 800MWel to about 1100MWel.

Although the highest system pressure occurs in the HP part of the water/steam
cycle, in the following a short overview of the air/flue gas side of a coal-fired power
plant will also be given. At first, the coal is ground in a coal pulverizer and then is
pneumatically transferred, utilizing the preheated primary air as carrier gas, to the
main burners located in the steam generator furnace. In the steam generator, the
chemical energy of the pulverized coal is converted into heat by combustion and then
is transferred to different heating surfaces by means of radiant and convective
heat transfer to the water/steam side. Depending on the fuel type and national
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regulations, an SCR (selective catalytic reduction) reactor for the reduction of
nitrogen oxides (NOx) is placed before the air heater in the flue gas path. In the
air heater, the primary air and the secondary air are heated up to temperatures of
about 320–350 �Candhence thefluegas is cooled down to approximately 115–160 �C,
depending on the coal�s sulfur content. The fly ash from the flue gas is almost
completely retained by an electrostatic precipitator, before the flue gas is transferred
by the induced draft fan into the flue gas desulfurization (FGD) plant. In the latter,
most of the sulfur dioxide (SO2) is removed by chemical absorption, before the
treatedflue gas is released to the environment either through the stack or through the
cooling tower.

Thewater/steam side of a steampower plant normally consists of the following key
components:

. LP (low pressure) and HP (high pressure) preheat train

. Feedwater pump

. Flue gas heated HP and IP parts of the steam generator

. Steam turbine system (HP, IP, and LP turbines)

. Condenser for heat removal

At first, the condensate is extracted from the condenser at a pressure of about
2–6 kPa, before being transferred by the condensate pump to the feedwater tank
through the four-stage LP preheat train. The LP preheat train represents the first
part of the preheat system, comprising a total of eight stages. For preheating
purposes, steam from the IP and LP turbines is extracted at different pressure

Figure 6.4 Simplified diagram of a modern 600 �C coal-fired steam power plant.
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levels. The extracted steam is first desuperheated and then condensed and sub-
cooled in different vertically or horizontally arranged shell-and-tube heat exchan-
gers, in which the condensate, flowing through the tubes, is preheated
simultaneously. After this, the condensate is directly supplied to the feedwater
tank. The feedwater tank is a steam-heated direct contact heater in which the water
is heated up to saturation at a corresponding vessel pressure of approximately 1.0–
1.2MPa. Besides preheating of the condensate, the feedwater tank also serves the
following additional purposes: on the one hand, the majority of the noncondens-
able gases dissolved in the water are released and, on the other hand, it serves as a
storage vessel for the compensation of transient operation conditions in the water/
steam cycle, for which reason the tank is designed with a sufficient capacity.

From the feedwater tank, the condensate is led to one or two feedwater pumps in
parallel, in which the working fluid, which is now designated as feedwater, is
pressurized up to 35MPa and then flows through the HP preheat train directly
into the steam generator. Depending on the power plant�s operational mode and
power output, multistage centrifugal pumps are applied as feedwater pumps that are
driven either electrically or by a separate steam turbine (preferably in larger steam
power plants). The spray water for controlling the hot reheat steam temperature is
extracted from in-between these stages.

TheHPpreheat train consists of three heating condensers as well as one externally
located desuperheater for the first HP heating condenser, in which the steam
extracted from the HP and IP turbines is first desuperheated and then condensed
and subcooled for preheating the feedwater up to temperatures of about 290–320 �C.
In addition to the HP preheat train shown in Figure 6.4, a primary air economizer is
also integrated parallel to the water/steam cycle, in which heat from the flue gas is
recovered by further preheating of a partial feedwater stream. In this concept, the
primary air is brought to a temperature as high as possible, hence the flue gas
temperature after the steam generator can be cooled further down by using the waste
heat for preheating. The extraction of water for the HP steam attemperator and live
steam temperature control is normally done after the last HP pre-heater.

Next, the feedwater is preheated further by flue gas in the economizer and
afterward evaporated and superheated up to 600 �C at a pressure of approximately
27–30MPa in the evaporator and in several SH (superheater) heating surfaces.
The live steam is then passed through the control valves, inwhich the pressure before
HP steam turbine is adjusted according to the operational mode of the power plant
(pressure reserve for frequency control, etc.). In the HP steam turbine, the live
steam is expanded to a pressure of typically around 5.5–6.5MPa at temperatures of
approximately 340–370 �C and then is returned to the steam generator for reheating
of the steam to temperatures up to 600–620 �C. The IP steam then is led to
the single or double-flow IP steam turbine, in which it is expanded to approximately
0.4–0.6MPa. The IP exhaust steam is then passed through one or more crossover
pipes to two or three double-flow LP turbines, where the steam is expanded into
vacuum with a moisture content up to approximately 8–15%. Finally, the LP exhaust
steam is condensed in a water-cooled condenser located directly below the LP steam
turbine casing.
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6.3
Steam Generator

In coal-fired steam power plants, the steam generator represents the key component
for the heat transfer from the flue gas to the water/steam side of the thermodynamic
cycle. For this reason, in this part of the power plant, the highest process pressures
and temperatures are obtained in combination. In particular during load changes,
certain components in theHPsection of the steamgenerator are exposed to bothhigh
mechanical and thermal stresses, by varying process pressures and temperatures.
Since all components used in steam generators are designed for a lifetime of more
than 200 000 h, the proper selection and development of materials are of particular
importance. As a consequence of the live steamparameters increasing during the last
years, themain focuswas placed on the steamgeneratormembranewall, thefinal SH
heating surface, and the final SH outlet header.

Besides describing the overall layout of today�s coal-fired steam generators for
steam parameters of up to 30MPa/600 �C, in the following sections the design and
selection of materials for the just mentioned highly stressed components in steam
generators will be discussed in detail.

6.3.1
Steam Generator Design

Figure 6.5 shows the cross-sectional viewof amodernhard coal-fired steamgenerator
with live steam temperatures of 600 �C. As usual in Europe and particularly in
Germany, the steam generator is designed as tower-type boiler with a rectangular or
square-cut furnace cross section, in which the radiant and convective heating
surfaces are all arranged in a single pass. In the second pass of the steam generator,
the SCR reactor for the reduction of the NOx emissions and the air heater are located.
Usually the steam generator is suspended directly from the boiler supporting grid, so
that the steam generator can expand freely in longitudinal direction during operation
(e.g., the downward thermal expansion of a lignite-fired steam generator with a
height of 160m is around 800mm). In Asia and Northern America, predominantly
two-pass steam generators are used, which are basically characterized by a low height
and a compact design but have some disadvantages due to horizontal thermal
expansions.

The steam generator�s furnace wall is designed as a gas-tight, welded membrane
wall (tube-fin-tube), cooled by water/steam, and serves as evaporator and SH heating
surface. All Flue gas heated heat exchangers in the convection area of the steam
generator are normally designed as in-line tubular bundle heat exchangers, sus-
pended from several hundreds of hanger tubes. For the realization of supercritical
steam parameters, modern steam generators are designed as once-through boilers,
in which the feedwater is preheated, evaporated, and superheated in one
way through, without using an additional circulation system for evaporation.
For steam generators with subcritical steam parameters, commonly used in indus-
trial applications or for waste heat recovery from gas turbine exhaust gases,
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predominantly drum-type boilers are used, in which the steam is evaporated by
natural or forced circulation.

TheHP system of a steam generator consists of differently connected furnace wall
and convective tubular bundle heating surfaces, in which the feedwater is further
preheated, evaporated, and superheated, before being finally sent to the steam
turbine as live steam. At first, the preheated water is fed to the upper part of the
steam generator, where it is supplied to the economizer that represents the last
convective heating surface downstream along the flue gas path. There the feedwater
is preheated to a temperature of about 330–350 �C, before being led downward
through connecting pipes to the furnace hopper. Regarding the low driving

Figure 6.5 Cross-sectional view of a hard coal-fired steam generator of a modern 600 �C power
plant (EnBW Kraftwerke AG: new build of unit 8 of Rheinhafen-Dampfkraftwerk power station,
Karlsruhe, Germany). Copyright: Alstom 2011.
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temperature difference between feedwater and flue gas in hard coal-fired boilers,
usually a fin tube economizer is used, made of low-alloy steel 16Mo3.

To avoid film boiling due to high heat fluxes in the evaporator, in smooth tubes a
minimum mass flux at the water/steam side of approximately 700–800 kg/(m2 s)
must always be maintained. Hence, the lower part of the evaporator is designed as a
spiral wall consisting of several hundreds of inclined tubes, in which the water flows
upwards? while being evaporated. Alternatively, particularly Japanese-built steam
generators are designedwith vertical internally riffled evaporator tubes formore than
10 years. This tube configuration impacts an additional rotation to the water/steam
stream, which leads to higher wetting and enhanced cooling of the tube inner wall at
lower part loads and thus enables lower water/steam mass fluxes, and due to that,
vertical tubing can be realized in the evaporator.Whenusing smooth tubes, at around
half height of the steam generator, the spiral wall of the evaporator is converted into a
vertical tube wall using special transition pieces. The related reduction of the water/
steam mass flux can be done due to the lower heat fluxes in this area. At sliding
pressure operation and boiler loads that correspond to evaporator pressures below
the critical pressure of 22.1MPa, the water along the evaporator membrane wall is
preheated, evaporated, and finally superheated. Between the load corresponding to
the critical pressure and the boiler once-through minimum load of around 40% for
this evaporator system, the location of the final point of evaporation varies. At loads
corresponding to pressures above the critical pressure, no phase change takes place
anymore. With respect to low medium temperatures in the lower part of the
membrane wall (lower part of the spiral tube wall), low-alloyedmaterials, like 16Mo3
and 13CrMo4–5 can be used. In the upper part of the membrane wall (vertical tube
wall), outlet temperatures of approximately 450–480 �Care reached, so higher alloyed
materials must be used here.

At the end of the vertical tube wall, the water/steam mixture – or above once-
through minimum load only steam – is first collected and then supplied to the
separators, in which the water is separated from the steam and returned to the
economizer inlet. After passing through the separators, the steam is superheated in
counterflow via several hanger tubes supporting the tubular bundle heat exchangers
of the steam generator. At the end, the hanger tubes form the primary superheater
heating surface SH1 (applied materials here are, for example, T24 or HCM12). The
steam superheated to 500–520 �C is collected and then supplied to the next heating
surface SH2,which is located normally between the primary and secondary reheaters
RH1 and RH2 along the flue gas path. In SH2, which ismade of materials like Super
304H, the steam is further superheated in counterflow to approximately 540–560 �C
before being sent to the final superheater heating surface SH3. The final SH heating
surface is located in an area of high flue gas temperatures and therefore is usually
arranged in parallel flow. In the outlet header, the steam parameters are about
27–30MPa and 600–605 �C. Both the final SH tubes and the thick-walled final SH
outlet header are exposed to high pressures and the highest temperatures occurring
in the process, thus high-alloyed austenitic materials such as HR3C or Super 304H
are used for the final SHand themartensiticmaterials like P92 for the final SH outlet
header and live steam piping.
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After expanding the live steam in the HP turbine, the exhaust steam is returned to
the steam generator to be reheated to a temperature of 620 �C in the intermediate
pressure system that consists of the primary and secondary reheaters RH1 and RH2.
To control the superheater and reheater outlet temperatures, spray coolers are located
between the bundle heat exchangers injecting preheated feedwater for desuperheat-
ing of the steam.

In Figure 6.6, the historical and recent developments in materials used for the
highly stressed components in steam generators, like the membrane wall, the final
SH tubes and the final SH outlet header are shown (see also Refs [9–11]). In the
membrane wall, only material without a postwelding heat treatment should be used.
While for live steam parameters up to about 27.5MPa/580 �C, the steel 13CrMo4–5
was the highest alloyed material in 1995, the further raised steam parameters
demanded for newmaterials such as the EuropeanT24 or the JapaneseT23 (HCM2S)
steels that shall not necessitate a heat treatment, either. The austenitic alloys well
known from power plants with steam parameters of 27.5MPa/580 �C could still be
used as final SH tube materials for today�s 600 �C power plants. However, with
respect to themaximum creep strength of thematerials used, at steam parameters of
35MPa/700 �C in the final SH and final SH outlet header, nickel alloys must be
applied. For the SH outlet header and the live steam piping of today�s 600 �C power
plants, in the 1990s martensitic alloys like P92 were developed and qualified.
Figure 6.7 shows the average creep strength values for 100 000 h, as function of
the material temperature, for selected alloys used in modern 600 �C steam gen-
erators. For the design of steam generator components with a lifetime of 200 000 h,
these creep strength values must be divided by a safety factor of 1.5, whereas 200
000 h values have to be divided by only 1.25.
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Figure 6.6 Development of different materials used in steam generators, shown against the
evolution in the corresponding live steam and reheat steam parameters.
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6.3.2
Membrane Wall

Modern steam generators are designed exclusively with welded membrane walls. In
order to avoid hydrogen-induced stress corrosion cracking, according to former
German TRD 201, the hardness of 350HV 10 should not be exceeded in the heat-
effected zones of the membrane wall welds. For higher-alloyed materials than
10CrMo9–10, this was only possible by means of a heat treatment, after the welding
process has been completed. According to the former German regulations, this heat
treatment was required also for the material 10CrMo9–10, due to the temperatures
existing in thewall. Although it is possible to carry out this subsequent heat treatment
in the workshop, it raises some practical problems during erection and repair.
Therefore, materials are preferred for the construction of themembrane wall that do
not require a subsequent heat treatment. On the basis of the material 13CrMo4–5,
used before 2000 in membrane walls, and the usual temperature additions, a limit
value of approximately 435 �C for a tube outside diameter of 38mm and a wall
thickness of 6.3mmresults for the design of themaximum steam temperature in the
wall. If a larger wall thickness is selected, this limit value can be increased to about
450 �C [10, 12].

For steam parameters of 26MPa/590 �C, the temperatures at the transition from
spiral to vertical wall are not higher than those in the walls of plants built in the
1990s [12]. Under these steam conditions, the spiral wall can therefore still be built
from the material 13CrMo4–5. In the area of the vertical tubes above the transition,
however, allowable limitsmay be exceeded, since in this area of the steamgenerator, a
considerable heat radiation at relatively high steam temperatures is present.

Thus, it becomes evident that the membrane wall was one of the limiting parts in
case of a further increase of the steam parameters. The measures mentioned below,
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which all aim at reducing themedium temperature in thewall, help to counteract this
effect to a more or less high degree:

. Minimization of the injection mass flow in the superheater system, in order to
increase the mass flow through the membrane wall.

. Use of a flue gas recirculation.

. Reduction of the feedwater temperature.

. Reduction of the fin tube economizer with a simultaneous, clear enlargement of
the reheater heating surface and maintaining the flue gas temperature down-
stream of the economizer.

. Increase of the furnace outlet temperature.

With increased steam parameters, the medium temperature also increases in the
steamgeneratormembranewall, so that the limitation for the exclusive application of
13CrMo4–5was reached and finally even exceededwhen coming to the 600 �Cpower
plant technology. For this reason, it was necessary to develop new evaporator
materials with higher creep strength values, which do not require a postwelding
heat treatment during construction. Results of this development were the new
materials T23 and T24, which can be used with temperatures up to approximately
50 K higher than 13CrMo4–5. Thematerial T24 (7CrMoVTiB10–10) is used in nearly
all European 600 �C steam generators shortly before commissioning and has to
demonstrate within the next years its qualification as furnace wall material.

6.3.3
Final Superheater Heating Surface

The 100 000 h creep strength average values of the austenitic tubematerials generally
used today as well as of the formerly used martensitic material X20CrMoV11–1 are
shown in Figure 6.8. It can be seen that the austenitic material Super 304H has
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the same strength values as the X20CrMoV11–1 used until the mid-1990s at 100–
120K higher design temperatures. Besides the strength, the flue gas sided high-
temperature corrosion and the steam-sided oxidation of the used material also have
an impact on the design of the heating surface at high steam parameters.

The resistance against high-temperature corrosion on the flue gas side strongly
depends on the tube material used and thus is primarily influenced by its chrome
content. Therefore, in the final SH heating surface of current steam generators with
parameters of 30MPa/600 �C, solely austenitic materials with high chromium
content are used, such as Super 304H or HR3C.

Due to higher steam temperatures, the rate of oxidation on the steamside of heated
tubes also increases. The interior oxide layer leads to a deterioration of the heat
transmission, causing a further increase of the tube wall temperature, which in
turn may produce both a higher creep strength damage and, in particular, also a
reinforced high-temperature corrosion. As for high-temperature corrosion, in this
case also higher chrome contents result in improvements.

However, this advantage of austenitic over martensitic materials generally applies
only to base-load operation of the steam generator. In case of operation with daily
start-ups and shutdowns, the austenitic steels can show worse corrosion properties
than the martensitic ones. The resulting higher corrosion rates can be explained by
the large difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of the austenitic tube
material and of the oxide deposits, which lead to spalling of the oxide layer and thus
result in an increased corrosive attack.

6.3.4
Final Superheater Outlet Header and Live Steam Piping

Due to the higher steamparameters, the design of the SHoutlet header leads to larger
wall thicknesses and thus considerable restrictions of the load change rate during
start-up. One possibility to reduce the necessary wall thickness is to select austenitic
materials. However, these have the disadvantage of showing a worse temperature
change behavior than the martensites, due to the higher thermal expansion coef-
ficient and the lower thermal conductivity, if the wall thickness is the same. These
relations are shown qualitatively in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. In these diagrams, the
header wall thickness on the one hand and the rate of temperature change at the
beginning of the cold start-up on the other hand are presented against the SH outlet
temperature, for the SHoutlet pressures of 26 and 30MPa. In this case, thematerials
examined are X20CrMoV11–1, P91 (X10CrMoVNb9–1), and austenite X3CrNi-
MoBN17–13–3 (1.4910). For the material X20CrMoV11–1 at an outlet pressure of
30MPa, themaximumallowable SHoutlet temperature of 548 �C is already exceeded
(see also Figure 6.7). With P91, the outlet temperature can be increased to about
572 �C. With the austenite 1.4910, even for 30MPa/600 �C the diameter ratio limits
according to the regulations are still not reached [12, 13].

Due to the considerably increased wall thicknesses, the martensites lose their
advantage over the austenites in terms of the allowable rate of temperature change. At
600 �C, this rate amounts for P91 only half the value for the austenite. Therefore, the
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following conclusions can be drawn from Figures 6.9 and 6.10 for the SH outlet
header:

. Compared to X20CrMoV11–1, with P91 approximately 15–25K, higher operating
temperatures can be realized. However, P91 is still no substitute for austenites at,
30MPa/600 �C.

. Despite the unfavorable physical properties of austenites (thermal expansion
coefficient and thermal conductivity) compared to ferritic/martensitic materials,
larger rates of temperature change can be realized during the start-up of the plant,
on account of the high creep strength at high temperatures.
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For economic reasons, in the development of new materials for next-generation
power plants since 2000, a fundamental requirement comprised the application of
nonaustenitic materials for the live steam piping. To protect at the same time the
thick-walled weld between the live steam piping and the final SH outlet header
against overstress due to differential thermal expansion of thematerials used, the SH
outlet header had to be manufactured also from martensitic materials [11]. The SH
outlet header is equippedwithmartensitic connecting tubes so that theweld between
the austenitic SH heating surfaces and the martensitic SH outlet headers is done via
these tubes and therefore with comparatively small welds that show less problems
due to differential thermal expansions of the applied materials.

For power plants built since 2000 with steam parameters of 27.5MPa/580 �C and
power plants currently under construction with parameters of 30MPa/600 �C, new
martensitic materials for the final SH outlet header and the live steam piping had to
be developed. While the martensitic material E911 (X11CrMoWVNb9–1–1), with
creep strength values comparable to P91 (Figure 6.7), has its application limit at
steamparameters of approximately 27.5MPa/580 �C, the newly qualifiedmartensitic
P92 is barely applicable to steam parameters up to 30MPa/600 �C [10]. For this
reason, in currently planned or recently built power plants in Europe, the material
P92 (X10CrWMoVNb9–2) is applied predominantly, for both the final SH outlet
header and the live steam piping. However, for the further increase of the steam
parameters up to 35MPa/700 �C, nickel-based materials must be used.

6.4
High-Pressure Steam Turbines

In coal-fired steam power plants, theHP turbine and the high-pressure system of the
steam generator are exposed to the highest mechanical and thermal stresses
occurring in the process. Compared to the steam generator, the HP turbine is
exposed at 100% load to steam parameters slightly less heavily (due to temperature
imbalances of approximately 20K in the steam generator and losses in the steam
piping); however, in recently built or currently projected power plants, steam
temperatures of approximately 600 �C and pressures up to 28–29MPa are reached.

6.4.1
Configuration of Modern Steam Turbines

Basically modern steam turbines consist of a HP, IP, and LP turbine, in which the
steam�s enthalpy isfirst converted intomechanical energy at different pressure levels
and subsequently into electrical energy in the generator. For large steam power
plants, two different concepts of shaft arrangement are to be distinguished, in
principle. Whereas in Europe large power plants are generally built in single-shaft
configuration (e.g., Niederaußem power station unit K, Germany, gross power
output 1012MWel), in Japan and Northern America the double-shaft arrangement
is widely used [14].
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In the single-shaft configuration (tandem compound, Figure 6.11), theHP, IP, and
LP turbines and the generator are all arranged in-line on the same turbine shaft,
which is operated at a rotation speed corresponding to the grid frequency of either 50
or 60Hz (3000 or 3600 1/min, respectively). Especially in Northern America and
Asia, in steam power plants with an output of about 1000MWel, the double-shaft
arrangement is mostly applied (cross-compound). Because the grid frequency of
60Hz is slightly higher in these countries, the last LP turbine blades are exposed to
highmechanical stresses due to higher centrifugal forces. This has led in the past to a
limitation of the turbine blade length in the last LP stages. For this reason, theHPand
IP turbines as well as the double-flow LP turbines are arranged on separate turbine
shafts rotating at different speeds, each connected to a generator. The HP and IP
turbine shaft rotates at full grid frequency, whereas the LP turbine shaft rotates only
at half grid frequency (the power output of the HP–IP turbine shaft is approximately
60% of the overall output of the unit). Due to significantly lower LP turbine shaft
speed, assuming the samematerials areused, the application of longer turbine blades
in the last stages of the LP turbine and thus a higher power output are possible. Both
turbine shafts are arranged parallel to each other and the IP exhaust steam is
conducted through crossover pipes to the LP turbines.

6.4.2
Design Features of High-Pressure Steam Turbines

Since for small- and medium-sized steam turbines with a power output up to
approximately 700–800MWel in particular of Japanese origin, a combined casing for
both the HP and IP turbine stages can be found, for coal-fired power plants with a
single unit output up to 1000–1100MWel predominantly separate casings are utilized.
For theHP turbine, almost all turbinemanufacturers apply a single-flowconfiguration,

Figure 6.11 Three-dimensional view of a modern steam turbine of Alstom with a gross power
output of approximately 1100MWel. Copyright: Alstom 2011.
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yielding compact HP turbine designs. However, the Japanese turbine manufacturer
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries uses for power plants with an output of approximately
1000MWel a double-flowdesign for theHP turbine and all other steam turbines (cross-
compound). Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show typical HP steam turbines used in current
600 �C power plants, manufactured by Siemens and Alstom.

Basically steam turbines are double-shelled with a separate inner and outer casing.
The inner casing primarily serves as thermoelastic guide blade carrier and in
combination with the turbine rotor and the first stage turbine blades are exposed
to highest thermal stresses. Although the inner casing at the turbine inlet section is
subjected to the full system pressure of up to 28–29MPa, themechanical stresses are
much lower because of the exhaust steam pressure of approximately 6MPa outside
the inner casing. The outer casing is stressed at significantly lower temperatures,
mainly by the pressure difference of theHPexhaust steam and the ambient pressure.

For outer casings ofmodernHP turbines, fundamentally twodifferent types canbe
distinguished. While worldwide nearly all turbine manufacturers use a horizontally
split HP turbine design with an axial flange andmade of cast steel, the turbinemaker
Siemens applies a vertically split barrel-type design (alsomade of cast steel) so that the
inner casing is fixed to the outer casing on the periphery along with a screwed cover.
Major advantage of a barrel-type steam turbine is that the basic design of the outer
casing is rotationally symmetric and thin-walled, which is expected to be beneficial in

Figure 6.12 Three-dimensional view of a Siemens high-pressure steam turbine for 600 �C
application. Copyright: Siemens AG 2011.

Figure 6.13 Longitudinal section of a high-pressure steam turbine of the European manufacturer
Alstom. Copyright: Alstom 2011.
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terms of asymmetric deformation and thermal stressing during operation. During
temperature changes, particularly in thick-walled areas of the steam turbine, high
thermal stresses and deformations can result, limiting the power plant�s load
gradient during start-up and shutdown.

In modern HP steam turbines, the live steam is admitted by the control valves
directly or through short connecting pipes to thefirst turbine stage located downstream
of the turbine inlet section. To equalize the temperature profile inside the turbine inlet
section, the steam is swirledbypropermeasures. For this reason, inHPsteamturbines
of the European turbinemaker Alstom, the live steam is supplied by two spiral-shaped
steam admissions to the turbine inlet section, so that the steam can be mixed
sufficiently. The inner casing or guide blade carrier of modern HP turbines consists
of two halves normallymade of 9–12%chromium steel for application in 600 �C steam
power plants. Both halves are fitted into the turbine outer casing and are fixed finally
with either screws or shrink rings. The application of shrink rings is a design feature of
the turbine maker Alstom specifically, which in contrast to an inner casing fixed by
screwshas the advantageofbeing rotationally symmetric and thin-walled.Equivalent to
the barrel-type turbine design of Siemens, this design is expected to have advantages
for the power plant�s start-up, shutdown, and load changes due to lower thermal
stresses. If HP steam extraction for preheating of the feedwater is provided, the steam
is extracted between the turbine stages and flows to the corresponding pre-heater
through extraction steam pipes. Depending on the prevalent material temperatures,
the outer casing is manufactured in all thermally highly stressed sections of the
steam turbine from9–12%chromium steel and, for example, thermally lower stressed
areas (e.g., exhaust area) from lower alloyed chromium steel [15].

The rotating part of the steam turbine comprises the turbine rotor, including the
rotor blades. The whole steam turbine blading consists of several stages, each
comprising guide blades suspended in the inner casing and rotor blades fixed
directly on the turbine rotor. By diverting the steam flow in the guide blades, a
tangential force is induced at the rotor blades, which causes the rotation of the turbine
rotor. After the application of powerful computer systems in the 1990s, the non-
twisted blades were replaced by blades with a three-dimensional optimized profile.
The blades are project-specific and manufactured by cutting from a single piece. For
600 �Cpower plants, thefirst-stage thermally highly stressed turbine blades aremade
of, for example, austenitic materials, whereas at lower steam temperatures, further
downstream martensitic alloys are used instead [16]. The rotors of modern steam
turbines are either forged from a single piece or are manufactured by welding
different forged sections together. The latter was introduced by the turbine manu-
facturer Alstom in the past. The welded rotor design has the advantage of applying
differently alloyed materials to the rotor sections, according to the local thermal
stresses prevailing, provided that these materials can be welded satisfactorily. For
600 �Cpower plants, in these thermally highly stressed sections of the steam turbine,
usually 9–10% chromium steels are utilized [15, 16].

Because of the high pressure inside the steam turbine casing, a special shaft
sealing arrangementmust be applied between the outer casing and the turbine rotor.
Typically, contactless and wear-free labyrinth seals are used, which have the
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disadvantage of a small leakage steam mass flow through the sealing. Recently, the
application of, alternative brush seal designs is being investigated further, to
significantly reduce this seal leakage.

6.5
Summary and Outlook

Also in the future it is expected that a large part of the power generation will be based
on coal-fired steam power plants. Compared to other fossil fuels, coal has a high
contentof carbon, so that this technology leads tohighspecificCO2emissions.For this
reason, currently two different strategies of CO2 reduction are considered. Besides
pre- or postcombustion capture of the CO2, the efficiency of the steam power plant
must be increased significantly at the same time. Inmostmodern steampower plants
in Japan, Europe, and China, currently net efficiencies up to approximately 46%
(based on lower heating value LHV) are obtained, with live steam parameters of
30MPa/600 �C. The goal of increasing the net efficiency of coal-fired steam power
plants tomore than 50%can primarily only be reached by a further increase of the live
steam parameters up to, for example, 35MPa/700 �C. Regarding the 200 000 h creep
strength values, the alloyed materials used today in power plants are no longer
sufficient for such increased steam parameters. Thus, in the last years in Europe,
various research projects (e.g., AD 700 and COMTES 700) have made efforts in the
development and qualification of new materials for the application in steam gen-
erators and HP and IP steam turbines. The further increase of live steam
temperatures up to 700 �C essentially affects the steam generator in the selection of
materials formembranewall tubes,finalSHtubes, aswell as thick-walled components
likethefinalSHoutletheader.Thesecomponentsaresubjecttothehigheststressesinthe
steampower plant process and are exposed simultaneously to both high pressures and
hightemperatures.Comparedtothesteamgeneratorcomponents,theHPsteamturbine
is subjected to slightly lower pressures and temperatures. In comparison to the
components used in the steam generator, relatively thick-walled structures for turbine
rotorandcasing (inner andouter casing) areused in theHPsteamturbine. Particularly
during load changes, these materials are stressed by high pressure and temperature
gradients.Becausethe9–12%chromiumsteelsusedtodaydonothaveasufficientcreep
strengthandoxidationresistanceforsteamtemperaturesabove600 �C,theapplicationof
nickel alloys for the highly stressed sections of both the steam generator and the HP
turbine is currently being investigated.
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7
High-Pressure Application in Enhanced Crude Oil Recovery
Philip T. Jaeger, Mohammed B. Alotaibi, and Hisham A. Nasr-El-Din

7.1
Introduction

7.1.1
Principal Phenomena in Oil and Gas Reservoirs

A brief introduction to the reservoir conditions from geological aspects will help in
understanding the role of pressure in oil and gas reservoirs.

Petroleum is originally formed from insoluble organic matter called kerogen by
pyrolysis under elevated temperatures up to 150 �C. Different factors contributed to
the migration of fluids that are composed of alkanes and aromatics (Table 7.1).
Cracking of long alkane chains into volatile components, such as methane, leads to
pressure buildup in the reservoir. High reservoir temperatures (200 �C) also enhance
the pressure accumulation under certain circumstances [1].

Each factor in Table 7.1 is thoroughly discussed in view of improving oil recovery
techniques at high-pressure conditions.

7.1.2
Reservoir Conditions

Each petroleum reservoir has its specific properties according to the type of reservoir
rock, its porosity, permeability, and conditions of temperature and pressure.
Figure 7.1 shows some general relations for rock formations qualitatively.

As seen from Figure 7.1, rock porosity decreases as pressure and temperature
increase along the depth. As a rule of thumb, the pressure increases at 0.1–0.25 bar/
m of the reservoir depth, depending on the specific gravity of the rock matrix and
whether the lithostatic or the hydrostatic pressure dominates the pressure profile. In
addition, the fluid pressure depends on the phase composition of the original
reservoir fluids.

Fluid saturation in reservoir rocks is divided into gas, oil, and water saturation;
water refers to formation water that is believed to be the original fluid in place before
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being partly displaced by hydrocarbons due to capillary forces and gravity. Mathe-
matically, the saturation is expressed in percentage of the volumetric storage capacity
of a reservoir rock being occupied by the respective fluid. The respective saturation
values sum up to give 100% [2]. In reservoir engineering, permeabilities are often
related to the saturation giving relative values. Determination of the original
hydrocarbon saturation, also referred to as the original oil in place (OOIP), is decisive
for the efficiency of the exploitation of the respective reservoir.

Carbonates and sandstones are the dominating reservoir rocks. About 50% of the
total oil reservoirs are found in carbonate rock formations (dolomite and lime-
stones) [3]. In general, carbonates exhibit porosities of less than 10% and conse-
quently less permeability than sandstones, but economical interesting production
flow rates are achieved due to natural fractures that are commonly present in this type
of rock. Sandstone reservoirs show a large range of texture regarding grain sizes,
packing, and mineral composition, which affects the cement mineralogy. As a
consequence, the porosity of sandstone formations varies to a great extent having
influence on the saturation and on the permeability. Sandstone compaction leads to a
10–20% diminishing in porosity at depths of 2–3 km. Not only the texture of the solid
phase but also the properties of the fluid mixture depend on the reservoir pressure,
which will be discussed in the following section with more focus on the thermal

Porosity, 
molecular size 

180 °C 

Depth

Surface

5 km
T 

P 

P 
T

Figure 7.1 Typical conditions in hydrocarbon reservoirs depending on depth below surface.

Table 7.1 Factors that influence petroleum migration in oil and gas reservoirs.

Phenomenon/property Consequence

Overpressure due to dissolved gas Migration, fractures
Water in formation Buoyancy ! migration upward
Capillary pressure Migration stops
Rock porosity Reservoir for petroleum
Rock permeability Pathway for petroleum
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physical properties such as phase behavior, density, viscosity, and transport
properties.

7.2
Fundamentals

7.2.1
Miscibility at Elevated Pressures

As shown in Section 7.1.1, pressure buildup in a reservoir is due to the cracking of
longer alkane chains into volatile components that are dissolved in the liquid
phase according to the pressure generated simultaneously. Under static condi-
tions of pressure and temperature, a vapor–liquid equilibrium is established. This
equilibrium is disturbed as a result of fluid migration to new areas that show
different conditions. Since migration usually occurs in the direction of decreasing
pressure, solubility will be lowered until reaching the saturation pressure.
According to the thermodynamic equilibrium, small-chain molecules will be
released from the liquid phase mainly composed of high condensables at this
point forming bubbles of a gas phase consisting of volatile hydrocarbons. This
saturation condition is called bubble point and depends on the specific chemical
composition of the petroleum. Above the bubble point pressure or minimum
miscibility pressure (MMP), the fluid mixture forms one single phase. Below this
pressure, a free gas phase will be formed and a new equilibrium state will be
established between the gas phase and the liquid phase. Different methods exist
for determining phase behavior, the application of which depends on the specific
aim. One of the most common methods is the pressure–volume–temperature
(PVT) test of the reservoir fluid [4]. This test is applied to simulate the depletion
conditions of the reservoir. The apparatus used for PVT tests consists of a high-
pressure view chamber with a variable but well-known volume. The reservoir fluid
that is composed of one single homogeneous phase, including a dissolved gas (life
oil), is placed inside the chamber at reservoir conditions. The pressure is reduced
gradually by enhancing the volume at constant total mass until a second phase is
formed. Volume, pressure, and temperature are recorded from which density data
are retrieved. An interesting measure for reservoir engineering is the gas
formation volume factor Bg, which may be determined by venting the gas formed
after having reduced the pressure. Therefore, an expansion valve is opened
simultaneously reducing the volume isobarically until all gas is expelled. The
difference in volume resembles the gas formed at a defined pressure. Formation
of the gas phase is often retarded due to nucleation effects leading to oversat-
uration of the liquid.

Further methods for determining the MMP are rising bubble apparatus (RBA) [5]
or vanishing interfacial tension (VIT) [6]. These tests are also carried out in high-
pressure view chambers preferably containing tongue-shaped windows for visual-
izing changing levels of the participating fluid phases. Figure 7.2 shows an
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equipment for observation of phase behavior especially focused on determination of
the MMP.

MMP tests are not limited to reservoir fluid mixtures, rather they may include
fluids used for miscible or partly miscible flooding in enhanced oil recovery (EOR),
which is described in more detail below. Efficiency of these processes depends very
much on the miscibility of these fluids under reservoir conditions. Oil with higher
contents in lighter and intermediate hydrocarbons (C7–C12) show lower miscibility
pressures. Carbon dioxide is the most miscible fluid among the gases that are
commonly applied in EOR. Whereas in the case of a moderately heavy oil (API 26�)
completemiscibilitywith nitrogen is generally far frombeing achieved at 60MPa and
130 �C, the same oil may mix with CO2 in a homogeneous phase already below
20MPa.

7.2.2
Physical Chemical Properties of Reservoir Systems at Elevated Pressures

The physical properties that affect the high-pressure processes are changed due to
two reasons: (i) mechanical effect of high pressure, and (ii) increased mutual
solubilities of the two adjacent phases at high pressure. The physical properties
(such as density, viscosity, and interfacial tension) have an impact on the multiphase
flow, phase separation, and process efficiency. Diffusivity and wetting characteristics
are related to the properties mentioned, and thus also subject to alterations.
Equipment available for experimental determination of physicochemical quantities
at elevated pressures are also described in Chapter 14.

7.2.2.1 Density
The densities of the adjacentfluid phases at elevated pressuresmay vary considerably
compared to atmospheric conditions due to the mechanical compressibility and

Figure 7.2 Equipment for determining the MMP from optical determination.
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mutual solubility. The density of both contacting phases may be measured by
different methods, as listed in Table 7.2.

Occasionally, the so-called API gravity (American Petroleum Institute gravity) is
used in order to differentiate between heavy and light oils. The definition is given by

�API ¼ 141:5=API60�131:5
where API60 is the specific gravity at 60 �F (15.6 �C).

Crude oils are generally classified as follows:

Heavy oils API< 20�

Normal oils API 20–40�

Light oils API> 40�

A density of 1 g/cc equals an API of 10�.
A common method for measuring the mixture density of liquid hydrocarbons,

containing dissolved gases likemethane or carbon dioxide, is the vibrating tube being
adapted into a phase equilibration cycle or the Archimedes principle using a
microbalance, both shown in Figure 7.3.

Table 7.2 Different possibilities of determining density under reservoir conditions.

Method Working principle Application Remarks

PVT Absolute volume Crude oil Experimental error
considerable

Vibrating tube Resonance frequency Oil with dissolved
gas

Calibration required

Interferometry Interferometric
pattern

Science Sophisticated, single
phase

Magnetic balance Archimedes Gas–liquid Absolute, precise
Optical detection Archimedes Gas–liquid Simple, less precise

PI

Gas

Liquid

Thermostating bath

Sinker 

Permanent magnetLoad cage
(for lifting the sample) 

Microbalance

PI

CO2 reservoir 

Pump

TI

Figure 7.3 Experimental setup for determining the density of liquid–gasmixtures by the oscillating
tube and the Archimedes principle under reservoir conditions described in Ref. [7].
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The advantage of the Archimedes principle is the possibility of measuring the
density under saturation conditions. Any bubbles that are formed under these
conditions will disturb the measurements in the oscillating tube. Figure 7.4 shows
the density of n-pentane saturated with CO2 as the pressure is increased.

It is clear that mixing of CO2 with n-pentane at low pressures does not causemuch
variation in density. At elevated pressures, the liquid density is considerably
increased even though the density of pure CO2 is much lower. Complete miscibility
is achieved at 6.3MPa where the densities of both phases become equal.

7.2.2.2 Rheology
The viscosity is a relevant rheological property in oil recoverywhen injectingfluids for
oil displacement. If the viscosity of the displacing fluid is too low, fingering and
bypassing may occur. For determining viscosity, a number of methods exist depend-
ing on the type offluid of interest. Table 7.3 gives anoverviewof possiblemethods and
their applications.

Although crude oils may have large viscosities depending on the content in long-
chain hydrocarbons especially asphaltenes, they usually still behave as Newtonian
fluids. Recently, the so-called viscoelastic surfactants (VES) are increasingly studied
for being applied in enhanced oil recovery in order to facilitate hydrocarbon flow
toward the oil well. This class of substances shows a non-Newtonian behavior as a
result of a highly concentrated solution of long-chain surfactants that are entangled
within each other. [9]. In Ref. [10], the viscoelastic behavior of weak gel systems was
investigated by quantifying the elastic and lossmodulus and validating their behavior
in view of applicability in EOR. The respective polymer solution is injected into the
reservoir after conventional water flooding. In the first place, some of the remaining
oil is displaced due to the higher viscosity. Within the reservoir, cross-linking is
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Figure 7.4 Density of n-pentane–CO2, T¼ 300 K. Fluid phase fromRef. [8]; liquid phase: own data.
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initialized that induces an elastic behavior of the flooding fluid and blocks the pores.
In subsequent water flooding, elevated pressures are applied until the loss modulus
starts to dominate inside the larger pores forcing themain stream to take this way and
displacing even more of the remaining oil.

7.2.2.3 Interfacial Tension
The interfacial tension is an important quantity having influence on themigration of
liquids in small pores due to capillarity, that is, the additional pressure difference
induced by curvature of fluid surfaces due to the specific wetting behavior and the
interfacial tension. Since 1930s, the pendant dropmethod is known for determining
the interfacial tension from drop shapes that are generated within a view chamber at
elevated pressures. For decades, experimental valueswere subject to fairly high errors
due to analogous photographic images and an empirical evaluationmethodbymeans
of a selected plane [11]. The API still recommended the pendant drop method using
this evaluation method in 1990 [12]. Later, electronic data processing allowed to
digitalize drop images and thereby solve the theoretical equation of a drop profile
exactly meeting the physical laws [13]. In Figure 7.5, experimental data on interfacial
tension are depicted in systems showing partial or complete miscible depending on
the conditions of operation.

Figure 7.5 shows a clearly decreasing interfacial tension at enhanced pressures.
In the case of highermutualmiscibility, this effect ismore pronounced. For instance,
in n-pentane–CO2, the interfacial tension rapidly decreases andfinally vanishes at the
MMP at around 6.7MPa.

7.2.2.4 Wetting
The wetting behavior is an important issue in EOR. Next to the interfacial tension is
the capillarity in small pores of the rock formations that is influenced by thewetting of
the inner pore surfaces. The wetting is characterized by the so-called three-phase

Table 7.3 Overview of possibilities of measuring viscosity under reservoir conditions.

Method Working principle Application Remarks

Rolling ball Stokes flow of a sphere:
falling time

Newtonian fluids,
moderate viscosity

Experimental
uncertainty

Rising bubble Rising time Liquids Experimental error
due to mobile
interface

Capillary flow Poiseuille flow:
pressure drop

Newtonian fluids,
wide range of viscosity

Simple

Oscillating crystal Damping of
oscillation

Process viscosimeter Robust

Rotation
viscosimeter

Shear flow within a channel:
required torque

Newtonian/non-
Newtonian
fluids (e.g., polymeric
solutions, VES)

Costly
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contact angle H (Figure 7.6). This contact angle is associated with the interfacial
tension by Young�s equation [14]:

ssolid; f l ¼ sliq; f lcos �þ ssolid; liq

This relationship may also be interpreted as a balance of forces in a horizontal
direction between the interfacial tension sl,fl, the solid–(drop) liquid interfacial
energy ss,l, and the solid–(surrounding) fluid interfacial energy ss,fl. From the
surface tension and contact angle, the surface energy of solids in ambient air
atmosphere can be deduced by applying Young�s law to a series of experimentally
determined values of contact angle and surface tension using adequate regression
procedures [15]. In the condensed gas atmosphere, first attempts exist for obtaining
the respective data of solid–fluid interfacial energies [16]. In general, wettability is
only insignificantly affected by the pressure itself as long as no gases are present. In
cases of gases being dissolved in the liquid phases, interfacial tension changes
dramatically, and thus also leads to alterations in wettability. Extensive work has been
published on wetting in reservoir systemsmainly being restricted to investigation of
single effects like temperature [17], pressure [18], and aging [19]. The effect of
dissolved gases has been studied mainly in ideal systems [20]. In Ref. [7], some
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Figure 7.5 Interfacial tension of n-pentane in compressed gas atmospheres – own data.

Figure 7.6 Contact angle and interfacial energies acting at the three-phase contact.
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wetting data of a crude oil–seawater–CO2 system on different types of rock surfaces
are shown. Further data on contact angles are summarized in Table 7.4.

An increasing gas pressure leads to a slightly decreasing contact angle, as was also
found in Ref. [16]. In cases of liquid–liquid systems and in the absence of any gases,
an increasing contact angle with rising pressures was found, whichmay be due to the
fact that the solid surface energies are almost not affected. Hence, a decreasing
interfacial tension will result in an increasing contact angle fulfilling Young�s
equation. In general, decreasing salt concentrations result in enhancedwater wetting
as was found in Ref. [21].

7.2.2.5 Diffusivity
The diffusivity of gases in liquids plays a role in gas injecting systems, when
displacing an oil phase or expanding the oil by gas dissolution. In Figure 7.7, the
amount of CO2 entering crude oil is depicted as a function of time.

Table 7.4 Contact angle of a crude oil drop in seawater under CO2 pressure and at 50 �C – own data.

Rock type Pressure (MPa) Contact angle (�)

Limestone 5.51 93
Sandstone 5.51 133
Calcium carbonate crystal (smooth) 5.51 123

12.40 115
19.29 112
20.67 111
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Figure 7.7 Determination of the diffusion coefficient by adapting the theoretical approach to the
experimental sorption kinetics. Crude oil inside a cylindrical containment in CO2 atmosphere,
4MPa, 40 �C – own data.
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The absorption kinetics may be described as follows [22]:

qC
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� �
¼ 1

r
q
qr

rD
qC
qr

� �

By varying the diffusion coefficient until the theoretical approach coincides with the
experimental values, the diffusion coefficient is determined. At 4MPa and 40 �C, a
diffusivity of 3.6� 10�8m2/s is obtained.

7.2.2.6 Permeability
Permeability is an important property of rock formations, depending to a great extent
on its porosity as shown qualitatively in Figure 7.8.

The permeability results as a product of the diffusivity or mobility of the reservoir
fluid and its saturation, the content of the fluid within the formation. The perme-
ability is determined using core flooding equipment and differential pressure
transducers for detecting the parameters necessary for evaluation according to
Darcy�s law for laminar flow:

_MCO2 ¼ �rCO2
Acyl

B
g
grad Pð Þ

where _MCO2 is theCO2massflow,g is the dynamic viscosity,B is the bedpermeability,
and Acyl is the cross-sectional area of the cylinder. The unit of the permeability is
mainly referred to as �milli-Darcy� or �md.�

In order to determine the permeability of a solid, a fluid, usually water, is passed
through the solid bed or core sample located in a cylindrical autoclave and sealed
toward the inner walls of the vessel in order to inhibit leakages (Figure 7.9). In a
certain range of mass flow and corresponding pressure drop, a definite value of
permeability can be calculated.

At porosities of 18–20%, permeabilities of 150–200md were found for Berea
sandstone rocks. In limestones of 4% porosity, permeabilities of 30md and less have
been reported [21]. As a rule of thumb, a reservoir canproduce oilwithout stimulation
in case the permeability is higher than 10md. Above 1md, gases may be produced,
while for recovery of oil the reservoir will require stimulation below 10md.

Porosity 

Permeability

2% 20%

200 md

20 md

Figure 7.8 Permeability as a function of rock porosity.
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7.3
Enhanced Oil Recovery

The fluid mixture in a reservoir usually contains small-chain hydrocarbons that are
dissolved within the liquid phase at the elevated pressures and temperatures being
present in the formation. In fact, pressure buildup is closely related to the presence of
volatile compounds. When starting to exploit the reservoir, the pressure drops until
reaching a certain value from where onward free gas can start to be formed from a
thermodynamical viewpoint. This pressure is referred to as the bubble point pressure
or minimum miscibility pressure (Section 7.2.1). Thermodynamically, the liquid
phasewill be oversaturated below this pressure andunless thefirst nuclei are formed,
the gas will remain dissolved. This delay in nucleation is caused by the change in
vapor pressure at a curved fluid interface described by the Kelvin equation. From the
viewpoint of a gas inside a bubble, this pressure adds up to the overall system
pressure andmay achieve considerable values in cases of very small radii of curvature.
Duringprimary recovery, thenatural pressure resulting from theexpandinggas expels
the oil into the wellbore, which is also named �dissolved gas drive� [23]. The gas
saturation of the reservoir starts to increase until reaching a critical value because gas
bubbles coalesce, starting to hamper oil productionwhile the gas itself breaks through
being driven out of the reservoir instead of the liquid oil. From this moment onward,
artificial lift techniques such as pumps and compressors are required in order to bring
the oil to the surface. In sum, only about 10–15% of a reservoir�s original oil in place
(OOIP) is typically produced during primary recovery.

Hydraulic fluid

DPI

Rubber sleeve

Rock core

 Flooding fluid

Figure 7.9 Experimental setup for determining the permeability of core samples.
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Secondary recovery techniques comprise injection of water in order to displace the
oil and gas injection for maintaining the pressure of the reservoir. The cumulative
yield of the primary and secondary oil recovery amounts to 38–43% according to
Ref. [24]. Success of this technique is mainly limited due to unfavorable wetting
conditions. Especially in case of heavy oils, its high viscosity inhibits satisfactory
yields merely using water for displacement. Due to the small viscosity ratio, the
so-called �fingering� of the water at the water–oil interface is observed reducing the
displacement effect.

Some confusion exists on the use of the expression �enhanced oil recovery� which
is increasingly replaced by �improved oil recovery.� Enhanced oil recovery refers to a
general way of enhancing oil production by artificial means that can take place as
improved primary, secondary (advanced secondary recovery(ASR)), or tertiary recov-
ery, that is, tertiary recovery always means enhanced recovery, while the same
techniques of EOR can also be applied in secondary recovery. In order to overcome
the drawbacks and insufficiencies of the former recovery techniques, these were
extended toward the tertiary (enhanced) oil recovery starting in the 1960s. In the
meantime, about 3% of the world�s oil production originates from EOR [25]. These
methods offer prospects for ultimately producing more than 60% of the reservoir�s
original oil in place. Three major categories of EOR have been found to be
commercially successful to varying degrees. The use of aqueous solutions also
comprises the use of chemical agents, gas injection, and thermal treatment. The
particular method applied can also be a mixture of the mentioned effects. For
example, autoignition makes use of gas injection in order for combustion to take
place. As a consequence of the subsequent thermal effect, the viscosity of heavy oil is
lowered supporting its flow toward the wellbore.

A method for simulating the EOR process and testing achievable recoveries is the
slim tube experiment. The displacing fluid and the operating conditions are pre-
selected using results from IFT, rising bubble, and wetting experiments described
above. A narrow tube is filled with milled rock (sand) that is saturated with the
respective oil. The displacing fluid is passed through the tube at the selected
operating conditions. A typical setup of the slim tube experiment is shown in
Figure 7.10.

Another widespread method is the core flooding experiment on a core sample
of normally about 40mm diameter and up to 500mm length. The equipment
used for this type of investigation is identical with the one shown in Figure 7.9.
The core sample, for example, sandstone, is previously saturated with brine.
Afterward oil is passed through the rock until no water is driven out of the sample
any longer, resembling the irreducible water saturation. The test consists in
passing a fluid designated for reservoir flooding (e.g., brine and carbon dioxide)
in order to investigate possible oil recoveries. Figure 7.11 shows performance of
a test applying aqueous solutions containing different salt concentrations suc-
cessively. The amount of flooding fluid is related to the total pore volume of the
core sample.

Seawater injection as a secondary mode produced 76.3% OOIP at 3.6 pore
volumes. Afterward, aquifer water was injected as a tertiary mode and that increased
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the oil recovery to 78.4%OOIP. Dilution of aquifer water at 50 vol% showed no effect
on oil recovery. Pressure drop data were not stable at the beginning because of the
viscous forces and relative permeability difference. Then, results showed a consistent
pressure drop across the core with time.

7.3.1
Water Flooding

After having recovered no more than 20% of the OOIP by pressure drive due to the
original reservoir pressure, the simplest and cheapest way of increasing the yield is to
inject an aqueous phase, as it is abundant and easy to handle. Safety requirements are
not excessive and material compatibility is not an issue. The disadvantage is the
relatively low effectiveness since the rock surfaces being prewetted by the oil phase

PI

Thermostating bath 

Floating piston

Coiled slim 
tube 

Phase separation 

Syringe pump 

Pressurized gas

Oil

Solvent

Figure 7.10 Experimental setup for determining the recovery in a slim tube.

Figure 7.11 Core flooding using seawater (high salinity), aquifer water (medium salinity), and
low-salinity water [21].
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are unlikely to changewettability just by purewater. Hence, a significant amount of oil
will still remain in the reservoir for which this technique is limited to secondary
recovery givingway tomore advanced techniques beingdiscussed in thenext sections.
In various places, the water injected is not pure, as it contains some salts because of its
origin, for example, seawater. In Saudi Arabia, low-salinity water flooding has been
practiced for carbonates formore than 65 years [3]. Later investigation on the influence
of the salinity on the wetting started. In Ref. [26], it was reported that low-salinity brine
can improve oil recovery compared to that with higher salinities. A drawback of using
aqueous systems is the formation of emulsions by inclusion of oil and consequently
the need of phase separating techniques downstream of the oil well.

Waterfloodinghasbeenpracticed inVenezuela since theearlynineties [27], buthere
combustiontechniquesweredevelopedinordertohandleoil–wateremulsionsdirectly.

7.3.2
Chemical Injection

Chemical injection can involve the use of surface active agents for lowering the
interfacial tension and as a consequence changing the wetting properties of the
specific rock surface towardwaterwet. The objective is to recover the oil by imbibition
rather than drainage (Figure 7.12).

Figure 7.12a is more favorable because of the lower pressure that has to be applied
and the higher yield to be obtained. On the other hand, long-chained molecules like
polymers may increase the effectiveness of waterfloods by establishing a favorable
viscosity. Not only the viscosity itself but also the viscoelasticity can be made use of.
Small poresmay be sealed by viscoelasticfluids containing a higher elasticitymodulus
at lower shear, forcing themainflow topass through the larger pores.Main application
of polymerflooding is theDaqing reservoir in Chinawhere production is increased by
up to 12%, whereas chemical techniques account for less than 1% of US EOR
production. As long as no gases are present in chemical flooding, there will not be
much influence of pressure on the behavior of the used additives. In the presence of
gases, especially carbon dioxide, extraction effects may lower efficiency of chemical
flooding, especially nonionic surfactants will be subject to extraction.

7.3.3
Thermal Recovery

Thermal recovery involves the introduction of heat, for example, by injection of
steam, to lower the viscosity or thin theheavy viscous oil and improve its ability toflow

Figure 7.12 Flooding mechanisms according to the wetting behavior. Pi<Pd. (a) Water wet:
imbibition, Pi. (b) Oil wet: drainage, Pd. (c) Fingering.
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through the reservoir. Thermal techniques account for over 50% of US EOR
production, primarily in California. In steam flooding, temperatures of up to 350 �C
are achieved. In order to avoid breakthrough of the displacement fluid that is the
condensating water in this case, not only the oil viscosity itself but also the viscosity
ratio (mo/mw) needs to be reduced [28]. In flooding with superheated steam at a
temperature of 300 �C and pressure of 7.5MPa, the MMP may eventually be passed
enabling miscible flooding. Thermal recovery is especially applied to heavy oils
(see below).

7.3.4
Gas Injection

Gas injection is preferred to water flooding especially in cases of low-permeability
reservoirs [29]. Field tests are carried out in order to investigate the long-term
effectiveness. Compared to water flooding, gas injection is superior after 3 years [30].
It has been performed in Venezuela since 1998 [27] and accounts for nearly 50% of
EOR production in the United States. Gas injection techniques use gases such as
natural gas, liquid petroleum gas (LPG), nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and flue gas.
Depending on itsmiscibility with the crude oil, themechanism ranges frommiscible
to immiscible displacement by expansion, lowering the viscosity for improving flow
conditions and accompanying extraction of high volatiles. LPG that is usually
completely miscible at moderate pressures of up to 8 MPa [31] can be used for
driving crude oil from shallow reservoirs, but this technique is fairly expensive. In the
case of nitrogen, mutual miscibility is negligible, making the immiscible displace-
ment the dominatingmechanism. Since the viscosity ratio between the displacement
fluid and the crude oil is very low, viscousfingeringwill take place.Nitrogenwill break
through leading to insufficient yields. It was rather found to be applicable mainly to
light oils of API> 35� containing volatile hydrocarbons above the MMP [32].
Applying carbon dioxide has mainly two advantages compared to nitrogen. First,
the viscosity is higher and, second, CO2 will lower the viscosity of the crude oil
considerably [33], both counteracting the viscous fingering at the displacement front.
Conditions of CO2 flooding are found as 14MPa and 80 �C [34], but can reach more
than 40MPa. Miscible gas flooding taking place at higher pressures actually comes
close to a gas or supercritical (SC) fluid extraction process depending on the state of
the injected fluid.However, in order to perform a real supercritical extraction process
in situ, the pressure needs to bemaintained throughout the complete production line.
Reference [35] states that 78% of the OOIP were extracted from sandstone and
limestone by SC CO2 at 350 bar and 160 �C.

The advantage of using air instead of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, hydrocarbons, or
flue gas is its availability. Air injection is potentially attractive for high-pressure light
oil reservoirs and is being applied in theWilliston Basin in the North Central United
States since over 20 years [36]. When injecting air, the so-called autoignition is in
principle always possible, which is described in Section 7.3.3.

In the past years, hybrid techniques have come up, for example, combining the
displacement effect of an expanding solvent like propane, butane, or hexane with the
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temperature effect in the steam-assisted gravity drainage (ES-SAGD) being found to
be more efficient than application of steam only [37]. The alkanes are directly mixed
with the steam at the displacement front. The drawback of this method is the
relatively high value of the alkanes being used. Furthermore, water alternating gas
injection (WAG) is used in horizontal floods for compensating unfavorable gravity
segregation due to the high-density difference between the gas and the oil to be
removed.

Gas injection can also follow the objective of maintaining the pressure of gas
condensates above the dew point for keeping condensates (heavier hydrocarbons) in
the gaseous phase as long as the pressure is high enough, hence enabling recovery of
these components simultaneously [38].

7.3.5
Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage (CCS) in EOR

The use of flue gases in crude oil recovery has been mentioned in Section 7.3.4. In
order to have advantage of the high miscibility of carbon dioxide and cope with the
problem of eliminating large quantities of carbon dioxide from electrical power
plants, development has intensified in the past years to concentrate carbon dioxide
from the flue gases obtaining a condensed or supercritical phase that can be stored in
smaller volumes and further used for enhanced oil recoverymore efficiently [39]. The
achievedpurity is decisive for an efficient condensation and subsequent compression
to pressures of up to 60MPa, which is required in offshore exploitation. Flue gases
from electrical power plants commonly contain considerable amounts of nitrogen,
SO2, and other trace substances that have an influence on the condensation
conditions. In order to efficiently condensate carbon dioxide, noncondensables need
to be separated beforehand (see also Chapter 7).

Furthermore, some components need to be eliminated, like water, since otherwise
for example, compressors will be damaged due to corrosion. The corrosion issue is
another main topic of investigation dedicated to develop ways of handling such large
amounts of carbon dioxide.

7.3.6
Combustion

Injection of reactive gas mixtures may be used for generating a combustion front
in situ within the reservoir. Next to the expansion and subsequent pressure
increase, the enhanced temperature leads to decreasing viscosities especially in
heavy oil reservoirs. The traveling high-temperature front consumes a small
percentage of oil in place, while displacing and producing the rest. It is a very
efficient method of enhanced oil production. For combustion, either pure air or
mixtures containing methane, line oil, and other carbon sources may be applied.
At reservoir temperatures of 80 �C and above, autoignition occurs. Temperatures
at the fire front may reach 500 �C with pressures of around 0.8MPa and at depths
of 80–200m.
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7.4
Oil Reservoir Stimulation

Reservoir stimulation is a treatment performed to restore or enhance the productivity
of a well. Stimulation treatments fall into two main groups, hydraulic fracturing
treatments andmatrix treatments. A fracture is a crack or surface breakagewithin the
rock not related to foliation or cleavage in ametamorphic rock along which there has
been no movement. A fracture along which there has been displacement of the
contacting surfaces in a lateral way is called a fault. When walls of a fracture have
moved only normal to each other, the fracture is called a joint, which usually has a
more regular spacing. Fractures can enhance permeability of rocks greatly by creating
new pathways and connecting pores. For that reason, fractures are inducedmechan-
ically in some reservoirs in order to boost hydrocarbon flow. Fracturing treatments
are performed above the fracture pressure of the reservoir formation and create a
highly conductive flow path between the reservoir and the wellbore. The required
fracture pressure may reach 2–2.5 times the natural pressure in the pores (specific
gravity) (see Section 7.1). The fracture width increases linearly with pressure. After
pressure release, the fractures close until the closure stress is achieved at zero pore
width. The viscosity of the fracture fluid also plays an important role. Whereas a
higher viscosity may be an advantage in terms of fracturing, it may impede its
drainage during oil production. In this sense, the use of compressed carbon dioxide
as a fracturing fluid is advantageous in view of its low surface tension and
consequently easy cleanup. Suspensions of a proppant like sand in water are used
in order to bear the fracture openings.

Matrix treatments are performed below the reservoir fracture pressure and
generally are designed to restore the natural permeability of the reservoir
following damage to the near-wellbore area. Matrix acidizing in carbonates plays
an important role in production enhancement in oilfields. The task is different
compared to sandstone reservoirs. Negative skins can occur and in many
carbonate reservoirs, natural fractures exist. Nevertheless, carbonates often show
lowmatrix permeability. Just creating �wormholes� near the wellbore might not be
sufficient. By fracture acidizing, conductive paths deeper into the formation are
provided.

7.5
Heavy Oil Recovery

Initially, steam is injected into the formation for a period of time by way of an
injection well and a production well. Thereafter, a combustion-supporting gas is
injected through the injection well into the top of the formation to form a fluid
conductive path between injection and production wells. Subsequently, steam is
injected into the formation, preferably near the bottom of the formation and flows
through the fluid conductive path. Heated oil adjacent to the top of the formation is
produced by steam drag into the producing well or wells.
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Solid hydrocarbon materials that remain in a subsurface earth formation such
as the coke residue from a subterranean tar sand deposit has previously been
exploited by means of a controlled oxidation process. Nowadays it is reignited and
an oxygen-containing gas such as air is injected to burn the coke residue. The
temperature of the sand or other formation matrix thereby increases substan-
tially. Water is then injected into the formation to absorb heat from the hot sand
or formation matrix. Hot water and/or steam is thereby generated for use in
thermal oil recovery methods in the immediate vicinity, without the need for
burning natural gas or other fuels that can be used more advantageously. Since
the permeability of a tar sand formation is substantially greater at the conclusion
of the controlled oxidation reaction than it was initially, water containing
appreciable solids suspended therein as well as the minerals dissolved therein
may be utilized without the danger of plugging the formation, thus eliminating
the cost of water treatment as would be required in conventional steam gener-
ation practice.

Air has also been used in heavy oil reservoirs to generate heat and steam to
mobilize oil in place. For light oil applications however, the in situ generated flue gas
(85% N2 þ 15% CO2) is the main driving force for oil displacement. The flue gas
pressures up the reservoir, mobilizes, strips, and swells the oil in place, and at
sufficient pressures can result in miscible and near-miscible displacement of the oil.
For deeper reservoirs, the generated supercritical steam (above 22.1MPa and 374 �C)
also efficiently extracts and displaces in situ crude oil components.

7.6
Hydrates in Oil Recovery

In the past decades, subsea oil and gas production has reached increasingly deeper
waters being associated with higher pressures and lower temperatures. At these
conditions – although above the ice point of water, cage-like structures of water (host)
molecules accommodate gas molecules like methane and carbon dioxide. Although
similar to the strength in bonding of ice,water needs the so-called guestmolecules for
obtaining a stable crystalline structure as hydrates [40]. These hydrates are known to
affect gas and oil recovery for almost a century mainly due to plugging of the
transportation lines. Anumber ofmethods exist to prevent hydrate formation such as
heating and injection of thermodynamic inhibitors like methanol. Thermodynamic
inhibitors diminish the range of temperature and pressure in which hydrates are
thermodynamically stable, as shown in Figure 7.13.

However, these methods become rather uneconomic at depths of up to 2000m
with the required high-throughputs of inhibitors. Consequently, it becomes impor-
tant to study kinetics of hydrate formation for prediction of their growth in order to
adapt the right tools like kinetic inhibitors or even depressurization. Especially, in
EOR, the injector headmay be heated to increase the temperature of the injected gas
stream. The influence of inner wall surfaces on adhesion leading to plug formation
has not been studied systematically so far.
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Lately, the idea cameup tomakeuse of hydrates as an energy source combinedwith
CCS by exchanging methane in natural gas hydrates by anthropogenic carbon
dioxide.

7.7
Equipment

For a detailed description of high-pressure equipment including design aspects, refer
to Chapters 12 and 13. In this section, some remarks are made on specific devel-
opments in enhanced oil recovery.

7.7.1
Pumps

Compared to reciprocal pumping devices, screw pumps possess the advantage
of pulsation-free conveying of multiphase fluid mixtures consisting of 100%
liquid to 100% gaseous hydrocarbons. On the other hand, feasible pressure
buildup amounts to only 10MPa at flow rates of up to 4000m3/h (11 500 gpm).
Especially, when the well head pressure declines, twin-screw pumps may be
used instead of centrifugal or reciprocal pumps to achieve the pressure
necessary for transporting high–viscosity heavy oils to the main pipeline and
downstream treatment plants like refineries. For high-viscosity oils, the possi-
bility of steam heating exists: heavy oil and bitumen (API 8–9) sands recovery is
carried out by in situ steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD). Recently, electric
submersible pumps have been developed that withstand temperatures up to
200 �C [42].

Figure 7.13 Phase diagram for CO2 hydrates. Influence ofMeOHas thermodynamic inhibitor [41].
With kind permission from SPE.
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7.7.2
Pipes

Especially in offshore oil production, common steel tubings are increasingly replaced
by the so-called flexible pipes, which reveal a higher tolerance to movements caused
by ocean streams. The principal idea is to separate required resistance to mechanical
pressure from liquid and gas tightness by different wall layers. An inner polymeric
pressure sheath is responsible for conducting the injection or production fluid inside
the tubing. Surrounding the inner sheath, the steel reinforcement wires are wound
up in a diagonal manner in order to withstand the mechanical stress while main-
taining the flexibility of the tubing. An outer sheath prevents seawater from entering
the annulus in-between both sheaths, hence protecting the steel armour wires from
corrosion. The principal design of a flexible tube is shown in Figure 7.14. For a
detailed description of the design and working principle, refer to Ref. [43] who also
describes the permeation process of hydrocarbons through the polymeric sheath
material, as shown in Figure 7.14.

Since gas permeation cannot be completely inhibited, criteria have to be fulfilled to
ensure a long-term stability of the pipes against fatigue failure due to changing
material properties. These criteria are given in ISO 13628:2006 and were adopted by
the API specifications 17 J.

7.7.3
Seals

Inmany applications, elastomers are used as sealingmaterials in contact with typical
gases present in oil and gas recovery likeNBR, FKM (Viton�), EPDM, or recently also
TFEP (AFLAS�), a copolymer of tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) and propylene (P) that can
be used up to 200 �C. Like in the case of the flexible pipes described above, the gas
diffuses into the sealing material to some extent leading to loss of flows into the
atmosphere. Especially H2S and CO2 dissolve to a considerable extent resulting in
high permeation coefficients [44].

In case of emergency shutdown and rapid depressurization of high-pressure
equipment used in oil recovery, the gas that is dissolved inside elastomeric seals will

Gas/oil 

Polymeric sheath 

Steel armour wires 
in annulus

Outer sheath Gas permeation 
through sheath 

Figure 7.14 Principal design of a flexible tube.
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not have enough time to leave by diffusion, but will rather form gas bubbles with a
high internal pressure. The elastomer does not withstand this pressure and will give
way to the enclosed gas by disruption, which is known as explosive decompression
illustrated in Figure 7.15.

This problem of gas permeation through seals can partly be counteracted by use of
thermoplastic sealing materials with higher diffusion resistance like polyamide or
teflone (especially used for dynamic sealing) or by constructive solutions for
enhancing the shielding effect and constrain dimensional changes thereby dimin-
ishing gas dissolution. Test requirements that have to be met for qualification of
sealing materials are given in the Norsok Standard M-710.

7.7.4
Separators

Because of the enhanced oil recovery, especially using aqueous surfactant solution,
an emulsion is obtained that needs to be separated for obtaining the pure hydro-
carbon phase. For the working principle and design of common separators, refer to
Ref. [45]. An interesting technology has come up in recent years for cleaning crude

Figure 7.15 Penetration of CO2 into seals and result of posterior explosive decompression.

Figure 7.16 Principal design of a Twister separator. With permission from Twister B.V.
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natural gases, making use of a temporary pressure and temperature drop resulting
from an isentropic expansion in a Laval nozzle [46]. The hydrocarbon–water mixture
is accelerated to supersonic velocities reducing the hydrostatic pressure. Simulta-
neously, a swirl is induced bywhich tiny droplets ofwater or condensedhydrocarbons
are centrifuged toward the inner wall, from where the separated liquid is collected
like in a cyclone and retrieved through openings in the circumference. The working
principle is illustrated in Figure 7.16. These so-called Twisters have passed the
prototype state and are now reaching qualification for subsea applications, for
example, offshore Brasil. Working pressures amount up to >15MPa, but the
pressure is rather limited by the application than due to the apparatus itself.
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8
Supercritical Processes
Rudolf Eggers and Eduard Lack

8.1
Introduction

Although the first phenomenological studies of the solvent power of supercritical
gases go back to the time period from1861 until 1910, it was not until the 1960s that a
strong development started in industrial application of the �gas extraction� effect,
reported for the first time in 1879 byHannay andHoghart [1] when they detected the
solvent power of fluids at temperatures and pressures higher than their critical data.
Besides the Solexol process for the purification of plant and fish oils [2], the invention
ofZosel [3] and thefirst international conference on supercritical processes in 1978 in
Essen, Germany [4] helped the idea of gas extraction to be accepted. Since that time, a
huge number of scientific articles have been published and a broad diversity of
possible technical applications have been investigated. The racy development is
clearly registered in Figure 8.1, illustrating the number of newpatent applications per
year in supercritical processing (Sch€utz, E. (2010), Databank on SCF Patents,
personal communication).

Although Figure 8.1 reveals a maximum in 2002, there is a constant trend to
innovative processes using supercritical processes [5]. Currently, themain interest is
focused on the production and refining of pharmaceuticals, including the generation
of particles, further the treatment of polymers [6], chemical reactions in the field of
renewable energies and waste water treatment, and even on the use of supercritical
gas as a supporting medium in enhanced recovery of oil and gas [7].

Table 8.1 gives an overview of compounds that have been proposed for use as
supercritical fluids in ascending order related to the critical temperature Tc. For
reasons of low costs, inflammability, low critical temperature, and solvent-free
production, the food industry was the first to start a commercial decaffeinating
process using CO2 as the solvent [8] followed by hop extraction [9] and many other
processing of natural material [10]. Although supercritical CO2 is being used most
frequently in food industry due to the products being total free of solvent residues,
supercritical water has been proved to be an effective reaction medium especially for
wastewater treatment [11].
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Table 8.2 visualizes a classification of supercritical processes regarding the solid
or liquid state of the feed material to be treated. Solids are processed batchwise in
high-pressure vessels, whereas liquids are moved continuously via countercurrent
columns either as a falling film or as a droplet spray. Most important is the formation
of a phase boundary between the feed material and the supercritical fluid in order to
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Figure 8.1 Supercritical processes: new patents per year, data from Ref. (Sch€utz, E. (2010),
Databank on SCF Patents, personal communication).

Table 8.1 Survey on critical conditions of several fluids, ordered by critical temperature Tc.

Solvent Chemical
formula

Molar mass
(g/mol)

Tc (K) Pc (MPa)

Methane CH4 16.04 190.4 4.60
Ethylene C2H4 28.05 282.4 5.04
Carbon dioxide CO2 44.01 304.1 7.38
Ethane C2H6 30.07 305.3 4.87
Ethyne C2H2 26.04 308.3 6.14
Propylene (C3H6)n 42.08 364.9 4.60
Propane C3H8 44.09 369.8 4.25
Dimethyl ether C2H6O 46.07 400.0 5.24
Ammonia NH3 17.03 405.6 11.3
Diethyl ether C4H10O 74.12 466.7 3.64
Acetone C3H6O 58.08 508.1 4.70
Methanol CH4O 32.04 512.6 8.09
Toluene C6H5CH3 92.14 591.8 41.1
Water H2O 18.02 647.3 22.1
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generate an effective mass transfer area. Aiming a sufficient accessibility for the
supercritical fluid to the valuable components of the feedmaterial, differentmethods
of pretreatment are available. In case of solid feed, it is decisive to have short and open
diffusion paths enabled by mechanical, hydrothermal, or biological methods of
conditioning. Liquids are often to be purified from disturbing sediments by filter
elements or centrifuges. Moreover, the solubility of the supercritical fluid in some
liquids supports the diffusivemass transport by decreasing the viscosity of the liquid.

In summary, the knowledge of both the phase equilibrium data and the mass
transfer kinetics is essential for the specification of supercritical processes. As an
example, Figure 8.2 shows the well-known data for solubility of seed oil in CO2 and
the corresponding kinetic profile of oil extraction from differently prepared

Table 8.2 Classification of supercritical processes.

Material Phase
boundary

Pretreatment Process Example

Solids s/f Pelletizing High-pressure vessel Hop resins
s/f ! l/f Wetting/swelling Batch operation Decaffeination
l/f Destroying of cell

walls
Plant oils

Liquids l/f falling film Filtration Countercurrent
continuous operation

Column fraction of
minor components
from plant oils

l/f drop Preaeration High-pressure spray
continuous operation
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Figure 8.2 Equilibrium data and mass transfer kinetics [8].
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oilseed [12]. Caused by strongly increasing solubility data at very high pressures, the
common pressure range in supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) processes has been
increased from 30MPa to 100MPa recently [13].

Supercritical processes for solids and liquids are dealt with in detail in Sections 7.2
and 7.3 and shown in Table 8.2.

8.2
Processing of Solid Material

There are several basic principles that influence extraction processes based on
supercritical fluids. It is of advantage if soluble substances can be obtained at
moderate conditions. Contrary to organic solvents, the solubility of substances can –

to some extent – be adjusted bymeans of pressure/temperature variation, which also
have influence on the phase equilibrium. Essential for economic processing is the
knowledge of mass transfer. The influence of pressure and temperature on yield is
demonstrated in Figure 8.3 as a typical example [14]. During the first period of time,
the linear increase in yield shows the influence of solubility, that is, the higher
pressures/temperatures lead to faster extraction, whereas in principle elevated
pressures cause higher densities and elevated temperatures cause increase in vapor
pressure. The influence of vapor pressure at higher pressures and temperature is
more effective than the decreased fluid density. After removal of soluble substances
from the surface of the feedmaterial, further extraction is mainly controlled by time-
consuming diffusion. To reach acceptable results, the raw material has to be
pretreated in order to remove diffusion barriers on the one hand and to shorten
diffusion distances on the other.

As the mass transfer depends on the mean concentration difference of solubles
within the fluid, in the solid matrix and the fluid flow the correct selected mass flow
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rate is decisive for an optimized extraction process. Influence of the mass transfer
is further given by the interfacial area that is higher on the smaller particle sizes.
A compromise must be found between particle size and flow velocity to avoid
channeling within the extractor (see Figure 8.4).

The solubility in supercritical CO2 (nonpolar solvent) depends on chemical
structure, say polarity of the substance to be obtained, the higher the polarity
the less is the equilibrium concentration. To some extent, the polarity of CO2 can
be changed by adding an entrainer and thereby increasing the solvating power.
In some cases – like diffusion-controlled processes for decaffeination of coffee
(further discussed on page 185) and tea or cleaning of cork (see on page 193) – the use
ofmatrix modifiers is appropriate. The feed ismoisturized with water to some extent
for swelling the structure and accelerating the mass transfer. Additional water-
saturated supercritical CO2 is applied to avoid drying out of feedstock and to enhance
the solubility. The disadvantage of using cosolvents is that one gets solvent-diluted
extracts and corresponding residues in the spent raw material.

Separation of dissolved substances from the fluid is performed by precipitation.
Most applications use an isenthalpic decrease of pressure and temperature to reduce the
fluid density and, consequently, the solvent power of the fluid. After pressure
reduction, the extraction dense gas is heated so that it reaches the gaseous state.
In this phase, no solvent power is present for any substances and therefore nearly
complete separation of the extracted substances takes place. The dissolved sub-
stances precipitate and can be discharged at the bottom of the separator. The solvent
cycle is closed by recycling the recompressed CO2, either cooled in case of a
compressor process or condensed by using the pump process.

In some cases, the solubility can be reduced by changing the temperature and
keeping the pressure, obtaining a nearly isobaric process that requires less energy.
However, for this kind of separation, the solubility behavior of the dissolved
substance has to be taken into account.

Absorption is a further method for separation of the extracted substances. This
method requires a high solubility of the dissolved substances in the absorption
media, without any effect on the extract on the one hand and preferably no transfer

Figure 8.4 Fluidized bed velocities dependent on gas density and particle diameter.
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of saidmedia into the dense solvent on the other. Separation of absorbent and extract
should also be easily possible. The decaffeination process is a perfect example, water
with a low solubility in CO2 is used as matrix modifier and entrainer for extraction
and as an absorbent in the separation step. The caffeine in the water solution can be
concentrated and recovered by crystallization. Another separation method is adsorp-
tion of solubles on adsorbents like activated charcoal or resins, but onehas to consider
that inmost cases the adsorbed substances are hardly to recover. Industrial examples
of such an application are the decontamination of rice – see on page 189 – or cleaning
of cork – see on page 193 – and decaffeination of coffee or tea as described on page 14.

Both separation possibilities described above utilize an isobaric process allowing
processing under optimized conditions.

Separation by adding a substance that lowers the solubility – like nitrogen – into the
separation unit causing precipitation of the dissolved substances is also a theoretical
option, but suchanantisolventhas tobe removed fromthedenseCO2before recycling.
Another method under investigation is the usage of membranes that seems possible
incasemolecularweightdifferencesbetweensolvent andextract arehighenough [15].

From the above, it is obvious that the design engineer has to evaluate optimized
extraction conditions and to select the best way of separation in order to obtain a
viable process. In the following sections, various design possibilities are described in
more detail.

8.2.1
Isobaric Process

To optimize the energy consumption, an isobaric process should be applied,
especially for plants requiring very high specific CO2 mass flow rates of more than
70 kgCO2/kg feed. Especially for decaffeination plants, it is of advantage becauseflow
rates of 100 kg/kg–150 kg/kg for tea and 200 kg/kg–250 kg/kg for green coffee beans
are required. Separation by means of pressure reduction would require enormous
amount of energy for condensation and evaporation, and consequently application
on industrial scale is far beyond the economical area. Both possibilities – adsorption
on activated charcoal or absorption bymeans of a washing column – are already used
on industrial scale (see on page 185).

8.2.2
Single or Cascade Operation with Multistep Separation

Most multipurpose plants are equipped with two or more extractors switched in
cascade mode, which enables to come as close as possible to phase equilibrium and
are equipped with a multiple separation system, operating at different reduced
pressures for fractionation. Such design is mainly used for the extraction of spices
and herbs, allowing concentration of pungent substances like piperine from pepper
or capsaicin from chili in a first step and the corresponding volatile oil afterward in
one additional separator. In case that the valuables are highly concentrated in the raw
material and also relatively highly soluble in the dense gas, installation of only two
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extractors is sufficient as nearly equilibrium is already obtained after passing just the
first extractor or later on after the second extractor is switched on line.

8.2.3
Cascade Operation and Multistep Separation

Except fordecaffeinationplantofgreencoffeebeans inTexas thatusesadiscontinuous
operated lock system for the input and output, until now all other high-pressure
extraction plants for solid materials operate as batch process. Although a continuous
process for solid feed material was investigated in different research studies, using
screw presses ormoving cells, no other commercial use is utilizedmaybe due to very
high investment and related risks or results are not convincing enough [16].

To obtain a quasi-continuous operation, a series of extractors (Figure 8.5) is
operated in quasi-continuous countercurrent operation. Fresh CO2 is always
switched to the extractor that is longest in line and consequently a sufficient
concentration difference ismaintained and the highest possible loading with soluble
substances is ensured.

8.2.4
Extractable Substances

In principle, solid material extraction can be divided into two different types, the
selective and the total.
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Figure 8.5 Cascade operation for extraction of solid materials.
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8.2.4.1 Selective Extraction
Selective extraction shall remove certain substances from the feed and, maintaining
the properties, the extract could only be a by-product. Examples are as follows:

. Decaffeination of green coffee beans

. Decaffeination of black and green tea

. Removal of nicotine from tobacco

. De-alcoholization of wine and beer

. Removal of undesired substances like TCA from cork and plant protectives from
spices, herbs, or cereals

. Removal of organic solvents from solids

Essential for such processes is a very high selectivity for substances to be removed
without influencing flavor, appearance, color, shape, smell, or size, because the
treated insert represents the final product.

8.2.4.2 Total Extraction
Total extraction has the target to obtain the highest possible yield of soluble
substances, whereas a single separation results in a so-called total extract, but
multiple separations allow fractioned products. Typical examples are the extraction
of spices, herbs, and hops. One likes to obtain the exhaustive lead substances as
a-acids from hops or piperine from pepper, or gingeroles from ginger, or carotinoids
from paprika and so on on the one hand and the corresponding aromas on the other.
The extraction residue from the extractor is mostly without any value, but can
sometimes be used as fertilizer basis or animal food addition.

A specific case is a total extraction, but with a selective removal of one undesired
soluble component, which can be separated by adsorption within the high-pressure
area, either by an insert in the extractor or by one additional vessel.

8.2.5
Pretreatment of Raw Materials

As far as possible, one should use the same pretreatment methods than that used for
conventional extraction. Raw materials are supplied and stored under dried condi-
tions to avoid degradation, not to lose valuable extractor volumes, and to limit the
water concentration in extracts. Spices and herbs should have moisture contents
between 8% and 12%, coffee beans between 35% and 45%, tea between 20% and
30%, fruits between 13% and 20%, and cereals about 12%.

A certain content is required in order to avoid shrinking of the matrix and,
consequently, hindrance in diffusion. For example, a reducedmoisture content of 5%
instead of 12% decrease the yield by the extraction of calendula from about 7.5%
down to 5.5%.

For total extraction, the raw materials are ground down to particle sizes of
0.3mm–0.8mm. Smaller particles would have a better mass transfer, but reduce
the fluidized bed velocity – larger diameters and higher costs, or result in channeling.
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Somematerials like chamomilewith active components on the surface do not need to
be milled. Grinding for most spices is executed by means of a hammer mill; leaves,
roots, or barks preferably with cutting mills; and for some seeds and cereals, roller
mills are used to destroy the structure.

The bulk density is decisive for the plant capacity and economy and, therefore, raw
materials with a low bulk density should if possible be pelletized, for hops one get an
increase from about 150 kg/m3 to 500 kg/m3 and even more.

Another kind of pretreatment for materials requiring swelling of the cell structure
is moisturizing, which depends on the type to be used, for example, for coffee up to
35% or 45%, for black tea to about 25%, for green tea up to 40%, for pesticide
reduction of rice up to 20%, and for vanilla beans up to 30%, which would otherwise
increase the volume during extraction and cause difficulties for emptying.
For the latter mentioned treatment, it is to be considered that the moisture
concentration during extraction remains constant, which can be maintained by
using saturatedCO2. Furthermore, drying afterward is absolutely necessary, avoiding
fungi infection.

8.2.6
Design Criteria

For the design of the process and equipment, the following has to be considered and
experimentally verified on lab and pilot scale [17]:

. Specific basic data and behavior of feed material and extract

. Thermodynamic conditions for extraction and separation

. Fluid dynamics, like fluidized bed velocities

The above-mentioned factors not only determine the design pressures and
temperatures but also the dimensions:

. Corresponding mass and heat transfer

. Energy optimization by means of a T,s diagram

. Design of pumps, cooling, heating, and piping system

. Selection of appropriate separation system

. Selection and sizing of proper plant equipment

Besides the desired plant capacity, raw material and product specification are also
necessary to get knowledge of local conditions like climate, altitude, and earthquake
factor in order to design adequate building and service units, especially cooling
machines and electrical drives.

The right selection and preparation of the rawmaterial are the determining factors
for obtaining high-quality products.

Depending on the final product requirement, processing conditions, pressure,
temperature, mass flow, and pretreatment of raw materials are influenced and
fractionated separation or further downstream treatment as concentration, removal
of moisture, or purification may be required.
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8.2.7
Design with the Use of Basket

Materials like green coffee beans or rice that are free flowing throughout processing
can be relatively easily filled from top and discharged from bottom, provided adequate
design as shown in Figure 8.6 is used. Raw materials with low bulk densities and no
tendency to agglomerate allow pneumatic transport to and from extractors.

Most feed materials must be grinded and consequently have a certain particle size
distribution. Fine particles (less than 0.2mm) tend to float upstream and can in case
of higher concentration block the filter, creating possibly very fast an increased
pressure drop, forming a filter cake or in worst case one big pellet and the extraction
process has to be stopped. In spite of a careful selected fluid velocity, channeling of
the fluid (Fig. 8.7) or larger strong agglomerates cannot be avoided for materials in

Figure 8.6 Bottom closure (Archive Natex).

Figure 8.7 Channeling of the fluid (Archive Natex).
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powder form like egg yolk or those that lose their structure like roasted sesame seeds
during extraction. Raw materials with higher fiber content, like ginger, vanilla, and
black and green tea, swell during extraction (volume increase up to 30%) and
therefore limit the bed height. From the foregoing discussion, it is evident that in
most cases baskets are to be used, because the above-mentioned failures can be
handled outside, extraction can be continued without larger interruptions and
changing of feed, and spent material can be executed in few minutes.

8.2.8
Thermodynamic Conditions

Contrary to liquid solvents, dense gases allow by changing the thermodynamic
conditions to influence the solubility and to process different product qualities and by
means of multiple separation, a fractionation of the extracts. Determination of
possible loadings and corresponding solvent flow rates is important for a viable
process. Such in mind and considering a corresponding selectivity, it is obvious to
look for highest possible loading during extraction and to perform separation at the
minimumformaximumprecipitationwithin the foreseen area and to avoid carryover
or recirculate extracted substances. The level of solubility in CO2 depends on polarity
of the substance and the density of the fluid.

Economy and technical possibilities determine and limit to some extent the
extraction pressure, but for industrial plants a trend to higher pressures can be
recognized in recent years.

For already known systems, modifications based on the old semiempirical
equation of state from Van der Waals have been developed, a successful one from
Redlich and Kwong or the one from Soave. A variation specifically describing
the properties in the critical and supercritical area is given by the equation of
Peng and Robinson [18]. Derivations from the association laws for unknown
solute properties are used to describe experimental results, the one from
Chrastil [19] is the most popular one and useful for the calculation of equilibrium
distribution.

8.2.9
Mass Transfer

Modeling supercritical extraction of solidmaterial is based on themass balances that
are relevant for the internal diffusive transport of the extract within the solid matter
and the external convective transport of the extract from the solid surface to the
solvent fluid.

Internal transport for spherical particles

ep
qyp
qt
¼ Deff � 1r2

q
qr

r2
qyp
qr

� �
�rp �

qxp
qt
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where

Deff is the effective diffusivity (m2/s)
yp is the pore fluid concentration (kg/m3)
xp is the particle phase concentration expressed as mass ratio
ep is the particle porosity
r is the particle radial coordinate (m)
rp is the particle density (kg/m3)

The most important parameters in mass transfer modeling are the effective
diffusion coefficientDeff and the mass transfer rate qxp=qt, which is linked to the
mass transfer coefficient k in the balance equation for external transport. As for
the calculation of effective diffusion coefficients, simple equations have been
proposed in literature [10].

External transport

qc
qt
¼ Dax

q2c
qz2
�u qc

qz
þ k � as

e
ðc*�cÞ

where

c is the bulk fluid concentration (kg/m3)
c* is the saturated concentration at the phase boundary (kg/m3)
as is the specific surface aria (m2/m3)
e is the porosity of solid bed
k is the mass transfer coefficient (m/s)

The coupling condition is given by the mass change of solid that is caused by
mass transfer to the fluid.

Coupling condition

k � as
e

c*�c� � ¼ �rp � qxpqt
Concerning different simplifications, several solutions of these governing equa-

tions have been derived [10, 15, 18, 20, 22]. As an example, the axial diffusion Dax is
neglected in case of no back mixing of the fluid flow (plug flow). Until now the
problem remains that these models neglect both, the change of the bed porosity and
the particle diameter. It is known that especially solid beds of natural material tend to
increase their porosity along the extraction time [23]. However, the most important
transport parameters in the differential balance equations are the mass transfer
coefficient k and the specific mass transfer area as.

As the velocities within the porous structure of the solid bed are relatively low
(1mm/s–10mm/s), the mass transfer by forced convection may be superposed by
natural convection.
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The target of this investigation is to find the optimized specific solvent mass flow
rate in order to obtain the highest extraction efficiency. The result of the investigation
should indicate the amount of CO2 per kilogram of raw material and hour, the
extraction time, and the length-to-diameter ratio of the extractor.

In order to choose optimal thermodynamic conditions, a compromise between
solubility and investment is to be found. Themass flow rate is the determining factor
for energy consumption and investment cost, and therefore most attention must be
paid for the optimization, which allows adequate evaluating of extraction cycles and
sizing of entire equipment.

Mass flow rates can highly differ between individual raw materials and applied
conditions.

Examples:

Hops extracted by supercritical CO2 30–40 kgCO2/kg
Hops extracted by subcritical CO2 50–70 kgCO2/kg
Decaffeination of green coffee beans 200–270 kgCO2/kg
Decaffeination of black tea 250–400 kgCO2/kg
Decaffeination of green tea 350–600 kgCO2/kg
Most spices and herbs 25–70 kgCO2/kg

Figure 8.3 shows at the beginning of extraction a more or less uniform mass
transfer with time because substances on and close to surface, called leaching zone,
are directly in contact with the solvent and pass through the limit layer directly into it.
Afterward the substance has to diffuse from the core to the surface in order to be
dissolved. The diffusion time depends on the corresponding distribution ratio of the
substance within the solid matrix and if adsorbed in it or not.

The following transport phenomena in natural solid material can be assumed:

. The raw material absorbs the fluid, swelling the cells, and extends the pores,
increasing the decisive mobility of substance and solvent.

. The substance dissolves in the solvent and diffuses to surface layer and pass
through it.

. The substance passing the surface layer is removed by upstreaming CO2.
Diffusion velocity depends on prevailing substance concentration difference
(within cell structure and CO2).

Examples

. Dense gases dissolve up to 40% in vegetable oils, reduce the viscosity, and increase
diffusion.

. Moisture content in decaffeination processes is essential, because water and CO2

break up the weak binding of caffeine to organic acids and caffeine, dissolved in
water, and can diffuse to the surface.

. Moisture content in CO2 and raw material like oilseeds influence the extraction.
Loading of triglycerides in CO2 decrease with increasing water content and is
about 40% neglectable.
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. The yield for medical herbs is 20%–30% reduced if the moisture content is
dropped from 8%–12% down to 2%–5%.

From the above, it can be summarized that diffusion can be influenced by the
following:

. Destruction of plant cells and short diffusion paths

. Breaking cell walls by enzymatic treatment or pelletizing

. Swelling of the cell structure

. Breaking of possible bondings by means of pH change or increased moisture

8.2.10
Hydrodynamics

Size and its distribution, form, and density of solid particles are the determining
factors of the hydrodynamic condition within the extractor. Practical experience in
pilot and industrial scale ask for particle sizes between 0.3mm and 0.8mm. Finer
particles like dust, in spite of its smaller flow velocities, can be fluidized and be
collected onfilters, which inmost cases create a dramatic and fast pressure drop, with
the consequence that in worst cases the basket can be damaged, if not a correspond-
ing design like pump shut off at a certain pressure difference is considered or
carryover of raw materials into downstream equipment happens. Besides fluidiza-
tion, one must also count with channeling, which can be watched, for example, for
materials like powders from paprika, egg yolk, algae, and cacao. Pelletizing, which is
possible for paprika and egg yolk, can eliminate such problems due to enlarged
particle size and bulk density.

In each case, the fluidized bed velocities, during extraction, pressurizing, and
depressurizing, have to be determined taking into account dependence on the given
particle size and on the solvent density. Themaximum allowable fluid velocity, about
90% of the one from fluidization, is taken to calculate the extractor diameter.

8.2.11
Energy Optimization

Contrary to conventional extraction processes, dense gas extraction enables more
freedom in designing the optimum solvent cycle by means of the T,s diagram.
Depending on solubilities and corresponding selected thermodynamic conditions,
the CO2 circulation system can be driven bymeans of either a pump or a compressor,
whichever needs less consumption of energy. Eggers [24] and Lack [18] compared
both processes by means of a T,s diagram.

8.2.12
Pump Process

Liquid CO2 from a storage tank is subcooled or prepressurized bymeans of an inline
pump (avoiding cavitations), pressurized and heated up to extraction conditions.
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As shown in Figure 8.8 various possibilities for separation are possible. Cycle
A shows an isobaric process (besides pressure drop), which is used for decaffeination
of green coffee beans (see on page 185). Cycle B demonstrates separation at
supercritical separation, not used on industrial scale so far. Cycle C shows a liquid
CO2 process, applied on industrial scale for processing of volatile oils and hops (see
on pages 185). Cycle D shows the most applied method used for most commercial
plants, whereas separation is performed by expansion and phase change of precip-
itation, the gaseous CO2 condensed and recycled via the CO2 storage tank. Con-
densation after gaseous separation requires highest energy demand. In commercial
plants, the pumping mode is used mainly for extraction under supercritical condi-
tions using extraction pressures between 170 bar and 480 bar, extraction tempera-
tures between 40 �Cand 80 �C, and fractioned separation at about 90 bar–120 bar and
45 bar–60 bar, which are within an economical area.

8.2.13
Compressor Process

In Figure 8.9, cycle A represents again a more or less an isobaric process, remaining
within a gaseous phase, whereas separation can be either by temperature change
or using an adsorbent. Cycle B shows a process performed throughout under
supercritical conditions with separation due to pressure and temperature change.
A variation is applied for purification of cork (see on page 193), using subcritical
conditions for separation. Cycle C is again a liquid extraction system with the
difference in the pump mode, that is, the gaseous CO2 after the separator is
compressed first and afterward condensed for extraction. Cycle D represents an
economic possibility for the extraction of highly soluble substances inCO2, requiring

Figure 8.8 Pump process.
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consequently lower extraction pressures between 80 bar and 200 bar and low
separation pressures and temperatures for recovery of highly volatile substances.
Highest energy demand is required for the compressors, which in case of higher
compression rates need multistage design with intermediate cooling.

8.2.14
Some Applications of Supercritical Extraction of Solids

8.2.14.1 Decaffeination of Green Coffee Beans
Zosel [3] described in 1980 different possibilities for the decaffeination of green
coffee beans, a process that was the first to be applied on large industrial scale.
The isobaric process (Figure 8.10) operates at pressures 160 bar–220 bar, using a
countercurrent column for caffeine separation by means of demineralized water at
temperatures between 70 �C and 90 �C. Depending on caffeine concentration, 31–5 l
of water per kilogram of coffee is required.

Variations of the above-described process use activated charcoal instead of the
column for the removal of caffeine. The adsorbent is placed either in a separate vessel
or mixed with the coffee beans and placed within the extractor. Depending on the
type of coffee, the extraction time is between 6 h and 8 h and about 1 kg of activated
charcoal is needed for 3 kg of coffee beans. Recovery of caffeine is not possible, but
reactivation of charcoal at 600 �C is possible with about 30% of loss.

8.2.14.2 Production of Hops Extract
Hop is not a stable product and has to be dried immediately after harvesting. During
its storage, the a-acid content decrease with time, not as fast when stored under
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cooled condition; however, because of its higher stability, corresponding extracts are
mainly used to bitter the beer.

Since 1980, the formerly used solvent methylene chloride has been substituted
step by step by CO2 processes, covering nowadays over 30% of the hops production.
Such plants are located in Europe, United States, and Australia; while the first two
countries use supercritical CO2, the latter use a process involving liquid CO2. Due to
less solvent power, liquid extraction requires more than 50 kg of CO2/kg hops in
order to obtain the demanded yield of 95 wt% for a-acid, although hardly getting any
hard resins.

The processing at supercritical condition allowsmore or less exhaustive extraction
of the bitter substances andmost of resins, requiring – due to higher solubilities (up
to 3.2 wt%) – less mass flow rate and shorter extraction time. Because the advantages
justify the higher investment, allmodern plants use such conditions, that is, between
200 bar and 450 bar and a temperature range of 40 bar–65 bar. Industrial plants use
three or four extractors, each designed with volumes in the range of 2m3–6m3.

Independent of design, hops has to be pelletized, increasing the bulk density
from about 125 kg/m3 to 500 kg/m3 and reducing consequently the extraction
volume in the same extent.

Hop extracts have the advantage of easier and cheaper storage and transport due to
the remarkably reduced volume; it can be easily standardized with regard to a-acid
content and, consequently, is very easy to dose and maintain the beer quality.

A comparison between beers brewed with CO2 extracts, hop pellets, or dichloro-
methane shows no difference in bitterness and similar long-term stability, but foam
valuesarebetter ifCO2extractsareused,becauseprecipitationofprotein is reduceddue
to lack of tannins, which forms complexes with protein. During wort boiling, a bit of
aroma hop pellets are added to increase the polyphenol content and to compensate the
slightly less full-bodied note, obtaining thereby an improved stability after maturation.

CO2

CO2CO2+Caffeine 

H2OGreen
coffee
beans

Gas washer
Distil-
lation

Caffeine

H2O+
Caffeine

Degassing

Figure 8.10 Zosel�s suggestion for the decaffeination of green coffee beans [3].
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8.2.14.3 Extraction of Spices and Herbs
Spices andherbs aremainly used to improve the taste of food. Parts of used plants can
be seeds, leaves, flowers and parts of flowers, barks, roots, or fruits and are used fresh
or dried for transportation and/or storage and available as whole, broken, ground, or
rubbed shape on themarket. Formany different applications, such conditions do not
meet the requirement with regard to the necessary low microbiological contamina-
tion, consistent quality, and longer storage stability [9, 22].

Total extracts from plants, the so-called oleoresins, are obtained by extraction and
contain both the essential oils and the nonvolatile substances. Before processing,
spices or herbs are selected with regard to quality and in most cases are dried and
grinded independent of used solvent standardized afterward. As advantages of
oleoresins, the consistent flavor and aroma, spice equivalence, long-lasting stability
with low storage space, sterility, and easy handling and dosing can be mentioned.
Several organic solvents can be used, taking into account the prevailing regulations
and corresponding residual levels in the oleoresins and spent rawmaterials. Thermal
stress on certain valuable compounds and consequently required low temperatures
for extraction and evaporation can be a limitation for quite some solvents. Undesired
high boiling components can remain in the final product and influence the
quality [25, 26]. Because of the well-known advantages of dense CO2, supercritical
extraction of spices and herbs has been well established.

Spices and herbs are processed in medium-sized extraction plants, equipped with
two or three extractors, with payload volumes of 200 l–1000 l, and in most cases two
separatorsandaredesignedaccordingto theirproductmixbetween300barand550bar.

Figure 8.11 shows a principal flow sheet of a multipurpose plant, equipped with
three extractors, two separators, and a CO2 circulation system with heat exchangers
and a CO2 storage tank. Rawmaterials containing higher valued substances – used as
intermediate products for cosmetics or nutraceuticals – can be extracted with smaller
extraction units, while most common spices/herbs like chili, coriander, pepper,
paprika, nutmeg, or maces need larger extraction volumes to be viable. Because
components in rawmaterials like pigments, pungent substances, special fatty oils, or
antioxidants have a rather low solubility, such units should be designed inmost cases
for 550 bar, but higher pressures up to 800 bar could be necessary for sufficient yield
of valuables.

The feed is normally placed in multiple baskets for easy product handling and the
plant has to be designed for frequent and simple cleaning.

8.2.14.4 Extraction of Essential Oils
Volatile oils produced by hydrodistillation are called essential oils, a complexmixture
of hydrocarbons as terpenes, sesquiterpenes, and diterpenes and oxygenated ones
like alcohols, esters, aldehydes, ketones, ethers, and phenols. Substances with sulfur
or nitrogen can also be found in themixture.Hydrolization of esters to corresponding
alcohols during distillation is a negative aspect.

CO2 extraction of volatile oils can be executed by liquid, subcritical, or supercritical
conditions, but in any casewithin a gentle pressure and temperature range in order to
avoid coextraction of undesired components (waxes) or to create thermal stress to
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Figure 8.11 Flow sheet of a multipurpose supercritical fluid extraction plant for spices and herbs.
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heat sensitive components. Volatile components have a higher solubility in dense
CO2 and, consequently, fractionated extraction of terpene hydrocarbons and oxy-
genated components is hardly possible.

The extraction of volatile oils and related products has already been intensively
reported in the literature [27], and most of them are better produced by steam
distillation. For example, compared to steam distillation, CO2 extraction has an
advantage of the production of wood oils from sandalwood, agar wood, hinoki wood,
and vetiver roots. These wood oils have a high boiling point and therefore need high
temperatures when they are produced by steamdistillation, which leads frequently to
a burned flavor of the essential oil. Furthermore, the mass transfer of the oil
through the wood chips is strongly diffusion controlled, which is a minor problem
during CO2 extraction. These oils have a high market price, which is a further
advantage of CO2 extraction.

Sandalwood oil has very good fixative properties and finds application in many
perfumes [28]. The highest yields of sandalwood oil can be obtained from trees and
their roots at the age of 50 years–60 years. The classical steam distillation of
sandalwood needs very long time, more than 24 h, and reaches a yield of 3.0%–

4.0%, while supercritical processing allows a yield up to 5.5%.

8.2.14.5 Production of Natural Antioxidants
Oxidation of lipids is the reason for unpleasant flavor and smell in oil- or fat-
containing food and oxidation in human bodies can cause pathological changes.
Antioxidants neutralize and scavenge free radicals and are used to minimize lipid
peroxidation.

Extracts and leaves of rosemary and sage have the most effective antioxidant
activities, but some are recognized in oregano, clove, thyme, pepper, and allspice.
Supercritical CO2 extraction enables enrichment of carnosolic acid from rosemary up
to concentrations of 25 wt%–30 wt%. Figure 8.12 shows that nearly exhaustive
extraction of carnosolic acid is possible at elevated pressures. Stability tests on lard
(based on peroxide numbers) demonstrated that CO2 extracts had higher lifetimes
compared to BHA (butylhydroxyanisole), up to about 2.5 times higher in case of
700 bar extracts.

Figure 8.12 Yield in carnosolic acid.
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8.2.14.6 Production of High-Value Fatty Oils
Production of oil from commodity oilseeds (sunflower, soybeans, and rape) does not
appear economically viable, because of the higher costs of high-pressure batch
processes. But there can be areas in which supercritical fluid extraction can be
useful especially for the extraction of high-value oils.

These can be, for example, special gourmet oils (almond, apricot, avocado, grape
seed, hazelnut, andwalnut) or oils used for pharmaceutical and cosmetic applications
(corn germ, wheat germ, evening primrose, and borage). If the deoiled residual can
also be used for food or cosmetic applications, the economy of the process increases
substantially.

A successful implementation for a commercial application was the erection of a
supercritical CO2 extraction plant for roasted sesame oil. This development of a CO2

supercritical fluid extraction process for roasted sesame seeds can serve as an
example for the viable production of such special oils. Sesame seeds have a relatively
low tocopherol content, but contain other very effective antioxidants that stabilize the
oil on the one hand andmake it very tasty on the other. Roasted premium sesame oils
are very popular in Asia, particularly in Korea and Japan.

The most important antioxidants in sesame are sesamoline and sesamine, which
are well soluble in CO2 and, consequently, nearly completely present in the extracted
oil. The active substance is sesamole, which is formed continuously from sesamoline
during aging.

8.2.14.7 Extraction of c-Linolenic Acid
A further successful example is the extraction of essential polyunsaturated fatty acids,
like c-linolenic acid, which can be viably extractedwithCO2. Thev-6,9-double bonds,
c-linolenic acid, and C18:3 (6c, 9c, 12c) are the important physiological active
compounds of this oil and therefore of particular interest.

CO2 extracted oils are of high grade, clear, light yellow, and with nearly the same
fatty acid distribution as solvent extracts, but have the advantage that the phospho-
lipids are hardly extracted.

Due to the high content of polyunsaturated fatty acids, high extraction pressures do
not show advantages and pressures of about 500 bar are sufficient. Like evening
primrose, many other raw materials are very interesting for the production of
c-linolenic acid.

8.2.14.8 Cleaning and Decontamination of Cereals Like Rice
Residues of plant protective agents can remain in cereals and have to be avoided or
removed as most of them are considered to have a negative effect on human
organism. Such harmful substances fall in most countries under legal regulations
and have to be controlled.

Rice, grown mainly in the Southern Hemisphere and tropical countries, is one of
the basic foods all over the world and the production in necessary quantities is
difficult without the use of pesticides.

For the development of an extraction process based on CO2 as solvent, the
solubility of pesticides – mainly selected representative carbamates – has to be
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evaluated, because their residual concentration must be very low. Such an investi-
gation is preferably performedfirst on fortified inertmatrixes like sand and afterward
under preoptimized extraction conditionswith contaminated rice [29]. As a result, the
authorsmentioned that pressure and temperature are not significant parameters and
moderate conditions can be applied. The moisture content of the rice has to be kept
constant throughout the extraction and should be in a range of 10 wt%–15 wt%,
because higher levels give an increasing loss of efficiency. Based on the research data,
a patent was applied and granted [30] and by means of a corresponding scale-up, a
large industrial plant (Figure 8.13) was set up in Taiwan.

In summary, supercritical CO2 is an appropriate solvent for a moderate
removal of the investigated group of pesticides from rice. Water has to be used as
a matrix or CO2 modifier with an optimum water content of around 10%–15%, and
an amount of 7 up to 15 kg CO2/kg rice provides an acceptable effect for pesticide
reduction, but the so-called grown pesticides located within the plant cells and
incorporated during growing from the soil are hardly removed especially in case
of such a polarity.

The plant owners claim that CO2 extraction process has added advantage that
the treatment of brown rice removes the surface fat, which extends the shelf life,
because this fat becomes easily oxidized and usually contains most of the pesticides.
Furthermore, the cooking time of the brown rice is reduced, the rice is softened, and
retains all vitamins and trace elements, that is, maintain a higher nutrition value,
which is not the case for white, polished rice.

8.2.14.9 Impregnation of Wood and Polymers
Very often wood is exposed to environmental impacts like water, wind, sunlight, or
even biological attacks like insects, rot, or fungus. Such attacks cause big damages

Figure 8.13 Rice purification plant (Archive Natex).
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and result in costly renovation requirements comparable to corrosion problems with
iron constructions (Superwood� process at Hampen company profile, 2003).

In order to prevent such damages, surfaces are sealed and/or biocides are
deposited in the wood. Surface sealing is typically done by painting with substances
containing biocides, UV blockers, and materials that prevent moisture penetration.
The treatment with biocides is normally done by depositing the active ingredients in
the wood by vacuum or pressure.

Larger structural timber or wood mainly for outdoor uses like poles or garden
fences are pressure impregnated with different metal salts.

Smaller structural wood for doors and windows is mainly impregnated with
different biocides solved in organic solvents using the vacuum method.

Impregnation of wood with the help of supercritical carbon dioxide has been
investigated during the past two decades [31]. Very early it was detected that
supercritical carbon dioxide penetrates completely through the wood together with
the solved biocides. But there is a gradient in concentration of biocides depending on
thermodynamic conditions and the kind of wood. It seems that it is not the result of
incomplete penetration of the wood by the supercritical CO2/biocides mixture. This
gradient can be caused by different adsorption and desorption processes, by re-
extraction of biocides from the wood during depressurization or the biocides get
filtered from the carbon dioxide as the solution fills up the wood matrix.

Although a lot of knowledge was not yet available, the company Supertrae A/S in
Hampen, Denmark started wood impregnation by means of supercritical CO2 in
2002 (Figure 8.14). They started directly with an industrial size plant that caused
some problems at the beginning. But this investment induced strong development
efforts in the wood industry.

The actual impregnation process can be described as follows:

. The wood is placed in the impregnation vessel.

. The required amount of active ingredients is placed in a mixing vessel.

. CO2 flows into the cycle and pressure and temperature are adjusted to the desired
impregnation conditions, where the active ingredients are dissolved in the CO2.

. CO2 together with the active ingredient is circulated through the impregnation
vessel for a certain time to ensure an even distribution of the active ingredients in
the wood.

. The vessel is depressurized and any excess active ingredients are separated in a
separation vessel, so that CO2 and active ingredients can be recycled.

Numerous examinations have been carried out, which document that the process
does not affect the mechanical characteristics of wood and does not change the
moisture content. As the product is not on the market since a very long time, the
experience with the durability is still limited.

Tests in Denmark and in Malaysia show that the provided protection is equal to or
better than the protection of products treated with competing processes.

Wood impregnation is not only limited to avoidance of fungi and bacteria attacks
but can also be used to increase the fire and water resistance, to dye the wood
especially for furniture and floors and also for the hardening of wood surfaces.
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Figure 8.14 An impregnation plant for wood (Courtesy of Superwood).
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8.2.14.10 Cleaning of Cork
For centuries cork stoppers have been used to seal wine bottles and in the western
society, people expect the typical sound �blob� when opening a bottle of wine. Cork is
a natural polymer foambased on the substance suberine and grown as bark of the oak
tree (Quercus suber).

The average chemical composition of cork is as follows:

. Suberine (45%) – the main component of the cell walls and responsible for the
resilience of cork.

. Lignin (27%) – the binding compound.

. Polysaccharides (12%) – component of the cell walls.

. Tannins (5%) and ceroids (5%).

Secondarymetabolites produced by infections of fungi or bacteria can damage the
quality of cork. The worst one is trichloroanisole (2,4,6-TCA) that is primarily
responsible for the typical �cork taint� and causes drastic losses in the wine industry.
Good wine specialists can recognize a TCA content in wine of about 2 ng/l, while
usual consumers notice concentrations between 5 ng/l and 10 ng/l. The cork
industry made a lot of efforts to solve this problem because it became very serious
during the recent years. A number of processes were developed mainly using
overheated steam to reduce the TCA concentration in the cork. But even with the
best of such plants, a TCA reduction of only 70% can be reached.

One of the leading cork producers, Sabat�e, began the development of a cork
cleaning process with supercritical gases in 1997 [32, 33]. The tests were very
successful and, consequently, the process was patented. With supercritical gas, it
was possible to reduce the TCA content below the detectable limit, which is at
the moment around 0.2 ng/l. Furthermore, CO2 has special properties regarding
reduction of pesticides and inhibition of fungus growth.

In 2003, NATEX Prozesstechnologie started investigations for scale-up of an
industrial process. With a production capacity of 2500 tons per year, it corresponds
to 500 million cork stoppers. In order to optimize the energy consumption, a
careful comparison between the pump and the compressor process was executed.
The evaluation showed economic advantages for the compressor process and in
consequence design engineering was adjusted accordingly.

Because of the successful process implementation and the strong demand on the
market, the capacity of the plant had to bemore than doubled and the corresponding
unit set in operation at the end of 2010 [34].

8.2.14.11 Economics – Especially Investment Cost for Multipurpose Plants
Figure 8.15 shows the relative investment cost for the high-pressure part of different
sizes of supercriticalfluid extraction plants, not including costs for infrastructure and
erection. A plant with two extractors, each with a payload volume of 850 l –

representing an economical size for the extraction of spices and herbs – with an
investment of about D3 500 000 – was selected as basis for the comparison.

The influence of different separation conditions on processing costs is demon-
strated by means of Figure 8.16, representing a decaffeination process for tea.
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Processing costs are more or less equal for the nonisobaric process using an
external adsorbent. Larger plants with a total volume of above 4.4m3 should for
economical reasons use a washing column, which also allows additional caffeine
recovery.

8.3
Processing of Liquids

The processing of liquids with supercritical fluids mainly depends on their flow
ability. Liquid feedmaterials of low viscosity like water-based solutions – for example,
ethanol in water – are operated in high-pressure countercurrent columns that are
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equipped with sieve plates or structured packing or even filling bodies in order to
obtain thin falling films with low mass transfer resistance and high mass transfer
area. These high-pressure columns are used for both the separation of distinct
components from a liquid mixture by extraction and the regeneration of the loaded
supercritical fluid by an absorption fluid (Figure 8.17). Generally, supercritical
processing of liquids enables continuous operation. Furthermore, the regeneration
of the supercritical solvent by an absorption liquid offers the advantage of an isobaric
process circle. For example, the decaffeinating of concentrated liquid coffee extracts
is possible in a circle containing an extraction column and an absorption tower [35].

Although a continuous and isobaric operated high-pressure column process
seems to be beneficial, no absorption liquid with suitable distribution coefficients
is often available. An incomplete purification of the supercritical fluid leads to
strongly increased solvent to feed ratios. Thus, the extracted components are
separated by pressure reduction or by adsorption like in supercritical processes for
solid material. An example is given in Figure 8.18 for the deacidification of vegetable
oil [36].

With the aim of designing a high-pressure column process, some basic informa-
tion is needed on the following:

. Phase equilibrium: distribution coefficients and selectivity coefficients

. Mass transfer kinetics: mass transfer coefficients and mass transfer areas

. Hydrodynamic behavior of the countercurrent fluid flow: flooding points and
static and dynamic holdup

. Interfacial phenomena: interfacial tension and wetting angles

First, the distribution of the extract component between the feed and the con-
tacting supercritical fluid is given by the phase equilibrium. The distribution
coefficient relates the extract concentration in the supercritical phase to the extract
concentration in the corresponding liquid phase at equilibrium conditions. Distri-
bution coefficients have been evaluated for ternary systems in a broad range of

CO2 + ExtractRefined Feed

Feed

Absorption Liquid + Extract

Absorption
Liquid

CO2

CO2 + Extract CO2

Liquid Fluid Extraction Fluid Liquid Absorption

Figure 8.17 High-pressure column processes with supercritical fluids.
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pressures and temperatures [15, 37, 38]. It is evident that an effective countercurrent
separation requires high distribution coefficients at least greater one.Often the liquid
feed is amixture of various components having a binary solubility in the supercritical
fluid. The design of these processes additionally needs the selectivity coefficient
giving the relation of the concentration of a distinct component to the concentration
of other soluble components from themixture. Although the distribution coefficient
depends on the concentration of the feed solution to be separated, the design of the
minimum solvent to feed ratio is approximately given by the inverse number of the
distribution coefficients. As shown by Treybal [39], this is true when the distribution
coefficient as the slope in a concentration diagram of the corresponding phases is a
constant figure. However, the result is valid for an infinitely high column. Thus, the
design is carried out with a step construction between the equilibrium line and an
operation line using a solvent to feed ratio higher than the minimum value.

Aiming separation of liquidmixtures with supercritical fluids, the governingmass
transfer resistance normally exists in the liquid phase. Furthermore, the solvent-to-
liquid ratios are high. Thus, the favored mode of operation is to run the supercritical
solvent as the continuous phase. The liquid phase forms out thin films, rivulets, and
droplets. The application of usual mass transfer equation Sh ¼ f ðRe; ScÞ as given
in Table 2.6, enables the calculation of mass transfer coefficients. However, in
high-pressure countercurrent columns, one has to consider mutual mass transport,
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Figure 8.18 Pilot plant for the deacidification of vegetable oil in a countercurrent column
process [35]. HE: heat exchanger, BPR: back pressure regulator.
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because the supercritical solvent dissolutes in the liquid changing its material
properties like density and viscosity. The density slightly increases [40] and the
viscosity decreases [41]. Besides the changingmaterial properties of the liquid phase,
the main problem in calculating the rate of mass transfer along the high-pressure
column is caused by an inaccurate knowledge of the mass transfer area between the
liquid and the supercritical phase. The interfacial tension drops down at high
pressures and in consequence the liquid film may become decomposed [42]. The
difficulty in precise calculation ofmass transfer is often overcomeby determining the
product of mass transfer coefficient and mass transfer area with the help of
experimental results. However, the measurement of interfacial tension and contact
angles at high pressures relieves the estimation of the wetted area in a high-pressure
column [42]. Generally, the wetting of oil-based liquid feed mixtures is better
compared with the aqueous liquids (see Figure 2.9). In case of protein-containing
feed mixtures, foam generation may be a risk in separating the liquid from a
supercritical fluid.

The hydrodynamic behavior of the countercurrent flow is of high importance
because of the density difference between the two phases at high pressures.
Thus, with increasing gas density, the risk of flooding the column reveals. In order
to design a safe liquid dynamics of a supercritical countercurrent column process,
Stockfleth [43] developed an equation nondependent on geometrical data that
enabled the prediction of the flooding point.

ffiffiffiffiffi
Fr
p

¼ 0:4222

1þ 1:1457 � ffiffiffiffiffi
W
p

With the Froude number of the gas phase related to the hydraulic diameter of the
column and W as a flow parameter,

Frg ¼ ul
e

� �2 rl
gdhDr

W ¼ ul

ug rl=rg

� �0:5

dh ¼ 4e
as

where

ug is the supercritical gas velocity (m/s)
ul is the liquid film velocity (m/s)
rg is the gas density (kg/m3)
rl is the liquid density (kg/m3)
Dr is the density difference rl�rg
e is the free volume ratio of the column packing
dh is the hydraulic diameter
as is the specific area of filling bodies or structured packing (1/m)
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In addition, the efficiency in the high-pressure separation process depends on the
hydraulic capacity of the column.Besides the solvent to feed ratio, the liquid holdup is
an important figure in order to evaluate the performance of the column packings and
the pressure drop of the fluid flow. Due to the enhanced density of the gas phase, the
influence of buoyancy is high and the knowledge of the dynamic holdup below the
loading point is most important. The dynamic holdup denotes the ratio of the liquid
volume in operation to the bed volume of the packing. It is determined by the total
drainage of the liquid phase from the column after stopping the steady-state fluid
flow. In addition, the static holdup gives the ratio of the remaining volume of the
liquid to the bed volume. Especially for high-pressure countercurrent columns that
are operated with supercritical gases, this ratio is small and of less importance. The
reason is a low amount of liquid adhering to the surfaces of the packings due to low
interfacial tension at high pressures.

hdyn ¼ dynamic liquid flow
bed flow volume

In the high-pressure columns, the density of the supercritical gas has to be
considered. Thus, the dynamic holdup relates to the dimensional numbers of the
Froude number and the Reynolds number of the liquid phase.

hdyn ¼ C1
Frl2

Rel

� �C2

where

Frl ¼ u2l asrl
gDr

Rel ¼ ulrl
glas

Zacchi et al. [36] evaluated in order to find out a reliable relation for the
dynamic holdup. Figure 8.19 demonstrates a linear regression in double logarithmic
scale:

hdyn ¼ 2:72
Fr2l
Rel

� �0:20

The high-pressure spray processes are schematically assembled in Figure 8.20.
These processes using supercritical fluids are of increasing importance for the
following advantages:

. High surface area for heat andmass transfer in countercurrent spray extraction or
two-phase spray extraction. An example is the deoiling of raw lecithin [44].

. Homogeneous precipitation of particles from supercritical solvents (rapid
expansion of supercritical fluids (RESS)). Applications are microparticles for
pharmaceutics [45].
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Figure 8.19 Dynamic holdup of different packings in high-pressure columns [36].
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. Homogeneous precipitation of particles from gas-saturated solutions (particle
generation from saturated solutions (PGSS)). Applications are the powder pro-
duction from molten polymers or fat compounds [46].

. Spray drying of liquid solutions saturated with dense gas and containing high
contentsofdrysubstances(ds).Anexampleistheproductionofinstantproducts [47].

Although continuous processing of liquids is possible, it is restricted to liquids
with low viscosity. Known industrial applications are the caffeine recovery from
corresponding loaded CO2 streams (see Figure 8.10), processing of lipids, and the
recovery of organic solvents from wastewater.

Nevertheless, some supercritical processes for treatment of viscous material have
been developed.

Brunner andPeter [48] comprehensively performed research on liquid/liquidfluid
extraction, using packed columns and adding entrainers to enhance the solubility as
well as to reduce the viscosity. Aparticular problematic case of deoiling of lecithinwas
investigated by Weidner et al. [49].

Stahl et al. [8] developed the so-called high-pressure nozzle extraction. This process
uses a two-phase nozzle with two concentric stainless steel capillaries of different
diameters and fitted into each other, whereas the viscous feed was in the center and
the dense gas in the outer annular space. Intense intermixing is ensured due the high
resulting velocities and thereby caused turbulences. Tests for deoiling of lecithin
performed at 900 bar and 90 �C resulted in light colored uneven structured powder
with a residual content of oil below 3.5 wt%, without bitter substances and carote-
noids. Eggers et al. [50] proposed the extraction of substances from sprayed particles
within a high-pressure vessel and the precipitating of the dissolved substances
afterward in a separator at a reduced pressure.

For viscousmaterials, the viscosity can strongly increase during extraction and due
to lack of mixing substances that are extracted just from the surface, which is
hardened, forms agglomerates, hinders further diffusion, and consequently reduces
the yield. Therefore, the following criteria have to be considered for the high-pressure
extraction of viscous materials:

. The supercritical gas shall have steady and easy access to soluble substances.

. Soluble substances shall have a steadily homogeneous radial distribution within a
thin film.

. Mass transfer shall be increased by short diffusion distances.

. Product agglomerations shall be prevented/destructed.

. The surface shall be as large as possible, renewing itself continuously.

Such requirements were carefully considered by the development of the so-called
thin film extraction (TFE) process [51].

A flow sheet for the design of the prototype pilot plant for the thin film extraction
process is shown in Figure 8.21. The design pressure and temperature are 70MPa
and 150 �C, respectively.

. The extractor is equipped with two separate heating jackets, each with its own
electrical heating circuit.
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. The wiper shaft is fixed with a specific ball bearing at the lower end, insensitive to
dirt and CO2 resistant.

. Above the top end of the wiper, a facility for uniform material distribution is
placed.

. Thewiper is shaped in such away that it forces thefilmdownward on the onehand
and the flow of the dense gas upward along the rolls on the other.

. The wiper is driven via a magnetic clutch and a frequency changer controls the
revolution.

. TheCO2 flow is limited to the roller space only and short path flow is prevented by
specific internals.

. A nozzle is foreseen to take samples.

For the continuous processing of viscous materials or dispersions containing
solids, the new thin film extraction process could be an excellent separation method
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Figure 8.21 TFE pilot unit (Archive Natex).
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and can serve – in cases of heat-sensitive or high-boiling substances in the substrate –
as an alternative solution to short path distillation. If processing compounds with
close vapor pressures andmolecular steamdistillation fails, the TFE process could be
an appropriate solution, because separation depends on differences in polarity of the
substances concerned. Another possible application is, according to the miscibility
gap at applied conditions, the recovery of alcohol- and CO2-soluble fractions from the
extract solutions.

8.4
Future Trends

8.4.1
Drying of Aerogels

Aerogels have already been known for 70 years, but most of them are produced from
inorganic materials like silica or metal oxides. It is also possible to produce aerogels
from cellulosic materials. Aerogels belong to a group ofmaterials with a high porous
structure, a low solid content, and a very low bulk density. Therefore, cellulose, an
easily available and renewable material, was chosen as an interesting candidate for
the production of aerogels [52–54]. After gelation, the aerogel bodies were immersed
in a solvent that is suitable for supercritical drying by means of a solvent change.

The substitution/displacement of solvent molecules located within the solid
matrix by dense CO2 is the basis for drying of highly porous materials. Supercritical
carbon dioxide is not miscible with water, but completely miscible withmost organic
solvents and, therefore, very suitable for such a process. The specific volume of the
CO2–solvent mixture changes when the phase is changed from liquid to gas within
the porous structure. In case part of the liquid remains in the structure, the surface
tension at the solid–liquid interface creates capillary forces that destroy the structure,
that is, delicate structures tend to break up and porous structures collapse.

Supercritical drying is a very delicate process in order to obtain a high-quality
Aerocell with a desired pore structure. Several standard drying procedures were
developed tominimize shrinkage of the samples and to preserve the pore structure of
the wet gels. Static as well as dynamic extraction and a combination of both were
investigated for optimization of the drying process. The solvent concentration in the
CO2 wasmeasured online at the outlet of the separator in order to indicate the end of
the drying process.

Currently, the supercritical drying process is the best solution to avoid such
capillary forces. With the supercritical fluid drying, it is possible to move from the
liquid phase via the supercritical fluid directly to the gas phase without touching the
two-phase area. With optimized drying parameters, capillary forces can be avoided
and nanoporous structures are maintained [55–57].

The supercritical drying process is carried out batchwise (see Figure 8.22). The
material to be dried is inserted into a high-pressure vessel equipped with a quick-
acting closure at the top. The samples are soaked in the organic solvent before the
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extractor is closed. CO2 from a storage vessel is pressurized up to 9MPa–20MPa
(depending on the wet gel and the sample size) and heated up to 40 �C before
entering into the extractor, where the displacement of solvent by CO2 happens. It is
necessary that CO2 and organic solvent are in a homogeneous mixture. After the
drying conditions are reached, the samples remain in the extractor without any CO2

flow and the CO2 can penetrate into the samples. After a certain time, CO2 and the
organic solvent form a homogeneous supercritical mixture inside and outside the
samples.

It is extremely important that any surface tension between the organic solvent,
CO2, and the samples is avoided at any time during the whole process. Afterward the
CO2flow is started again, which dilutes the organic solvent–CO2mixture. The loaded
CO2 leaving the extractor is depressurized in order to separate the organic solvent
from the now gaseous CO2. The CO2 flow is maintained until the organic solvent is
completely removed from the samples. In the final step, the extractor is depressur-
ized to atmospheric pressure according to a certain pressure–time gradient. After
opening of the extractor, the dried material can be unloaded.

8.4.2
Treating of Microorganisms

For the treatment of microorganisms, high-pressure technology offers two different
processes:

Hydrostatic high-pressure process up to 4000 bar, which is discussed in Chapter 9.
And as an alternative, microorganisms are processed with supercritical fluids.

The idea to use CO2 as the supercritical fluid for inactivation of bacteria is already
quite old. Thefirstmore successful results were published in 1987 [58] describing the

Figure 8.22 Flow sheet of an supercritical aerogel drying process.
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treatment of Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Baker�s yeast, and spores of
Aspergillus niger in a batch equipment at operation pressures up to 20MPa and at
35 �C. The publication showed a sufficient reduction of microbes by many orders of
magnitude not only for yeasts but also for spores.Wei et al. [59] published interesting
results about microbial inactivation by treating pathogenic microbes in pure water at
different operating pressures. Since this time, the important role of water has been
recognized and the best results can be reached if the microbes are in an aqueous
solution.

It was found that bacterial inactivation is achieved by CO2 adsorption in the liquid
phase, although the detailed procedure of the inactivation is not clear.

Finally, the intensive investigations in the past 10 years led supercritical CO2

treatment of food to a promising stage by achieving cold pasteurization and/or
sterilization of liquids. Now much more knowledge about the mechanisms of
microbial inactivation is available.

Some hypotheses explain the peculiar action of CO2 on microorganisms [60, 61].
In brief, dense CO2 is claimed to cause the following:

. Cytoplasmatic pH decrease (acidification)

. Explosive cell rupture due to high internal pressure under pressure reduction

. Modification of cell membrane and extraction of cell wall lipids

. Inactivation of key enzymes for cell metabolism

. Extraction of intracellular substances

In summary, supercritical CO2 treatment seems to be optimal for aqueous
solutions, especially for fruit juices and vitamin-containing liquids. As liquids are
mainly processed at moderate pressure, a continuous CO2-operated plant for
industrial use is possible.

8.4.3
Use of Supercritical Fluids for the Generation of Renewable Energy

Microalgae contain lipids and fatty acids as membrane components, storage pro-
ducts, metabolites, and sources of energy. Algae fatty acids and oils have a range of
potential applications. Algal oils possess characteristics similar to those of fish and
vegetable oils, and can thus be considered as potential substitutes for the products of
fossil oil [62].

Direct extraction of microalgae lipids appears to be a more efficient methodology
for obtaining energy from these organisms than the fermentation of algal biomass to
produce either methane or ethanol. The lipid and fatty acid contents of microalgae
vary in accordance with culture conditions.

As microalgae are growing very fast and harvesting can be done every few days,
they are a very significant rawmaterial for the production of different products, such
as astaxanthine, carotenoids, lipids for bulk chemicals or biodiesel, protein for animal
food, raw material for biogas production, and finally as natural process to convert
carbon dioxide to oxygen by means of sun energy.
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8.4.4
Gas-Assisted High-Pressure Extraction

Besides the attempts to generate polymer foams from CO2-loaded melts [6], some
other possible applications of gas-assisted processes are currently under investiga-
tion. Recently, processes that use the solubility of liquids for supercritical fluids are of
increasing interest. The common background of these processes is the beneficial
changes of thermophysical liquid data by dissolving of supercritical fluids (see
Chapter 2). As such interfacial tension and dynamic viscosity drop improving the
flowability and especially the drainage of liquids through porous systems. In
consequence, the pressure drop decreases and the accessibility of the liquids under
pressure to narrow capillary systems increases. For example, high-pressure fluids
assist the enhanced recovery of oil and gas from the partial exhausted reservoirs [7],
see Chapter 7, by reducing the wetting forces of the remaining oil in capillary
systems. Another promising process is the gas-assisted pressing (GAP) [63, 64] of
oilseed. A continuously working cage screw press is equipped with high-pressure
nozzles injecting liquid or supercritical carbon dioxide into the compressed solid
matter at distinct positions along the axis of the press (Figure 8.23).

There are some simulated running effects of liquid injection: dissolution of CO2 in
oil, enhanced specific volume of the CO2-loaded oil, and displacing of oil by CO2.
These effects elucidate diverse benefits: first, the oil yield increases, and the
temperatures of the drained oil and even of the deoiled press cake drop down by
the Joule–Thompson effect of the rapid degassing CO2. Thus, the quality of both the
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oil and the protein-containing press cake will be improved by a reduced thermal
impact. Similarly, a new gas-assisted process has been introduced aiming at cleaning
the very small channels and ducts in turbine blades [65]. These channels, needed for
inner cooling of the turbine blades, have to be deliberated from wax fillings that
protect the surfaces after the manufacturing process. The gas-assisted cleaning
process injects periodically supercritical CO2 into the small channels. Dissolution of
CO2 and displacement of wax content are pushed out of the channels. A further gas-
assisted process is the cleaning of textiles with a mixture of supercritical CO2 and
some interfacial active agents [66]. The low viscous fluid flow dissolves in lipid-based
impurities and it lowers the adhesion of the dirty components at the textile surfaces.
At the end, the disturbing particles are flushed away by the dense fluid. Other
applications like absorption of supercritical fluids in ionic liquids are getting
increasing interest. Also, the breaking of emulsion systems bymeans of supercritical
fluids reveals successful steps [67]. Obviously, the development of new processes
using supercritical fluids is by far not at its end.
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9
Impact of High-Pressure on Enzymes
Leszek Kulisiewicz, Andreas Wierschem, Cornelia Rauh, and Antonio Delgado

9.1
Introduction

Many proteins are enzymes that catalyze various biochemical reactions. Enzymes are
naturally present in foods. Some cause unwanted processes leading to deterioration
of food quality, changing the taste, appearance, aroma, and so on [1–3]. Hence,
besides reduction of viablemicroorganisms, inactivation of unwanted enzymes is the
primary role of food preservation. Inactivation of microorganisms and enzymes is
most commonly carried out by means of thermal processing, which, along with
beneficial improvement of food safety and shelf life, often entails significant losses in
nutritional and organoleptic properties of the products. Therefore, innovative
technologies are of interest, which provide pasteurization with minimum deterio-
ration of food quality. In the last two decades, high-pressure processing (HPP) is
being considered as an alternative to thermal treatment [1–13]. Nowadays, the effect
of pressures up to around 1GPa is studied, although industrial equipment is usually
operated at somewhat lower pressure levels [4, 14].

The feature of pressure treatment that has attracted the attention of food technol-
ogists is the ability to kill pathogenic microorganisms, even at low temperatures.
Bacteria, yeasts, moulds, and viruses can be inactivated by means of high-pressure
treatment [4, 5, 8]. Obviously, the process parameters, such as pressure and
temperature level, rate of pressure change, treatment time, mode of pressurization
(single or repeated cycles), influence inactivation. This kind of �cold pasteurization�
allows retention of heat-sensitive nutrients, flavor, and color. Besides reduction of
viablemicroorganism cells, high pressure enables destabilization and inactivation of
certain enzymes present in foods [1–7]. In this way, the stability and shelf life of the
product can be extended and unwanted changes in taste or appearance catalyzed by
enzymes can be avoided. However, the reactions of particular enzymes to pressure
treatment are diverse. Besides the process parameters, they also depend on the
physicochemistry of the environment [1–3]. Enzymes, being proteins, undergo
pressure-induced disruption of the sensitive equilibrium between the molecular
interactionsstabilizing thenative three-dimensionalproteinstructure.Thiscanresult
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in unfolding, denaturation, aggregation, or gelification [7, 10–12]. Enzymatic activity
of proteinsmay increase or decrease due to change of conformation and functionality.
The change may be complete or partial, reversible or irreversible [1–3, 15].

If the processing goal is the enhancement of the food product�s shelf stability, the
desired effect is usually the irreversible inactivation of the quality-deteriorating
enzymes. However, pressure can also be applied to enhance the action of
enzymes [2–16]. Pressure-tolerant enzymes are required, for example, in the area
of enzyme-catalyzed synthesis involving organic or volatile solvents. Increase of
pressure leads to increase of the boiling point of organic solvents and so allows high-
efficiency enzyme-catalyzed synthesis of, for example, drugs and flavors at elevated
temperatures and pressures [16]. Furthermore, pressure can influence the enantios-
electivity of enzymes, that is, their ability to catalyze asymmetric synthesis of chiral
substances, which is of high importance particularly in pharmaceutical
industry [17–19].

Hence, enzyme activity is not always unwanted. On the contrary, many industrial
applications of enzymatic catalysts are known, including food processing (e.g.,
brewing, dairy, and starch industry) and chemical and pharmaceutical indus-
try [9, 16–20]. However, this chapter is focused on the case of high-pressure
processing of foods aimed at the prolongation of shelf life. Hence, the emphasis
is placed on the inactivation of enzymes related to quality of food products.

9.2
Influence of Pressure on Biomatter

The enzymatic activity depends, among other factors, not only on the chemical
environment, for example, pH value, water content, and presence of salts and
sugars [2, 21–23], but also on the thermodynamic state given by temperature and
pressure. Obviously, a change in pressure leads to shift of the equilibrium of the
system. The effect of pressure on biomatter is governed by Le Chatelier�s principle,
which predicts that pressure increase shifts equilibrium toward the state occupying a
smaller volume. In other words, processes associated with a negative change in
volume are favored by pressure application. This behavior can be quantitatively
described by Eq. (9.1) provided by Planck:

q ln K
qP

� �
T

¼ �DV
RT

ð9:1Þ

In this expression, K is the equilibrium constant for a given chemical equilibrium
and the reaction volume DV is the difference between the volumes of the final and
initial states in any particular process, for example, due to a change in molecule
packing, electrostatic action of charges, solvation, and hydration effects. From
Eq. (9.1), it is clear that the sign of the reaction volume DV imposes the direction
of equilibrium shifts induced by pressure. If DV is negative, the equilibrium shifts
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toward the transformed state; if DV is positive, the equilibrium shifts toward the
initial state. Accordingly, for DV¼ 0, pressure does not influence the reaction
equilibrium [10, 11, 24].

Similarly, pressure influences the rate of reactions, accelerating reactions with
negative activation volume DV# and decelerating reactions with positive activation
volume, according to Eq. (9.2):

q ln k
qP

� �
T

¼ �DV#

RT
ð9:2Þ

where k is the rate constant. An overview of the activation volumes of various organic
reactions is provided by van Eldik et al. [25].

These principles allow a fundamental understanding of pressure effects on
biomolecules such as enzymes. Enzymes are stabilized by interactions such as
covalent, electrostatic, hydrophobic, and hydrogen bonds involved at different
structure levels. The key to explaining the overall effect of pressure on any particular
macromolecule is the combination of the changes in all bonds. These changes are
governed by the volumes of formation or breaking of the interactions [10, 11, 24].

Covalent bonds are strong intramolecular interactions due to sharing of electron
pairs between atoms. The bond energy is very high (on the order of several
hundreds of kiloJoule/mole), whereas the reaction volume DV for the exchanges
in bonds or bond angle changes is close to zero [24]. Therefore, covalent bonds are
generally pressure insensitive, at least up to pressures of 1–1.5GPa [10, 11].
Electrostatic interactions are caused by Coulomb forces acting on charged ions.
Formation of an ion in aqueous solution results in electrostriction, that is,
compression of the nearby water dipoles due to action of the ion�s electrostatic
field. Dissociation of a neutral molecule into two ions results in volume decrease
DV on the order of�20ml/mol [10, 11]. Thus, according to Le Chatelier�s principle,
electrostatic bonds in biomolecules become weaker at high pressures, while
ionization is a process promoted by pressure. This is the explanation for the
pressure-induced decrease in the pH value of water and aqueous solutions, which is
due to dissociation of water molecules. A pressure increase from ambient condi-
tions to 100MPa shifts the pH value of water by 0.3 [24]. Similarly, the pH value of
acids decreases with pressure, for example, by about 0.2 per 100MPa for acetic acid
and 0.4 per 100MPa for phosphoric acid [26]. Hydrogen bonds are interactions
involving a hydrogen atom bonded to an electronegative atom and attracted by
another electronegative atom. Formation of hydrogen bonds in biomolecules is
accompanied by small or vanishing values of reaction volume DV, which may be
positive or negative [24, 25]. Masson and Tonello [27] report on reaction volumes in
the range of �4 to 1ml/mol. Accordingly, some studies [10, 11, 26] indicate that
hydrogen bonds are slightly stabilized by high pressure, while others show the
opposite result [24, 28]. Finally, hydrophobic interactions arise due to repelling of
hydrophobic groups from the bulk of the water. The formation of hydrophobic
contacts requires a positive reaction volume DV in the range of approximately
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1–20ml/mol, depending on the system [11]. Therefore, hydrophobic contacts are
disfavored at elevated pressures. However, exposure of hydrophobic groups to water
leads to generation of a hydrophobic solvation layer that is assumed to be more
densely packed than that generated when exposed to the bulk water [29]. Hence, the
exposure of hydrophobic residues occurring, for example, during the unfolding of
globular proteins is favored by pressure increase [24].

Enzymes are generally globular proteins fold into a three-dimensional structure,
which is considered at four levels [9, 12]. The primary structure is given by the
sequence of amino acid residues connected by covalent peptide bonds. The secondary
structure refers to regularly repeating ordered configurations of local segments of the
protein molecule, for example, a-helices and b-sheets, which are stabilized by
hydrogenbonds. The remaining parts of themolecular chain generally adopt random
coil conformations. The tertiary structure is the overall shape of a single protein
molecule defined through the spatial relationship of the secondary structures to one
another. The tertiary structure is stabilized by a combination of hydrogen bonds,
electrostatic interactions, and covalent disulfide bonds and also through formation of
a hydrophobic core [9, 12]. Globular proteins have a roughly spherical shape, often
with a hydrophobic core due to complex fold of the molecular chain. The quaternary
structure is the arrangement of oligomeric complexes involving more than one
protein subunit. Protein complexes or aggregates are stabilized by noncovalent and
disulfide bonds [9, 12, 24].

Depending on the kind of interactions bonding the structure element of a protein
molecule, pressure increase leads to its stabilization or destabilization. The covalent
bonds interconnecting the primary structure of proteins are not influenced by
pressure [10, 12, 24]. Hence, the sequence of amino acids does not change due to
pressure treatment. However, as discussed above, noncovalent bonds undergo
significant changes leading to reversible and irreversible modifications of the
secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structures [11]. Generally, macroscopically
observed denaturation of proteins can be described with a characteristic elliptic
diagram in the pressure–temperature domain [9, 12, 20], shown schematically in
Figure 9.1. The native conformation is found in a limited range of pressure and
temperature and exceeding the limit values leads to denaturation. Irreversible
denaturation is preceded by an intermediate state of reversible unfolding [12, 16].
Hence, at low temperatures (point A in Figure 9.1), pressure-induced denaturation
already takes place at relatively low pressures, whereas moderate pressures lead to
increased stability of proteins against thermal denaturation (point B in Figure 9.1).

However, the elliptic phase diagram can be observed only for proteins in solution.
If the water content is low and proteins are in dry state, their pressure stability is
significantly increased [12]. This appears to be related to the decreased mobility and
flexibility of enzyme molecules at low water content that prevents unfolding and
denaturation [2]. Furthermore, also the pH value influences the protein�s behavior.
Zipp and Kauzmann [30] studied pressure–temperature denaturation of myoglobin
in a wide pH range and observed decreased stability of the protein at extreme pH
values. Hence, the size of the ellipse shown in Figure 9.1 is reduced at very high and
very low pH [12].
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9.3
Influence of Pressure on the Kinetics of Enzyme Inactivation

Generally, the structure of enzyme molecules and their function can be correlated.
Denaturation leads to changes at the active site, resulting in loss of the catalytic
activity [2, 31]. Experimental observations appear to confirm this prediction. Based on
themeasurements of the kinetics of enzyme denaturation, isokineticity curves can be
drawn by connecting the points with the same denaturation rate constants in the p–T
domain. As a result, isokineticity curves with a shape similar to the elliptic phase
diagram (see Figure 9.1) are obtained [1–4, 12, 20]. It is then possible that the increase
of temperature stabilizes enzymes against pressure-induced inactivation (left from
point C in Figure 9.1) or destabilizes it against pressure (right from point C in
Figure 9.1), depending on the initial temperature of the process and location of the
isokineticity–ellipse of the particular enzyme relative to the temperature and pres-
sure axes. In the sameway, pressure increase can enhance enzyme activity at elevated
temperatures (down frompoint B in Figure 9.1) or reduce its activity (up frompoint B
in Figure 9.1).

The temperature–pressure-induced inactivation can be described by a general nth
order scheme [2, 30]:

N !krev I�!kir D ð9:3Þ

where N, I, and D denote the native, intermediate (reversibly unfolded), and
denatured states of the enzyme, respectively. The measured apparent rate constant
k can be expressed in terms of the rate constants for the respective reversible and
irreversible denaturation steps krev and kir [2] as
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Figure 9.1 Schematic representation of the elliptic phase diagram of proteins in pressure–
temperature domain.
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k ¼ kir
1þ krev

ð9:4Þ

At sufficiently high temperatures and pressures, concentration of the native form
is much smaller than that of the reversibly unfolded intermediate form and krev� 1
(compare with Figure 9.1). Hence, the influence of the reversible unfolding equi-
librium constant krev is negligible and k¼ kir [2, 32].

In fact, enzyme inactivation often appears to followfirst-order kinetics according to
a scheme:

N�!k D ð9:5Þ

The first-order kinetics was observed to be suitable for description of inactiva-
tion of Bacillus subtilis a-amylase [33], lipoxygenase from green pea, green bean
and soy bean [34–37], polyphenoloxydase from avocado, white grapes, strawber-
ry [38–40], polygalacturonase from tomato [41], peroxidase from strawberry [42],
and plasmin and alkaline phosphatase from bovine milk [43, 44]. This happens
independent of the fact that the inactivation itself is a complex process involving a
number of steps and possibly more than one molecule [45]. In case of first-order
kinetics (n¼ 1), the general model describing the decrease of enzyme activity A as
a function of time t

dA
dt

� �
¼ �k �An ð9:6Þ

can be transformed to

A ¼ A0 exp ð�k � tÞ ð9:7Þ

where A0 is the initial enzyme activity [2]. Alternatively, the inactivation process can
be expressed in terms of thermal death time [46] or pressure death time [47, 48] with
the observed decimal reduction time D ¼ 1=k ln ð10Þ defined as the time needed to
reduce the initial enzyme activity to 10%of its original value at a given temperature or
pressure [2]:

A ¼ A0 � 10�t=D ð9:8Þ

Nevertheless, inactivation of enzymes is a process involving several events, as
mentioned above. Therefore, simple first-order inactivation kinetics is rather a
simplification that cannot be expected sufficient in all cases. For example, Buckow
and coworkers report on kinetics order of 1.4 for b-amylase from barley [49], 1.6 for
b-glucanase from barley [50], 2.1 for a-amylase from barley [51], and 2.2 for
polyphenoloxidase from apple [52] and Rademacher and Hinrichs [53] found
inactivation kinetics order of 1.5 for alkaline phosphatase in bovine milk.

Furthermore, the kinetics of inactivation processes often shows a biphasic or
multiphasic behavior, which is attributed to occurrence of isozyme fractions with
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different stabilities [2, 20]. It is then convenient to assume a discrete number of
distinct isozymes according to a scheme (here for biphasic case):

NS $ IS�!kS DS

NL $ IL�!kL DL

ð9:9Þ

with indices S and L referring to the stable and labile isozyme fractions, respectively.
The enzymatic activity can be treated additively:

A ¼ A0S exp ð�kS � tÞþA0L exp ð�kL � tÞ ð9:10Þ
where A0S and A0L are the initial activities of both isozymes. Biphasic kinetic models
of pressure-induced inactivation were proposed, for example, for glucoamylase [54],
lipoxygenase fromtomato [55] andpectinmethylesterase frombanana [56], carrot [57],
grapefruit [58, 59], and orange [47, 59–61].

Also, other alternative models were proposed to explain inactivation behavior. The
consecutive step model refers to a number of intermediate steps in the overall
inactivation

N ! I�!k1 D1�!k2 D2�!D ð9:11Þ
due to respective irreversible (first-order) reaction steps of conversion of the native
enzyme to intermediate conformations with reduced activity [2].

Another model, the fractional conversion model, [2, 3], can be applied to describe
the presence of residual active enzyme fraction resistant to pressure/temperature
treatment in addition to a fraction following a first-order inactivation according to

NþRF ! IþRF�!k D ð9:12Þ
where RF denotes the fraction resistant to the treatment.

The temperature andpressure dependency of the inactivation rate constants canbe
described, respectively, by means of Arrhenius equation at constant pressure

k ¼ kT0 exp
�E#

R
1
T
� 1
T0

� �� �
ð9:13Þ

and Eyring equation at constant temperature [2]:

k ¼ kp0 exp
�V#

RT
p�p0ð Þ

� �
ð9:14Þ

The inactivation rate constants at reference temperature T0 and pressure p0 are
given by kT0 and kp0 , respectively. E

# is the activation energy and V# is the activation
volume, both derived from the corresponding slopes of the semilogarithmic plots [2].
Alternatively, for the first-order kinetics, the thermal death time and pressure death
time approach can be applied (compare with Eq. (9.8)) with DT0 and Dp0 respectively
being the decimal reduction times at reference temperature and pressure [2, 46–48].

D ¼ DT0 � 10ðT0�TÞ=zT ð9:15Þ
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D ¼ Dp0 � 10ðp0�pÞ=zp ð9:16Þ

The values zTand zp are the temperature and pressure increase necessary to obtain
a reductionof the decimal reduction time to 10%of its initial level and are determined
from the negative reciprocal slopes of the semilogarithmic plots of D as function of
temperature or pressure, respectively [2].

In an attempt to developmathematicalmodels describing the combined pressure–
temperature dependency of the inactivation rate constants in (9.13) and (9.14) or
decimal reduction times in (9.15) and (9.16), the kinetics of enzyme inactivation is
measured experimentally. The experimental conditions are aimed at isobaric and
isothermal cases, which are not straightforward as discussed in the next section. The
models usually require the dependencies on pressure and temperature of the
parameters kT0 , kp0 , E

#, V#, DT0 , Dp0 , zT, and zp (see (9.13)–(9.16) [34–37, 61–63].
The suitable functions (e.g., polynomial, exponential, and potential) are usually
determined by curvefitting. The clear disadvantage of this semiempirical approach is
that the resulting model equations are valid only in the experimentally verified
pressure and temperature ranges. Extrapolation from the experimentally studied
domain is usually not possible [2].Model formula describing the combinedpressure–
temperature impact on the kinetics of inactivation of particular enzymes can be
found in databases dedicated to this issue [1, 2, 20]. In particular cases (e.g.,B. subtilis
a-amylase), the data on the pressure–temperature behavior of enzymes are suffi-
ciently precise to enable application of these enzymes (in combination with suitable
solvent) as pressure–temperature–time integrating indicators for control of the
impact of pressure–temperature treatment [64, 65].

Essential factors in inactivation behavior are the origin of the enzyme and the
milieu conditions (liquid solvent, juice, puree, and solid tissue). For example,
threshold pressure for inactivation of pectinmethylesterase has been shown to vary
from 150 to 1200MPa, depending on the source and the medium in which the
treatment is carried out [47, 59, 66–70]. Pressure treatment can cause some damage
to cell structure, for example, by influencing membrane functions, which in turn
would cause release and contact of enzyme and its substrate. As a result, apparent
activation of the catalytic activity can be observed, like in the case of polyphenolox-
idase [71]. Obviously, the catalytic activity of enzymes depends not only on the state of
the enzymes itself but also on the impact of pressure on the catalyzed reaction,
particularly the sign and magnitude of reaction volume [16, 49, 50, 72]. It has been
shown that enzymatic reactions can be reduced or enhanced [73–75], for example,
due to alteration of the rate-limiting structures of the substrate molecules, confor-
mational change, or gelatinization [72].

9.4
Technological Aspects

As already stated, the inactivation of enzymes depends not only on the hydrostatic
pressure but also on a number of other parameters such as pressure-holding time,
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temperature, pH value, and other interactions with the ambient media. These
dependencies may influence significantly the result in industrial applications.
Heterogeneous distribution of temperature or pH value may induce nonuniform
spatiotemporal enzyme inactivation, which is an undesired effect, since it results in
over- and underprocessed fractions.

Industrial inactivation is generally carried out as a batch process. The treated food
is often packaged and then placed into an autoclave made from steel. After filling the
autoclave with a liquid, generally water, which serves as a pressure-transmitting
medium, the autoclave is pressurized. Subsequently, the process continues with a
phase of constant high-pressure or periodic pressure cycles. Finally, the pressure is
released, the product is recovered, and a new treatment may start.

As shown by Delgado andHartmann, the high-pressure treatment in autoclaves is
intrinsically an inhomogeneous process [76]. This is essentially due to the heating
caused by compression. For an adiabatic process, this reads

qTad

qp
¼ ap

rcp
T ð9:17Þ

where T, p, aP, r, cP, and the subscript ad indicate temperature, pressure, isobaric
thermal expansion coefficient, density, specific heat capacity and adiabatic process,
respectively. Since aP, r, and cP are material parameters, the temperature increase
differs for the materials involved. This has far-reaching consequences. The filled
pressure vessel represents a nonuniform system consisting of pressure-transmitting
medium, steel vessel wall, product, and packagingmaterial. Hence, a heterogeneous
temperature field can arise in the vessel during pressurizing and pressure-holding
time, despite an initial uniform temperature distribution [77–89]. Subsequently, heat
transfer processes set in. Due to the pressure–temperature dependency of enzyme
inactivation, heterogeneous temperature distributions can influence the uniformity
of the process. This holds even in the basic system consisting of the autoclave and a
pressure-transmitting medium. The temperature increase of the autoclave walls
made from stainless steel is weaker than that of the pressure-transmitting medium;
this creates temperature differences between the container walls and the pressure-
transmitting liquid [13]. Heat conduction through the container walls cools down the
neighboring liquid and causes thermal heterogeneities within the vessel, as has been
pointed out by Delgado and Hartmann [76].

Various groups have studied velocity fields and temperature distributions in the
pressure-transmitting medium in the autoclaves [76, 87, 90–95]. Delgado and
Hartmann could show numerically that the horizontal temperature gradient yields
an unstable density configuration in the neighborhood of the cool sidewalls [76]. Due
to gravity, the cooler liquid flows downward in the vicinity of the sidewalls. In large
industrial containers, this results in a hydrodynamic boundary layer [92]. The
maximum down-flow velocity in such a case as determined numerically is shown
in Figure 9.2. Rauh [92] showed that in water and water–saccharose solutions, the
corresponding thermal boundary layer is thinner than the hydrodynamic one.
Hence, hotter liquid close to the cool near-wall liquid is also dragged downward,
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seen as hot fingers in the lower part of the insets depicted in Figure 9.2. As time
proceeds during pressure holding, the same figure shows that natural convection
produces a stable temperature and density stratification in the pressure vessel. Traces
of the stratification may remain even after pressure release [92].

While the cold container bottom yields a stably stratified configuration right from
the start, the unstable density stratification at the cool top of the container may result
in a Rayleigh–B�enard instability [93]. In the third and fourth inset of Figure 9.2, the
instability is observed as cold liquid draining down from the top into the bulk.

Besides natural convection during pressure holding, forced convection may also
arise during the pressure ramp. In systems where pressurizing is achieved by
injection of pressure-transmitting liquid through a tube into the vessel, the incoming
liquid is usually colder than that in the vessel [96]. Because of higher contact area, the
heat transfer between inflowing liquid and piping is more efficient than in the
autoclave. Here, a free jet enters the vessel with high flow velocities and induced
thermal heterogeneities can be large. Hartmann [81] and Hartmann and coworkers
showed the strong effect of the forced convection on the temperature and on the
velocity field in the vessel [90, 94, 97]. Recently, Song et al. gave evidence of turbulent

Figure 9.2 Maximum velocity in a cylinder–
piston system as a function of time during
pressure treatment. Triangles, squares, and
diamonds indicate the use of water and water–
saccharose solutions with a mass fraction of

0.25 and 0.5, respectively. For selected time
instances, the distribution of the temperature
increase in the autoclave is visualized in the
insets underneath the diagram [92].
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inflow and relaminarization in liquids with sufficiently strong pressure dependence
of the viscosity [98–100].

Forced and natural convection enhance heat transfer through the container walls
and a temperature decrease in the bulk. As shown in Figure 9.2, the intensity of the
convection strongly depends on the viscosity of the pressure-transmitting liquid,
which increases with the saccharose concentration. The effect of viscosity has been
further studied in detail by Hartmann et al. [94], Baars et al. [95], and Hartmann and
Delgado [97]. Rauh et al. showed that natural convection could be suppressed in
pressure-transmitting liquids of sufficiently high viscosity, as illustrated in
Figure 9.3 [101].

To validate the numerical results, Delgado and coworkers also studied the
temperature field experimentally. They showed that numerical and experimental
results coincidewithinmeasurement uncertainty, as indicated in Figure 9.4.Detailed
information about the two-dimensional temperature and velocity fields inside the
autoclave has been obtained by using liquid crystals as temperature indicators in a
particle image velocimeter [86, 87, 102, 103]. The liquid crystals color code the local
temperature. Figure 9.5 shows the stratification of the temperature field in the
autoclave, where blue indicates higher and red the lower temperatures, respectively.

The aforementioned heterogeneous temperature field in the autoclave and its
temporal evolution may significantly affect the inactivation process of enzymes. For
enzymes diluted in pressure-transmitting media, Rauh et al. have numerically
studied inactivation and its heterogeneity in the presence of the spatiotemporal

Figure 9.3 Comparison of the temperature fields at the end of the pressure-holding phase in water
(left) and in a model liquid with the same material parameters as water except for a 20 000 times
higher viscosity [101].
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temperature field [101]. For this purpose, they modeled the inactivation kinetics of
several enzymes in water as a first-order reaction:

qA
qt
þ v* � rA ¼ �kp 1það ÞA ð9:18Þ

Here, A and v* indicate the enzyme activity and the local velocity of the liquid
medium, respectively. As shown, they split the inactivation rate into a pressure-
sensitive one for the given starting temperature kp and a temperature-sensitive one at
high static pressure a [95].

Figure 9.6 shows showcases of different outcomes for the enzyme activity at the
end of the pressure-holding phase. At a starting temperature of 293.15K, the activity
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Figure 9.4 Comparison of numerical and experimental results for the temperature at a certain
location in the pressure chamber [97].

Figure 9.5 Temperature stratification in the autoclave as visualized by liquid crystal thermometry.
Blue indicates higher and red lower temperatures, respectively [87].
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of polyphenoloxidase from avocadomodeled according to Ref. [38] is rather pressure
insensitive. Lipoxygenase [104], on the other hand, reacts sensitively to the high-
pressure treatment. Due to the temperature sensitivity, the inactivation is hetero-
geneous, reflecting roughly the footprint of the temperature stratification in the
autoclave. In this particular case, the inactivation process is more efficient at lower
temperature.

At higher temperatures, the pressure sensitivities of the inactivation of both
enzymes converge and thermal sensitivity rises [38, 101, 104]. As shown for a
starting temperature of 323.15K in Figure 9.6, both enzymes depict qualitatively
the same activity heterogeneities. Strong deviations between activity and temper-
ature heterogeneities are apparent. Using numerical particle tracking, Kitsu-
bun [105] has shown that the discrepancies between activity and temperature
heterogeneities are due to the convective transport of the enzymes during the
pressure treatment: Enzymes that are at the end of the holding phase in a warm
region may have been during most of the time in rather cold regions with different
inactivation sensitivity. Figure 9.7 shows an example of the sensitivity under initial
conditions for the inactivation of two enzymes even of neighboring enzymes [105].
As a consequence, the enzymes experience varying mechanical and thermal
histories, which originate different inactivation. Kitsubun found variations in the
residual activity of B. subtilis a-amylase in the range of 0.59–0.72. This example
underlines that the actual state depends on the entire treatment history of the
process, as outlined in Ref. [106].

Several authors have studied the role of the heat losses through the container
walls [94, 101, 107, 108]. Hartmann et al. [94] showed that overall inactivation rates of
Bacillus subtillis a-amylase increase with thermal insulation. They point out that this
is due to highermean temperature in the vessel, which favors inactivation. Inhibiting
heat losses through the container walls also reduces effectively thermal and thus

Figure 9.6 Activity of polyphenoloxidase (PPO) and lipoxygenase (LOX) at the end of the pressure-
holding phase. Starting temperature on the left: 293.15 K, on the right: 323.15 K [101].
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inactivation inhomogeneities, as reported by Hartmann et al. [94] and de Heij
et al. [108]. Rauh et al. [101] studied the impact of preheating the container walls
on the temperature of the pressure-transmitting medium after compression and
compared it with the effect of a higher starting temperature and of the suppression
of convection by using a highly viscous liquid. With the preheated wall, they found
a much higher degree of uniformity for the temperature field than with the other
methods. Preheating the walls had also a considerable impact on enzyme in-
activation: For all the enzymes studied, that is, polyphenoloxidase, lipoxygenase,
b-glucanase, and B. subtilis a-amylase, they obtained the highest inactivation uni-
formity and the lowest overall enzyme activity.

The size of the autoclaves may also have a significant effect on the temperature
distribution and hence on inactivation [97, 105, 109].Hartmann andDelgado showed
that overall inactivation rates of B. subtilis a-amylase increase with the container
size [97, 109]. They point out that this is due to the reduced effect of heat losses and
higher mean temperature in the vessel, analogous to thermal insulation of the
container walls. Kitsubun [105] focused on the role of autoclave size on inactivation
heterogeneity. He found that in small vessels, effective heat transfer through the
container walls reduces thermal and thereby activity heterogeneities. On the other
extreme, in large chambers, the heat transfer through the walls is inefficient for the
large bulk volume, which results again in small heterogeneities even without
turbulence mixing. Hence, maximum heterogeneities due to thermal effects are to
occur in midsize containers [105].
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Figure 9.7 Particle tracks of two different enzymes (a) lead to different treatment histories due to
nonuniform temperature fields (b) [105].
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The effect of packaging on thermal heterogeneities and also on inactivation has
been studied by Hartmann et al. [82, 109, 110]. Besides serving as a mechanical
barrier to prevent mixing and large-scale convection, they find, in line with the effect
of the container walls, that the package material serves as a heat barrier. Thus,
elevated temperature levels are maintained through a longer part of the pressure
treatment in better insulating packaging material resulting in lower inactivation
heterogeneity [109, 110]. Nevertheless, Hartmann et al. [82] reported variations of
inactivation efficiency depending on the relative position of the packaging inside the
autoclave (Figure 9.8).

Inhomogeneous inactivation is not restricted to liquids. Due to different com-
pressibility of thematerials, the temperature rise during compression alters with the
material distribution inside the vessel. Under these conditions, heat conduction
inside solids or gels may also result in heterogeneous inactivation. Several authors
have studied the temperature distribution in solid biomatter [79, 91, 104, 111–113].
Denys et al. studied the inactivation of B. subtilis a-amylase immobilized in agar
gel [111]. In the gel matrix, the heterogeneities are due to heat conduction. Similar
results were obtained by the same group for heat conduction problems in other
materials [104]. Taking into account the temperature distribution and convection in
the pressure-transmitting medium, Otero et al. reported considerable thermal
heterogeneities in solid foods. Besides heat conduction, solid food structure may
also shelter its interior from the high pressure applied in the autoclave.Minerich and
Labuza reported on indications of a pressure drop of about 9MPa in ham during
high-pressure processing, which could result in underprocessing the interior of the
product during inactivation [114].

Process timescale is another parameter that affects enzyme heterogeneity. Quasi-
isothermal processing and thus improveduniformity could be achieved in principle in

Figure 9.8 Temperature (a) and inactivation distribution (b) in packaged food [82].
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processes that are either much slower or faster than the heat transfer processes
involved. Slower processes could be achieved, for instance, with slow compression
rates (<0.1MPa/s).However, in this case,process timewouldexceed the timerequired
for industrial throughput [89, 96]. On the other extreme, with pressure ramps on the
order of 60–600MPa/s [115–117], nearly adiabatic conditions canbe achievedwith fast
pressure ramp and release periods in short-time high-pressure processes [101]. For
these processes, Ardia et al. reported enhanced microbial inactivation and product
quality compared to conventional high-pressure processes [115].

The fact that thermal heterogeneities may have strong effects on the process
quality in high-pressure treatment has raised the demand for appropriate quality
indicators. Since enzyme inactivation is sensitive to pressure, temperature, and
process time, Hendrickx and coworkers identified this process as a possible
candidate for these indicators [64, 65]. Using solvent engineering, they were able
to shift the inactivation window in the processing range of interest, thus allowing
a wider dynamic range of the sensor. The detectors may be placed at the position
of lowest impact of a specific treatment to monitor process quality in the
autoclave [65].

9.5
Summary

Pressure is a fundamental state variable. It profoundly influences the thermody-
namic state ofmaterial systems. Obviously, a change in pressure leads to shifting of
the equilibrium of the system. As a result, complex biomolecules, such as enzymes,
exhibit distortion of structure and functionality. Application of pressure treatment
to enzymes may influence their catalytic activity, either increasing or decreasing it
until complete inactivation in regard to the substrate. The pressure-induced change
can be reversible or irreversible, partial or complete. Numerous models in the
form of kinetic equations with parameters fitted to experimental data can be found
in the literature. However, large variability of the enzyme behavior and respective
model equations must be noticed, depending on the origin of the particular
enzyme population and medium in which the pressure–temperature treatment
is carried out.

Nevertheless, information on the influence of time, temperature, and pressure on
the enzyme inactivation given in the form of a kinetic model is not sufficient for
process engineering purposes. In order to investigate the impact of treatment in a
particular technical application, it is necessary to take into account the macroscopic
aspects of the process, such as the heat and mass transport effects, size, and form of
the pressure vessel, product packaging, and the specific boundary and initial
conditions. Inevitable temperature inhomogeneities and convective motion accom-
panying the pressurization result in an inhomogeneous treatment of particular
molecules embedded in liquid or solid product. As a result, the global impact of
pressure on the enzymatic activity depends on the entire treatment history of all
individual molecules.
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10
High Pressure in Renewable Energy Processes
Nicolaus Dahmen and Andrea Kruse

10.1
Introduction

Biomass is presently the fourth largest energy source in the world, representing
about 12% of the world�s consumption of primary energy today, mainly used for
district and home heat production. Unlike the other renewable alternatives for heat
and electricity production, biomass as the only renewable carbon-containing feed-
stock may be increasingly used for the production of chemicals and fuels. Biomass
comprises not only the primary production generated by photosynthesis, but also the
secondary production (zoomass), products derived from biomass (e.g., wood pellets,
biogas, biodiesel, and bioethanol), and the wide range of residues from the different
value chains in food, feed, materials, and energy production. In the context of this
chapter, biomass refers to the broad variety of plant matter, grown from many
different species and a broad variety of biodegradable wastes. The particular material
used should not influence the quality of the end products, but does affect the
processing of the rawmaterial. To treat themultitude of different biomass feedstocks,
conversion technologies are required, which provide a high feed flexibility. This can
be achieved by thermochemical processes such as pyrolysis, gasification, and
hydrothermal reactions. Due to the complexity of these technologies, economic
operation is only reasonable in large-scale facilities. On the other hand, biomass from
agriculture and forestry is distributed over large areas and has to be harvested,
collected, and transported. Therefore, the logistics of biomass supply chains are of
great importance for feasible economical processes.

Supplying the chemical industrywith fuels and rawmaterials, ismainly determined
by the availability of sources of rawmaterials. In the past, coal used to be the source of
rawmaterials. Its disadvantage is that it occurs as a solid and does not have functional
groups for use as a chemical raw material. A way out was the hydrogenation of coal.
Reaction with hydrogen under pressure gave a liquid fuel, which, being a hydrocar-
bon, required large quantities of hydrogen for its preparation. It could be provided by
producing synthesis gas, followed by reaction with water generating hydrogen using
the water gas shift reaction. Basic chemicals could be prepared via the production of
calcium carbide: Its reaction with water as the hydrogen source produced acetylene,
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which is the basic chemical for all coal-based chemical rawmaterials. The rawmaterial
crude oil had two superior advantages:first it is liquid allowing for easier handling and
processing, and second it has amore suitable C–H ratio. Increasingly, also natural gas
is used e.g. in Malaysia or Qatar to produce fuels and chemicals via reforming and
Fischer-Tropsch reaction providing a wide range of hydrocarbon products. The
production of basic chemicals requires functionalization. A typical reaction is chlo-
rination, followed by displacement of chlorine, allowing oxygen-containing groups to
be introduced.

Compared to fossil carbon sources, biomass is �overfunctionalized.� First of all, its
high oxygen content prevents its use as a fuel and as a starting material for the
preparation of basic chemicals. In addition, biomass is a solid that initially is formed
with a high water content and a widely varying composition (Table 10.1). Moreover,
when biomass is to be used on a large industrial scale, logistic problems play an
important role. This is due to the fact that biomass is usually produced periodically
and is distributed over large areas. Its decentralized cultivation structure in rural
areas, its sustained cultivation, and long-term assurance of rawmaterial supply have
to be taken into account.

10.2
Thermochemical Processes

The technologies suitable for fuel conversion of dry biomass are, in principal, same as
those for the conversion of coal, lignite, or peat. This is why the state-of-the-art and
the current development of coal conversion technology will also be mentioned,
insofar as high-pressure processes are used, mainly referring to the comprehensive
work on coal refining edited by Schmalfeld [1]. However, the above-mentioned
special features of biomass must be taken into account when biogenic feedstocks are
used in developing and adapting these processes. The basically possible conversion
processes of these carbon-containing fuels can be generally described by the diagram
shown in Figure 10.1. They result in solid, liquid, and gaseous products of different
grades, which can be used in different ways.

The different process routes, in particular with reference to pressure applications,
will now be described in more detail. Hydrothermal conversion of highly water-
containing biomasses will be described in a different section, due to the special
features of these processes.

Table 10.1 Typical elemental composition of natural gas (type H), crude oil, lignite, black coal, and
lignocellulosic biomass (wood) in % (g/g) on a water and ash free basis.

Element Natural gas Crude oil Lignite Black coal Biomass

C 75–77 85–90 60–75 80–90 50
H 23–25 10–15 4–8 3–6 6–9
O <2 0–1.5 17–34 2.5–10 43
S 0.5–6 0.5–3 0.5–3 <1
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10.2.1
Pyrolysis

Pyrolysis, also referred to as dry or destructive distillation, cracking, or coking, means
the thermochemical decomposition of condensed matter, leaving a solid residue
consisting of char and ashes aswell as generating gaseous and tar-like liquid products.
Product ratio and composition depend not only on the feed material, but also on
temperature (typically between 200 and 500 �C), pressure, and treatment time.

While pyrolysis of coal plays an important role in the production of blast furnace
coke on a large industrial scale (approximately 600 Mt of coal/year), it is of minor
importance for biomass today. Around 50 Mio.t charcoal are used especially in South
America as blast furnace coke.However,modern iron smelting processeswould allow
for substitution of coke by secondary reduction media and fuels produced from
biomass and organic waste. Nonmetallurgical production of carbon is estimated at
18 Mt/year, approximately 600 000 t/year being used as adsorbent with its diverse
applications. The latter is preparedmainly fromcoke, charcoal, andcoconut shell coke.

The effect of pressure on the production of coke and char coal is less pronounced in
terms of the coke yield, but rather onmorphology and activity. Knowledge on pressure
effects is not only important in regard to stand-alone pyrolysis technology, but also in
regard combustion and gasification processes. Generally, pyrolysis includes two
processes: (i) the removal of moisture and volatile substances by breaking weak
bonds and (ii) secondary pyrolysis of the condensed carbon matrix. The trends of
pressure effects on the char yield observed experimentally suggest a competition
between two opposing effects with increasing pressure: (i) pressure inhibits the
release of tars and volatiles and (ii) the increase of heat and mass transfer rates
accelerates the secondary reactions of large molecules in the coal volatiles, causing an
increased weight loss. For the example of Chinese coal, at short residence times
(<1min) the inhibiting effect of the pressure was found to be dominant, resulting in
an increased char yield by 5% when the pressure was raised from 0.1 to 0.7MPa
increasingly suppressing the release of tar and volatiles [2]. At longer residence times
(5–30min), the increased rate of the secondary reaction at elevated pressures became

Solid

Pyrolysis

LiquefactionGasification

OilGas
Synthesis

Gasification

Figure 10.1 Carbon fuel conversion processes for coal and biomass.
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dominant, leading to reduced char yields to nearly the same extent. The secondary
decomposition is enhanced as the pressure prolongs the residence time of the volatile
product inside the particles. Also, at longer residence times, the higher pressures
increase the specific density of the residual solid material. Investigating the influence
of pyrolysis conditions on morphology using different types of biomass, it was found
that increasing the pressure leads to the formation of larger char particles [3]. This
could be due to swelling as well as the formation of particle clusters as a result of
melting and subsequent coagulation of particles. Pyrolysis pressure influenced the
size and the shape of particles through a general increase in void proportion and
decrease in cell wall thickness. Swelling occuredmainly at low pressures, while higher
pressure leads to bubble formation and larger char particle size.

10.2.2
Liquefaction

When producing fuels from coal, its high molecular weight, the low hydrogen
content compared to crude oil, the chemically bound heteroatoms (sulfur, nitrogen,
and oxygen), and inert material, so called ashes, have to be taken into account. In
contrast to the indirect liquefaction via gasification, breaking down the feedstock to
CO and H2 molecules, and subsequently following synthesis by e.g. the Fischer–
Tropsch (FT) process, the direct hydrogenation of coal does not require complete
decomposition of coal. Instead, cracking of the molecular structure occurs with the
take-up of hydrogen and parallel reductive removal of heteroatoms. In Germany,
the two-stage hydrocracking process developed by IG Farben in Germany during the
1920s basing on the pioneerwork of Bergius andPier, coal is converted into a gasoline
type fuel utilizing pressurized hydrogen between 25 and 70MPa at a temperature of
about 480 �C in the presence of a heterogeneous catalyst suspended in a hydroaro-
matic solvent acting as hydrogen donor and heat carrier medium (e.g., tetralin,
naphthalene or phenanthrene). Both, pulverized coal and catalyst, had been sus-
pended in a solvent, acting as additional hydrogendonor andheat carriermedium.As
the solvent, usually hydroaromatics such as tetralin, naphtalin or phenantrere
obtained from the tar fraction after coal gasification, were used. The middle and
light oils produced in the first step of the process are then further were converted in a
fixed bed catalyst to benzene andC1–C4 gases at pressures of up to 30MPa. In 12 large
facilities, applying the IG Farben process, lignite, black coal, and tars were converted
producing about 4Mt/year ofmotor fuels in Germany during the 1940s. At the same
time, only 15% of that amount was produced by the Fischer–Tropsch process. In
1963, the last coal hydrogenation plants were shut down in Germany. In the 1970s,
the project Kohle€ol was launched in Germany, aiming at improving oil liquefaction
technology, in the 200 t/day test facility in Bottrop (DTprocess). The light andmiddle
distillates were transferred to the mineral oil refinery in Gelsenkirchen for further
benzenation. Later, two gas-phase reactors were added to the Bottrop plant within the
IGOR integrated refining concept (at 30MPa, 475�Cand 390–420 �C for liquid-phase
and gas-phase reactions, respectively), leading to a highly efficient integrated coal
conversion process with an overall C5þ yield of>55%, relative to water- and ash-free
feed coal. However, no commercialization followed. Based on feasibility studies with
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Japan, Germany, and the United States recently the Shenhua Group Corp. in China
took the initiative to start the construction of a commercial 5000 t/day plant for
mainly diesel fuel production in the Inner Mongolia.

Also, high-pressure liquefaction of biomass was looked at in developments of the
1970s and later. In coal liquefaction, the addition of hydrogen directly leads to an
increase of theH:C ratio in the products, while only small amounts of hydrogen used
to remove oxygen by water formation. During liquefaction of biomass with its much
higher oxygen content, oxygen has to be removed to a larger extent as water, but also
by CO2 formation. Further treatment with hydrogen eventually leads to the uptake of
hydrogen into the products. In the PERC (Pittsburgh Energy Research Center, USA)
process, cellulosic waste was mashed with recycled pyrolysis oil and treated with
synthesis gas in a tubular reactor at 300–340 �C and pressures of up to 20MPa with
sodium carbonate as the catalyst. At reaction times of 10–30min, around 40–55%
(g/g) oil couldbe recovered alongwith a solid residuebelow1%related towaf biomass.
In the LBL (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, USA) process, the woody biomass was
pretreated by sulfuric acid to increase the degradability of the feed material. The
neutralized, aqueous slurry with a dry matter content of 16–20% (g/g) was then
converted at 17–24MPa and 330–360 �C. The CO of the syngas added to the reaction
converted to via the water gas shift reaction to active hydrogen in statu nascendi, acting
as a radical scavenger and thus suppressing the formation of soot and tar. For both
processes, semi-technical plants were erected and operated in Albany, OR, USA.

At the same time in Germany, liquefaction was tested based on the Bergius–Pier
process for coal conversion by slurry-phase hydrocracking and hydropyrolysis. Here,
theBFH (Bundesforschungsanstalt für Forst- undHolzwirtschaft) (today von Th€unen
Institut - Holzforschung) did pioneering work. In the first process, different types of
biomasswere converted in numerous screening experiments on a lab scale at typically
10MPa and 380 �Cwith a variety of catalysts. Even thoughPdon charcoal turned out to
be the best choice, Mo, Cr, Ni, and Fe had also been tested successfully. Conversion of
lignin led to twice the amount of oil product compared to cellulose and hemicellulose,
namely, 60 and30%, respectively. At best, about 40%yield of light andmiddle distillate
fractions could be obtained, containing about 60% of the biomass input energy. In
addition, up to 5% of solids, an aqueous phase containing water-soluble organic
material, and a gas consisting of mainly CO2 and C1–C4 compounds were produced.
Significant effects of pressure on the product distribution were observed. By increas-
ing the pressure from3 to 13MPa, the char formationwas reduced from about 40% to
below 5%and the total oil yield (including light,middle, and low-boiling components)
was increased from about 23 to 60%. Hydropyrolysis without a cosolvent was
performedunder the sameexperimental conditions as thehydrocracking experiments
described above. Lignin, in particular, resulted in high liquid yields of up to 80% [4].

Alternatively, flash pyrolysis processes were developed for biomass liquefaction as
well [5]. On a water- and ash-free basis, from wood typically 75% liquids (including
25%ofwater), 10%of solid char, and 15%of gases,mainly CO2 andCO, are formed at
500 �Cwith gas retention times of only a few seconds. Several reactor concepts such
as stationary and fluidized fluidized beds, the mechanically agitated rotating cone
and Auger reactors, a well as ablative and vacuumpyrolysis have been carried out and
operated on a semi-technical and pilot scale. For fast pyrolytic treatment of
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lignocellulose at 500 �C the following reaction can be assumed:

C6H9O4
Lignocellulose

! C2:25H2:2O0:35
Char

þ C2:75H3:2O0:75
Condensate

þ 1:55 H2O
Water

þ CH0:5O1:35
Gas

ð10:1Þ

The dark brown and strongly smoke smelling oils are rich in oxygenated compounds,
making them thermally unstable at elevated temperatures, due to condensation
reactions of the numerous functional groups in the molecules. In fact, pyrolysis oils
comprise of 300–400 different chemical compounds. In addition, they exhibit a low
pHvalue of 2–3, due to the substantial amounts of formic and acetic acids contained in
the liquid product. At higher water contents, taking into account the initial water
content of the biomass around, and the typically 15% of water formed during the
pyrolysis reactions, spontaneous separation of the pyrolysis liquids may occur,
forming a tar and an acidic, aqueous phase. When using biomass from fast growing
plants, usually containing substantial amounts of salts and minerals, the gas yield is
increased at the expense of liquid product, due to the catalytically active alkali
components, which increase the degradation of condensable gases. For these reasons,
direct substitution of fossil based fuels by pyrolysis oil presents some obstacles. Prior
to a subsequent use of fast pyrolysis oils, upgrading is required to decrease the oxygen
content mainly by H2O or CO2 formation. Hydrodeoxygenation, hydrogenation, and
catalytic cracking may be suitable treatment processes to obtain fuels of appropriate
quality. The treatment of pyrolysis oilsmay occur according to Figure 10.2 as proposed
by Venderbosch et al. [6]. Bymild hydrotreatment, nearly 75% of the oxygen contained
in the pyrolysis oil is removed according to the following equation:

CH1:47O0:56þ0:40H2Oþ0:386H2!0:742CH1:47O0:11þ0:192CH3:02þ0:685H2O

ð10:2Þ

10.2.3
Gasification

Fuel gases play an important role as energy carriers and for synthetic chemistry. They
can be generated from carbon-containing solid fuels by gasification on a large scale
typically above 700 �C, in which they are converted usually by means of a gasification
agent such as steam, oxygen or air, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide. The conversion of
liquid and gaseous fuel is referred to as reforming. Solid feed materials can be coal,
lignite, peat, biomass, and organic waste; liquid fuels are fractions or residues from
crude oil refining, pyrolysis tars, and oils; gaseous fuels are natural gas or gaseous
by-products with a high enough calorific value. Oxygen is used in less than
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min-hour 
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Hydrodeoxygenation Hydrocracking
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fragments  
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CxHy CxHy
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Figure 10.2 Proposed pathways for a mild hydrotreating of pyrolysis oils according to Ref. [6].
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stoichiometric amounts with so-called lambda values between 0.4 and 0.6. The
produced gas consists of the following target molecules: carbonmonoxide, hydrogen,
and/ormethane. Synthesis gas for chemicals and liquid fuel production, producer gas
for electical power generation, as well as hydrogen or methane (SNG, substitute
natural gas)may be the end products. Besides those combustible components, carbon
dioxide,water, andnitrogenmaybepresent.Dependingon theprocess applied and the
feed material, sulfur-, nitrogen-, and chlorine-containing contaminants, organic
compounds, metal vapors, and particles are carried in the gas, which have to be
removed to the extent required by the subsequent process.

Gasification is an endothermic process. In Figure 10.3, the different variants
concerning heat management at the example of coal gasification are shown. In the
most common autothermal processes, an oxygen-containing gasification agent is
used, providing internal heat supply by partial oxidation in the reactor. During
allothermal gasification, water steam is the gasification agent, while the required heat
is supplied externally. Hydrogenating gasification, using hydrogen as the gasification
agent, but requiring higher pressures of up to 10MPa, leads to gases rich inmethane.

The amount of ash in different types of feed materials varies widely and has a
strong influence on both the type and design of suitable reactors. The melting
behavior of ash is determined by its composition and can give rise to liquid slag
formation during gasification. Reactorsmust therefore be designed to accommodate
such a behavior. This has been accomplishedwith slagging gasifiers, inwhich the ash
components melt in the gasifier, leaving the reactor as a liquid slag. In other cases,
aggregate materials such as kaolin are added, which are incorporated in the ash
matrix and prevented from forming low-melting eutectic mixtures.

Soon after the first application of gasifiers to coal conversion operated at atmo-
spheric pressure, large-scale operation of pressurized gasifiers at pressures between
2.5 and 4.0MPa became state of the art. The advantages motivating their develop-
ment were

. increase in the reaction rate;

. higher specific throughput;

. increased methane yield at low-temperature operation (for SNG production);

. reduction of the gas volume to be treated;

. saving the work of compression for the subsequent use of the gas produced (gas
turbine, methanol, ammonia, Fischer–Tropsch synthesis).

Fuel supply under elevated pressures is effected for solids by lock hopper systems or
pneumatic devices and for liquids and slurries by pumps and screw feeders. The types
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gasification 
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Hydrogenating
gasification 
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Figure 10.3 Classification of gasification processes according to Ref. [1].
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of gasifiers that are operated at elevated pressures will now be described inmore detail
referring to the comprehensive compilation in Ref. [1] and are schematically shown in
Figure 10.4. Typical process characteristics and gas compositions are given in
Table 10.2.

10.2.3.1 Fixed Bed Gasifier
In fixed bed reactors, the feedstock is exposed to the gasifying agent in a packed bed
that slowly moves from the top of the gasifier to the bottom, where the ash or slag is
discharged. By moving through the reactor, the biomass passes through distinct

Figure 10.4 Types of gasification reactors.

Table 10.2 Conversion degrees and product gas composition of coal gasification.

Fixed bed
(countercurrent)

Stationary
fluidized bed

Entrained flow

Feed grain size Coarse
(10�3 to 10�2m)

Fine (10�3m) Dust (<10�4m)

Oxygen demand Low Medium High
Carbon conversion 80–90% 85–95% >95 to >99%
Tar decomposition Little Largely Completely
Examples of syngas composition
(lignite, steam/O2, 2.5 MPa)
in % of volume

10 38 59

38 35 34
13 5 <0.1
39 22 7

Example Lurgi fixed bed High-temperature
Winkler

Siemens fuel
gasification
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zones of drying, pyrolysis, oxidation, and reduction. Usually, the different types of
fixed bed reactors are characterized by the direction of the gas flow through the
reactor and consequently are denoted as updraft, downdraft, and horizontal
(crossdraft) gasifiers. Depending on fuel and product gas application, a multitude
of fixed bed gasifier designs exist. On a small scale, fixed bed reactors are used for
district heat andpowerproductionup to thermal fuel input capacities of 20MWth.Ona
large scale, the updraft pressurized type has been successfully used since decades.
Among all gasification technologies, the Lurgi pressurized fixed bed gasifier is the
economically most successful one. The gas of high calorific value generated by
autothermal countercurrent pressurized gasification, with a water steam/technical
oxygenmixture being the gasification agent, is used for town gas, SNG, and synthesis
gas production for ammonia and FT syntheses as well as being integrated in IGCC
power plants. Today, around 80% of the coal gasification capacities are based on that
process. To study the influence of the operating pressure on the gas yield and
composition, specific performance, and thermal efficiency, a 10MPa coal-fired pilot
plant (Ruhr 100) was constructed and operated between 1979 and 1983. By increasing
the pressure from 3 to 9MPa, themethane yield was improved from 10.3 to 15.5%. At
the same time, the oxygen demand in this plant was reduced by about 12%, due to
the increased exothermicmethane formation. The cold gas efficiency was raised from
70 to 80%. Based on the results, a detailed comparative study for SNGproduction for a
plant design for 3 and 9MPa was performed. Interestingly enough, it turned out that
lower investment costs and thus capital-dependent and maintenance costs are
required for the high-pressure alternative.

10.2.3.2 Fluidized Bed Gasifiers
For the production of synthesis gas for chemical syntheses, fluidized bed gasifiers
with high carbon conversion efficiencies and low yields of tars have been developed.
In fluidized bed gasifiers, fine fuel particles are rapidly mixed and heated, for
example, by hot fluidized sand. Due to the intense mixing, the gasification reactions
cannot be divided into local zones as in the case of fixed bed reactors, but occur
throughout the whole bed, leading to a uniform reaction regime and temperature
distribution. The degree of fluidization can be small (bubbling fluidized bed, BFB) or
high (circulating fluidized bed, CFB). The former reactors, which have a well-defined
interface between the reaction zone of the fluidized bed and the freeboard above the
bed surface, are commonly used because of their robust operation. In a CFB gasifier,
there is no distinct interface between the fluidized sand bed and the freeboard; the
entrained sand and char are recycled back to the gasifier via a cyclone. The carbon
conversion is considerably better than that in BFB gasifiers, but operation is more
complex and less robust.

High-temperature Winkler (HTW) generators exhibit high carbon conversion
efficiencies and a low tar content in the raw syngas. This has been achieved by two
reaction zones in the reactor. In improved BFB zone (ca. 1/3 of reactor length), the
fuel is contacted with the main quantity of gasification agent, a mixture of steam and
oxygen or air. Above the fluidized bed, additional gasification agent is added to
increase the temperature in the post-gasification zone (ca. 2/3 of reactor length) for
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tar decomposition and more complete conversion. HTW syngas generators have
been commercially operated between 1956 and 1997 with feedstock capacities of up
to 30 t/h and at pressures of up to 2.5MPa.

Efficient hydrogenating gasification to produce SNG was demonstrated with coal
in a stationaryfluidized bedgasifier onpilot (7.5 t/h, 8MPa) and semi-technical scales
(300 kg/h of lignite, 10MPa) within the prototype nuclear process heat project (PNP)
in Germany. Helium at high temperatures of about 900 �C, generated in a high-
temperature nuclear reactor (HTR), should be used for steam reforming to provide
hydrogen in the subsequent coal gasification unit. Different types of coal were
converted at around 920 �C to a methane-rich raw gas with a carbon conversion
degree of 65%. Within the same project, steam gasification of coal in an allothermal
BFB reactor was studied on a semi-technical scale plant (230 kg/h). The required
process heat should be generated in the HTR reactor and transferred to the
gasification unit by 1000 �C hot helium, leading to an increased carbon efficiency
of the overall process. In the test facility, electrically heated helium was supplied to a
tube bundle heat exchanger installed in the fluidized bed of the gasification reactor.
Gasification temperature and pressure were 800–850 �C and 4MPa, respectively.

Thefirst pressurizedCFBpilot gasifier for biomass has been operated inV€arnamo,
Sweden. The plant was run between 1996 and 1999 and has been shut down in 2000
after successful operation as a biomass integrated gasification combined cycle
(BIGCC) demonstration plant and a gasifier for combinedheat andpower production
(CHP). The feedstocks used in the plant were different wood fuels, bark, straw, and
waste-derived fuels. Of the total thermal fuel input of 18MW, 6MWel was fed into the
public network and 9MWth was supplied to the district heating network of V€arnamo
during the EU-funded Chrisgas project. In that process dried, comminuted biomass
(e.g., wood chips)was fed by a lockhopper and a screw into the air-blownCFBgasifier.
Hot syngas carried the bedmaterial up into a cyclone; solids returned to the bottomof
the gasifier. Average gasification temperatureswere slightly below 1000 �Cat 1.8MPa
of operating pressure. Reorganized to the V€axj€o V€arnamo Biomass Gasification
Centre (VVBGC), the plant has been rebuilt to produce clean synthesis gas for
chemical syntheses expected to start operation in 2012.

10.2.3.3 Entrained Flow Gasifiers
To provide chemical industries with clean syngas even when using low-rank fuels
such as salt-rich lignite or biomass entrained flow-type gasifiers were developed,
offering many advantages in synthesis gas generation and downstream synthesis:

. tar-free syngas low CH4 content in the syngas,

. high carbon conversion degree,

. adaptability to high pressure downstream processing,

. high thermal fuel capacities in excess of 1 GW, and

. high feed and fuel flexibility accommodating gases, liquids, fine powders, and
slurry feeds.

At the so-called Gaskombinat �Schwarze Pumpe� (Black Pump) aiming at the
utilization and refining of local lignite in East Germany, the GSP-type gasifier was
constructed, specially designed to be fed with local salt lignite. This gasification
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complex with at maximum 36 fixed bed and 2 entrained flow gasifiers ranked second
in the world for coal gasification after the Sasol in South Africa, supplying East
Germany with town gas, briquettes, and many other products derived from lignite.
After German reunification in 1990, lignite for town gas production was substituted
stepwise by natural gas. The gasifier park was restructured to SVZ (Sekund€ar-
Rohstoff Verwertungszentrum) within the Sekund€arrohstoff-Verwertungszentrum
(SVZ) in a way that solid and liquid waste, including solid-containing slurries, could
be converted to syngas for methanol and electricity production in a unique combi-
nation within the gasifier park comprising of six fixed bed gasifiers of 50 MWth each
and a 130 MWth GSP-type entrained flow gasifier, all oxygen blown and run at
2.5MPa for treatment of a mix of lignite and waste (about 500 000 t/year). Sewage
sludge, municipal solid waste, and plastics were fed in addition to lignite used to
balance out the heating value variation resulting from the diversity of wastes.
Different types of mechanical and thermochemical pretreatment processes were
implemented, to make the heterogeneous multitude of feed materials suitable for
gasification. In the Noell conversion process, a rotating kiln pyrolysis was combined
with the GSP gasifier for waste treatment. The gasification of waste instead of its
combustion avoids the undesired formation of dioxins and furans and toxic fly ashes.
The fixed bed gasifiers provided with a rotating grate have been operated below the
ashmelting point (800–1300 �C), while entrained flow gasifiers operate above the ash
melting point of 1200–1600 �C. The thereby formed viscous slag is drained down the
inner wall of a cylindrical cooling screen, thus protecting the reaction chamber from
corrosion and high temperatures. The tar removed from the raw syngas of the fixed
bed gasifierswas completely gasified in the entrainedflowgasifier. At the end of 2007,
the SVZ suspended its gasification activities due to the uneconomic German waste
market. On the mid-term, a reactivation of the gasification facilities is planned.

In theGPS-type pilot plant of the former East German Fuel Institute in Freiberg (3–
5MWth), co-gasificationofcoalpowderandbiomasswas tested.While thecoalparticles
(<0.5mm)were converted in the expectedmanner, the strawparticles (<10mm)were
blown through the reactor and remained partly or completely unconverted. Thus,
pretreatment of biomass prior to entrained flow gasification is required in order to
customize the feedmaterial to theprocess in termsofgasificationbehavior andheating
value. Different options, for example, by applying torrefaction under relatively mild
conditions at around200 �Cand leading to a peat-like solid product, liquefaction, or the
use of slurries of liquid and solid pyrolysis products, can be considered [7].

Combining Shell�s expertise in pressurized oil gasification, developed in the 1950s,
and the Koppers know-how on coal gasification led to a joint development resulting in
the Shell–Koppers coal gasification (later Shell coal gasification process, SCGP). In
this process, powdered coal is cocurrently gasified with water steam and oxygen or air
in the updraft water-cooled reactor. In the first commercially operated gasifier of this
type, integrated into the IGCC plant in Buggenum, the Netherlands, besides coal
alsowaste-derived fuels and biomass are co-fed up to 30% (g/g) in the fuelmix of 2000
t/day. Krupp-Koppers performed an own development on high-pressure gasification
after separating fromShell, resulting in thePrenfloprocess operatedat pressures ofup
to 3MPa. The cooledmembrane wall inside the pressure vessel is equipped with four
radial burners, stabilizing the gasification flame. After pilot plant testing (48 t/day), a
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first plant on a large scale was erected as part of a coal-fired CHP plant in Puertollano,
Spain, making it an IGCC plant of 300 MW of electrical power.

The VEBA VTA process was originally developed for coal gasification, but already
in the development has been tested with other feedstocks such as waste and other
residues, too. Materials that could not be powdered sufficiently were pretreated by
pyrolysis in a rotating kiln reactor. The dry fuel has been fed to the reactor by a twin-
screw extruder, compacting the feed material to the desired gasification pressure.
This technique was expected to be superior to the common use of coal/water slurries
with high water fractions. The fuel paste leaving the screw device was deagglom-
erated prior to gasification by steamand the product cycle gas or nitrogen. The reactor
of the pilot plant (1.5 t/h), erected in Gelsenkirchen, Germany, was designed for
pressures and temperatures of 8MPa and 1600 �C, respectively, and was equipped
with a ceramic refractory lining.

The VEW coal conversion process was developed to act as a pretreatment process
before coal combustion in a highly flexible power plant concept. In the brick-lined
reactor, coal dust, fed by a rotary feeder being less sensitive toward pressure
variations, was subjected to high-speed gasification and partly gasified with air as
the gasification agent. The fuel gas generated has been converted into electricity b a
gas turbine; the residual charwas burned in a conventional boilerwith the gas turbine
flue gas. After testing in the 1 t/h semi-technical plant operated at atmospheric
pressure, the 10 t/h pilot plant (Werne, Germany) was designed for higher pressures
to reduce the gas volume for gas cleaning, to allow for physical gas cleaning
processes, and to avoid gas compression before the gas turbine.

Today, entrained flow gasifiers are a key element of some biomass-to-liquid (BtL)
process developments to produce synthetic fuels from biomass. They are particularly
suited for the inhomogeneous biogenic materials, particularly in termis of ash-rich
feed materials (e.g., wood <1% (g/g), straw 6% (g/g), and rice straw 16% (g/g) on a
waf basis) and changing fuel properties. In BtL processes based on entrained flow
gasifiers, biomass is pretreated in order to increase the calorific heating value,
homogenize the feedmaterial, and convert it into a liquid, slurry, or fine powder easy
to feed for efficient atomization in the gasifier with the gasification agent. In that
respect, the application of entrained flow gasification to biomass depends more on
biomass provision and preparation than on technological issues that of course have
also to be adapted to the biomass-specific fuel properties. All BtL concepts outlined
below may be backbones of future thermochemical biorefineries producing chemi-
cals and biosynfuels plus energy.

In the �black liquor gasification to automotive fuels� (BLGAF) process of Chemrec
AB, Sweden, biomass is added to a pulpmill and converted intomethanol and further
to dimethyl ether (DME) by black liquor gasification. Currently, the black liquor
produced in pulp and paper mills is mainly burned in recovery boilers to recycle the
cooking chemicals and to generate energy. In the DP-1 gasifier, concentrated black
liquor from the evaporator is fed to a 3MPa oxygen-blown black liquor gasifier for
conversion at about 950 �C to raw syngas and recycling the cooking chemicals
resulting from pulping. Raw syngas saturated with moisture at 220 �C is cooled
and scrubbed; this generates steam at medium and low pressures. The synthesis gas
is purified in activated carbon filters and in an amine wash. The H2/CO ratio is
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adjusted to 2 by a water gas shift reactor. The conditioned syngas is compressed from
3 to 6MPa and routed to themethanol/DME synthesis and purification section. This
concept has been realized in 2011 by a consortium around Chemrec within the
BioDMEproject, supported by the EUand the Swedish Energy Agency. Aiming at the
production of 4–5 t/day of DME, applying novel synthesis technology from Haldor
Topsoe, Denmark. Furthermore, a feasibility study of a 70 000 t/year plant has been
conducted. Commercialization of this special technology, is almost certain because of
its low feedstock supply cost and because of the high degree of integration into the
existing infrastructure of pulp and paper biorefineries.

Choren Company located in Freiberg, Germany, developed the Carbo-V process,
which comprises a special entrained flow gasifier operation. The process was first
tested in a 1 MWth atmospheric pressure gasifier in the so-called �a-plant� in
Freiberg. Several tons of synthetic biofuel had been produced so far in downstream
test facilities. A 40 MWth pilot �b-plant� for gasifier operation at 0.4MPa has been
constructed in Freiberg with a design capacity of 15 000 t/year of biosynfuel. The FT
synthesis plant, based on the Shell middle distillate synthesis (SMDS) process, was
supplied by Shell. Waste heat from the process is first used to dry the biomass to a
moisture content of 15–20% (g/g). The comminuted dried biomass is then pyrolyzed
by partial combustion at 400–500 �C in a specially designed cylindrical kiln reactor
equipped with mixer paddles. In the b-plant, pyrolysis and gasification, permanently
connected, are run at 0.4MPa pressure. This requires tightly locked hoppers. The hot
pyrolysis gases and vapors are routed directly into the gasifier, subsequently gasified
with pure oxygen above the ashmelting point of 1300–1500 �C. The pyrolysis char is
cooled down, powdered, and blown into the hot discharge flow from the gasification
reactor to cool the gas to about 900 �C by the endothermic carbon gasification
reaction. After this chemical quenching step, the remaining char powder is recovered
and recycled to the gasifier burner. After a multistage washing and cleaning process,
the pure syngas is fed to the synthesis unit. The vitrified solid slag from the gasifier
can be granulated for road construction or milled to a fine powder for use as a
fertilizer. To facilitate the downstream FTsynthesis, it is worth noting that the higher
pressure used in this process requires complex intermediate gas compression. After
insolvency of Choren Industries in 2011, Linde Engineering, Dresden, will further
develop the Carbo-V technology to produce synthesis gas.

Among the current projects on biosyngas generation and utilization within the
extensive renewable energy activities in G€ussing, Austria, FT synthesis and SNG
production are being investigated in side streams in addition to electricity production
within a polygeneration concept. The allothermal dualfluidzed bed gasifier generates
concentrated syngas containing about 10% by volume ofmethane in the product gas.
After thorough raw syngas cleaning, most of the CO and H2 can be converted into a
biosynfuel mix through FT process (0.5–1 l/h). The unconverted residue, mainly
methane, is available for downstream power generation by combustion. Bio-SNG is
produced in a 1 MWth semi-technical plant. Polygeneration refers to a variant of
syngas use where several products are generated simultaneously with minimum
technical effort.

The core element of the bioliq process of theKarlsruhe Institute ofTechnology (KIT)
is the gasification of bioslurries, also referred as to or biosyncrude, in a pressurized
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entrained flow gasifier operated slightly above the pressure of downstream synthesis
(3–10MPa) avoiding the energy-consuming intermediate syngas compression step
prior to chemical syntheses causing high capital expenses and operating costs.
Virtually, all chemical reactions with syngas require elevated pressures. The most
commonvariants of FTsynthesis typically are run at pressures of 1–4MPa,while those
for methanol or DME synthesis are run at pressures up to 8MPa. The further
conversion of methanol or DME to olefins and gasoline typically occurs at pressures
around 2 MPa. Oxosyntheses to produce aldehydes and alcohols are conducted at
pressures above 15MPa. Liquid-like slurries or pastes caneasily be fed to a pressurized
gasifier. In the bioliq process they are prepared from mixing biocrude oil and char
produced in fast pyrolysis plants preserving more than 85% of the energy initially
contained in the biomass. In this way, a large and economically operated central
gasification and synthesis plant complex can be supplied with biosyncrude from a
number of regionally distributed pyrolysis plants overcoming the logistical hurdles of
biomass provision arising from its low volumetric energy density and widespread
distribution [8]. Presently, a pilot plant is being erected at KIT: the 2 MWth (500 kg/h
air-dry biomass) fast pyrolysis plant is based on a twin-screwmixer reactor with a sand
heat carrier loop. The 5 MWth high-pressure entrained flow gasifier is based on the
Lurgimultipurpose gasification (MPG) technology, but further improvedwith awater-
cooled membrane wall inside the pressure vessel allowing for operation of up to
8MPa. Both technologies are developed within a cooperation of KITand Lurgi stream
of 700 Nm3 of the biosyngas is cleaned by a hot gas cleaning process with particle
filtration and fixed bed sorption for removal of hydrogen chloride and sulfide as well
as, alkalinematerials. Residual organic material and nitrogen-containing compounds
are degraded in a catalytic bed. After CO2 and water separation, the purified syngas is
further converted in a one-step synthesis to DME at around 6MPa and further to
gasoline at a pressure below 2MPa. Unconverted gas is recycled to the DME reactor.
While the pyrolysis plant is already in operation, the other process components have
been mechanically completed in 2011 and are expected to be commissioned in 2012.
The bioliq project is substantially funded by the german federal Ministry of Food,
Agriculture and Consumer Protection.

10.3
Hydrothermal Processes

Virgin biomass aswell asmany biogenic residues exhibit highwater contents typically
between 40% and up to 90% (g/g). Besides the option of process internal and external
drying down to below 15% (g/g) (for biomass stable on storage) and subsequent use in
conventional processes, these types of biomass may be converted by hydrothermal
processes. As in the previous chapter, they can be allocated to hydrothermal carbon-
ization, liquefaction, andgasificationprocesses.Hydrothermal in this context refers to
conversion in water at elevated temperatures and pressures. In biomass degradation
under hydrothermal conditions, water acts as a reactant and solvent at the same time.
With increasing temperature, density decreases, and the relative permittivity as a
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measure for the solvent character changes fromahighly polarmediumunder ambient
conditions to solvent comparable to a nonpolar organic liquid (see Figure 10.5). At
temperatures not too far below the critical point of water, advantage can be taken of the
high ion product showing a maximum in this region facilitating, for example,
hydrolysis reactions. These special properties of water as a reaction medium under
hydrothermal conditions and its participation in the reactions enable fast and
complete biomass conversion. Fast hydrolysis of biomass leads to a rapid degradation
of the cellulosic and hemicellulosic structure of biomass. Lignin has been found to
decomposemore slowly due to themore resistant ether and .....bonds. The subsequent
reactions also are rather fast, as a result of which the gas is formed at lower
temperatures compared to dry gasification processes. Important for gasification, a
high solubility of the intermediates formed during biomass degradation significantly
inhibits the formation of tar and coke: the reactive species are solubilized in water so
that polymerization to give higher molecular products is reduced or even completely
suppressed.As ameasure for the solubilization ability, the relative dielectric constant e
is shown in Figure 10.5, which at elevated pressure compares to values typical for
organic solvents [9]. The pressure and temperature ranges related to the different
hydrothermal processes are depicted in Figure 10.6.

In the reactions mentioned, pressure has the following functions:

. Evaporation of water is prevented, maintaining a solvent like density, which is
essential to make it a homogeneous reaction medium, reactant, and catalyst
precursor. Typically, pressures not to far above the corresponding vapor pressure
is adjusted in subcritical applications. In the supercritical state, the density is
reduced by a factor of 5-10 compared to water at ambient conditions.

. Pressure provides suitable solvent properties in the near and supercritical state
necessary for reducing the coking of catalysts.
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. Thehigh pressuremakes for particularly goodheat transfer. Thus, the use of high-
pressure heat exchangers compensates the disadvantage of energy consumption
brought about by heating the water.

10.3.1
Hydrothermal Carbonization

The reaction conditions applied to hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) are typically
180-250 °C of temperature and 1-3 MPa of pressure. In this area, already in 1913
Bergius performed systematic studies in the context of coal research, investigating
the natural coalification process and describing the detailed biological and chemical
reactions. Recently, there has been a growing interest in processes of this type for the
production of so-called bio-coals for several reasons. On the one hand, highly water-
containing rawmaterials can be converted to energized coke as CO2-neutral biogenic
energy carrier for energy production.

On the other hand, the porous cokes with their adjustable capacity of nutrient and
water storage are discussed for their ability to condition or to recultivate degraded
soil. Bringing coke into soils is also discussed as a potential contribution to carbon
sequestration in connection with the CO2 emissions trading system.

The result of a comprehensive literature review by Behrendt consistently con-
firmed that the hydrothermal treatment of biomass coals by dehydration and
decarboxylation yields a product with calorific value of about 30 MJ/kg whose
elemental composition is similar to that of lignite [10]. The carbon content and the
properties of such cokes strongly depend on the starting materials and the process
paramters applied, namely temperature and residence times of 4–14 h. The coke
yields can reach values of up to 70% (g/g) and even higher values if catalysts such as
citric acid are used. Those products have an increased calorific value of 15–20%,
relative to the dry weight. About 80–85% of the carbon remains in the coke, about
10–15% remains in the aqueous phase in the form of organic acids and other
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oxygen-containing products, and the remainder is in the gas phase. Oxygen is
removed from the biomass mainly in the form of water. Newer applications of
hydrothermal carbonization aim at the use of secondary cokes formed by repolymer-
ization of hydrolysis intermediates of the biomass that have already gone into
solution. In this context, differnce is made between char, formed by solid-solid-
reactions, and coke formed by condensation and polymerization of dissolved species.
Figure 10.7 shows this clearly for coke formed hydrothermally directly from hydro-
xymethylfurfural (HMF), a degradation product of cellulose, and char from lignin.
Suchmaterials could beused as carbon black substitute or could be designed asnono-
materials with advanced properties by proper process control [11]. In addition to
hydrothermal carbonization several related processes utilizing water and steam are
under development such as flash carbonization and steam assisted carbonization.

10.3.2
Hydrothermal Liquefaction

Dry biomass can be liquefied by different pyrolysis methods. The resulting pyrolysis
oils still have approximately the same oxygen content as the biomass used. Hydro-
thermal liquefaction (HTL) can be achieved at much lower temperatures of 300–
350 �C and the corresponding equilibrium pressures of 12–18MPa in reaction times
of 5–20min [12].Hydrothermal liquefaction is often also designated as hydrothermal
upgrading (HTU) after the process originally developed by Shell. Compared to
pyrolysis oils, HTU oils have substantially reduced oxygen content (10–15%) and a
correspondingly high calorific value of 30–35 MJ/kg. However, they are highly
viscous and usually do not become liquid until they reach 80 �C. Based on waf
biomass, 45% (g/g) of biocrude, 25% (g/g) of gas (>90% of CO2), 20% (g/g) of water
of reaction and, in the aqueous excess phase, soluble organic compounds (acids,
alcohols) are produced. Oxygen is removed from the biomass as CO2 and H2O. The
reason for the high CO2 content is the water gas shift reaction, in which interme-
diately formed carbon monoxide reacts with excess water to hydrogen and carbon
dioxide. The hydrogen saturates the reactive intermediates, thus suppressing almost
completely the formation of coke. The thermal efficiency of the HTU process ranges
between 70 and 90%.

Figure 10.7 Char and coke obtained after hydrothermal carbonization at 200 �C of
hydroxymethylfurfural (a) and lignin (b).
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The content of certain polar compounds, such as acids and sugars, is always lower
in HTU biocrude than in pyrolysis oils, vice versa the phenols are more dominant
(Figure 10.8). The high phenol contentmakesHTUbiocrude an interesting potential
feedstock for the production of resins. The low concentrations of aldehydes and acids
lead to a less corrosive behavior of HTU biocrude compared to pyrolysis oil. The
difference in composition shown in Figure 10.8 can be attributed perhaps to the
special properties of hot compressed water promoting the elimination of water and
carbon dioxide. However, in regard to the use of HTL products as liquid fuels,
application specific upgrading will be required.

Numerous studies on the use of catalysts are being conducted to solve this problemby
increasing theoil yield anddecreasing the amount of residual organic content inwater. In
most cases, alkali metal hydroxides, bicarbonates, or carbonates are utilized. In addition,
heterogeneous catalysts, such as Co3O4, have been found to increase oil yield.

The HTU process was demonstrated on a bench scale (120 kg/h) successfully
operated at TNO-MEP in Apeldoorn, the Netherlands. A similar process, called
sludge-to-oil reactor system (STORS), has been used to convert sewage sludge into
oil and coke. Typically, some 44% (g/g) of the initial carbon is recovered in the oil,
20% (g/g) in the coke, 16% (g/g) in the gas, and 20% (g/g) in the aqueous solution.
Comparable processes utilizing ZrO2 as a heterogeneous catalyst and potassium
salts as a homogeneous water gas shift catalyst have been developed aiming at
converting various organic wastewater and industrial sludge to attain a concen-
trated oil phase of high heating value without the formation of soot and tar. As
examples, the Catliq process or Microrefinery carried out at slightly subcritical
temperatures between 280 and 350 �C and 18–25MPa can be mentioned. In the
remaining aqueous phase, still considerable amounts of oxygenates and other
organics are found. The high amount of effluent water containing residual organic
compounds is a challenge to the further development of hydrothermal liquefaction
and also carbonization.
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10.3.3
Hydrothermal Gasification

Hydrothermal gasification refers to a broad range of operating temperatures and
pressures, aiming at generating a product gas rich in either methane or hydrogen.
According to Figure 10.6, three areas of gasification may be identified in the
pressure–temperature diagram. In the region of 500–700 �C, hydrogen is the
preferred product at supercritical temperatures (related to the critical point of pure
water of Tc¼ 374 �C, pc¼ 22.1MPa) in the presence of homogeneous or heteroge-
neous catalysts to prevent char formation and facilitate thewater gas shift reaction. In
the near-critical region (374–500 �C), biomass can be hydrolyzed easily andmethane
formation is preferred. Here, typical hydrogenation catalysts are used. In the
subcritical region below the critical point of water, catalysts are required to increase
the gas yield considerably because in this process regime mainly liquefaction takes
place. Hydrothermal gasification of biomass is typically carried out at reasonable dry
matter contents of 10–20%byweight. At lower concentrations and low temperatures,
catalytic aqueous phase reforming (APR) is suitable for hydrogen production.

By APR compounds (glucose, sorbitol, glycerol, methanol, and glycol) at low
concentrations have been gasified at around 215–265 �C on a laboratory scale to yield
mainly hydrogen as burnable gas and carbon dioxide in the presence of a hetero-
geneous catalyst (Pt, but alsoNi, Ru,Rh, Pd, and Ir). The conversion of �real� biomass
has not been successful so far, due to catalyst deactivation.High hydrogen yields have
only been achieved for hydrogen-rich compounds and at low concentrations of
around 1% by weight.

10.3.3.1 Catalytic Hydrothermal Gasification
In his experiments with wood flour, Elliott showed that the gas yield was raised from
42% to 67% (relative to the fed carbon content) in the presence of a nickel catalyst and
a sodium carbonate co-catalyst when increasing the temperature from 350 to 400 �C
at reactions times of around 1 h [14]. Accordingly, 39% and 34% by volume of
hydrogen and 12% and 24% by volume of methane were found together with
49% and 41% by volume of carbon dioxide. Without a catalyst, only 15% and
19% by volume gas yield were obtained, respectively. Nearly complete carbon
conversion to gases could be achieved in other experiments with CH4/H2 ratios in
the product gas of up to 10. Elliott also showed that a range of typical catalyst supports,
such as alumina- and silica-based materials, do not have long-term stability in hot
compressed water making them unsuitable for use in this environment. Hydrolysis,
phase transitions, and sintering may occur. As useful solid supports, carbon-,
zirconia-, or titania-based materials and a-alumina could be identified. For the
development of suitable catalysts, model compounds for biomass, mainly cellulose
and glucose as its hydrolyzed consecutive product, have been used, as well as a variety
of biomass feedstocks with dry matter contents in the feed solutions of typically
between 10 and 20% (g/g). After most of the experiments have been carried out in
small batch devices so far, increasingly continuously operated systems contacting the
biomass slurries with catalyst beds are in use for process development.
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10.3.3.2 Supercritical Hydrothermal Gasification
During biomass conversion under supercritical conditions far beyond the critical
temperature of water, typically between 550 and 700 �C, and at pressures around
30MPa, the water gas shift reaction dominates during gasification providing a
product gas with high hydrogen and low methane yields. Antal in 1978 already
predicted a temperature around 600 �C for complete gasification yielding a hydrogen-
rich gas for steam reforming of cellulose [15]. The predominating chemical reactions
for the example of the conversion of glucose are given in Eqs. (10.3)–(10.5). At 600 �C,
a hydrogen yield of around 45%by volume of lignocellulosicmaterial can be expected
from thermodynamic predictions. The methane content should be around 15% by
volume. In practice, lower values have been found experimentally most probably due
to kinetic hindrance of methane formation. In the process, a catalyst is required to
promote the water gas shift reaction, usually provided by alkali metal salts that are
natural constituents of biomass.

Hydrogen formation : C6H12O6þ 6 H2O! 14 H2þ 6 CO2 ð10:3Þ

Methane formation : C6H12O6! 3 CH4þ 3 CO2 ð10:4Þ

Water gas shift reaction : H2OþCO!H2þCO2 ð10:5Þ
Supercritical hydrothermal gasification has been relatively well investigated [16]

and the influence of process parameters such as temperature, pressure, concentra-
tion, and heating rate, as well as of catalysts (in particular of salts) and biomass
composition, has been studied extensively by using different types of biomass and
model compounds occurring as key compounds during biomass degradation. This
has made it possible to better understand the complex reaction network involving
hydrolysis reactions, water elimination leading to formation of double bonds or
ethers, aldol splitting or condensation, and rearrangement reactions. A simplified
reaction scheme is depicted in Figure 10.9. Differences in experimental results
obtained from batch or tubular reactors most often are caused by different heating
rates; preheating or pretreatment also being an important issue in this context.
Differences could also be observed between tubular reactors and continuous stirred

Cellulose

Low molecular weight
intermediates: alcohols, 
aldehydes, ketones, acids

Glucose ⇔ Fructose

Furfurals

Phenols

Condensed
products: tar, coke

Gases:
H2, CO2, CH4, CO, C2-4

Figure 10.9 Reaction scheme of hydrothermal decomposition of cellulose.
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tank reactors (CSTR) with respect to concentration. While in the first reactor type a
decrease in the gas yield with increasing initial biomass concentration is observed,
the opposite is true in the second reactor type. This can be explained by the
assumption that the degradation of the intermediates to gases exhibits a lower
reaction order compared to the competing polymerization reactions to form tars and
coke (see Figure 10.9). By backmixing as provided in the CSTR, hydrogen comes into
contact with reactive intermediates formed in the early state of biomass degradation,
stabilizing and preventing them from polymerization reactions.

The process has been tested on laboratory- and bench-scale equipment and was
demonstrated in a pilot plant at the KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany, with a throughput of
100 kg/h. The biomass suspension (aqueous slurries with an organic dry matter
content of 10–20% (g/g)) is prepared and conditioned in the feed section. It is then
delivered by a high-pressure membrane pump of up to 30MPa to the 30 l reactor
passing the heat exchanger and a preheater. The preheater and reactor are heated by
hot flue gas up to 650 �C. Heat exchange is very efficient under the prevailing
conditions (efficiency up to 80% in the KIT pilot plant) because pinching during
heat transfer is avoided in water at elevated pressures. Salts that are insoluble in
water under hydrothermal conditions and other solids contained in the biomass
can be separated upstream of the preheater by means of a separator. In addition,
solids can be removed from the reactor bottom. The retention time in the reactor is
on the order of a few minutes. Afterward, the hot, homogeneous product mixture
leaves the reactor and heats up the incoming biomass. After cooling, the mixture is
separated into the raw product gas and a liquid phase consisting of excess water in a
first separator. A second separator is equipped with a carbon dioxide scrubber, in
which this gas is efficiently removed by pressurized water due to the much higher
solubility of carbon dioxide under these conditions compared to that of hydrogen
and methane. The remaining fuel gas can be used directly, for example, in gas
engines, or can be further treated for other energetic use. Energy efficiencies up to
60% have been demonstrated in that plant. Salts and minerals remaining in the
excess water are collected in the effluent tank. Tests have been conducted onmaize
silage, greens, residues from wineries and breweries, and those from bioethanol
and biogas production. Biocrude oil from pyrolysis and glycerol from biodiesel
production have also been used. In Table 10.3, selected results from the pilot-scale

Table 10.3 Fuel gas composition (on a carbon dioxide-free basis) as resulting from supercritical
gasification of different types of biomass in the VERENA pilot plant.

Ethanol Pyroligneous acid Glycerol, pure Maize silage Herbage

H2 57.8 50.3 77.3 43.9 35.8
CH4 31.0 42.8 14.7 38.9 46.4
CO 1.0 0.7 1.3 0.7 1.8
C2þ 7.6 4.4 5.3 13.7 16.0
Conversion 99% 97% — 90% 82%

For experimental conditions, see the text. Data from Ref. [17].
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experiments are compiled, which are performed at an operation pressure of
28–30MPa, reaction temperatures of 590–620 �C, retention times of some min-
utes, dry matter feed contents of 10–15% in weight, and at a total throughput of
60–100 kg/h.
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11
Manufacturing Processes
Andrzej Karpinski and Rolf Wink

High pressure is a proven tool for a number of industrial processes and promising
ones in the future. The next chapters give a summary about commonly used high-
pressure processes and their industrial applications. The survey is not complete, as
the development is changing and progressing continuously. It should be pointed out
at this stage that the application of high pressure as a beneficial tool for production
procedures is continuously increasing.

This chapter will give general information about hydroforming and isostatic
pressing and more detailed information about autofrettage process (Section 11.1)
and waterjet cutting technology (Section 11.2).

Hydroforming Hydroforming is one of the new technologies in the manufacturing
processes that has become popular in recent years due to the increasing demands for
lightweight parts in variousfields, such as bicycle, automotive, aircraft, and aerospace
industries [1]. In hydroforming process, workpieces are uniformly plastically formed
(stretched) in every direction under hydrostatic pressure up to 6000 bar (mostly up to
2500–3000 bar) of a fluid (water or oil) in a controlled manner. The final shape of the
hydroformed piece results from the contact with the process fluid from one side and
with a male or female die from the other side.

Today, the most known and used types of hydroforming processes are tube
(THF) and sheet (SHF) hydroforming. Compared to conventional manufacturing
such as stamping, rolling, forging, and welding, THF and SHF offer several
advantages, such as decrease in workpiece cost, tool cost, and product weight,
improvement in structural stability, increase in the strength and stiffness of the
formed parts, more uniform thickness distribution, fewer secondary operations,
and so on. Numerous steps of setting the component and polishing the whole
manufactured lots are eliminated – the part being in contact with the fluid does
not present any scratch.

The hydroforming process is influenced by many factors, among which the
matching relation between the internal pressure of the fluid and axial feed (loading
paths) is particularly important [2, 3]. Because hydroforming is relatively new
compared to conventional manufacturing processes, there is not much knowledge
available for the product or process designers [1]. That is, application of pulsating

Industrial High Pressure Applications: Processes, Equipment and Safety, First Edition. Edited by Rudolf Eggers.
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pressure is a newand effectivemethod to improve the formability of the THFprocess.
However, the factors that cause this improvement are still unclear [4]. Because of this
reason, hydroforming is still under continuous development and will not be further
discussed in this chapter.

Isostatic Pressing Pressure applied to a liquid or a gas acts uniformly in every
direction at every contacting surface. This basic principle, first postulated by Blaise
Pascal, 1623–1662, is commonly called �isostatic pressing� and is widely utilized for
compacting powder or densifying porous materials.

Depending on the compressibility and the porosity of thematerial, the dimensions
are reduced proportionally to the applied pressure, but the shape of the product
remains unchanged.

According to the applied temperatures, ambient or elevated, the isostatic pressing
techniques can be classified into the following main categories: cold isostatic
pressing (CIP) and hot isostatic pressing (HIP).

Historically, this method of compacting powder started in the early twentieth
century whenH.D.Madden patented amethod enclosing prepressed �green bodies�
made out of refractory metal powder into a rubber mold and putting it under high
pressure for compaction [5]. This method was steadily spread toward new applica-
tions also in the electroceramic industry. There are a number of applications
mentioned in the literature: a comprehensive overview of the current technology
can be found in Refs. [5, 6]; the most important are

. the production of refractory liners, insulators, or tool tips in ceramic industry;

. the production of refractory metals, hard metal tools, and dies or wear-resistant
parts for valves and pumps in powder metallurgy.

The classical process uses a flexible mold that encloses the powder. This separately
handled mold is inserted into the high-pressure vessel and is pressurized thereafter.
This method is called �wet bag� or �free mold� method. By the next step of
development, the elastomer mold is fixed inside the vessel and is filled directly.
The mold and the vessel are closed simultaneously by the closure. This apparatus
design and processing technique are called �fixed mold� or �dry bag� method [6].

For high-temperature applications (HIPs), the flexible mold is replaced by a
metallic capsule containing the material to be treated. Subsequently, the capsule is
evacuated and leak-tight closed. This workpiece is now compressed under isostatic
pressure and high temperature in an inert gas atmosphere.

HIP is the state-of-the-art method in the powder-based material industry to obtain
productswith almost isotropic properties, high density, and lowporosity. Themethod
was established in 1970 to produce pore-free tungsten carbide products such as
plunger of polyethylene hypercompressors or wear parts such as extruder screws,
dies, bushings, and diamond compaction anvils.

The method was steadily spread to ceramic components as well as to sintered
metals such as tool steel billets, nickel-based alloys, or soft ferrite for magnetic
recording heads [6]. The uniform application of heat and pressure to all surfaces
opens a wide field in material technology:
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. Posttreatment of material to improve homogeneity and mechanical properties or
eliminate inner porosity and imperfections such as pits orflaws.Hardmetals, cast
parts, or ceramics can also be processed.

. Fabrication of powder metallurgical steels especially hard materials such as
tungsten carbide and nickel- or cobalt-based alloys showing maximum abrasion
or corrosion resistance. HIP combines sintering and densification simultaneous-
ly in one process.

. Fabrication of composites between powder-based and solid materials or compo-
sites consisting of weldable and nonweldable solid materials in order to combine
different material properties. The materials are bonded by diffusion.

Beyond the applications already mentioned, HIP-treated materials can also be
found in components and equipment in centrifuges, subsea and offshore equip-
ment, compressors and turbines, and nuclear energy and space applications [7–9].
Hot isostatic processes are also used to produce open porous material for filter
applications or cast iron diamond grinding wheels [10].

Depending on the inner volume, isostatic pressing achieves pressures up to
300MPa and, for HIP applications, temperatures up to 2500 �C. Some principles
about the vessel design will be described in Chapter 12.

Autofrettage The autofrettage treatment is one of the oldest, but very useful
methods to create beneficial residual stresses in thick-walled components (e.g.,
cylinders and valve bodies).

The autofrettage process, which can be described as a self-shrinking process,
provides beneficial compressive hoop stresses at the bore of hollow component, for
example, a tube.

The residual stresses resulting from autofrettage process reduce the hoop stresses
when thenormal operation pressure is applied and improve the fatigue lifetimeof the
component tremendously; for example, lifetime of cross-bored thick cylinders can be
improved by three times using autofrettage [11, 12].

Fatigue life refers to the number of the allowed design cycles by the code or the
number of cycles to initiate first cracks.

The concerned industries are chemical/petrochemical, power, nuclear, and arma-
ment industries, as well as high-pressure food processing. Autofrettage is common
practice for equipment used in polyethylene (LDPE) plants, gun barrels, waterjet
cutting pumps, and high-pressure pasteurization equipment.

This technology is presented in Section 11.1.

Waterjet Cutting Technology The waterjet cutting technology has been developed
from the cutting with plain waterjets in the late 1960s. With the addition of abrasive
material (solid particles) to the plain waterjet in the beginning of the 1980s, an
abrasive water injection jet was created, which belongs to today�s state of the art and is
widely applied in industrial manufacturing with pressures up to 6000 bar. The
waterjet technology offers its users several important advantages compared to
traditional machining methods and other nontraditional machining techniques as
well (laser cutting, plasma cutting, and ultrasonic machining). The most important
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are the following: almost any kind ofmaterial can be cut, greatmaterial thickness can
be cut (up to 500mmat 6000 bar pressure), no thermal effect onworkpiecematerials,
andmany others. These advantages cause the rapid spread of the waterjet technology
application fields in the aircraft industry, automotive, military, medicine, job shops,
andmany others. The number of waterjet cutting systems of different types (2D, 3D,
robotized, and medicine systems) quickly and systematically increased and are
estimated to be several thousands worldwide. The revenues of the waterjet cutting
market worldwide are expected to reach $911 million in 2012 with a compound
annual growth rate of approximately 12% [13]. This technology is presented in
Section 11.2.

11.1
Autofrettage: A High-Pressure Process to Improve Fatigue Lifetime

Many applications in high-pressure services are characterized by alternating pres-
sures. Such alternating pressures may be caused by the use of piston pumps or
compressors or by the process itself. Many of them are batch processes where vessels
and components are repeatedly pressurized and depressurized.

The concerned industries are chemical/petrochemical, power, nuclear, and arma-
ment industries, as well as high-pressure food processing. Autofrettage is common
practice for equipment used in polyethylene (LDPE) plants, gun barrels, waterjet
cutting pumps, and high-pressure pasteurization equipment.

Typical apparatuses are cyclically stressed, thick-walled vessels such as tubes and
autoclaves and above all components with inherent stress peaks such as threaded
fittings and components with cross bores.

The autofrettage process, which can be described as a self-shrinking process,
provides beneficial compressive hoop stresses at the bore of hollow component, for
example, a tube, and prolongs their fatigue lifetime, where fatigue life refers to the
number of the allowed design cycles by the code or the number of cycles to initiate
first cracks.

Basically, this process is accomplished by partially overstraining the inner shape
of the bore by a hydraulic or mechanical overloading. The applied autofrettage
pressure determines the amount of material at the bore that is yielded and thus
determines the amount of residual compressive stresses when the pressure is
removed. These residual stresses reduce the hoop stresses when the normal
operation pressure is applied and improve the fatigue lifetime of the component
tremendously.

Li et al. [11] as well as Koerner and W€ustenberg [12] reported that the lifetime of
cross-bored thick cylinders can be improved by three times using autofrettage.
Similar results were observed by Burns et al. [14] testing tubes and bendsmade out of
low-alloy steels. It can be summarized that cyclically pressurized equipment achieve
sufficient fatigue life by introducing compressive residual stresses using a prestres-
sing technique where autofrettage is the most widely used and most economical
process.
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Thick-walled vessels in high-pressure applications are characterized by a very
nonuniform stress distribution: the stress peak occurs at the inner wall while
descending through the wall with the minimum at the outer wall. The theory of
elastically pressured cylinders can be found, amongother sources, inRefs. [15–17], and
a complete set of formulas has been provided in Ref. [18]. Figure 11.1 shows the stress
distribution of a thick-walled tube for a typical diameter ratio of 2 at a pressure of
300MPa: the hoop stress at the inner surface is 2.5 times the value at the outer surface.
While the inner surface achieves the level of the yield strength, thematerial belowouter
surface provides reserves that can be utilized for compressing the inner surface.

By further increasing the pressure, the elastic range of engineering design is
trespassed: the material at the inner bore gets overloaded and plastically deformed.
Thus, the designer has to consider that – in theory – the used pressuremay cause full
plasticity and therefore incorporates the danger of a final breakdown [17]. To prevent
plastic collapse, a safety margin has to be obeyed. For example, the ASME high-
pressure vessel code [19] requires a safetymargin of

ffiffiffi
3
p

, but itmay vary in accordance
with the requirements of other pressure vessel codes.

A first engineering approach assumes a nonhardening material with a linear
elastic, perfectly plastic stress–strain curve and secondly makes the assumption that
dimensional changes are small and can thus be neglected. The analytical solution of
elastic–plastic pressurized cylinders is described in Refs. [18, 20].

Figure 11.2a shows the stresses of an autofrettaged cylinder after removing the
pressure: the partial plastification causes significant compressive hoop stresses of the
inner part of the tube indicated by high negative value of the tangential stress.

Figure 11.1 Typical stress distribution of a thick-walled cylinder (OD/ID¼ 2) under internal
pressure (300MPa).
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 When operating the tube, the stresses caused by the operating pressure and the
autofrettage-caused residual stresses are superposed: since the operating pressure
results in a highly positive value and the residual autofrettage stress is highly
negative, the final value of the hoop stress inside the bore can be reduced (see
Figure 11.2b).

The increased fatigue life of autofrettaged vessels is primarily based on the shift of
the mean stress toward the compressive side that allows higher alternating stres-
ses [21]. In addition, the sensitivity againstmean stress increases with the strength of
the material [22].

By creating compressive hoop stresses through an autofrettage process, it is
possible to operate a high-pressure component completely under compressive
stresses inside the bore. In terms of a fracture mechanics approach, this gives a
negative range of the stress intensity factor: potential surface cracks will not
propagate further [19]. Thus, the high-pressure component can be considered not
fatigue critical.

As mentioned earlier, the classical solutions assume an isotropic hardening
material with fully reversible behavior of the compressive side. These precondi-
tions, however, are not accurately fulfilled for real materials such as the low-alloy,

Figure 11.2 Stress distribution of an autofrettaged thick-walled cylinder (OD/ID¼ 2; yield
strength¼ 965MPa; autofrettaged at 650MPa; operating pressure¼ 300MPa): (a) residual
stresses; (b) superposed stresses.
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high-strength materials used for thick-walled high-pressure vessels and tubes.
Performing a complete cycle of a tension–compression test, these materials show,
on the one hand, a nonlinear hardening behavior and, on the other hand, a loss of
yield strength when compressed subsequently. In other words, most of the
materials used for high-pressure components have lower compressive yield
strength after they were plastically tensioned. This phenomenon is called
�Bauschinger effect� and is known since the end of the nineteenth century [23].
Figure 11.3 shows true stress–strain curves of the material 35NiCrMoV12-5
(1.6959) achieved from a number of tension–compression tests. The material is
often used for tubular reactor systems in petrochemical industry. Looking at the
first loop, it is clear that the yield stress in tension is approximately 1000MPa while
reyielding starts at lower compression stress of approximately �500MPa.
The figure shows, in addition, that this phenomenon depends on the amount of
the plastification during the tensioning: increasing the plastic strain, the yield
stress achieves approximately 1200MPa but yielding during compression starts at
approximately �100MPa (see the outer loop).

The influence of the Bauschinger effect on the residual stresses of an autofrettaged
cylinder was hardly investigated: improvements of the analytical approach can be
found, amongothers, inRefs. [25–28]. Finite element analysiswasperformed [29, 30],
and experimental verifications are reported by Underwood et al. [31].

The Bauschinger effect results in lower residual compressive stresses than
calculated by classical theory assuming an ideal isotropic perfectly plastic mate-
rial. It cannot be neglected when the portion of the plastically deformed wall
exceeds 30%.

Recent investigations focus on a combination of a mechanical swage autofrettage
followed by a low-temperature heat treatment and a hydraulic re-autofrettage [32, 33].
Improvements in safety against reyielding and in fatigue lifetime are expected.

Figure 11.3 Stress–strain tests of 35NiCrMoV12-5 (1.6959) according to Ref. [24].
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Inmechanical swage autofrettage, the compression of the inner portion of the wall
is achieved by a mechanically caused plastic deformation. Therefore, a mandrel of a
slightly larger outer diameter than the inner diameter of the high-pressure part is
being pressed through the bore.

Because of its benefits to fatigue life, all high-pressure reactor tubes used, for
example, in low-density polyethylene plants are autofrettaged. The autofrettage is
usually carried out in barricaded areas by means of hydraulic autofrettage. The
hydraulic pressure of typically 600–800MPa is applied steadily, followed by a
defined holding time. The process is controlled and documented using strain
gauges measuring the hoop strain at the outer surface of the tube. Figure 11.4
shows a typical pressure–strain diagram of an autofrettage process of such a high-
pressure tube.

In summary, it can be stated that the use of the autofrettage process has a
number of benefits in particular where alternating pressures are to be expected
and/or applied. It increases the fatigue life of the respective high-pressure
component. It can be considered a smoothing of local peak stresses caused by
inner surface injuries or imperfects as well as by engineering-caused disconti-
nuities such as nozzles, corners, or filets. Manning and Labrow [17] mention that
autofrettage spreads the stress more evenly over the wall, reducing the danger of
brittle failure.

Figure 11.4 Hoop strain at outside surface during autofrettage of a thick-walled cylinder (OD/
ID¼ 2.35; yield strength¼ 965MPa).
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11.2
Waterjet Cutting Technology

Information on the possibility of using a high-pressure waterjet as a professional
cutting tool first appeared in the late 1960s – in 1968, the design of the first waterjet
cutting system for paper cutting at 700 bar water pressure was patented in theUnited
States [34]. At the end of the 1960s, the first high-pressure intensifier pumpwas built
for a maximum water pressure of 4000 bar [35]. The addition of abrasive material
(solid particles) bymeans of an injection system in the beginning of the 1980smade it
possible to achieve higher traverse rates, greater workpiece thickness, and higher
cutting quality [36]. Afterward, the number of waterjet cutting systems quickly
increased worldwide.

The waterjet technology offers its users several important advantages compared to
traditional machining methods and other nontraditional machining techniques as
well (laser cutting, plasma cutting, and ultrasonic machining), for example,

. almost any kind ofmaterial can be cut (steel, ceramics, compositematerials, glass,
stone, etc.);

. great material thickness can be cut: up to 300mm at 4000 bar pressure and up to
500mm at 6000 bar pressure;

. no thermal effect on workpiece materials;

. no thermal and chemical reaction products;

. no direct contact between the cutting head and the workpiece;

. small cuttingwidth: on the average about 0.5–1.2mm (depending on the focusing
tube size and cutting parameters), contributing to workpiece material savings;

. omnidirectional tool – capability of machining complex geometries;

. low cutting and reaction forces;

. multifunctional tool (cutting, drilling, milling, and cleaning with one tool);

. susceptibility to automation (including robotization).

These advantages caused the rapid spread of the waterjet technology application
fields in the aircraft industry, automotive, military, medicine, job shops, and many
others. The revenues of the waterjet cutting market worldwide are expected to reach
$911million in 2012with a compound annual growth rate of approximately 12% [13].

11.2.1
Generation of Waterjets

Today in most industrial applications, two types of the high-pressure waterjets are
used – a plain waterjet (WJ) and an abrasive injection waterjet (AIWJ). A schematic
drawing of the plain waterjet generation is presented in Figure 11.5a. Compressed in
a high-pressure pump, water is conveyed by the high-pressure piping to an orifice
with a diameter of 0.08–0.5mm (Figures 11.5a and 11.6a). Orifice materials
are usually sapphire, ruby, or diamond. Sapphire and ruby orifices are cheaper, but
prone towear and crack anddue to their lifetimeof approximately 50–100 h theymust
be frequently changed. Diamond orifices offer better reliability and an extended life
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of up to 1000 h, but their high purchase costs have a negative impact on the quick
expansion in the waterjet cutting market.

On the orifice, the potential energy of compressed water (today up to 6000 bar) is
transformed into high kinetic energy of the waterjet. Its velocity can be estimated
according to Bernoulli�s law:

vw ¼ wd

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
rw

s

where wd is the energy transfer factor (typically 0.9–0.98) [37], rw is the density of
water, and p is the water pressure.

Thus,forexample, forthewaterpressurep¼ 4000bar, thevelocityvw¼ 805– 875m/s
is achieved. With such high-energy plain waterjet, soft materials can be cut. Typical
applications are seals, foam, rubber, car interior equipment, wood, plastic, paper
products, or frozen food products.

A schematic drawing of the abrasive injection waterjet generation is presented in
Figure11.5b.Theplainwaterjetgeneratedintheorificeflowsthroughamixingchamber
inside the cutting head and generates a vacuumpressure (Venturi effect). This vacuum
pressureallows for thepneumatic feedingof dry solid abrasiveparticles into themixing
chamber of the cutting head. In the focusing tube water, abrasive and air are mixed,
accelerated, and focused to the coherent abrasive waterjet. On average, the AIWJ
consists, by volume, of approximately 95% air, 4% water, and 1% abrasive particles.

Themodern focusing tubes (Figure 11.6a) aremade of advanced ceramicmaterials
(carbide alloys without a soft material binder) and their lifetime reaches up to 80 h of
precision cutting andup to 140 hof rough cutting [38]. In the abrasivewaterjet cutting
process, the only function of the waterjet is to accelerate the abrasive particles and to
get away the removed material. The abrasive particles carry out a microcutting

Figure 11.5 (a) Cross section of the plain waterjet cutting head. (b) Cross section of the abrasive
waterjet cutting head.
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process [37, 39]. The most used abrasives are natural grains such as garnet
(Figure 11.6b) and olivine. Their high hardness of 7–9 on the Mohs scale makes
it possible to cut any material. Natural abrasives are mined (Australia, United States,
India, and Eastern Europe) or either rock forming minerals or heavy minerals from
sands. Abrasive concentrates are obtained from the rawmaterial by the technological
process consistingmostly of crushing, separation, and sorting. The quality ofmineral
abrasives is influenced mostly by their geological history [40].

Manufactured abrasives (mostly secondary raw materials or industrial wastes)
such as alkaline glass and slag (glassy formof slag, coal slag, Cu slag, andFe slag) have
also been tested [40].

The most widely used particle size for AIWJ cutting is 80mesh. For rough cutting
and cutting of very thick workpieces, 60mesh abrasives are used. When low
roughness or a small diameter of the waterjet is required, the sizes of 120mesh
or 220mesh are used. Commonly, industrial consumption of the abrasive is between
180 and 600 g/min.

AIWJ is today�s state of the art and is worldwide applied in industrial manufactur-
ing with pressures up to 6000 bar. With the AWIJ, all hard materials such as metals,
ceramic- and fiber-reinforced composite materials, glass, or stone can be cut. In this
field, the abrasive waterjet competes with mechanical sawing, wire sawing, punch-
ing, EDM, and laser and thermal cutting techniques.

11.2.2
Cutting Process and Parameters

The waterjet cutting result depends on several process parameters. The most
important are

1) for plain waterjet cutting: water pressure, orifice diameter, traverse rate, standoff
distance between orifice and workpiece, and type and thickness of the material;

2) for injection abrasive waterjet cutting: same as above for plain waterjet cutting,
but also focusing tube diameter and parameters of size, type, and quantity of
abrasive material.

Figure 11.6 (a) Orifice and focusing tube. (b) Abrasive grains of Australian almandine garnet 80
mesh.
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In Figure 11.7, some general relations between the waterjet cutting process
parameters and the cutting result are shown.

InAIWJ cutting processes, the stock removal resultsmainly frommicrocuttingwith
abrasive particles. Abrasive grains, accelerated in the focusing tube by the high-speed
plainwaterjet,hitwithhighvelocityagainst theworkpiecematerialsurface inducinginit
microscopic decrements (erosion). In abrasive waterjet cutting, four characteristic
phases, presented in Figure 11.8, can be distinguished [41]. In the first phase of the
cutting process, a curving of jetmotion path occurs in theworkmaterial (Figure 11.8a).
Since the inert mass of moving abrasive grains is big, it leads to a concentration of
abrasive grain strokes on the face of the kerf. The consequence of such form of stock
removal is thecreationofa leap(Figure11.8b).Onthispartof thekerf, theconcentration
of abrasivegrains leads to �driving� the leap inside thekerf (Figure11.8c).As thekinetic
energyof theabrasivewaterjet significantlydecreases, themaximumcuttingdepthkmax

(Figure 11.8d) for given machining conditions is obtained.
Generally, the upper part of the cutting kerf, near the AIWJ entrance side of the

workpiece, is characterized by a smooth cutting surface, without noticeable striation
marks and waviness (hS – smooth zone, Figure 11.9a and b). This is a result of high
energy of the AIWJ in this part of the kerf, where thematerial is removed by a cutting
wearmode [42].With the decreasing kinetic energy of the AIWJ in deeper parts of the

Figure 11.7 Selected general tendencies of abrasive waterjet cutting process parameters influence
the cutting result (source: Institute of Materials Science, Leibniz Universit€at Hannover).

Figure 11.8 Successive phases of stock removal during abrasive waterjet cutting process.
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cutting kerf (hR – rough zone, Figure 11.9a and b), the AIWJ becomes increasingly
unsteady – the cutting wearmode is systematically replaced with a deformation wear
mode. The cutting front AIWJ–workpiece swings sideways and bends in the opposite
direction to themoving direction of the cutting head. It results in the appearance of a
jet lag (n, Figure 11.9a), visible striation marks, and high waviness on the material
surface.Depending on the expected cutting quality, the hS/hR ratio canbe regulatedby
changing and adjusting process parameters.

The quantitative evaluation of the technological quality of the cutting kerf
machined with a high-pressure abrasive waterjet could be made on the basis of
guideline VDI 2906 [43]. The evaluation indicators provided in the guideline are
defined in Figure 11.9b.

The erosion process during abrasive waterjet cutting has a very complex character
that so far has not been fully understood and theoretically described. In the literature,
some abrasive waterjet cutting models can be found to estimate the maximum
cutting depth as a function of cutting parameters such as traverse rate of the cutting
head, waterjet pressure, and abrasive mass flow rate, but most of the models can be
applied to only one type of material [44, 45]. Similarly, some models to describe the
roughness of the cutting surface and the quality of the kerf are discussed today [46].

11.2.3
High-Pressure Pumps

In order to obtain water under high pressure suitable for industrial waterjet cutting,
the hydraulic intensifier pumpormechanical directly driven (electric or dieselmotor)
plunger pumps are used.
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Figure 11.9 (a) Typical material surface after
AIWJ cutting (100mm thick stainless steel). (b)
Quality indicators of the cutting kerf. bO: width
of the jet affected zone; rE: radius at the jet
entrance side;hS: height of the smooth zone;RS:
roughness of the smooth zone; hR: height of the
rough zone; RR: roughness of the rough zone;

M: measuring distance for u and a; DS = 0.1 S if
S< 2mm; DS = 0.2 S if S� 2mm; u:
straightness of the kerf; a: kerf taper angle; bG:
width of machining burr; hG: height of
machining burr; S: workpiece thickness; Dh:
measuring distance for the roughness. Mostly
DhS¼ 0.5hS and DhR¼ 0.5hR.
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On the intensifier pump (Figure 11.10), an electric motor drives a hydraulic

pump that generates a maximum of approximately 200 bar oil pressure in the
hydraulic system. The hydraulic drive is equipped with a dynamic controller to
adapt it to the pressure and flow requirements. The hydraulic oil is fed to one
side of the hydraulic piston that causes its movement to the other direction
(Figure 11.11). On both sides of the hydraulic piston, a plunger is fitted. Because
of their higher hardness, better resistance to dirty water, and lower weight than
hard metals, today ceramic plungers of partially stabilized zirconia (ZrO2) are
mostly used. This plunger moves into the high-pressure cylinder and compresses
the water. Because of the compressibility of water, approximately 12–13% (at 4000
bar) of the stroke of the piston is used to pressurize and compress the water in the

Figure 11.10 4000 bar intensifier pump: (a) front view; (b) rear view (source: Uhde High Pressure
Technologies GmbH).

Figure 11.11 Cross section of a 6000 bar intensifier unit (source: UhdeHigh Pressure Technologies
GmbH).
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cylinder without delivering water to the system. Two check valves (Figure 11.12a)
ensure the water flow toward the orifice on one high-pressure cylinder and at the
same time close the high-pressure cylinder on the other side of the intensifier. The
high-pressure packaging of the intensifier is of particular importance
(Figure 11.12b) since its lifetime is a critical factor for the customers. The typical
lifetime of this component is 400–600 h on average and mostly depends on the
operating pressure.

The end of the piston stroke is detected by a proximity switch installed inside the
hydraulic cylinder. The signal from the proximity switch causes a fast 4/3-way valve to
redirect the oil flow in a manner that is fast but smooth, in order to avoid damage of
the components. In the suction part of the piston movement, the hydraulic oil is
discharged to a tank. Cooling of the oil is commonly achieved by either an air cooler or
a water cooler, depending on ambient conditions and customer�s requirements. The
output water pressure of the intensifier pump is determined by the inlet hydraulic oil
pressure and the pressure intensification ratio. This ratio is defined as the working
area of the hydraulic piston divided by the area of the plunger. Commonly, inten-
sification ratios are between approximately 1 : 19 for 4000 bar pumps and 1 : 33 for
6000 bar intensifier pumps.

The interruption of water compression at the reversing point of the piston
produces pressure pulsation, which induces a fatigue cycle in the high-pressure
system, reducing the lifetime of important system components such as high-
pressure seals, check valves, piping, fittings, orifices, and others. Too high level or
pressure pulsations have a significant negative influence on the cutting results (e.g.,
lower cutting depth and lower cutting quality). In order to reduce the pulsation,
pulsation dampers (attenuators) are installed in the high-pressure piping
(Figure 11.13a). The pressure pulsation level, depending on the specific setup, is
typically dampened to �2–3% of the operating pressure (Figure 11.13b).

In the mechanically driven pumps, several offset oscillating pistons are directly
coupled to an eccentric rotating crankshaft (Figure 11.14). The delivered flow of high-
pressure water can be changed by changing the speed of the crankshaft using a
frequency converter. Due to their mechanical drive, plunger pumps demonstrate an
increased (up to 95%) degree of efficiency in comparison to intensifier pumps

Figure 11.12 (a) 4000 bar check valve. (b) 4000 bar high-pressure packaging (source: Uhde High
Pressure Technologies GmbH).
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(approximately 60%). However, today�s maximum available operating pressure is
3800 bar and their high stroke rate (up to 900/min) causes higher wear of expensive
high-pressure components such as seals, check valves, and piping.

Today, the typical 4000 bar high-pressure pumps allow to achieve a flow rate from
0.8 up to 7.6 l/min, and the 6000 bar intensifier pumps offer the user flow rates
between 2.8 and 5.4 l/min.

11.2.4
Waterjet Cutting with 6000 bar

Since waterjet cutting is permanently competing with a lot of other cutting
processes, such as laser or plasma cutting, a further development toward higher
cutting speeds and better accuracy has to be enforced. Higher operating pressures
are the most important way to achieve this goal. In 2001, a first high-pressure 6000
bar intensifier pump as two-stage (cascading intensifier) system was introduced in
the European job shop industry [48]. In 2004, a first one-stage 6000 bar pump for
industrial use came on the waterjet market. In the 6000 bar waterjet cutting
technique, the use of mechanical directly driven plunger pumps is not possible –
their high number of strokes causes tribological problems (high-pressure seals)
and accelerated fatigue of high-pressure components of the pump and of the
cutting machine.

Figure 11.13 (a)Cross sectionof a 2 l high-pressure pulsationdamper (source: UhdeHighPressure
Technologies GmbH). (b) Pressure fluctuations in a typical intensifier pump at 3000 bar [47].

Figure 11.14 Plunger pump: (a) outside view; (b) cross section (source: URACA).
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The increase of the operating pressure to 6000 bar improves the working
efficiencies and economical benefits [49, 50]:

. increase of the waterjet power density by 83% in comparison to the 4000 bar level;

. up to two times faster cutting speed while the other parameters are kept constant
(Figure 11.15a);

. up to 40% reduction in abrasive mass flow;

. up to 25% reduction in operating costs;

. harder materials can be cut effectively;

. deeper cuts of metals and other hard materials are possible without the use of
abrasive, for example, for titanium up to 3mm cutting depth and for aluminum
up to 6mm (Figure 11.15b).

The implementation of the 6000 bar waterjet cutting technique requires at the
same time the introduction of new hardware equipment suitable for this pressure
level: cutting heads with on/off valves, piping tubes, and fittings. Sometimes a new
construction of the equipment is required (e.g., cylinder body can no longer bemade
from a monoblock material), and sometimes the use of the best engineering
materials and advanced manufacturing processes is required. For example, for
piping tubes only material HP 160 after autofrettage can ensure a long work with
a 6000 bar cutting system. Apart from piping tubes, other high-pressure 6000 bar
components such as check valves and pump cylinder bodies have to be autofrettaged
(more information about autofrettage process is provided in Section 10.1).

11.2.5
Cutting Devices

In industrial practice, abrasive waterjet cutting is today primarily used to cut 2D
workpieces from sheet materials. One or more cutting heads (systems with 15

Figure 11.15 (a) Comparison between cutting results of material INOX with 3500 and 6000
bar pressures [49]. (b) 6mm thick AlCuMg1 cut with 6000 bar plain waterjet. Traverse rate
v¼ 30mm/min [49].
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cutting heads on one crossbeam are known) are guided along two X–Y CNC-
controlled axes of a portal-gantry system. The third axis (Z-axis) allows to adjust
the height of the cutting head to the thickness of the workpiece. The remaining
energy of the waterjet after cutting is dissipated in a water basin (catcher). Typical
industrial sizes of cutting areas are (X�Y) 1500 or 2000mm� 3000mm. For
large-volume workpieces (e.g., for the aerospace industry), it is possible to build
modular cutting tables up to 50 000mm in length in X-axis direction. The modern
precise guide systems allow the cutting machines to achieve a positioning
deviation of<� 0.02mm and an average positioning spread of<� 0.015mm [51].
The motion of the machine is previously programmed using a CAD/CAM
software including mostly advanced automatic nesting features and completely
controlled by CNC.

New fields of application for abrasive waterjet cutting can be opened up by
integration of a 3D (five-axis control) cutting head. Both types of cutting head axes
(2D and 3D) can be combined in one machine, too (Figure 11.16a). In applications
where the accuracy is more strict (e.g., in the aerospace industry, where large,
complex shaped parts of composite materials for airplanes have to be cut), accurate
five-axis machining was introduced first.

As a result of hard competition with other nonconventional cutting methods,
many new modern equipment components for waterjet cutting machines have
been developed during the past few years and put into industrial practice, for
example,

. cutting head with tilt function: it allows to correct an inclination angle of the
cutting head in relation to the workpiece during cutting. The inclination angle is
permanently calculated by a software that allows to achieve virtually zero kerf taper
angle (a, Figure 11.9b);

. anticollision protection and height sensor systems for the cutting heads;

. sensors of vacuum level in the cutting head;

Figure 11.16 (a) Portal cutting machine with a 2D axis and a 3D axis (source: H.G. Ridder
Automatisierungs-GmbH). (b) Robotized cutting of a car bumper with the plain waterjet in a cutting
box (source: Uhde High Pressure Technologies GmbH).
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. remote diagnosis of the cutting machine via Internet;
. high-speed linear driving units with speeds up to 60 000mm/min [52];
. tube cutting axis, and many others.

For the cutting of products with complex 3D shapes with lower requirements on
accuracy, robotized systems are used. A robotized system, with its many degrees of
freedom, can in practice cut like a regular five-axis cuttingmachine. The only limit is
its accuracy – today approximately �0.1–0.3mm. Therefore, the use of robotized
cutting systems is inmost cases limited to plainwaterjet cutting. Figure 11.16b shows
a typical application in the automotive industry – the programmed robot is mounted
in an automatically controlled and safe-for-personnel cutting box.

A standard equipment of an abrasive waterjet cutting system is an abrasive feeding
system. A typical industrial abrasive feeding system is shown in Figure 11.17a. In an
abrasive hopper (position 1), large amounts of abrasive (up to 3000 kg) are stored.
Using air pressure or vacuum, abrasive grains are transported to a metering unit
(position 2), installed close to the cutting head, which supplies a regular, constant
mass flow rate of abrasive to the cutting head (position 3). Electrically controlled
metering systems are typically used that allow to change the abrasive quantity during
the cutting process and adjust it to the cutting process requirements.

As the sludge in the cutting basin can solidify, this sediment abrasive must be
regularly removed from the cutting machine. This occurs, among other things, with
scraper conveyors integrated into the machine or with special pump systems with
filtration (Figure 11.17b). After separation fromwater, the collected used abrasive can
be prepared for reuse with recycling systems. Feasibility studies have shown that the
choice of optimal cutting parameters leads to 70–80% recyclable solid, which
normally would be disposed [53]. In recent years, several companies have offered
recycling plants for the recycling of abrasives. Because of their high exploitation costs
(electricity and water costs), the used abrasive materials are mostly sent to large
central recycling locations.

Figure 11.17 (a) Typical industrial abrasive feeding system (source: Allfi AG). (b) Sludge removal
system (source: Metallbau M€uller GmbH).
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11.2.6
New Trends in the Waterjet Cutting

11.2.6.1 Abrasive Water Suspension Jet
The secondmixing technique to generate an abrasive waterjet, called abrasive water
suspension jet (AWSJ), was developed in the early 1980s and its first industrial
applicationwasmentioned in the literature in 1986 [54]. A schematic drawing of the
most usedmethod of the AWSJ generation in practice is presented in Figure 11.18a.
In this method, widely known as �bypass principle,� one part of the pressurized
water flow delivered by the pump is used to feed the abrasive particles out of the
pressure vessel (reservoir) and to mix it back into the main waterstream. The
resulting suspension can be led through elastic high-pressure hoses to the cutting
location. The main difference between the abrasive water suspension jet and the
injection waterjet is the absence of air. The absence of air gives the AWSJ a higher
stability and a larger cutting efficiency than the AIWJ – a cutting thickness of
1000mm of reinforced concrete is possible [55]. The second important advantage
over the AIWJ is that the AWSJ can be transported for long distances up to 1000m
andmore on surface and because of this it can be easily used inmobile applications
(e.g., for cutting munitions). Underwater distances up to 6000m are possible [56].
Today�s commercial AWSJ systems work with pressures up to 2000 bar. Because of
higher wear of the high-pressure components and the complex controlling process
of the cutting system process parameters, this mixing technique is still under
development [57].

11.2.6.2 Microcutting
Waterjet cutting with its many advantages is an interesting alternative for the
fabrication of microcomponents for medicine, biotechnology, electronic, automo-
tive, andfinemechanics applications, aswell as themachining of expensivematerials

Figure 11.18 (a) Generation of the abrasive water suspension jet – �bypass principle� [39].
(b) Parts cut with the microabrasive waterjet. (source: Finecut AB).
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(gold, platinum, etc.). The market for microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
grows rapidly and its potential worldwide is estimated at $103 billion/year by
2012 [58].

For the long time, the participation in micromachining market has been reserved
only for complementary technologies such as laser, EDM, or chemical etching. But in
2000 a miniature abrasive waterjet of 50mm diameter using AWSJ technique was
created [59]. In 2003, the first six-teeth gearwheels with an outside diameter of 780mm
with a plain waterjet (orifice 0.08mm, pressure of 3500 bar) were manufactured [60].
In 2009, a first professional series-produced waterjet cutting machine, dedicated to
microcomponents machining, appeared on the market [61]. It allows to achieve kerf
widths of 0.2–0.3mm and small holes with industrial constant reliability using the
AIWJ. In future, reliable cutting with kerf widths of 0.05mm is expected. Some
examples of microcomponents cut with the mini-AIWJ are shown in Figure 11.18b.

11.2.6.3 Medical Applications
First results of the use of waterjets for medical applications have been published in
1982 – a plain waterjet scalpel for the resection of liver tissue has been applied [62].
The use of the plainwaterjet offers an important advantage over conventional surgery
and ultrasound or laser cutting: athermic and selective cutting – the plain waterjet
under low pressure (below 100 bar) cuts the tissue but the blood vessels are not
injured, because they are slightly more resistant.

There are several other possibilities to exploit the potential of the plain waterjet in
medicine, such as

. removal of dimmed lens capsule of the eyes at the gray star;

. in neurosurgery to cut the cerebral tissue;

. in the operation of tumors in the ear, nose, and throat or in the urology.

However, in medical applications the waterjet technology is actually limited to soft
tissue cutting – the plain waterjet has not enough cutting performance to be applied

Figure 11.19 (a) A bone cut with AIWJ at 3500 bar with additive of sugar as abrasive material
(source: Institute of Materials Science, Leibniz Universit€at Hannover). (b) �Cutting box� for future
orthopedic surgery [64].
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on biological hard tissues such as bones or teeth. Because of this, various projects
with the goal to develop the abrasive waterjet to a tool for orthopedic surgery have
been undertaken in recent years (Figure 11.19a). This includes, among others,
biophysical experiments on the interaction of biocompatible abrasives (e.g., sacchar-
ose, sorbitol, and lactose) and somatic cells [63]. For future orthopedic surgery, a
special robotized cutting system has been designed (Figure 11.19b) [64]. In March
2003, the worldwide first in vivo application of abrasive waterjets for the cutting of
bone took place at the University of Veterinary Medicine in Hanover.
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12
High-Pressure Components
Waldemar Hiller and Matthias Zeiger

The realization of high-pressure processes with pressures of over several hundred or
thousand bars requires pressure components that are specifically designed for the
high forces acting upon the internal surfaces and other load bearing parts. The
assembly of all high-pressure components together with the necessary utility con-
nections and a control system forms an engineered technical system capable of being
used to realize a high-pressure process. The limits of application of a high-pressure
process are frequently determined by technological or economical limitations in the
design and fabrication of high-pressure components. It is therefore indispensable to
understand the construction of these components and the state-of-the-art techno-
logical limits when designing a specific high-pressure process or a production plant.

The purpose of this chapter is to show the variety of nowadays designs for high-
pressure components. This can then be considered as the current �toolbox� for
realizing a high-pressure process from themechanical side. The second purpose is to
illustrate thementioned technological limits and to indicate some of the research and
development work that is carried out in order to overcome these.

12.1
Materials for High-Pressure Components

The starting point for the understanding and design of high-pressure components is
knowledge about the possible materials of construction. Since the load that the
materials have to withstand is very high, it is evident that the strength of thematerials
of construction also must be very high. In fact, some key technological advances in
high-pressure components have been derived from higher strength materials being
developed and utilized in a safe and economical design. The use of high-strength
materials is generally also the environmentally more friendly design since it con-
sumes less raw material and energy. Today still, the vast majority of high-strength
materials used for high-pressure components are based on steel. As a replacement of
steel, composite-overwrapped vessels have been developed especially for aerospace
applications, where reducing weight is paramount [1]. Since for high-pressure
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applications the core of these vessels is frequently made from steel, the further
introduction on materials will primarily focus on the various steel alloys used [2].

12.1.1
Steel Selection Criteria

The selection of appropriate steel grades is made aiming for the lowest cost while
satisfying all necessary design conditions such as

. static strength to hold the pressure;

. ductility to fulfill safety requirements and avoid brittle fracture at the given
operating temperatures;

. fatigue strength for the intended number of load cycles;

. weldability, if welding is foreseen;

. resistance to corrosive attack or radiation;

. long-term stability at elevated temperatures.

In addition to the purely technical considerations of the steel selection, also
regulatory compliance must be observed. The requirements depend on the national
laws of the country where the high-pressure components are to be used. Only
approved steels within the limitations of the pressure vessel code (or piping code)
may be used [3, 4].

Since the demands of high-pressure applications are unique, there is usually not a
big choice of materials available that offer high strength, meet other boundary
conditions, and are commercially available. Generally, they fall into one of the below
mentioned categories, in each of which a few grades offer the highest possible
strength that makes them interesting for high-pressure application. All mentioned
steel grades are summarized in Table 12.1.

Table 12.1 Steel selection guide for high-pressure components [9].

Steel type
(typical grades)

Yield strength
at 20 �C (MPa)

Steel type
(typical grades)

Yield strength
at 20 �C (MPa)

High-alloy (>12% Cr) steel Low-alloy (�12% Cr) steel
Austenitic stainless
(1.4429, 316LN)

�300 Fine-grain
and high-
temperature
structural steel
(1.6368)

�450 Weldable

Austenitic–ferritic
duplex (1.4462)

�450 Cr–Mo H2-
resistant steel
(1.7779)

�500 Weldable

Soft martensitic
(1.4418)

�800 HSLA (1.6580,
A723Gr1)

�850 Nonweldable

Precipitation
hardening (1.4545,
15-5PH)

�850 HSLA (1.6957,
A723Gr3)

�900 Nonweldable
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12.1.2
High-Strength Low-Alloy Steel

The standard material for high-pressure components is a forging made from high-
strength low-alloy (HSLA) steel. These steels are based on 0.2–0.4% carbon content,
1–2% chrome, 2–5% nickel, up to 1%molybdenum, and some vanadium. They have
beendevelopedandrefined tooffer thehighestpossible strengthat certainguaranteed
ductility levels. Depending on the thickness of the required forging, yield strength
valuesof 800–1100MPaand tensile strengthvaluesofup to1300MPacanbeachieved
at safe ductility levels. The permissible temperature range for most HSLA steels lies
approximately between�50and þ 350 �C.At the lower temperatureend the steels are
limitedbyareduction intoughness,whileat thehightemperatureend long-termhigh-
temperature embrittlement effects may lead to a reduction in toughness. Because of
thehighstrengthand thehighcarbonequivalent content, thesesteels arenotapproved
for welding in pressure vessel construction. Another limitation of application is their
susceptibility to corrosion. If HSLA steels are to be used with corrosive fluids, then
protective liners or coatings should be applied. HSLA steels are used for many high-
pressure applications covering a wide range of pressures, from 1000 up to 14 000 bar.

12.1.3
Weldable Fine-Grain and High-Temperature Structural Steels

If the design of the pressure vessel requires welding, then steels with lower carbon
equivalent content have to be used. The application of welding for a specific steel
grade is permitted by the applicable pressure vessel regulation and requires heat
treatment, further testing, and examination. Among the standard materials for
welded construction are fine-grain and high-temperature structural steels that can
achieve yield strength values of up to 450MPa and tensile strength of 600–800MPa.
Because of the vast economical importance of weldable pressure vessel steels,
research activities are undertaken to use even higher strength steels and advanced
design methods [5] in order to minimize the weight and the cost of the pressure
vessels. The permissible temperature range for these steels is approximately between
�60 and þ 400 �C, depending on the specific grade.When compared toHSLA steels,
it becomes immediately apparent that because of the lower strength of these steels
welding can only be used for moderate-pressure vessels of approximately up to
1500 bar. Also, fine-grain and high-temperature structural steels are not resistant to
corrosive attack andmust be protected from corrosive fluids. Since this steel group is
weldable, weld overlay with corrosion-resistant steels is possible in addition to the
protectionmethodsmentioned above. Another commonly usedmethod is explosion
bonding of stainless material on fine-grain or other carbon steel plates.

12.1.4
High-Strength High-Alloy Steels

If corrosion resistance must be inherent to the material, then it is necessary to use
alloys with more than 12% of chromium. Both weldable and nonweldable grades
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are available for the construction of high-pressure components. The highest
strength nonweldable high-alloy steels with good general corrosion resistance are
precipitation hardening and soft martensitic steels with strength levels similar to
HSLA steels (yield strength over 800MPa). These steels are widely used for high-
pressure pump cylinders and exhibit excellent fatigue characteristics [6]. The
permissible temperature range for these steels is approximately between �50 and
þ 250 �C.

12.1.5
Austenitic Stainless Steels

For weldable stainless steel, there are mainly the options of austenitic and duplex
steels. To a lesser extent, also ferritic stainless steels are used. Since all austenitic
stainless steels have relatively low yield strengths of up to 300MPa, they are generally
not suitable for high-pressure applications above 1000 bar. Their advantage though is
that they are suitable for a wide range of temperatures from �273 up to þ 400 �C.
Chemically, they are characterized by a chromium content of above 12% and a nickel
content of above 8%. Austenitic stainless steels can be enhanced in strength signif-
icantly through cold working, although this method can be applied effectively to
relatively small cross sections of up to 50mmonly.When using coldworked stainless
steel, the loss of strength through recrystallization even at relatively low temperatures
of below 400 �Cmust be considered. Apart from the low strength, austenitic stainless
steels have thedisadvantageof being susceptible to stress corrosion cracking,which is
propelled by the presence of chlorides and tensile stresses.

12.1.6
Austenitic–Ferritic Duplex Steels

Another option for weldable stainless steels of higher strength is austenitic–ferritic
duplex steels that exhibit a mixed austenitic and ferritic structure. Their chemistry is
based on chromium contents of typically 21–23% and nickel content of 4.5–6.5%.
The yield strength of duplex steels achieves values of up to 450MPa, which makes
them suitable for moderate high-pressure vessels of up to approximately 1500 bar.
Austenitic–ferritic duplex steels combine some of the advantages of ferritic steels,
such as high strength and resistance to stress corrosion cracking, with advantages of
austenitic steel, such as high general corrosion resistance and fairly good levels of
toughness. Unlike austenitic steels, however, duplex steels are not generally suitable
for low temperatures. The use at higher temperatures is limited by temper embrit-
tlement to appr. 250 �C.

12.1.7
Chromium–Molybdenum Hydrogen-Resistant Steels

Another important group of steels for high-pressure components is low-alloy
weldable steels containing up to 4% chromium and up to 1% molybdenum.
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These steels are resistant against hydrogen attack at higher temperatures and
pressures and also exhibit relatively high strengths even at higher temperatures
(see also Ref. [7]). Therefore, they are very important for a large number of
hydrogenation processes that are operated at elevated pressures of 100–300
bar [8]. The typical yield strength values vary between 300 and 500MPa. The safe
temperature range is approximately from �50 to þ500 �C, depending on the
specific grade.

12.1.8
Fatigue and Fracture Properties of High-Strength Steels

Apart from the static strength of a selected steel grade, its resistance to fatigue and
fracture are important factors for the design of high-pressure vessels. Fatigue is not
a sudden, but rather a progressive failure mode, where the steel develops cracks
from starting locations like small defects that progress through the wall of the
component and lead to its eventual failure. Fracture in contrast is a sudden failure of
the pressure component that leads to immediate destruction and must be avoided
through safe design, high-quality materials, diligent manufacturing, and careful
inspection. On the one hand, the fatigue and fracture strength of a pressure
component depend on the design of the component itself and the operating
conditions. On the other hand, they depend on the properties of the utilized steel.
In general, the fatigue strength of a steel is positively correlated to the ultimate
tensile strength, while for the fracture strength the opposite applies. Factors that
positively influence both the fatigue strength and the fracture toughness of a steel
are

. low rates of nonmetallic inclusions such as phosphorus and sulfur;

. fine-grain structure;

. small internal defects;

. homogeneous distribution of defects.

The most important metallurgical measures to improve the fatigue strength and
fracture toughness of a steel are

. use of high-quality raw materials such as clean metal scrap;

. use of modern melting furnaces with degassing capabilities;

. sufficient hot forming of the steel to break up microimpurities;

. remelting of the steel;

. precise temperature control in all phases of the steel production.

The result of such metallurgical exercises can be seen in the strength–toughness
relation of the steel, in the cleanliness levels in microscopic examination, and in the
absence of defects in ultrasonic examination. Since many important criteria for the
fatigue and fracture strength of a steel are not fully defined in the pressure vessel
codes or the steel standards, it is recommended to utilize refined steel specifications
in order to obtain the highest performing steels within the limits of production
technology.
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12.2
Pressure Vessels

Pressure vessels that are intended for use in high-pressure applications, in particular
those for pressures over 1000 bar, require specific design features that would
normally not be used for lower pressures. On the other hand, high-pressure vessels
may utilize any useful design from conventional low-pressure vessels as far as it can
be demonstrated to be safe and economic for use under higher pressures. It is
therefore not possible to drawa strict border betweenhigh-pressure and low-pressure
vessels on the basis of pressure only. It is rather a combination of size, pressure,
number of load cycles, and other operational requirements that promote the
application of special high-pressure designs.

One clear element of distinction for high-pressure vessels is the shape of the vessel.
While in low-pressure application many different shapes and large openings are
mechanically feasible, this becomes increasingly difficult at higher pressure. There-
fore, the predominant shape of high-pressure vessels is a cylinder, avoiding large side
ports in the wall, with the end closures being used for openings and connections.

Another distinction of high-pressure vessels is the large wall thickness – usually
expressed as high diameter ratio of outside to inside diameter – and the use of
prestressing techniques in order to reduce the high tensional stresses at the inner
side of the vessel wall. Figure 12.1 illustrates the fundamental difference between the
operating stresses in a low-pressure vessel compared to a high-pressure vessel.While
in a low-pressure vessel the dominating tangential stress s is nearly uniform over
thewall thickness s, in a thickwall high-pressure vessel the tangential stress is highest
at the inner bore and then decays toward the outer diameter.

In order to have a first layout of a cylindrical high-pressure vessel without
considering temperature effects or fatigue, the diagram in Figure 12.2 can be used
to determine the maximum allowable pressure P at a given ratio of outer diameter do
to inner diameter di and a yield strength of Sy.

P

P

di

di

do

(a) (b)

σσ

do

ss

Figure 12.1 Tangential stress of (a) a low-pressure vessel and (b) a high-pressure vessel.
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The static design pressure of the cylinder is derived based on the plastic limit load
of the vessel using the vonMises criterion [10] and a designmargin of 1.732 [11]. It is
important to acknowledge that this is only one of several possible design pressure
definitions and for any specific case the applicable pressure design code must be
consulted [10].

P
Sy
¼ 2

3
ln

do
di

ð12:1Þ

The initial yield of the pressure vessel occurs at the bore when the following yield
condition according to Tresca/Guest is fulfilled [10]:

P
Sy
¼ ðdo=diÞ

2�1
2ðdo=diÞ2

ð12:2Þ

The maximum elastic stress range that can be achieved through prestressing
techniques is equivalent to two times the yield condition, since the bore of the
vessel can only be prestressed to the compressive yield strength value.

The diagram can then be divided into three zones: Up to a diameter ratio of
approximately 1.6, the static design pressure is below the initial yield pressure of the
vessel and hence no yielding will occur in operation. Above that diameter ratio, the
allowable pressure is higher than the yield pressure and prestressing techniques are
required in order to avoid yielding under operating conditions. Above a diameter
ratio of 4.1, the stress range at the bore exceeds two times the yield condition and even
with prestressing of the inner part of the cylinder up to the compressive yield strength
yielding would occur during each load cycle and quickly destroy the vessel. It is
therefore not economic to increase the diameter ratio of the vessel further. Sincemost
materials exhibit a reduced yield strength in compression once they are subjected to

Figure 12.2 Basic high-pressure cylinder design.
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yield under tension, themaximumelastic rangewould inmany cases be less than two
times the yield pressure [12].

In order to illustrate the function of the diagram in Figure 12.2, the following
example can be studied: A high-pressure cylinder is to be designed for 6000 bar
(equivalent to 600MPa) for a noncorrosive fluid. Which material should be chosen?
What is the required diameter ratio? Does it need to be prestressed?

Answer: The pressure is too high for welded construction and a standard HSLA
steel with a yield strength of 900MPa is best suited for this application. The ratio of
P/Sy is 0.67 and from the diagram a diameter ratio of 2.7 is required at theminimum.
The operating pressure is above the yield condition so that prestressing techniques
have to be used.

12.2.1
Leak Before Burst

When designing a high-pressure vessel, the possible failure mode has to be studied.
For this purpose, the designer assumes crack initiation and propagation at different
parts of the vessel where theywould be likely in operation.He then analyzes the effect
of this crack on the structural integrity of the vessel. If propagating cracks lead in all
cases to a leakage of the vessel, then the design is considered as leak before burst
(LBB). LBB has the advantage that a catastrophic, rapid failure is avoided and only the
risk of the released fluid has to be controlled [13, 14]. If LBB cannot be guaranteed by
design, there is a potential risk of instant failure of the vessel with a sudden
disintegration of the components. This progress can be accelerated by the released
compression energy and create massive damage, together with a large amount of
expanded process fluid and the associated shock wave. In order to achieve LBB, the
fracture situation in a vessel must be controlled in a way that a critical crack depth
cannot be reached before the crack creates a leak in the vesselwall. In general, thiswill
be easily achieved in thin wall designs than in heavy wall designs. LBB also depends
on the design of the sealing system and the end closure. The higher the pressure of
the vessel, the more difficult it will be to design a LBB sealing and closure system,
which will be explained in more detail later.

The possible countermeasures to achieve a similar level of safety for a non-LBB
vessel are increased number of in-service inspections and safety barriers against the
ejection of debris. In order to better understand the amount of mechanical energy
stored in a high-pressure system, it is interesting to compare it with the chemical
energy of explosives (Figure 12.3).

12.2.2
Welded Pressure Vessels

In order to better understand the need for high-pressure specific designs, first the
traditional welded pressure vessel is introduced with the focus on its limitations.

The use of welding for the fabrication of pressure vessels is very common, because
it allows the assembly of even complex vessel structures from plate and other
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preformed components with a minimum amount of machining work [16]. Heavy
plates for shell components are available up to 250mm wall thickness and more.
These plates can be cold rolled to form cylinders of an inner diameter of approx-
imately 20 times thewall thickness or larger. This operation results in a diameter ratio
of not more than 1.1. In a purely static design consideration and ignoring further
aspects of the weld quality (Figure 12.4a), this would give an upper limit of 6.35% of
the yield strength as themaximum allowable design pressure using the assumptions
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Figure 12.3 Expansion energy in a pressure vessel, pressurized with water (15 �C) or argon [15].
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Figure 12.4 Welded pressure vessels: (a) longitudinally welded plate; (b) circumferentially welded
cylindrical forgings; (c) layered plate design.
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of Figure 12.2. For example, for a fine-grain steel with a yield strength of 450MPa, it
would result in a maximum internal pressure of 286 bar (28.6MPa). If the pressure
vessel is operated at higher temperatures, the allowable pressure reduces accordingly
with the reduction in yield strength at elevated temperatures.

In order to raise the allowable pressure, the designer has to increase the diameter
ratio. This can be done by hot rolling, by using a hollow forging, or by welding
multiple plates around each other to form a larger wall thickness.

Forgings are not limited by diameter ratio. In addition, they offer the advantage of
the absence of longitudinal weld,which results in a higher number of admissible load
cycles for the forging piece. For larger vessels, the cylindrical parts of forged vessels
are divided into several lengths and welded to each other by efficient narrow gap
welding techniques. Also, the heads of forged vessels are usually welded to the
cylindrical part (Figure 12.4b).

As an alternative to forged vessel, various types of layered plate vessels have been
developed. The driving force of this development wasmainly commercial in order to
create an alternative to expensive heavy wall forgings. In one construction type, the
layers consist of segments (see Figure 12.4c) of cylinders being welded with two
longitudinal seams. The exact sizing of the weld gap and the plate thickness allows
building up well-defined shrink forces as the pressure vessel is being assembled. In
this way, the layered vessel not only replaces a thick wall forging, but also employs
prestressing in order to improve the stress distribution in the vessel wall. Another
advantage is that thin plates can be produced with higher strength than thick
forgings, so that the wall thickness of the vessel can also be optimized by this
technique.

The disadvantages and limitations of the plate layered vessels lie in reduced fatigue
strength at critical welding and discontinuity locations as well as in the difficulty to
inspect these locations with the available nondestructive examination methods. If a
plate-wound vessel fails due to fatigue cracks or overloading, then the failuremode is
relatively safe due to multiple shells and the superior mechanical properties of thin
plates [17].

For corrosion protection of welded vessels, the bore of the vessel can be weld
cladded with a corrosion-resistant material or fitted with a protective liner. In case of
plate layered vessels, the inner core can be made from stainless steel while all other
plates may be made from weldable low-alloy steel.

Heating and cooling of welded pressure vessels is frequently done by welding a
jacket to the outside of the vessel ducting the tempering fluid. On some occasions, it
is preferable to place the tempering jacket to the inside of the vessel in order to have a
more direct control in case of temperature changes.

12.2.3
Nonwelded Pressure Vessels

If the pressure vessel can be designed without welded connections, higher strength
steels as per Table 12.1 can be used and the design pressure can be elevated
accordingly. Also, the fatigue life of the pressure vessel potentially improves since
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the weld is normally a weak area in the fatigue assessment of a vessel, unless other
weak points of the design such as threaded connections exhibit higher stress
concentrations.

One characteristic element of a nonwelded vessel is the type of the end closure.
Here it can be differentiated between closures attached directly to the pressure vessel
and those supported by an external frame. In the first case, the pressure vessel needs
to transmit the axial end load. In the other case, the axial load is carried by the frame
and the pressure vessel is subjected to circumferential and radial stresses only.

Using the cylindrical part of the pressure vessel itself to transmit the longitudinal
loadwill normally be themore economic solution. The additional axial stress does not
affect the pressure limit of the vessel significantly, since the maximum shear stress
results from the circumferential and the radial stress [18].

The introduction of the longitudinal force into the cylinder does, however, leads to
high localized stresses, which in many cases limits the fatigue life of a pressure
vessel. Geometrically, the introduction of the axial forcemay be realized at the inside,
in the middle, or at the outside of the wall at the pressure vessel end. The stress
concentration is normally highest and the fatigue life is lowest, when the axial stress
is introduced at the inside of the vessel (see Figure 12.5). From a fatigue point of view,
it is frequently advantageous to connect the end closure at the outside of the vessel
(see Figure 12.6). This does, however, increase the size and the weight. The end
closure may also be connected by bolts that are introduced in the middle of the
cylindrical wall (see Figure 12.7). Since the bolts are applied with a defined
pretension, their cyclic stress is relatively low and will in most cases be below the
endurance limit of the component.
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Figure 12.5 Internal thread end closure: (a) continuous thread; (b) interrupted thread: closure is
inserted axial into vessel and locked by a small turn.
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Figure 12.6 Externally clamped end closure. Before opening cover, both clamp halves must be
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Figure 12.7 Bolted cover: (a) integral flange; (b) threaded flange.
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For large high-pressure vessels that are subjected to cyclic use, the external frame
design offers advantages. The principle is that the cylindrical part of the vessel can be
realized as a plain cylinder without any stress raiser. Also, the external frame (see
Figure 12.8) can be designed in optimized ways with respect to fatigue life, for
instance, by using prestressing techniques (see Figure 12.8b and c). The covers are
introduced axially into the cylinder (see Figure 12.8d) and held by the frame. In order
to open the vessel, the frame (or the vessel)must bemoved to the side before cover can
be extracted.

The various designs of end closures can also be differentiated by the required
opening and closing times. A bolted connection (Figure 12.7) is very time consuming
to open and close since each bolt must be manipulated individually and even bolt
load distribution must be achieved. The clamp closure (Figure 12.6) and the
interrupted thread closure (Figure 12.5b) can be manipulated very quickly and also
automatized easily. The disadvantage is the lack of pretension that leads to a higher
cyclic stress compared to the bolted connection and hence a reduced fatigue life.
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Figure 12.8 External frame-supported end closures: (a) frame design of several plates; (b) frame
prestressed by tie rods; (c) frame prestressed by wire winding; (d) appropriate vessel with covers.
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Where quick opening is less important than fatigue life, the internal thread closure
can also be used with a continuous thread (see Figure 12.5a). Also, frame-supported
end closures (Figure 12.8) can be operated quickly, although the manipulation of
heavy parts is required (vessel or frame).

12.2.4
Prestressing Techniques

In order to use pressure vessels above the initial yield pressure (see Figure 12.2, zones
II and III) and generally in order to increase the fatigue life of high-pressure vessels,
prestressing techniques are very useful. In a normal pressure vessel, all stresses are
equal to zero when no pressure is applied. As the pressure increases, negative radial
stress results at the inner surfaces and positive circumferential and axial stresses
occur as required to balance the pressure load. In a cyclic operation, the positive
circumferential stress will be the main driver of a fatigue crack initiating at the bore
and propagating through the wall in the longitudinal–radial plane. If the pressure
vessel is prestressed in such a way that the inner bore initially is under compressive
stress, the tendency of a crack to initiate and propagate is much reduced. It is
therefore a characteristic feature of a high-pressure vessel that prestressing techni-
ques are applied.

Themost common prestressing technique is �autofrettage� (Figure 12.9a). It does
not require any additional mechanical component to create the prestressing condi-
tion, but rather – as the word suggests – the �frettage,� which means shrinking, is
carried out by its own. This is very simply achieved by pressurizing the vessel (using a
hydraulic fluid) over the yield point in a controlled mode – but safely below the burst
pressure – and then releasing the pressure. A plastic deformation of the vessel will
occur, starting from the inside and proceeding to the outside, which will deform the
vessel in an uneven way. The inside will experience a higher degree of deformation
than the outside, as it expands plastically in circumference more than the outside
does. In effect, the outside of the vessel will be �too small� relative to the inner
geometry andwill pressurize the inner part from the outside. The compressive stress
that can be achieved by autofrettagewould in ideal theory reach the compressive yield
strength of the material, which for many materials is similar to the yield strength in
tension. Unfortunately, the compressive yield strength is reduced by the previous
yield in tension, a phenomenon that is known by the name of �Bauschinger
effect� [12]. Another point to observe is the increase of the inner diameter that may
require additionalmachining tomatch tolerances at sealing or other functional areas.
Machining of these areas reduces the residual stress. Because of its cost effectiveness
and simplicity, it is widely applied.

A method that is capable of achieving a compressive residual stress without the
negative Bauschinger effect is shrinking of cylinders (Figure 12.9b). Two or more
cylinders aremanufacturedwith a geometric interference and thenfitted bymeans of
a temperature difference or hydraulic pressure. Another advantage is that dissimilar
materials can be utilized for the different layers, such as corrosion-resistant or very
hard inner layers. The disadvantage of themethod is the requirement for fabricating
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several cylinders with precise machining in order to achieve a tight tolerance on the
interference.

A thirdmethod is to wind flat wire or plates around a hollow cylindrical inner core
in order to compress it sufficiently to achieve the necessary fatigue life
(Figure 12.9c) [19]. The advantage of this method is that only one cylinder must
bemachined precisely and the wire or plate can be used as drawn.While applying the
wire to the inner cylinder, the pretension canbe precisely controlled bymeasuring the
tension on the wire and the reduction in the inner diameter of the cylinder. A
disadvantage is the time required to apply the wire to larger cylinders and the
difficulty to achieve a 100% volumetric filling by the wire.

A similar construction type is winding of a corrugated band in a helix on the core
shell to form a high-pressure vessel. The additional advantage of the corrugation is
the capability to transmit longitudinal forces from one layer to another, which allows
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Figure 12.9 Prestressing techniques. Residual tangential stresses in vessel wall, induced by
different manufacture processes: (a) autofrettage (monoblock); (b) shrink design, two layers; (c)
multilayer, wire/plate winding (ds: shrink diameter; dc: core diameter).
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further degrees of freedom when designing the heads and end closures. Neverthe-
less, it has been reported that plate-wound vessels have been utilized for pressures of
up to 2700 bar successfully [20].

12.2.5
Sealing Systems

Low-pressure vessels are frequently sealed with a flat seal ring that is pressurized by
bolting the face of the vessel against the cover. The clamping force must be high
enough to maintain the contact pressure at the sealing as the forces tend to lift the
cover. For high pressures, this principle is limited by the required closing force and
the deformations that occur in the gasket area. Sealing systems for high pressure
therefore frequently have to be designed in a way that the pressure itself supports the
function of the sealing element. This principle has been discovered early in twentieth
century by Bridgeman [21]. Today, several high-pressure seal designs use the same
pressure supporting mechanism in various forms.

The lens ring seal consists of a metallic ring with spherical faces that is clamped
between conical seal faces (Figure 12.10). Although the seal ring requires the full
pretension in order to seal, it is nevertheless supported by the pressure, as higher
pressures push the lens ring stronger into the conical seats and support the sealing
effect. On the other hand, the sealing design can be considered LBB by experience, as
the connection starts leaking when some of the bolts start failing.

For larger sizes the required clamping forces are so high that the lens ring design
becomes very heavy and sealing systems with reduced or without pretension forces
offer advantages. For many applications with limited temperature range, soft
materials such as elastomer O-rings can be used even for very high pressures up
to 10 000 bar to effectively seal a high-pressure connection. From a safety point of
view, it is preferable to use sealings on the face of the vessel (see Figure 12.11a). In
case of a progressive failure of the closing elements, this systemwould eventually lead
to a leakage and release the pressure. For the other designs (Figure 12.11b–d), LBB

lens ring

20°

sphere

Figure 12.10 Lens ring gasket, sealing element, and adjacent parts.
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can normally not be assumed for the end closure and special measures have to be
taken to ensure the integrity of the vessel for a given number of load cycles.

12.3
Heat Exchangers

Heat exchangers are vessels or piping elements whose primary function is to transfer
heat energy from one fluid through the wall to another. In order to best fulfill this
function, the resistance to heat transfer andflow restriction should beminimal. As an
additional requirement, the design should be compact in order to minimize weight
and cost and allow quick temperature changes. These criteria are not easily fulfilled,
when the operational pressure of the fluid is high, especially in the range of several
thousand bars.

For low- and medium-pressure applications, bundle-type heat exchangers are the
dominant type of construction. The process fluid flows through a multitude of small
tubes in parallel, while the tempering fluid exchanges energy with the outside of the
tubes. This design is very effective but requires welding of the tubes to a tube sheet
and is hence limited in pressure by the selection of materials and the stresses and
deflections in the tube sheet. When the pressures increase, it becomes necessary to
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Figure 12.11 Sealing systems: (a) O-ring at the face; (b) O-ring inside the bore; (c) double O-ring
carrier; (d) metallic wave ring.
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apply a simple design such as the cylindrical shape to the high-pressure part and to
avoid welding.

A high-pressure heat exchanger is thus characterized by a tube in tube design
with the high pressures acting in the inner tube (Figure 12.12). The large required
wall thickness reduces the efficiency of the heat transfer and makes it very inert
against sudden changes in operating conditions. Since welding on the high-
pressure tube is not permitted, the outer tube is sealed by shrink elements or soft
sealings against the inner tube. Another option is to use clamp-on outer half pipes,
which are closed containers themselves and do not need to be sealed against the
high-pressure core. For smaller applications, electric resistance heating from the
outside may be an option.

(a)

shrink ring expansion bellow centering pins

high pressure tube

threaded flange

high-pressure tube shrink ring jacket pipe

(b)

high-pressure
fluid

low-pressure
fluid

Figure 12.12 Double pipe heat exchanger, PN2500: (a) complete straight pipe; (b) details.
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When designing a high-pressure heat exchanger, the effect of thermal stress must
be analyzed. For the axial direction, differential temperatures may require a flexible
element in order to limit the resulting stresses and avoid leakage of the connections.
For the radial direction, the temperature difference over a thick cylindricalwall causes
an increase in tangential stress in the bore when the cylinder is heated and the
opposite when it is cooled. Since these thermal stresses are only �secondary,� which
means that in case of reaching yield level they would limit themselves, they do not
affect the static strength of the cylinder. Theirmain impact is on fatigue life of the heat
exchanger since thermal stresses create additional fatigue load cycles and since they
may affect the residual stresses that were intentionally introduced with prestressing
techniques.

12.4
Valves

Valves have the function to manipulate the fluid flow in a high-pressure plant; they
open/close, control, or safeguard the fluid flow against overpressure. High pres-
sures affect the optimum design of valves in comparison to the multitude of low-
pressure valves that are built for the various applications and operating conditions.
When a valve is designed to close or control a fluid flow, it is regularly of advantage
to achieve a minimum flow restriction in the open position. For low-pressure
applications, this can be realized by straight valve designs with full bore openings
that are closed or controlled by butterfly plates, balls, or sliders. These valve
internals are limited in use by their deformation under pressure, which makes
it difficult to operate the valves at higher pressures. In the case of closing valves, the
deformation of the closing element under pressure will also lead to early leakage.
Another way to minimize the pressure drop in a valve is to use flow optimized
shapes as they can be realized economically with casting materials. Since casting
materials are limited in the strength–ductility performance and homogeneity when
compared with forging materials, they can normally not be used for high-pressure
applications. The typical shape of a high-pressure valve is thus an angle valve made
from a forged, nonweldable body material (see Figure 12.13). The control or closing
element is a stem that is pressed into an orifice for closing the valve and
manipulated axially inside this orifice to control the flow rate or pressure drop.
The stem is sealed against the valve body by flexible packing rings made of graphite,
reinforced PTFE, or other high-performance plastics [8]. In order to relief the
packing from the high pressure, it may be equipped with a back seat that is engaged
in the open position. The increased pressure drop over an angle valve is normally
tolerated for high-pressure applications when weighed against the benefits in
mechanical stability and pressure resistance. On the other hand, the angle shape
always requires a change in piping orientation of 90� that frequently can be utilized
in the plant layout. When the angle shape is not acceptable or when the pressure
drop should be minimized, a straight valve with a 45� inclined seat can be an
interesting option.
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Valves that safeguard the pressurized systems against overpressures are typically
referred to as �safety valves.� For low-pressure systems, these are normally spring-
loaded valves, where the spring force balances the allowed pressure force on the
closing element. For high pressures and larger cross sections, it is extremely difficult
to design springs that safely achieve this task. It is therefore common to utilize
actively controlled hydraulic valves to depressurize the system (see Figure 12.14).
Since an active system always bears some risk of malfunction, this should be then
combined with a passive rupture element (see Figure 12.15) as the safety element of
last resort.

12.5
Piping

All pressure components in a high-pressure plant are connected by a piping system.
The starting point for the design of such a system is again the question of the pressure
level and the material choice reflecting all relevant process impacts. If for moderate
pressures a weldable material can be used, elements such as straight pipes, bends,
and tees can be connected by welding, leaving only few joints with the need of a
mechanical connection. The most common type is the bolted lens ring connection
(Figure 12.16). It has the advantages to be very robust and easy to install, even with
some angular deviation andmisalignment at the connection [23]. The disadvantage is
the need of an axial pretension force of at least 30%above the pressure load in order to

connection to actuator packing stem seat inlet

Figure 12.13 Angle control valve, DN70, PN3600.
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 realize the sealing effect. For very high pressures this will be difficult to achieve, since
the sealing element will be deformed excessively. Also, the high pretension force
results in additional weight and cost, which is disadvantageous for very large
connections.

connection to actuator

stem

packing

seat

body

relief
port

Figure 12.14 Actively controlled hydraulic valve, PN3200.

hold-down nut hold-down ring rupture disk plug

exhaust connection body high-pressure connection
(e.g., screwed into T-piece)

Figure 12.15 Rupture disk assembly: principle sketch for pressure up to approximately 4137 bar;
available orifice: 3.15/6.35/9.53mm [22].
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Figure 12.16 Pipe connection with lens ring gasket, DN45, PN500.
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Figure 12.17 Grayloc� clamped pipe connection [24].
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As a common alternative, metallic pressure energized seal systems such as the
Grayloc� connection are used. Since it only requires a relatively small axial preten-
sion to realize the initial seal effect, the size of the mechanical holding elements can
be reduced and the handling of the closure can be simplified by using a clamp
mechanism in lieu of a bolted connection (Figure 12.17).

For very small connections, a coupling system based on a conical seal geometry
has proven to be very practical and safe even for very high pressure of over 10 000
bar (Figure 12.18). It does not require a seal element but the conical end of
the tube rather forms a seal element itself. As the cone angle of the tube end is
slightly steeper than the mating part in the connection fitting, it can be introduced
easily and with some axial pretension it will form an initial seal at the line
of contact. As the pressure increases, the tip of the tube will be widened and
pressed even more into the bore of the fitting and the sealing effect is self-
supporting [8].

For the fabrication of high-pressure bends, the same principles as for low-
pressure bends are available; however, they must be applied with special precau-
tions and adjustments in order to obtain safe components for high-pressure
applications. The cold bending process can be used for large radius bends with
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Figure 12.18 Conical pipe connection: (a) typical standard cone-type seal (DN1.6–DN4.76,
PN4137); (b) details of tube end (tube outside diameter¼ 6.35–14.3mm); (c) details of sealing [22].
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Figure 12.19 Elbow 90� with threaded flanges, DN6-DN60, PN3200 [25].

Figure 12.20 T-piece DN4, PN7350.
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bending radii of 10 times the outside diameter of the tube, resulting in amaximum
plastic deformation of 5% of the tube material. For high-pressure application, it is
especially important that no sharp knicks are introduced that can potentially serve
as fatigue crack starters. For smaller radii, various hot bending processes can be
applied that require a full heat treatment cycle after bending (Figure 12.19). Also,
the deformation of the thick walls of high-pressure components needs to be
controlled very well in order to avoid excessive undesired deformation such as
ovalization and forming of compression waves on the material surface. In case the
additional pressure drop is acceptable, 90� block fittings can be used in lieu of a
bend. These block fittings are in most cases the preferred type of fluid distributors
like T-pieces (Figure 12.20) or headers.
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13
High-Pressure Pumps and Compressors
Eberhard Schluecker

13.1
Selection of Machinery

High-pressure pumps and compressors can be grouped into machines used directly
for the generation of high pressures and/or circulation machines in high-pressure
processes. The reasons for the respective application in this case – unlike in usual
process engineering – are mostly based on the efficiency of the machines at the
required pressure levels. Only efficient machinery is suited for high pressure and
usually shows pressure-stiff conveying behavior, which can be deduced from the
typical throttle curves (Figure 13.1).

Using the example of pumps and, with regard to quality, also compressors,
Figure 13.1 shows the typical throttle curves for the three main groups of machinery
(turbomachines as well as reciprocating and rotating positive displacement
pumps).

The turbomachines (centrifugal pumps and turbocompressors) take the energy to
generate pressure from the centrifugal force that is created inside the machine
(Fz¼mv2r). The bigger the impeller diameter, the higher the drive, and the
denser the fluid, the higher the possible pressure will be. Therefore, the following
approximation applies:

Dp ¼ yu2r=2 ð13:1Þ
In a further approximation,y� 1.7 can be used. This value is typical of radial acting
turbomachines, if optimally used and designed.

If such amachine is installed into a systemwith a throttle valve at the discharge side
and this valve is being closed slowly (reducing theflow)while themachine is running,
then the flow as well as the achievable pressure will change: starting from the
maximum possible flow and a negligible discharge pressure (right), the flow on
the left side of the diagram is throttled to zero and the discharge pressure reaches its
peak. The entire energy of the impeller is being converted into pressure. Such a
working condition is acceptable as long as the supplied energy does not lead to undue
heating. The energetically optimal operating zone of the characteristic curve,
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however, lies at the beginning of the last third of the right part of the curve (crossing
point in Figure 13.1) with a usable flow range of about �15%.

In case such a machine is worked with varying pressure, it is easy to imagine that
this will result in a varying flow (D _V ) as well: the machine reacts in a pressure-soft
way. For this reason, a low range of flow variation required for dosing purposes
cannot be achieved with pumps like these.

The maximum pressures that can be reached by radial acting centrifugal pumps
with water (not axial types) are about 2MPa per impeller stage (i.e., a pump for
150m3/h, D2,A¼ 150mm, n¼ 50Hz, and pmax¼�0.28MPa or a pump with D2,

B¼ 300mm and pmax¼ 1.1MPa) depending on the outer diameter (D2) of the
impeller.

If gas is conveyed with the samemachines instead, the curve is diminished by the
proportion of the fluid densities (i.e., air: 1.22 kg/m3). The resulting pressure
therefore would be about 1/1000 of the pressure generated with water. The only
chance to increase the discharge pressure therefore is to increase the speed of the
impeller or/and the number of stages up to 24 and more. If impellers are placed in
series, the achievable pressure will increase at constant levels. Nevertheless, the
reachable pressure with such machines in a common size cannot be called high
pressure (exception: very big machines). Positive displacement machines, in con-
trast, suck the flow into the so-called operating chambers and then separate this fluid
content from the suction side of the pump by valves or tight fits, open up the pressure
side, and displace the fluid toward the pressure in this area. This is also called a
volumetric pumping behavior. If such machines are throttled (discharge pressure

p,H

p

1
2

Δp

ΔV
. V

.

Figure 13.1 Qualitative comparison of
characteristic curves for reciprocating and
rotating positive displacement pumps and
turbomachines and their effects with varying

discharge pressures. H: head (H¼ p/rg); _V :
flow (source: Institute of Process Machinery and
Systems Engineering, University of Erlangen-
Nuremberg, Germany).
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increased), then the discharge abatesmuch less compared to the turbomachines and
as a consequence a pressure variation leads to distinctly lower flow variations. The
group of reciprocating displacement pumps has the highest pressure-stiff charac-
teristic because the volume sucked in can only be reduced by leakages through the
fluid-controlled valves and the piston seal. If the valves and seals are absolutely
leakproof, then the conveyed mass flow is perfectly steady and independent of
pressure. In rotating positive displacement machines, however, there are usually
gaps between the displacement rotor and the housing, which are supposed to seal off
from pressure. Seals like these are never absolutely leakproof! Therefore, these
machines react in a more pressure-soft way than the reciprocating types and then
again respond to varying pressures with bigger flow variations. Hence, the highest
maximum pressure is reached by reciprocating positive displacement machines, the
second highest maximum pressure is reached by rotating displacement machines,
and the lowest maximum pressure is reached by turbomachines. That is why
reciprocating displacement pumps are the typical dosing machines, while recipro-
cating compressors (piston compressors), due to the additional thermal effects, are
not very precise in dosing applications.

Turbomachines in a multistage design are primarily machines for circulating
fluids in high-pressure systems with maximum differential pressures of about
20MPa (exception: very big machines), whereas rotating positive displacement
machines can manage pressures of up to 3MPa with gas (screw compressor) and
about 40MPa with liquid (gear pump with oil) and reciprocating positive displace-
mentmachines are suitable for the generation of high and even highest pressures up
to 2000MPa with liquid as well as gas.

13.2
Influence of the Fluid on Selection and Design of the Machinery

Turbomachines can only convey fluids of low viscosity. Fluids of high viscosity
consume too much energy from the impeller, so the machine�s degree of efficiency
distinctly gets lower with increasing viscosity. Positive displacement machines, in
contrast, are suitable for a wide range of viscosities. Reciprocating pumps and also a
few types of rotating positive displacement pumps are even able to convey fluids of
about 2 Pa s viscosity or more without any problem. This, however, no longer works
without design modifications. The machines either have to be equipped with
charging pumps or spacious inlet channels or valves or have to be supplied with
high suction pressures.

The higher the compressibility, the bigger the temperature rise usually is in the
fluid when the pressure has increased. Whereas this warming can be neglected in
fluids (compressibility of 0.05% (water) up to 0.15% (oils) per MPa), in liquid gases
(e.g., supercritical CO2, compressibility up to 0.7%/MPa) a significant heating can
already be noticed. This also leads to heating of the walls in the working chamber so
that after a short time of operation the sucked-in fluid hits the heated walls of
theworking area and gasifies there. This distinctly lowers theflow in themachine and
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the machine may no longer be able to reach the required pressure due to the high
compressibility of the gas. Therefore, cooling measures applied to the suction side
(supercooling) and/or the working chamber are unavoidable.

Td ¼ Tsðpd=psÞðn�1Þ=n or Td ¼ Tsðpd=psÞðk�1Þ=k ð13:2Þ

where p is the pressure, T is the temperature, n is the polytropic exponent, k is the
adiabatic exponent, �d� is the pressure side, and �s� is the suction side.

When pure gas is conveyed, its compressibility is even considerably higher and the
heating from suction temperature Ts to conveying temperature Td can turn out to be
so dramatic (Eq. (13.2)) that there is imminent danger of lubrication oil fire. In this
case, the pressure increase cannot be executed in one step but has to be achieved in
two or more steps with intermediate cooling. Therefore, many high-pressure
compressors, often even low-pressure and medium-pressure compressors (turbo
or positive displacement types), are designed with multistep and intermediate
cooling. If, in addition, aggressive chemicals have to be conveyed, an assured and
qualified selection of materials is essential.

13.3
Design Standards for High-Pressure Machines

As long as no noticeable pressure variation is taking effect, the housings of high-
pressure machines may be compared to high-pressure vessels (see also Chapter 12).
The same regulations apply and the technique of autofrettage and shrinked joints is
used here as well. It is a different case, however, if the pressure is created by
reciprocating positive displacement machines. In this case, all parts contacting the
fluid are exposed to varying or pulsating pressures. These pressures mean a risk of
fatigue to components that are dimensioned too weakly, especially those with
notches, bores, and cross-section steps. Basically, there are admissible tension values
that are valid for dynamically worn components, which could be confirmed by fatigue
life tests. Notches even weaken this admissible value by the factor of 2–3. If, in
addition, aggressive chemicals are employed, then those components without an
absolutely secure durability will be further weakened during operating time.
The correct material selection therefore is one of the major requirements for safe
machine technology.

From the above facts, it may therefore be concluded that notches and other
irregularities in the cross-section areas as well as small and smallest dents in the
surface (roughnesses) should be avoided. This is why polished surfaces and cross
sections as smooth as possible are a basic requirement for construction as well.
The easiest way to realize this requirement is to keep the space that is under pressure
as small as possible (�small is beautiful�) and to lead the pressure-generated forces to
the energy consumption point not circuitously but as directly as possible. Further-
more, shrinked designs as well as the use of autofrettage decisively increase fatigue
life (see Chapter 12).
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The above statements on design are also valid for all other pressure-loaded

assemblies. Figure 13.2 shows some typical design elements. If, for example, a
flange is screwedon amassive part of pumphousing (below)with a sealingwasher in-
between (Figure 13.2a), it is absolutely correct to have the same bore diameter for
both components. It has also to be kept inmind, however, that both parts will expand
in the radial direction differently under internal pressure. Theflange side is distinctly
less stiff. The seal sitting between the two components has to counterbalance this
different expansion under pressure. This will work out only by strong deformation or
by shearing. Therefore, the seal will probably showwear and start leaking after only a
few pressure load cycles. If such geometry is used for a pulsating pump, the leaking is
inevitable. Even if it is made of metal, the seal will wear very quickly. A flange-like
geometry on the casing part or a considerably thicker flange could be used as
corrective action. Therefore, all sealing parts have to be braced to components
that have about the same radial expansion under pressure when dynamic loads
are applied.

The well-known option of a lens ring seal has therefore either bigger outer
dimensions than the tube or a protrusion of the ring (Figure 12.16, left). Thus,
these seals have almost the same radial expansion as the tubes around them. It is also
essential to put symmetrical load on both sides of the lens seals because otherwise
there is a danger of tilting and wearing as a consequence.

A stationary seal made of plastic of course also suffers from the same phenom-
enon. If the seal material is elastic (i.e., elastomers), varying loads mean elastic
deformations. And if such deformations lead to sliding effects on the seal faces (AF),
it is to be assumed that also in this case a noticeable wear of the seals will occur
bringing up the risk of leakages. This problem becomes obvious with the example of
O-rings (Figure 13.2b). Following the O-ring manufacturers� classical standards of
assembly, the O-ring groove is mostly rectangular with a cross section considerably
bigger than the O-ring diameter. With static low-pressure conditions, this design
workswithout any problem.With high pressures, however, theO-ring is – depending
on the pressure – pressedmore or less into the edges (2c) of the groove and is offset to

Figure 13.2 Sealing design elements in
pulsating high-pressure applications:
(a) seal between two parts with different
radial stiffness; (b) O-ring unloaded;

(c) O-ring pressure loaded; AF: area of friction
(source: Institute of Process Machinery and
Systems Engineering, University of Erlangen-
Nuremberg, Germany).
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the groove bottom and the perimeter component with high surface pressure. The
O-ring then will be worn very soon by the potentially rough or even only microrough
surface.

It is therefore recommended to have the same dimensions for the cross section of
the groove and the cross section of theO-ring (tolerances to be considered). AnO-ring
is acceptable where the cross section is only slightly bigger.

13.4
Materials and Materials Testing

As long as constant pressures act upon the components, the materials as per
Table 12.1 are also suitable for high-pressure engineering and the pressures used
there.With pulsating pressures, however, the fatigue properties of thematerials have
to be considered in addition. Literature provides reliable results on this issue that are
always based on fatigue tests [1, 2]. Values such as these are usually determined by
extensive testing procedures on up to 30 samples and load cycles up to 107 or even
more. Figure 13.3a shows such a result with a duplex steel (1.4462) exposed to acid-
free oil, artificial seawater, 10% nitric acid, and 10% sodium bicarbonate. As can be
seen from the figure, each chemical has a noticeable influence on the fatigue
strength. This influence suggests that it is a corrosive attack that works during the
whole operating timeof themachine and thatwill furtherweaken the fatigue strength
over time. It therefore does not suffice to know the tested fatigue value, but it is also
necessary to know the chemical resistance to dynamic stress. Unfortunately, such
figures are scarcely obtained because component testing with chemicals as a
hydraulic fluid is quite sophisticated. Some business companies have therefore

Figure 13.3 Selection of materials for
high-pressure machines: (a) Woehler curves
for a duplex steel with different test media.
(b) von Mises equivalent stress in notched
fatigue samples and other specific values:
R¼ Sb/Sm (Sb: minimum of amplitude; Sm:
maximum of amplitude). R¼� 1: rotating

bending; R¼� 0.2: pulsation tensile with
preload; v. Mises (equivalent stress)
at R¼ 0 within a cross-bored sample
(pulsating internal pressure)
(source: Institute of Process Machinery and
Systems Engineering, University of Erlangen-
Nuremberg, Germany).
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worked out admissible tension values based on experiences. Furthermore, tests are
done with load cycles of >107. These investigations have shown that even with very
high cycles to failure fractures still occur. The reason is that also in the strength values
definedby classic testingprocedures tiny cracks candevelop that growvery slowly and
can lead to fractures even after a very long time [3]. A reliable corrective action
therefore is to add an additional safety factor of 1.5 to the fatigue limit value.

As high-pressure pumps for higher and highest pressures are piston pumps, it is
necessary to consider the construction of such machines as well when it comes to
dynamic testing. Because piston pumps always have channels to the valves (see
below), also notched samples (with cross bore) are tested in order to register the effect
caused by the notch.

But which material is the ideal one for pulsating pressure stress? Of course, the
following rule applies: the higher the pressure, the greater the stability. Nevertheless,
the materials have to remain ductile at any pressure. A rupture elongation of >10%
therefore has to be observed implicitly. Thinking of the notches, however, it can easily
be imagined that a softer material is able to react on too much tension with plastic
strain, and thus reduce the notch factor.

Using theexampleofmaterials1.4462 (duplex) and1.4405 (austenite), Figure13.3b
shows that the austenite in spite of itsmuch lower yield stress value (Rp0.2: 29.8) has a
much bigger rupture elongation and shows almost the same von Mises equivalent
fatigue stress in a cross-bored high-pressure sample from duplex steel 1.4462 with a
yield stress almost twice as high. This is due to the local autofrettage on the notch by
the testing pressure [1, 2]. That is why also the term automatic autofrettage is often
used. Selecting the proper material therefore is not an easy task. As a guidance, it is
recommended to add a safety factor of 1.5 to the fatigue strength out of the Woehler
curves and to implement a rupture elongation of at least 15%.

13.5
High-Pressure Centrifugal Pumps and High-Pressure Turbocompressors

Apressure increase of 2MPa (r¼ 1 kg/l) per impeller is the attainable maximum for
the usual range of applications. If higher pressures are to be realized, this will only be
possible by increasing the number of stages or the rotation speed. Increasing the
diameterwill according to the rules of similarity,P � n3D5

2,H � n2D2
2, and _V � nD3

2,
cause an increase in the flow in the third power and therefore is only scarcely applied.

Numbers of stages with up to 10 impellers and more in a row are actually realized
and these can often be found in high-pressure pumps for chemical applications. The
multistage design often leads to quite good energetic efficiencies. Indeed, centrifugal
pumps are often used as circulating pumps in high-pressure processes due to their
relatively low maximum pressures. Figure 13.4 shows such a circulating pump for a
maximum system pressure of 30MPa and a possible pressure difference of about
2MPa. Themachine is designed in the can and barrel design as usually employed in
high-pressure technology. It has four impeller stages (3) and is driven by a canned
motor (6/7). The construction is all over suitable for the use in high-pressure
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engineering. So the engine as well as the pump is surrounded by a thick-walled
housing (the barrel), the impellers are placed in a pressure-balanced inner housing,
and the bearing can be leak clearance optimized by the surrounding pressure of the
cone (5). Moreover, the pump housing (1) is made in shrinked design.

Another way to increase the pressure is to boost the number of revolutions up to 14
000min�1. It thus enables one impeller to deliver up to 14MPa. The driving speed for
suchmachines ismostly being reached through transmission gearings (Figure 13.5).

Figure 13.4 High-pressure centrifugal
pump for a differential pressure of about
2MPa and a system pressure of about 30MPa.
A: inlet; B: outlet; C: pressure loading channel

for the canned motor (source: Institute
of Process Machinery and Systems
Engineering, University of Erlangen-
Nuremberg, Germany).

Figure 13.5 High-speed centrifugal pumps with transmission gearing. A: one-stage pump; B:
three-stage pump (source: Institute of Process Machinery and Systems Engineering, University of
Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany).
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It has to be mentioned, however, that the impellers in such machines are compar-
atively small and the hydraulic flow behavior in the impellers cannot be adjusted
optimally. That is why thesemachines scarcely exceed an efficiency of 40% and often
reach an efficiency far less than this. Above all, there is a high sensibility toward
particles in the fluid, which with high speeds can turn into bullets.

Turbocompressors for higher pressures are realized exclusively as multistage
designs with radial as well as axial impellers due to the low centrifugal force (low gas
density). Speed levels up to 24000min�1 are quite common. Pressures generated
with radial turbomachines come up to <10MPa for medium-sized machines and
reach up to almost 100MPa (up to 250 000m3/h) with very bigmachines. These sizes
also come as isothermal versions with interim cooling between the impeller stages. If
distinctly smaller flows are to be achieved, the pressure goes down to very small
values. High pressure in general can therefore only be achieved with big machines.
The flows in high pressures are usually small. Hence, turbomachines play a role
in high-pressure use only as circulating machines. There are only a few exceptions
(e.g., in long-distance transport of gas).

13.6
Rotating Positive Displacement Machines

The group of rotating positive displacement pumps comprises a lot of different
versions. When setting a borderline for high-pressure usability at 10MPa, only the
gear pumps (70MPa), the screw pumps (32MPa), and the progressing cavity pumps
(15MPa) remain. The basic conveying characteristics of these pumps can be
described by Eq. (13.3):

_V ¼ VUngV or _m ¼ VUrngV with gV ¼ _V= _Vth ð13:3Þ

whereVU is the theoretic flow per pump revolution, n is the revolution speed, and gV
is the volumetric discharge rate.

As high-pressure compressors are based on the rotating positive displacement
principle, preferably screw compressors are used.

13.6.1
Discharge Rate

Positive displacement machines are confined by their displacement geometries to
given, exactly definable displacement volumes per revolution (VU) or stroke (VS).
These theoretical volumes, however, will never really be reached due to inevitable
inner leakages or other influences (i.e., cavitation, or with compressors the thermal
effects). But the higher the volumetric efficiency of amachine, the better it is suitable
for high pressure or the better the quality of the machine. Remark: The volumetric
efficiency is a part of the total energetic efficiency of a machine.
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13.6.2
Gear Pumps

Gear pumps exist as externally toothed and internally toothed versions (70 and
10MPa, respectively; Figure 13.6a and c), as well as trochoidal pumps (17MPa,
Figure 13.6d). The highest pressures are achieved by the externally toothed version.
The reason for this is the favorable power transmission. However, the operating
principle for gear pumps usually involves big clearance cross sections (S1–3), which
cause high inner leakage flow rates. As leakage flows in pumps usually show a
laminar characteristic, the Hagen�Poiseuille equation is in good approximation
valid for the circular ring gap (Eq. (13.4)):

D _VL ¼ pds3Dp
12Lg

ð13:4Þ

where d is the mean circular ring gap diameter, L is the gap length, g is the dynamic
viscosity, Dp is the pressure difference to be sealed, and s is the gap height.

The leakage current for oil with 25 mPa s and p¼ constant therefore comes up to
only 1/25 of the leakage current for water. Therefore, gear pumps are preferably used
forfluidswith higher viscosity. For efficient conveying offluidswith lower viscosities,
the gap widths have to be reduced (f(s3)). As a consequence, higher pressures are
possible as well. It also has to be observed, however, that pressures cause a widening
(strain) of the pump housings and thus always undo in part the reduction of the gap
width. One manufacturer therefore carried the gap reduction to the extent that the
gears jamwithin the housingwithout pressure. Only when a certain static pressure is
applied, the gears can move without resistance. Due to this measure, 70MPa could
be reached.

Yet there is a limit to the reduction of viscosity. As the gears work in driving mesh,
the tooth flanks roll off over each other. During this process, micromovements occur
so that a certain lubrication effect on the fluid cannot be avoided. For this reason, the

Figure 13.6 Gear pump versions: (a) external gear pump; (b) clearance situation; (c) internal gear
pump; (d) trochoidal pump; E: inlet; A: outlet channel; S: clearance channels (source: Institute of
Process Machinery and Systems Engineering, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany).
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fluids used in gear pumps should always have a certain lubricating effect and because
of the friction of the tooth flanks they should possibly be free of particles.

Nonetheless, gear pumps forfluidswith a high content of particles (e.g., adhesives)
do exist. In this case, hardmaterials such as hardmetals are used for the gears as well
as for the housings. For gases, however, a transferable operating principle does not
exist because of the inevitable leak clearance.

13.6.3
Screw Pumps

Screw pumps suck the fluid into a conveying chamber on the suction side and then
convey it over the entire length of the screw rotors to the discharge side (Figure 13.7).

There are driving versions and versions synchronized by gearboxes installed
outside the discharge chamber, the screws of which do not touch each other. Of
course, there is a clearance between the screws and the housing. But here the screw
diameter is – with the same flow rate as in a gear pump – distinctly smaller than the
gear wheel diameter and there is no end face clearance (Figure 13.6, S1). As it is
possible to manufacture the screws and housings with higher precision, the
widening under pressure is reduced and the cross section of the leakage clearance
is notably smaller. All these issues lead to a significant reduction of the leak flow.
Higher pressures can be achieved and low-viscosity fluids can be conveyed against
pressure. The only negative effect is that pressure is built up between the screws by
the spindles rolling toward each other, so the screws are bent apart. In order to avoid
the screws grinding on the housing wall, this deflection has to be taken into account
when it comes to the gap width. Thismeans that certain gap widths are necessary for

Figure 13.7 Multiphase screw pump
for 25MPa synchronized with external
gearbox (2). 1: Driving shaft; 3: housing; 4:
discharge channel; 5: suction channels; 6:

external gear; 7: bearings (source: Institute
of Process Machinery and Systems
Engineering, University of Erlangen-
Nuremberg, Germany).
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the machine to work reliably. Considering all these aspects, the machine is even
capable of conveying low-viscosity fluids against high pressure, but with high-
viscosity fluids it will not reach more than 40MPa, because of an even higher
deflection. This kind of machine does not depend much on the lubrication effect of
the fluids as the synchronized version does not need it and, on the other hand, the
driving version can more easily build up fluid cushions in the driving area. This is
due to the interaction of the screws, which is typical of screw pumps, and there are
several meshing points along the screw at the same time. As a result of this, the force
necessary for moving the screws is distributed over the whole length of the tube. Of
course, this pump version, too, is sensible to particles in the fluid. Yet screw pumps
have become common in the oil industry for conveying crude oil against 25MPa even
if there is a good possibility that it contains abrasive sand. However, acceptable
lifetimes in such applications can only be reached by plating the screws with hard
materials.

There are designs with two to five screws. The two- and three-screw versions are
preferred for high-pressure use because of the favorable leak clearances.

The screw pump�s counterpart for gas conveyance is the two-spindle screw
compressor. Whereas the screw pumps present absolutely symmetric screws and
the conveying chambers are steady over the entire length of the screws, the screws of
screw compressors are completely unsymmetrical (Figure 13.8a) and in addition to
that define an internal compression ratio due to their geometry. With regard to the
low viscosity of the gas, the deflection of the screws is smaller. That makes this
compressor design the most preferable of the rotating positive displacement
machines and it reaches – with cooling – pressures of more than 1.5MPa per
machine and up to 5MPa (big machines).

Remark: Without �installed� compression rate and in case of an almost leakproof
conveying chamber, even shortly before the opening of the discharge side the
pressure inside the chamber would be almost the same as the suction pressure.

Figure 13.8 Screw machines: (a) screw compressor (source: Kaeser Company, Germany); (b)
progressing cavity pump with two complete stages (source: Institute of Process Machinery and
Systems Engineering, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany).
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If the chamber on the discharge side was opened, the gas would stream back into the
conveying chamber and would all at once compress the gas at discharge pressure
level. This would frequently involve loud noise but also certain harmful thermal
effects.

13.6.4
Progressing Cavity Pump

This kind ofmachine is part of the group of screw pumps but has only one screw that
rotates eccentrically inside a purpose-built stator. This shows that the screw�s pitch is
twice that of the stator. Therefore, one fluid chamber (stage) is formed with each
revolution of the stator and in a way the rotor screws it along the stator toward the
pressure side. In doing so, the rotor moves in an eccentric circle (Figure 13.8b).

The seal against pressure is possible by a gap, and the higher the pressure, the
narrower the gap. Because of the comparably sophisticated component designs,
however, narrow gaps are difficult to manufacture. And additionally such tight fits
cause a slightly higher sensibility to wear. For this reason, elastomer stators are
preferably used that are slightly oversized and thus bring about a compressed sliding
seal effect. The pressures to be reached by this design range from 0.4 to 0.6MPa per
step. As especially with this type of pump, very long screwswithmany steps are easily
feasible well up to 15MPa (24 stages). In principle, the author, however, does see a
chance to reach evenhigher pressures by using high-precision andnonelastic stators.

The typical range of application for suchmachines in high-pressure use is found in
process engineering aswell as in secondary oil recovery. The tube-like construction is
ideal for lowering it into deep drilling holes for pumping crude oil from there up to
the Earth�s surface. This, however, means multiphase conveyance with abrasive
contents, which the pump can handle almost without any problem because stator
elastomers react elastically to particles imported between rotor and stator and thus
keep the wear within bounds. Basically, it is possible to convey gas in higher pressure
ranges with nonelastic stators, but this takes an utmost precision in production as a
basis and nevertheless requires additional lubrication in order to avoid wear. But also
the fluids pumped with elastic stators (elastomers) need to have a certain lubricity. At
the same time, they are thermally sensitive. Therefore, the elastomers can easily be
damaged by compression heating of the gases and lack of lubrication. This is why
progressive cavity pumps have not been used as compressors so far.

13.7
Reciprocating Positive Displacement Machines

Reciprocating positive displacement machines exist in versions such as piston
pumps,membrane pumps, piston compressors, andmembrane compressors. These
machines achieve the highest pressures and the pumps are additionally able to reach
a high conveying precision. The main reason for these features is the leakproof
discharge chambers (operating areas of the positive displacement machines).
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Especially for high-pressure technology, however, certain additional constructional
aspects have to be observed. Stroke adjustable as well as only speed adjustable pump
versions are available.

13.7.1
Drive Technology for Reciprocating Positive Displacement Machines

Each technology, regardless of whethermechanic, electric, or hydraulic, which is able
to generate reciprocating movements, is basically suited for reciprocating positive
displacement machines. However, the generation of high pressures requires oper-
ating principles that can create large forces. Therefore, most of the machines are
equipped with a crankshaft drive (Figure 13.9a), spring-cam drive (c), or magnetic
drive, and only a few are equipped with a hydraulic drive (b).

Hydraulic linear drives, impelled by hydraulic aggregates, are basically suited for
generating high and even very high forces. But due to shifting procedures and
ensuing fluid dynamics (strokes) and fluid effects (gas cavitation in the beginning
of the suction process (see below)), they are to a large extent limited in the
frequency of shifting procedures per time unit and also in the feasible stroke fre-
quency (flow¼ f(n)). As a consequence, thesemachines are only rarely used and if so
preferably with very high pressures (up to 2200MPa, extreme value). Magnet drives
instead can generate only small forces and are therefore preferred for low-pressure
applications. With the spring-cam drive, on the other hand, the force of the piston
onto the cam is localized in one point or on a small space and creates high tensions
there. The bigger themachine (higher force), the higher the stress and it soon reaches
inadmissible extents or requires elaborate designs. Therefore, this machine tech-
nology is a typical and economical solution for small dosing pumps (up to 40MPa)
with the advantage of providing for an utmost dosing accuracy. As the piston is always

Figure 13.9 Drive technologies for
reciprocating positive displacement machines:
(a) crankshaft with stroke adjustment with the
eccentric radius s(r); (b) spring-cam drive with
stroke adjustment (A); (c) linear drive; s(A):

individual stroke length;UT: back endpoint;MT:
midpoint piston stroke; VT: front end point
(source: Institute of Process Machinery and
Systems Engineering, University of Erlangen-
Nuremberg, Germany).
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pressed onto the camwithout clearance, the piston stroke remains almost unaffected
by any clearance on the driving side (e.g., slide bearing tolerance).

Nearly every type of drive unit can be equipped with or without stroke adjustment.

13.7.2
Flow Behavior of Reciprocating Positive Displacement Machines

The reciprocating movement inside the common machines describes an exact
(spring cam) or approximately exact sinusoidal curve (crankshaft). Linear drives,
on the other hand,may also deviate from the linearmovement due to certain standard
measures. When the piston moves forward, it performs the pressure stroke, and
when it moves backward, it performs the suction stroke. If the fluid is conveyed, it is
at first sucked into the operating chamber at suction pressure level, compressed
between 1 and 2 (Figure 13.10, right), and at the same time the pump components are
strained by the arising pressure and afterward between 2 and 3 discharged toward
the discharging side. During the suction stroke, the fluid that is still present in the
operating chamber and the pump components is released from 3 to 4 and after the
suction pressure (4–1) has been reached fresh fluid will be sucked in. Having
completed the suction stroke (1), the whole process as described starts all over again.
When the process – as just described in chronological sequence – is presented as
function p(VS), a cycle diagram is created that among experts is called indicator
diagram. Figure 13.10 shows such indicator diagrams for a piston pump (right) and a
piston compressor configuration.

The gradient of the compression curve (dp/dV) depends on the total fluid volume
and its compressibility, which is contained in the operating chamber. Compared to
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Figure 13.10 Indicator diagrams of a piston pump and a piston compressor configuration for a
realistic application toward 30MPa;VD: detrimental space; VS: stroke volume (source: Institute of
Process Machinery and Systems Engineering, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany).
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that, the decompression curve, unless it proceeds absolutely vertical, is bound to
relax the balance volume in the operating chamber, which is not located in those areas
of the operating chamber that are reached by the pistons.

The effective suction stroke is reduced by the stroke ratio, which is necessary for
alleviation of tension. Among experts this remaining volume is therefore
called detrimental space as it brings loss to themachine�s efficiency. This is, however,
not a total loss of energy. It is just the amount of friction energy used for the
�unproductive part� of the stroke that is to be judged as a loss of energy. But
the positive displacement volume of the machine has to be bigger than it would be
without the detrimental space.

As can be seen in Figure 13.10, the pump is able to reach the 30MPa pressure in
one step, whereas the compressor needs five steps in total. The reason for this is
compression heating, which was limited to 200 �Cwithin the compressor due to the
risk of oil ignition. As the compressor worked at 500 strokes/min, there was no
effective possibility for cooling during the compression procedure. The compression
therefore proceeds fromadiabatic to polytropic (Eq. (13.2)). Additional friction effects
generate additional heat. In order to provide the same thermal entry criteria for the
next compression step as in the previous step, the gas is submitted to an interim
cooling. If compression entry of the first step is connected to the end points of the
interim cooling stages, this curve is equivalent to an isothermal compression (dashed
line). The pressure ratio on the compressor outlet and inlet is called pressure stage
ratio pK. If several steps are needed, it is intended to get the same end temperatures
for each step. This is reached as soon as unchanging step pressure ratios are realized.
Therewith it is possible to calculate from a total pressure ratio (p, Eq. (13.5)) with a
known number of steps K the single pressure step ratios and from that the
step pressures.

pK ¼
ffiffiffi
pK
p ð13:5Þ

The higher the pressure, the bigger the part of the stroke movement that is used up
for the compression. Assuming a sinusoidal movement of the piston, this compres-
sion aspart of thepiston stroke isnot used for the conveyingprocedure (Figure 13.11).
The consequence is shown in thefigure of the piston speed v(t). Thefluid speed in the
tube on the pressure side between 1 and 1a equals zero. In 1a, the pressure valve
opens and the liquid column inside the tube on the discharge side is rapidly
accelerated. This signifies a water hammer, approximately according to Eq. (13.6)
(Joukowsky shock), and the longer the connected tube (L), the higher the density, and
the bigger the speed jump Dv from 1a to 1b, the bigger the water hammer.

DpJ ¼ rLDv ð13:6Þ
It is therefore obvious that reciprocating high-pressure pumps always show a
pulsating conveying behavior due to the sinusoidal conveying movement with
interruption during the suction stroke, which is additionally interfered by water
hammers. It is important, however, that the amplitude of the water hammer is not a
function of the system pressure. The higher the system pressure, the less dangerous
the water hammers are for the affected components. However, this discontinuous
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behavior always has to be taken into account with sophisticated conveying processes
(dosing, sensitive measuring instruments, etc.) and has possibly even to be damp-
ened by special methods (see below).

Often, especially with big flows,multiple pumps connected in parallel (Nmachine
units) are used to reduce the pulsation. The kinematics of each machine thereby act
with a phase shift of 360�/N to the neighboring machine. But nevertheless a
remaining pulsation will occur.

13.7.3
Pulsation Damping

Fluid conveyance that pulsates and is afflicted by pressure surges is able to create
disturbances beyond the above-mentionedflow variations, to induce vibrations in the
system or even to cause damages in the pump or the compressor by repercussions
from the system. For all these reasons, the dampening of those effects is required.
This can be accomplished by absorption dampers (for liquids) or resonators (for
liquids and gases) (Figure 13.12). Whereas the former are able to reduce low-
frequency pressure and flow variations, resonators are able to dampen fluid acoustic
vibrations as, for example, caused by Joukowsky shocks. For the well functioning of
absorptions, storage of a downstream pressure loss Dp(v) is necessary. If the flow
speed v and in consequence Dp is high, a part of the flow is led into the dampener
where it compresses the gas. If Dp and v decrease, this volume is led back into the
piping. The rule of thumb for construction is VGas¼ 8–10VS. Usually, liquid
resonators have a distinctly bigger volume (100–200VS) and therefore also have
absorbent effects. Moreover, their shape causes a reflection of the acoustic vibrations
with the development of interferences right up to its extinction. Gases have a similar
effect, but the resonator is distinctly smaller in size due to the gas compressibility.

Figure 13.11 Course of the flow speed in the
pipeline on the discharge side with different
fluid compressibilities with related phase steps.
Dv: speed jumps; gvi: volumetric efficiency,

i¼ 1¼ 100% (complete sinus curve)
(source: Institute of Process Machinery
and Systems Engineering, University
of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany).
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With very high pressures, even the flexibility of the piping can have a dampening
effect. The best results can be reached here, if the piping comes through several
winding passages into a coil. At the pressure peak, the coil is slightly bent up and thus
enlarges its volume content.

13.7.4
Design Versions

The constructive rules for high-pressure components and especially for those under
dynamic stress are as follows: as few notches as possible (cross bores, steps, and
edges), smooth surface, ductile materials, and pressure-loaded chambers as small as
possible. The figures as described in the following show examples of high-pressure
machines that were put into practice.

13.7.4.1 Vertical Pump Head for 70 MPa
Figure 13.13a shows a pump head for 70MPa, which usually is run in vertical
direction. Both pressure valve and suction valve are arranged in the piston direction
on top of each other directly above the piston. All pressure-loaded edges are rounded.
The suction valve (8, valve closing body) is designed as an annular disk valve. This
means that thefluid is sucked in through the channel system in component 6 from its
surrounding chamber. Then the fluid is conveyed concentrically through component
6 toward and through the discharge valve (5, valve closing body) to the ring channel
around component 3 and then left into the pressure line. The complete pump head
internals are clamped over component 1 and screws 9 and sealedwith static, very well
trapped plastomer seals (e.g., 13 and 14). The piston sealing is realized as a stuffing
box with about 10 fabric rings and support rings of bronze (because of good
emergency running properties). The detrimental space reaches from the top edge
of the piston to the discharge valve and is definitely significant. In most cases, this
design is realized as triplex monoblock technology. This means that three of such
designs are placed next to each other in block part 7. The drives operate with a 120
phase angle offset and thus accomplish a relatively steady conveyance.

Figure 13.12 Absorption damper (a) and resonator (b). OP: output pump; OD: output dampener;
PR: points of wave reflection (source: Institute of Process Machinery and Systems Engineering,
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany).
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13.7.4.2 Horizontal Pump Head with Y-Piece for 300 MPa
Figure 13.13b also shows a designwhere the valve parts (2, 3) are braced as a pile with
the same diameter over screw connections (6) on the discharge side and on the
suction side. The major difference, however, is that there have been invariably used
metallic seals and a central piece (Y-piece, 2) serves as bifurcation of the bore. This
component bears a high fatigue risk due to the tensions around the bore interface.
Therefore, the bores are burnished and thematerial has to be absolutely flawless and
ductile. Furthermore, with such pressures ball valves are used without exception and
the piston seals are usually customized. As presented in the example, a gap seal is
implemented.Other options are up to about 50MPa stuffingpackings, and above that
individually manufactured plastomer non-ferrous metal combinations.

13.7.4.3 Diaphragm Pump Heads
If aggressive or toxicmaterials have to be conveyed, hermetically sealed constructions
are necessary. Diaphragm pumps meet this requirement because the never abso-
lutely leakproof piston seal (dynamic or grinding seals are never absolutely leakproof)
has been replaced by the diaphragm�s static seals at the diaphragm clamp.

Figure 13.14a displays a hydraulic diaphragm pump with a plastomer diaphragm
(high deformation capacity) for 35MPa and Figure 13.14b shows a version with a
metal diaphragm (low deformation capacity) for 100MPa. Between piston and
diaphragm there is a hydraulic fluid, which serves as transmitter of the piston
movement via the diaphragm on the fluid. Whereas Figure 13.14a uses two piston
rings as piston seal, in Figure 13.14b a very narrow gap seal (approximately 10 mmgap

Figure 13.13 High-pressure piston pump heads: (a) vertical monoblock pump head (according to
Hammelmann); (b) piston pump head with Y-piece (source: Institute of Process Machinery and
Systems Engineering, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany).
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width) is realized. Both pumps are equippedwith replenishing valves, which enable –
as they are vacuum operated – the replacement of the oil volumes that were lost
through the piston seal. In addition, pressure relief valves are installed, which in case
of overpressure discharge hydraulic oil into the reservoir. It is important for the
conveying behavior that the hydraulic oil volume has to be regarded as detrimental
space, which distinctly increases the phase control compared to piston pumps and
reduces the volumetric efficiency. Besides the component breathing is bigger as well
due to the bigger components (cf. piston diameter to pump head diameter).

The diaphragm clamp in Figure 13.14a is geared, but its performance is limited to
maximum pressures of 40MPa. Beyond that there are designs with elastomer
diaphragms up to 80MPa for special applications. For higher pressures, that is, up
to 300MPa,metal diaphragms are usedwithout exception. The constructional design
follows the guidelines mentioned above.

13.7.4.4 Piston Compressor for 30 MPa at the Maximum
The only differences to the piston pumps are the valve positions and their construc-
tional layout. On pumps the suction valve is always at the bottom and the pressure
valve is always at the top, because gases in the working chamber can be discharged
much easily in an upward direction. With compressors, though, such a requirement
does not exist. The position of the valves can therefore be chosen freely in order to
create as little detrimental space as possible. Furthermore, gas as the material to be
transported is definitely less viscous and therefore causes less pressure loss at the
cross-section steps. This allows for the use of valves with multichannel plates
(Figure 13.15). As a result, the closing bodies and in consequence the closing
energies become noticeably smaller, clearing the way for higher stroke frequencies.

Because of the bad lubricity of gases, piston compressors have to be either supplied
with lubricating oil or fit for dry running. As the extraction of the oil out of the gas
stream is essential after the compressor step, oil traps are arranged subsequently.

Figure 13.14 Diaphragm pump heads: (a) with PTFE diaphragm for 40MPa; (b) with metal
diaphragm for 100MPa. 1: Diaphragms; 4: replenishing valve; 5: pressure relief valve; 7: oil reservoir
(source: LEWA Company, Germany).
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Unfortunately, the separation is not entirely successful. An oil residue dissolved in
the gas always remains within the gas flow. But this is not acceptable for many
processes. Therefore, the demand for oil-free processes is increasing. This, however,
means dry running. Dry runners in less critical applications work with plastic piston
rings in absolutely varying shapes (Figure 13.16). If, in addition, there are conveyed

Figure 13.15 Multichannel valves for piston compressor: (a) valve on sight; (b) cross-sectional
drawing. 1: Upper part; 2: spring; 3: closing parts; 4: valve seat (source: Institute of Process
Machinery and Systems Engineering, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany).

Figure 13.16 Compression piston with piston
ring seals for a compression stage up to 30MPa
and different versions of piston rings.
(a) Compression stage in half-section;
(b) normal split PR – much leakage, leakage

increases with wear; (b) PR with cover – less
leakage, increases with wear; (d–g) PR with
compensation for wear (source: Institute of
Process Machinery and Systems Engineering,
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany).
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reactive gases such as oxygen, this involves prohibiting the use of any inflammable
material. A labyrinth seal remains the only possible solution in this case.

For critical gases, there are also diaphragm compressors. These are – like
the pumps – hydraulically driven and with regard to the compression heating
they are equipped with metal diaphragms without an exception. A special feature
of this technology is that the leakage loss through the piston seal toward the end of
the pressure stroke is being replenished by a little high-pressure pump. The
discharge volume is designed in such a manner that the diaphragm is pressed
against the front wall free of voids leaving just the channels to the valves as
detrimental spaces. With the help of this method, compression ratios of up to
pK¼ 20 can be realized.

13.7.4.5 Compressor for 300 MPa
If gas is compressed, its density approachesmore andmore the one of liquids. From
a density of about 700 kg/m3, it is called liquid gas. So the difference between a
compressor and a pump becomes increasingly blurred. Figure 13.17 shows
a compressor for carbon dioxide and 300MPa. The housing is accomplished as a
shrinked design and equipped with cooling channels within the compression area.
The valves are put together as cartridges, engineered as ball valves and metallic
sealing. The detrimental space reduction by component 5 is remarkable as it ends
exactly before the top dead center. The piston seal ismade of steel support rings 7 and
8 and the high pressure seals 9. These components consist of a filled PTFE, FEP, or

Figure 13.17 Piston compressor for 300MPa for carbon dioxide (according to Hofer)
(source: Institute of Process Machinery and Systems Engineering, University of Erlangen-
Nuremberg, Germany).
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ECTFEwith good sliding properties. This section is followed by a lantern ring that is
used for purging and therefore, in a way, for lubrication and cooling of the piston.
Next to this is placed a series of low-compression seals. The piston is hardened and
characteristically lean for the accomplished pressure level in order to keep the driving
forces low.

13.7.4.6 Piston Compressor for 1400 MPa
Figure 13.18 shows a compressor for 1400MPa for nitrogen. The pressure-loaded
area consists only of strait channels and as far as possible nonotches. The detrimental
space is close to zero and the seals are based on lens geometries from high-strength
steel. The head (3) is shrinked and the piston (2) is driven by a hydraulic cylinder (1)
acting as a pressure converter. At such a pressure, the difference in density between
gas and liquids is close to negligible and also the compressibility is very small. But the
lubrication ability of gas is still bad.Due to that, the piston seal, which is travelingwith
the piston, is the most critical part. It consists of only one special shaped ring made
out of some wear-resistant polymer.

1

2

3

Figure 13.18 Compressor for nitrogen up to 1400MPa with a hydraulic linear drive (according
to Harwood) (source: Institute of Process Machinery and Systems Engineering, University of
Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany).
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14
High-Pressure Measuring Devices and Test Equipment
Arne Pietsch

14.1
Introduction

The need to know system parameters arose from the beginning of technical
high-pressure processing and naturally system pressure and temperature were the
first to be observed. Pressure manometers were in use not with the very first
steam engines but invented shortly and at the end of the nineteenth century
complex engineering handbooks did not even see the necessity to explain them in
detail anymore [1]. Their principle has not changed since then: the mechanical
displacement of Bourdon1) tubes, diaphragms, or bellows is transferred to an
indicating pointer. Siphons filled with oil were also used for early reaction vessels,
keeping process media from spoiling the manometer [2]. Scientists applied a
surprising variety of methods to accurately determine pressures a century ago –

details on Bourdon gauges, mercury columns, free piston (pressure balance)
and manganin resistance gauges, Petaval gauges for rapid pressure changes,
and early systems using the piezoelectric effect are well explained by Newitt [3]
in 1940.

Today, sensors with electric signals and computing dominate the industrial
application. Common sensor types are offered by more than one manufacturer and
advice on application is readily available (Figure 14.1). This chapter will not focus on
the functionality inside sensors but rather give an overview on available principles
and their benefits as well as critical aspects of usage to keep in mind. Most
information will be given in tabular style only for easy access and overview; �high
pressure� is defined as a pressure above 10MPa (100 bar, 98.6 atm, or 1450 psi).
The following abbreviations are used in the text: �p� for pressure, �T� for temperature,
�HP� for high pressure, and �MAWP� for themaximumallowable working pressure.

1) Eug�eneBourdonwas awatchmaker and engineerwho in 1849 invented theBourdon gauge, a pressure
measuring instrument still in use today. It could measure pressures up to 100,000 psi� – quoted from
Wikipedia.com.

Industrial High Pressure Applications: Processes, Equipment and Safety, First Edition. Edited by Rudolf Eggers.
� 2012 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2012 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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Listed ratings are typical ones; extremer onesmay be available, though. Legal aspects
have to be considered according to the local laws and are not part of this chapter.
Technology is advancing rapidly, so please do not expect an omniscient monograph;
the author welcomes comments and suggestions from readers for future use.

14.2
Process Data Measuring – Online

Online measuring of pressure and temperature is of crucial importance for high-
pressure processes in order to avoid bursting of components due to exceeding
material tensile strength. While the change from mechanical p or T indicators to
electric systems has taken place in most applications, the online detection of

Figure 14.1 Instrumentation of high-pressure vessel (MAWP 32.5MPa).
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additional parameters is not widely applied yet, except for flowmeasurements; most
others are still restricted to very specific needs.

14.2.1
Sensor Choice and Installation

To get started, a basic checklist can help to take relevant aspects into account when
choosing a sensor type (Table 14.1). Besides the main function, other aspects should
be considered in process plants at an early stage, latest when potential suppliers are
contacted.

Self-evident but sometimes ignored is the fact that the maximum pressure for a
complete plant or system is governed by the component with the lowest admissible
operating pressure. Therefore, sensor choice needs prior specification of theMAWP
of the complete plant. Important are also conformity declarations according to
requirements regarding design approval (boiler codes), explosion-proof technology,
and foreign bodies protection/ingress of water protection.

Table 14.1 Checklist – general aspects to consider about sensor choice for high-pressure
applications.

. Is the sensitive part of the sensor really where you want to measure?

. How fast will the sensor react in the application? What speed is necessary?

. Is the connection a high-pressure design and leakproof? Is this certified by the supplier?
Advisable is to use a standardized connection/seal type that is generally used in the plant
. Ensure that the MAWP is not lower than the rating of the plant/system
. Can the sensor be blocked/retarded or fail by particles/dirt in the system? What would be the
consequence? Need measures to be taken?
.Are there special requirements about hygienic needs or a cleaning performance? Design for CIP
processes (other fluids with other corrosion potency) or easy disassembling needed?
. Is it necessary to repair or maintain the sensor without depressurization?
. Check if there are requirements like design approval 2),3),4)

. Needed electric safety – protection against touching and water contact, for example, check IP
rating 5),6). For example, IP69K stands for �6� dust tight and �9� protection against high-pressure
and steam cleaning
. Is there an explosion risk? For example, check EU ATEX classification 7)

. Does the sensor type match electrically the process and data bus standards (programmable logic
controller)?
. Cost (cost of planning, commissioning, maintenance, and disposal)

2) Pressure Equipment Directive (PED) 97/23/EC.

3) ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code – 2007 edition, American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
New York, USA.

4) Japanese regulatory codes, for example, High pressure gas safety law and Gas industry law.

5) International protection classes according to DIN EN 60529/IEC 529/VDE 047 T1.

6) International protection classes according to IEC 60529.

7) ATEX Directive 94/9/EC and ATEX Directive 1999/92/EC.
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14.2.2
Pressure and Differential Pressure

Pressure measurements are essential for high-pressure processing. Although often
neglected in high-pressure business, it is advisable to distinguish between reference
levels atmospheric or gauge (units psig and barg) and zero (units psia and bara). The unit
psid relates to a differential pressure reading within a process.

Table 14.2 Overview on industrial high-pressure sensors.

Sensor type Pmax Tmax Other
parameters

Typical use

Bourdon gauge
(mechanical)

700 MPa 60 �C (brass) Robust Vessel pressure
300 �C (ss) Pump pressure

Pressure
transducer

1400 MPa 120 �C; higher
possible

Process pressure
controlling

Calibration only

Comparison
pumps

250 MPa and
higher

Atmospheric Compare two
manometers

Lab and calibration only

Dead-weight
tester

250 MPa and
higher

Atmospheric Very accurate,
0.05% f.s.

Lab and calibration only

Figure 14.2 Pressure sensors. From left to right: gauge, 250MPa; transducer, 60MPa;
transducer, 40MPa; transducer with diaphragm seal on tip, 50MPa/315 �C; and details
of its diaphragm.
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Classical pressure sensors are the purelymechanical pressure gauges (Table 14.2).
Reasons for their wide use are robustness, low price, simple installation, and
independence from electric power supplies. In the so-called Bourdon gauge, a
dead-end tube in helical form with several turns expands due to elastic deformation
when pressure is increased. This movement is transferred mechanically to a mostly
circular scale. Although these instruments can be overloaded, it is common practice
to operate them at no more than three-quarters of their full scale. These gauges are
manufactured by a large number of companies and can be obtained in various
qualities; Table 14.3 gives advice on what to consider while choosing.

Electric pressure sensors allow signal transformation to other places, for example,
a control room and its electronic/PC controlling structures in unlimited complexity.
Therefore, these sensors are much more useful and adaptable than mechanical
gauges, especially when applied in control systems and data acquisition. Important
are a good linearity of the sensor output, a high degree of temperature independence,
and robustness. Already in 1960, electric sensors for very high pressures were
available: manganin resistance coils for up to 3000MPa bar and the Harwood bulk
modulus cell for up to 1400MPa [4]. Today, the predominant principle is usage of a
micromachined silicone diaphragmwith a piezoresistive strain gauge diffused into it
and a supporting silicon or glass backplate. Standard maximum pressure rating is
around 700MPa, but specialty sensors are available. Pressure transducers are those
sensors that are built into a housing with process connection. If, in addition, full
signal conditioning is integrated into the housing of the sensor, it is a pressure
transmitter. For further insight into the sensor technologies, see Refs. [5, 6].

For high-pressure applications, keep inmind that lifetime of the instrument can be
restricted by amaximumnumber of load cycles. This number depends on the course
of the pressure (height of changes, rise time, and pressure drop time) in the realized
application. Close to the maximum number of load cycles, leakages due to hairline
cracks may occur and cause a safety risk.

A widely used combination in high-pressure technology is the mechatronic
pressure measuring instrument (Figure 14.2). This is a mechanical pressure gauge
fittedwith electrical components or contacts. Two types are available: pressure gauges
with electric output signals and gauges with switch contacts. Advantageous is the
ongoing indication during electric power outages.

Differential pressure sensors are special pressure sensors with two chambers
separated by a membrane. The pressure difference between those two chambers is
detected. This setup allows determination of pressure differences significantly
smaller than either one of the applied pressures with high accuracy. Fields of
application are the pressure losses over certain unit operations such as separation
columns or the use of differential pressure tomonitor two other process parameters:
flow and level. The latter applications are discussed in the subsequent chapter. In
high-pressure technology, two aspects have to be observed closely. First, the max-
imum allowable differential pressure of the transducer can easily be exceeded due to
high system pressures, thus destroying or offsetting the sensor. Second, fluid

8) Directive DIN EN 837-1, 1997.
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temperature in the usually colder connection tubes leading to the sensor can interfere
with the measurement due to fluid density changes. Hydrostatic pressure of
condensed liquids or just denser fluid phases can grossly falsify the measurement.
Diaphragm seals at the process line and connection tubing to the sensor filled with a
hydraulic liquid can help to avoid these effects.

Table 14.3 Options when choosing pressure sensors.

. Instrument style and size

. MAWP, measuring accuracy, and certificates!

. Process connection – avoid sequences of high-pressure adapters by thorough order

. Throttle screw to dampen pulsations – note the safety risk: easy blocking with particles and dirt

. Corrosion resistance of body and medium wetted parts; also observe maximum temperature

. Consider high viscosity and abrasive properties of process fluids if given

.Oil-free calibration at manufacturer site when used for oil-free applications, for example, oxygen

. Safety glass and a blowout back are self-evident in all high-pressure applications

. Overrange protector in case excessive overpressurization can occur. These devices protect the
gauge for very high overloads, especially exceeding a typical value of 130%MAWP 8). Note the risk
of blocking and malfunctioning with dirt
.Diaphragmseals.Forhighly corrosivefluids, anadditional diaphragmseal inconnection linecanbe
used.Thisdeviceseparates theprocessmediafromthedelicatemembraneof thesensorbymeansofa
pressure-transmitting fluid and amore robustmembrane contacting the process fluid. Typically, the
whole unit is delivered filled and calibrated. The liquid should be chosen so that there is no risk with
process or product in case of leakage. Mercury can still be found today but should be avoided
.Diaphragmseals at senor tip. Also called �flush diaphragm.� In case dead volume between sensor
and process needs to be extremely small, a diaphragm seal at sensor tip can be used. The sensor
then does not have any internal cavities that are to be filled by the process fluid by using a
membranedirectly at the tip. This variation is less sensitive but easy cleanable. It is used for viscous
or easily solidifying fluids, for example, in polymer processing or processes that need precision
cleaning. In cases of higher temperatures, the thermal expansionof the inclusion liquidneeds to be
taken into account; some models allow sensor adjustment when at process conditions
. Pressure gauge cocks/valves with purge ports are rarely used in high-pressure applications for
safety reasons
. Siphons even in trumpet form will not avoid entry of liquid media into the gauge in case of large
pressure alterations; therefore, they are used for steam applications only
. Number of load cycles can be limited; check with manufacturer for your individual application

Gauge only
. Instrument mounting style, for example, classical case or panel mounting
. Measuring accuracy, scale accuracy, dial units (parallel up to three possible)
. �Red mark� for process MAWP if needed, for example, for pressure vessels
. Liquid filling (glycerin or silicone oil) to dampen pulsations, for example, for piston pumps
.Additional electric signaling– forexample, to setanmaximumalarm– isoftenavailable (mechatronic)
. Customer logo is often available

Transmitters only
. Case version and size, for example, field case for outdoors installation
. Output signal – choose according to specification control system
.Choose if seals at the sensormembrane are acceptable orwelded versions are needed. Elastomers
need to withstand the fluids
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14.2.3
Temperature

Common temperature sensors types are thermocouples (types J andK) and resistance
temperature detectors (RTDs) and can often be used for high-pressure processes as
long as three critical aspects are looked after: first the pressure resistance of the sensor
sheath itself, second the sealing, and third the correct interactionwith the pressurized
fluids. Helpful to meet the first two requirements is a cylindrical or rod-type shape of
the sensor that is generally the case anyway. Apparently, this is also the reasonwhy self-
made solutions with standard temperature sensors can be found in high-pressure
applications quite often. This is in noway recommendable since the user is fully liable
formalfunctions or even accidents; the hazard risk potential of a sensor shooting from
high-pressure equipment should not be underestimated. Regarding pressure resis-
tance of the sensor sheath, it is advantageous that sensor diameter is small. More
critical is design of the sensor tips; welded versions are preferable. But as stated above,
suppliers should certify material quality and yield strength of the sensors. If – in very
special cases – a conformity declaration is not obtainable, the user has to qualify the
sensor himself according to safe engineering practice by design calculations based on
material certificates and pressure testing. It should be noted that used small-sized
tubing for standard sensor manufacturing is not in all cases seamless and high-
pressure proof. If the sensor needs to be bent, this has to be taken into account too.

The second major aspect of high-pressure sealing touches specific manufacturer
know-how. The sensor itself –most commonly a thermocouple because of its smaller
diameter–needs tobeconnectedwithahigh-pressuremetalfitting, forexample,witha
thread and defined seal or any other shape that can be properly installed. General
methods to do this are listed in Table 14.4 and Figure 14.3 depicts such a sensor
installed intoahigh-pressureT-piece.Technicaldetails of the sealingmethodsareoften
manufacturer know-how and the listed parameter values are for orientation only.

Besides pressure rating, the durability and reliability need to match the intended
use. It goes without saying that a vessel made of high-performance alloys needs to be
equipped with sensors of the same or better grade material. Additional wear
resistance is realizable with additional coating of the tip, for example, carbide-coated
tips for use in low-density polyethylene (LDPE) plants.

In research applications, specialty measuring methods are known. For example,
temperature measurement through high-pressure sapphire view glasses is possible
using dispersed thermochromic liquid crystals (see Chapter 9).

Even with good and approved temperature sensors (ratings listed in Table 14.5;
options in Table 14.6), erroneous readings can occur in high-pressure as well as in
standard setups due to wrong positioning, too long response time, aging of sensors
(especially at high temperatures), fouling, corrosion, and last but not least heat
transfer effects to the sensor. To mention the extremes, turbulent flow of a liquid
ensures a good heat transfer to the sensor while static gas charges are less simple to
measure. In the latter case, it is advisable to use more than one sensor and check if
temperature homogeneity in the system is given. If not, additional convective flows
can occur and their effects on the process should be taken into account. Thick vessel
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Table 14.4 Mounting methods of temperature sensors to high-pressure fittings.

Method Manufacturing details Limitations

Gluing Glue the sensor into a lightly larger
drill hole

. For tiny diameters only

. Lowest pressure rating

. High-risk interaction with fluid media

.MaximumT depending on glue, 200 �C

. No official certification

.Not recommendable for high pressure!

Soft soldering Solder sensor to fitting . For tiny diameters only
. Low pressure only, for example, 5 MPa
. Risk of corrosion
. Maximum temperature approximately
150 �C

Brazing Braze sensor to fitting . Up to 30 MPa and 500 �C
. Risk of sensor damage during brazing

Welding Weld sensor to fitting . Up to 100 MPa and 1100 �C
. Risk of sensor damage during welding

Clamping (see
Figure 14.4)

Fix the sensor with a ferrule like a
piece of tubing. If the diameter is too
small, liner reinforcement rings can
be welded onto the sensors

. Standard up to 50 MPa and 600 �C

. Easy mounting but risk of sensor
�shooting out,� if not mounted properly
or non-approved technology!

Figure 14.3 Industrial T-sensor installation (standard HP T-piece; A: turning workpiece with lens
joint as sealing; B: thermocouple welded to A; C: filling bushing to reduce stagnant volume). Figure
according to a drawing in Ref. [7].

Figure 14.4 Philips Thermolok� gland seal (MAWP 50MPa, 700 �C)9).

9) Figure according to a technical drawing from Thermocoax GmbH, Stapelfeld, Germany.
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walls as used in high-pressure processes can influence the temperature of the sensor
when wall and fluid temperatures are not identical: heat conduction through the
metals can override the temperature equilibrium that should form between the fluid
and the sensor tip only. This effect of course depends upon the specific design and
allocation of the components. Short and thick sensors close to the wall and with
intense thermal contact to the vessel can lead to significant mal readings and this
occurs even more during alteration of process parameters (Tables 14.5 and 14.6).

14.2.4
Flow

Flow quantification is essential in the vast majority of all processing plants and
distribution systems of gases and liquids (Fig. 14.7). Processes operating at high
pressure are no exception and therefore a variety of robust and field-proven sensor
technologies are offered today. All large-scale chemical reaction plants involving
catalytic synthesis or polymerization, liquefaction, and separation of gases and all
other processes such as those dealtwith in this book require feedflow control. In some
cases, feed flows can be monitored before pressurization with conventional sensors,
but there are alsomeasuring points requiringhigh-pressure sensors. This is especially
true for the oil and gas business. Offshore production and subsea exploitation,
transmission, liquefaction, and processing are designed to operate at elevated and
high pressures for enhanced capacity and energetic reasons. In Tables 14.7 and 14.8,
an overview on available sensor types and their principles is given, while Table 14.9

Table 14.5 Rating of HP temperature sensors.

Sensor type MAWP catalogue
examples

Tmax sensor limitation Typical use

Resistance
temperature
detector

210 MPa @ 20 �C Standard type PT100 Advantage: robust
calibration400 MPa @ 500 �C 750 �C

Thermocouple Depending upon types Advantages: small
diameter, quick
response

280 MPa @ 315 �C J (Fe-CuNi): 760 �C
515 MPa @ 20 �C K (Ni-CrNi): 1372 �C
700 MPa @ 500 �C S (Pt-RhPt): 1600 �C

Table 14.6 Options when choosing thermocouples for HP temperature measurement.

. Design approved by supplier for required pressure rating!

. Maximum temperature – today sensors for more higher than 1500 �C are available

. Check measuring accuracy and response time

.Output signal depending upon type, for example, �K� – check compatibility with data acquisition

. Check needed corrosion resistance and wear resistance

. Request needed conformity certificates
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Table 14.7 HP flow detection sensors without moving parts – overview.

Sensor type and range Principle MAWP
(MPa)

T (�C) Advantages/limitations Fields of application

Coriolis (0.03 kg/min to
12 t/min)

Mass flow detection. Detec-
tion of an oscillating system:
phase changes induced by
Coriolis forces of a flow

90 �200 to þ 400 . High pressures . All, if not too costly
. Also for aggressive and
contaminated media

. Determination of compressed
gas and liquid flows without
influence of p, T, density. No pressure effects
. Often with additional online
density (e.g., quality control oils)

. No moving parts/long
lifetime

. Some units with additional
online viscosity (e.g., spraying
processes)

. Observe orientation

. Firm mounting needed

. Single phase only

Thermal mass flow sen-
sor – gas (0.2–11 000 N
m3/h)

Mass flow detection. Part of
gas flow through a bypass.
Bypass is precisely heated
and rise of temperature
detected

70 �10 to þ 100 . Low cost especially in
combined versions as �mass
flow controller�

. Determination of pure gas
flows, for example, N2, pres-
surized air without influence of
p, T, density. High precision
. Mixing, charging, research. No moving parts
. Pure overheated steam (Tmax

200 �C)
. Calibration necessary
. No aggressive gases
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Thermal mass flow sen-
sor – liquid (1 mg/h to 20
kg/h)

Mass flow detection. Method
as above

40 (100) �10 to þ 70 As above, for example, . Pure liquids, for example, oils,
water without influence of p, T,
density

. High precision

. Mixing, charging, research

Differential pressure Velocity detection. Measur-
ing of pressure loss on orifice
restrictors or Pitot tubes

40 þ 1000 . No moving parts . Steam
. Maintenance free . For cryogenic liquids, for

example, CO2. No drift after calibration
. Monitoring oil loops in
transformers

Vortex Capacitive detection of vortex
eddies caused by bluff body

25 þ 400 . Extremely robust . Steam saturated and
overheated. Dirt resistant
. Thermo oil (solar power plant). Minimum Re 20 000

Electromagnetic Fluid velocity 35 þ 200 . Influence of p, T, fluid . Conductive liquids only, for
example, water. Calibration necessary
. Usually only low pressure

(Continued )
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Table 14.7 (Continued )

Sensor type and range Principle MAWP
(MPa)

T (�C) Advantages/limitations Fields of application

Ultrasonic, clamp on Ultrasonic measurement
from outside of tube

Limit by
maximum
tube wall
size

þ 230 . No pressure drop . Liquids only
. No medium contact . Tube sizes 20 mm and more
. Maximum steel wall
�70 mm

. Pressurized steam

. Less good with polymer
tubes

. Hydraulic oil

. Thick tube walls require
high fluid densities

Nucleonic Monitor movement of sharp
pulse of radioactive tracer

50 MPa
and higher

. Special application for sub-
sea pipelines

. Diagnostics for pipeline per-
formance, find stuck pigging
tool or solid buildup/blockages. Sensor moves along pipe-

line or multiple sensors
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Table 14.8 HP flow detection sensors with moving parts – overview.

Sensor type and range Principle MAWP
(MPa)

T (�C) Advantages/limitations Fields of application

Turbine Mediate volume transmitter.
Stainless steel turbine in sapphire
cups, Hall sensor

400 þ 125 . Very high pressures . Light fuel oil, solvents, liquefied gases
. High accuracy .Dosing accurately in lab andprocessing
. Corrosion resistance . Jet cutting
. Small size . Subsea: modifiers for oil wells,

submarines. Easy sterilization
. Limited instrument span

Gear wheel Positive displacement. Plastic
coupled gear wheels, Hall sensor

350 þ 180 . Independent of viscosity . Liquids
. Very high pressures . Viscous liquids, for example, wax,

polymers
. Dosing accurately, for example, print
colors

Helical flow meter Positive displacement. Helical coil
axial, Hall sensor

40 þ 200 . High accuracy . Liquids
. Corrosion resistance . High-viscosity liquids, for example,

polymers, oil, glue, heavy fuel oil in
power plants
. Spray PVC, underbody coating
. Dosing accurately, for example, colors

Microflow meter
(double ring piston)

Positive displacement using double
ring piston

40 þ 180 . Extremely low flow volumes . Low-viscosity liquids, for example,
additives, water, pharmaceuticals
. Injection odorant into natural gas
. Batching and filling applications

(Continued )
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Table 14.8 (Continued )

Sensor type and range Principle MAWP
(MPa)

T (�C) Advantages/limitations Fields of application

Piston system (switch
only)

Spring-supported piston with
magnetic coupling to adjustable
microswitch

25 þ 350 . Robust . For example, alarm high or low
. Good repeatability . Monitoring hydraulic systems, for

example, in machine tools

Paddle (switch only) Spring-supported paddle in the flow.
Magnetic coupling to adjustable
microswitch

25 þ 350 . Robust, dirt resistant . For example, alarm high or low
. Low pressure losses
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gives initial advice for sensor choice with regard to the respective media. Some are
discussed in more detail in the text.

Coriolis-type mass flow sensors have found wide acceptance in the field of high-
pressure technology. Especially with fluids and gases at varying process conditions
(density, viscosity, p, and T ), their striking advantage is independence from these
parameters and direct flow determination without the need to know the actual gas
properties. In addition, these instruments concurrently supply data on fluid tem-
perature and density. Wetted material can be chosen from a wide range including
Hastelloy, Monel, tantalum, and other exotic materials to meet specific material
compatibility requirements. Flow accuracy of 0.1% and repeatability better than
0.05% are standard. Different ranges, sizes, and styles are available: the traditional
shape is the omega tube type but also parallel tubes and other shapes are used.
Figure 14.5 displays the inside of an omega-type Coriolis flow meter to explain the
nontrivial principle. Themeter uses an oscillating device with drive coils mounted to
a mass bar ensuring controlled amplitude of the system. A corresponding Coriolis
force is formed when liquid or gas flows through the oscillating omega-shaped tubes
and the resulting phase shift is detected with pickup coils.

Firm mounting is necessary to eliminate the influence of other oscillating plant
parts. And installation position is also important to prohibit buildup of interfering
second phases; for example, an instrument for detection of a gas flow should be
oriented as shown in Figure 14.5 so that liquid droplets will not collect in the curved
tubes. In industrial processes, especially cyclic high-pressure processes, a decision
has to be made considering optional positions with different parameters (temper-
ature, pressure rating, risk of contamination, or two-phase flow).

Thermalmass flow sensors have also found wide application for puremedia, such
as metering of N2, compressed air, or oils because of their compact design, precise
detection, and lower cost than comparable Coriolis meters. Their handicap is the

Table 14.9 Flow detection sensors for pressures 10MPa and higher – choice with regards to
process fluid (� þ � suitable).

Type of flow meter Gas or
supercritical
fluid

Steam Liquid,
conductive

Liquid,
nonconductive

Bidirectional
metering
(forward/
reverse)

Coriolis þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ
Thermal mass flow þ þ þ þ þ
Differential pressure þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ
Vortex þ þ þ þ þ
Electromagnetic þ þ
Ultrasonic, clamp on þ þ þ
Turbine, gear wheel þ þ þ þ
Flow switch þ þ
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 limitation to pure media. A gear wheel flow meter is a positive displacement meter,
similar to a gear pump. The measuring fluid rotates two gears, which are engaged
with minimum play. The flow is in proportion with the rpm of the gear. Hall sensors
integrated into the housing pick up the rpm of the gears. Differential pressure
detection is simple and robust and common for flow detection in well-defined
systems, for example, transportation and delivery of pure gases. A system installed on
a gas tank truck can be seen in Figure 14.6. Ultrasonic inline detectors, visual rotors,
or variable area meters (float in a transparent tube) are not used in high-pressure
technology; they are limited to applications below 5MPa (Figure 14.7).

14.2.5
Fluid Level

Different methods for level detection are in use in today�s processing plants
(Figure 14.8). Fluid level determination in high-pressure processes is mainly

Figure 14.5 Inside of Coriolis-type flow sensor 10).

10) Figure from brochure �Inside of Coriolis flow meter Rheonik,� Schwing Verfahrenstechnik,
Neukirchen-Vluyn, Germany.
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needed to monitor vessel contents and control the bottoms receiver in separation
and distillation columns as well as any receiver after a condensation step. The
variety of sensors suitable for high pressure is limited; especially some of the pure
mechanical devices are not available or fail easily. An overview is given in
Table 14.10 and examples are depicted in Figure 14.8 and 14.9.

14.2.6
Density

Density data are of interest in various fields; methods and some applications are
compiled in Table 14.11.

14.2.7
Viscosity

Online determination of viscosity is mainly implemented to monitor quality of
products, correct turbine-type mass flow readings, or control processes with wetting
procedures (coating, painting, and spray processes). In research andplant design,HP
viscosity values are frequently needed for various flow calculations. Examples are
transport processes for natural oil and gas and –more scientific – calculation of film
thicknesses and traction effects in elastohydrodynamic lubrication using organic
liquids. At present, small-scale viscosity sensors are developed that will operate in the
pressure range up to 100MPa attached to the drilling rods in oil exploration
(Table 14.12).

Figure 14.6 Flow determination with differential pressure detection, horizontal tube with orifice
indicated.
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14.2.8
Concentration – Solute in High-Pressure Gases and Fluids

Process photometry is the dominating method to detect and quantify substances
dissolved in high-pressure fluids. Photometers use the interaction of light
(absorption or scattering) with the process fluids and can either detect at a fixed
wavelength (photometer) or evaluate a spectrum (spectrometer). Depending upon
the appropriate range ofwavelengths, the detectors can be differentiated as ultraviolet
(UV), visual light (Vis), near-infrared (NIR), or infrared (IR). For application in high-
pressure processes, the light beam needs to pass the high-pressure gas or fluid and
therefore pressure-resistant sight glasses are needed, usually two opposing ones

Figure 14.7 Gasmixing. Upper unit: Coriolis-type sensor with subsequent regulation valve. Lower
unit: thermal mass flow controller (MAWP 20MPa).
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Figure 14.8 Robust level determination in high-pressure tank using a load cell.

Figure 14.9 Gammadensitometer for level determination anddensity in high-pressure vessel (50 l,
MAWP 30MPa) using a 137Cs isotope.
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Table 14.10 High-pressure level gauges.

Sensor type Principle MAWP (MPa) Tmin/max (�C) Remarks

(a) Continuous level
detection
Float Level indication. 30 �196 . Fluid density >0.5

Float in vertical bypass tube þ 400 . Risk of failure with density changes (gases),
dirt, turbulences

Radar Reflection of microwave impulses 16 �200 . Storage vessels
þ 450 . Sensor inside vessel top

Nucleonic/radiometric Density change detected with
gamma densitometer (see
Figure 14.9)

>30 �20 . High reliability

Limit by wall
thickness versus
needed accuracy

þ 125 . Nearly maintenance free

. Multiphase possible

. Densities 0–3000 kg/m3

. Strict safety regulations

. High cost

. Used in nuclear industry, research, and subsea

Capacity Capacity detection. Level switch or
continuous

6 �50 . Limited to certain liquids
þ 200 . Liquefied gases only when dry (e.g., fresh gas tank)

(b) Level switch only
Optic sensors Refractive index 50 200 . Bottoms of column
Vibrating tuning fork Frequency change of piezo-driven

vibrating tuning fork
10 �50 . All liquids

þ 280 . Without adjustment
. For example, level between compressed gas and water
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Table 14.11 Overview on HP density determination, p > 10MPa.

Sensor type Principle Range
(kg/m3)

MAWP
(MPa)

Tmax (�C) Remarks

(a) Online
Tuning fork 0–3000 100 200 . Oils

. Dry and clean gas, for example, natural gas,
ethylene
. Supercritical CO2 in refrigeration plants

Coriolis Multifunctional sensor. Mass
flow sensor with additional
pickup of resonance frequency

0.5–6000 40 �200 to þ 350 . High pressures
. Also for aggressive and contaminated media
. No pressure effects
. No moving parts/long lifetime
. Single phase only

Nucleonic/radiometric Gamma densitometer 0–3000 >30 >150 . High reliability
Limit by wall
thickness
versus needed
accuracy

Limit by wall
material

. Nearly maintenance free

. Multiphase possible

. Strict safety regulations

. High cost

.Used in nuclear industry, research, and subsea
(b) Additional for
off-line/lab
Pycnometer Weighing fluid filled cell with

precisely known volume
70 and higher þ 175 . Limited accuracy (volume versus pressure

correction needed)
. PVT studies
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Table 14.12 Overview on HP viscosity determination, p > 10MPa.

Sensor type Principle Range
(mPa s) (cP)

MAWP (MPa) Tmax (�C) Remarks

(a) Online
Coriolis Multifunctional sensor. Mass

flow sensor with additional
pickup of resonance frequency

n.s. 90 �200 to þ 400 . High pressures

. No pressure effects

. No moving parts/long lifetime

. Single phase only

. Also for aggressive and contami-
nated media

Electromagnetic
oscillating piston

Speed of electromagnetically
driven piston detected by cir-
cuitry analysis 11)

0.02–10 000 260 and above þ 190 . With T sensor
. Small fluid quantity
. Oil and gas exploration, PVT

Tuning fork Frequency change of vibrating
tuning fork

1–20 000 21 þ 200 . Newtonian behavior

Rotational Force to rotate cylinder in fluid 1–720 000 30 þ 350 . Non-Newtonian behavior, for
example, emulsions

Quartz Torsional oscillation of a
piezocrystal

1–10 000 1000 þ 250 . Highest pressures
. Detection if Newtonian fluid

(b) Additional for
off-line/lab
Vibrating rod Frequency change of vibrating

rod
1–1 000 000 70 þ 200 . Heavy oil viscometer
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Falling sphere or
rising bubble

Sphere sinks or bubble rises in
fluid in HP view cell [8]

Limit of cell (vertical
visual field)

Limit of view cell Limit of view cell . Ensure terminal velocity
. No commercial units

Falling needle Needle sinks in fluid, velocity
with Hall sensors

0.7–20 000 420 �40 to þ 150 . Non-Newtonian behavior

Rolling ball Travel time of rolling ball, dif-
ferent detectors

0.3–1000 70 and above, for
example, 1000 [9]

þ 175 . Newtonian behavior

Rotational Force to rotate cylinder in fluid 1–100 000 70 þ 280 . For non-Newtonian behavior
Capillary Differential pressure of a pre-

cisely controlled capillary flow
0.02–0.3 (gas) 500 �10 . For non-Newtonian behavior

0.3–10 000 (liquid) þ 150 . Complex technology

11) Cambridge Viscosity Brochure, Cambridge, Medford, MA, USA.
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mounted as an optical cell unit. Sapphire glasses or other high-quality glassmaterials
are necessary. It shall be noted that adsorption spectra in different fluids are not
identical, a fact that is sometimes ignored even in scientific studies. To give an
example, the absorptionmaximum for b-carotene (all-E) in hexane is at 450 nmwhile
in pressurized CO2 it is found at 434 nm (20MPa, 35 �C). In addition, the maximum
in a dense gas, for example, CO2, can shift significantly with changing pressure and
temperature. It is obvious that erroneous readings due to inaccurate choice of
wavelengths can occur.

Maximum pressures are mainly limited by the mechanical rating of the view cell
system allowing extreme research applications above 1GPa. Industrial continuous
high-pressure inline measurement is applied today in the pressure range up to
30MPa. Robust realization is possible using process photo- or spectrometers as long
as the optical glasses can be prevented from staining. Advantageous are highly
polished glass surfaces and a high fluid turbulence around those glasses. Often the
view cells are designed in such away that the glasses are not alignedwith the tubewall
but rather protrude into the fluid flow. Deposition of dirt is more likely in gas flows
with their limited density compared to liquids and therefore it is not surprising that
most industrial applications have sensors for liquids. Color and concentration
measurements can be used to monitor feed flow (catalyst dosing), product quality
(color formation by overheating or corrosion, impurities, oil traces), or phase
separation (level control).

Detection of water in high-pressure fluids can be accomplished with NIR tech-
nology but is limited to the lower percentage region. Systems for pressures up to
100MPa and180 �Care available12). Othermoisture sensors use capacity changes of a
polymer or aluminumoxide. They are rated up to 35MPa and commonly used at high
pressure to monitor moisture in gases (7–10MPa), like natural gas after dehydration
with molecular sieve driers. The requirement is to keep moisture content low to
prevent hydrate forming that can block the flow of natural gas during transmission.
Quite similar is the application in CO2 pipelines.

14.2.9
Concentration – Gas Traces Dissolved in Liquids

Detection of gases dissolved in liquids at high pressure is in focus, for example, at
marine systems andwill gain increased attention with future research on new energy
resources (methane hydrate) and climate research (marine CO2). To give two
examples, methane can leak from the seafloor and hydrogen is emitted in hydro-
thermal plumes. Hydrostatic pressure at these sites can be as high as 50MPa and
requires special sensors. Online on-site monitoring of, for example, methane,
hydrogen, or CO2 in a water phase can be accomplished with specialized pres-
sure-proof sensors consisting of a siliconemembrane contacting thewater phase and
a suitable detector in the sensor interior [10]. Diverse detector types are used

12) Mobile NIR in-line device for monitoring of supercritical CO2 based processes, Brochure SITEC-
Sieber Engineering, Zurich, Switzerland.
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depending upon the task and even sophisticated ones like mass spectrometers have
been used in these submersible systems.

14.3
Lab Determination – Additional Offline Test Equipment

14.3.1
Phase Equilibrium

Phase equilibrium (PE) studies have been performed since the very beginning of
high-pressure technology. General principles are listed in Table 14.13. Steam
condensation, condensation of gases and their mixtures, and behavior of reactants
and products in reaction processes were early fields of research to understand and
develop new processes. The basic method is – optimized and refined – still in use
today: a pressure vessel is filled with the substances and fluids to be investigated,
pressurized, and time given to equilibrate. Subsequent samples are taken from
different levels of the vessel and analyzed after decompression. This method is
named analytical and requires significant density differences between the involved
phases and furthermore sufficient volume of each phase to be sampled and analyzed.
Syntheticmethods use a vessel filled with a mixture of precisely known composition.
System behavior and detection of phase boundaries is determined by changing of
parameters, for example, Tor p. Description of these methods is, for example, given

Table 14.13 General principles for phase equilibrium measurement with at least one fluid.

Synthetic Analytical Analytical dynamic

Principle Known content in vessel,
observation by change of
parameters (e.g., p, T)

Samples from vessels
after equilibration

Continuousflowof afluid
through a second fluid or
bed of solids

Example Observe phase change in
optical view cell

Stirred tank, sampling,
gravimetric, GC, and so
on

Flow saturator, detection
of solute at outlet

Advantages . In critical region . For complex systems . For large samples
. Often easy and quick . For low solubility . For extremely low

solubility

Limitations . In multiphase systems
composition of phases
not known

. Poor at critical region . Uncertainty if equilib-
rium established

. Not for low solubility .Not for isopycnic phases . Maximum solubility
<10%. Not for small phase

volumes
. No PVT data
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by Stahl et al. [11] with focus on systems with dense gases but validity for all high-
pressure fluid equilibria measurements and most recently with an abundance of
examples and details by Dohrn et al. [12].

Exemplary flow schemes of setups for analytical equilibrium determination with
high-pressure CO2 depicted in Figures 14.10–14.12 are taken from the author�s
work [13]. While the stirred vessel allows rapid equilibration, sample volume is
restricted to low quantities in order to avoid pressure loss of the system. Note that the
gas-phase sampling line is equippedwith a rinse port toflush precipitated substances
into the sample receiver using a suitable solvent. The setup using a high-pressure
column with a floating piston allows larger sample volumes by maintaining
the pressure level constant with the use of a hydraulic system actuating the piston.
Equilibrium is attained with an isobaric circulation pump conveying the denser
phase from the vessel bottom back to the top, thus intensifying phase contact. With
the large vessel volumes displayed, the isothermal state of the complete systemneeds
to be looked after thoroughly. Measurements following the analytical dynamic
principle can be, for example, made in a plant as sketched in Figure 14.12. A grained
solid substrate is placed into the vessel (A) and solubility at p and Tcan be calculated
from the amount received in the separator versus fluid flow. Of course, complete
solute precipitation in the separator is required and sometimes a sequence of
separators or total depressurization to atmospheric conditions is necessary, obviously
depending upon the properties of the investigated solid. For rough qualitative studies
with viscous/stickymaterials or extremely low solubility, the same setup is applicable
using a horizontal vessel (B) with inserted trough holding the substrate and weight
determination of the trough before and after a suitable operation time.

Figure 14.10 Analytical PE measurement stirred vessel.
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Figure 14.11 Analytical PE measurement column with floating piston.

Figure 14.12 Analytical dynamic PE measurement up to 100MPa.
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14.3.2
Magnetic Sorption Balance

In the past 15 years,magnetic coupled sorption balances have foundwide application
in high-pressure research. The basic principle is shown in Figure 14.13 and allows
online weighing of samples inside a high-pressure vessel. These samples can be
solids as well as powders or liquids in a small receptacle. The samples are contacted
with a compressedfluid and subsequentmass changes can be recorded. Thismethod
allows to measure precise HP densities and solubilities (e.g., a dense gas in a
polymer) when equilibrium conditions are attained. Following transient data can
allow calculation of permeability and diffusion coefficients. If the measuring cell is
equipped with additional view glasses, swelling behavior can also be monitored.
Magnetic coupled balances can operate up to 200MPa and – though not at as high
pressures – up to 2000 �C and can provide the skilled researcher with various
insights.

14.3.3
Interfacial Tension and Wetting

Interfacial effects are gaining increasing attention today. Although significantly less
known than viscosity, the interfacial tension can be a crucial parameter in technical
processes. Interfacial tension and contact angles can be determinedwith the pendant

Figure 14.13 Principle of a magnetic sorption balance (left: conventional apparatus; right:
magnetic suspension balance).
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drop method using a high-pressure view cell (see Figure 14.14), CCD image
recording, and software evaluation [14].

14.3.4
Gas Hydrates

Gas hydrates are crystalline solids composed of water and gas and can occur at low
temperatures. The necessary amount of water is surprisingly low and in pressurized
processes or environments hydrates form also at ambient or even higher tempera-
tures, for example, ethylene hydrate at 30 �C/80MPa. The formation of hydrates in
exploitation and production of natural gas and oil is of significant economical
relevance; for example, natural gas hydrates can block gas transmission lines at
temperatures above the ice point easily (for more information see Chapter 7).
Therefore, hydrate research is very intense with specialized laboratories and more
than 4000 publications in thisfield in the last decade. Typical research parameters are
270–305K and 0.1–100MPa. A comprehensive list of applied research methods can
be, for example, found in themonograph of Sloan et al. [15] Properties such as phase
equilibrium as well as kinetics and morphology need to be known and understood.
Measuring technology ismainly based on three lines. Thefirst is visual observation to
get evidence of hydrate existence. Therefore, HP view cells are often used. Second,
indirect means are used, such as a hysteresis pressure course while changing
temperature (isochoric) or gas take-up determination while cooling (isobaric meth-
od). Third, highly specialized methods using X-ray, NMR, neutron, or Raman
spectroscopy and others are used to investigate complex hydrate chemistry and
morphology. Traditional equilibrium apparatuses use stirring or other means of
agitation to distribute the involved phases evenly and speed up equilibration. The
quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) works with one drop of water positioned on a
mass sensor and therefore allows significant faster equilibration. For further insights
on hydrate measuring, see the related scientific literature.

Figure 14.14 Principle of an interfacial tension measurement using a view cell.
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14.3.5
Other Properties Online

Besides equilibrium data, transient effects can be of interest for high-pressure
processes too. For example, design optimization of high-pressure reactors requires
data on heat and mass transfer in pressurized fluids, diffusion coefficients, and
rates of reaction. In most cases, custom-made research units using one or more
principles as explained above will be needed to obtain experimental data. The
setting of the zero point poses a challenge for these experiments because most
setups do not allow prompt final pressure conditions at time zero but rather
pressure adjustment takes some time while material interactions have already
started. In Table 14.14, some further available sensors for application in high-
pressure systems are listed. Often these sensors are combined with others. For
example, ultrasonic sound signals are linked to the sought-after concentrations in a
complex way and pressure and temperature changes produce nonlinear deviations.
Therefore, ultrasonic sound sensors are often complemented with pressure and
temperature detection.

14.4
Safety Aspects

Although appropriate sensors are built to withstand the applied pressures, it is
advisable to consider additional protective measures to avert potential danger
resulting from smaller parts being ejected in the case of faults. This can be achieved

Table 14.14 Industrial specialty sensors to be used at high pressures.

Parameter Principle pmax (MPa) Tmax (�C) Application

Acoustic velocity Ultrasonic
sound

10 120 . Concentration and phase
properties
. Oils in refrigeration plants

DSC Differential
scanning
calorimetry

100 300 . Heat capacities
. Kinetics/rate of reaction, for
example, gas hydrates

Admittance Admittance
detection

20 150 . Gas content in liquid or v.v.
. Foaming in transportation
processes, columns
. Oil–water systems

Gas bubble Capacity 10 200 . Gas bubbles in liquid gas, for
example, butane, propane
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by a spatial orientation away from users as well as with protective devices that should
be designed in the way that they cannot be removed without using tools.

As a matter of course, reliable pressure detection is of crucial importance for the
general safety of high-pressure processes. Fortunately, today�s sensor technology and
sophisticated safety concepts have massively cut down vessel explosions since early
days of pressure technology (Figure 14.15). Although not issue of this chapter,
mandatory safety valves for each process vessel featuring sufficient flow rating shall
be at least mentioned at this point. Observe that all sensors with safety function need
to have design approval for the intended use and often duplicate installation is
advisable if not mandatory. Although freedom from defects/malfunction of elec-
tronic devices is continuously upgraded, wiring of sensors with safety function
should be conventional and irrespective of electronic and computer systems.
A separate cabinet is advisable too and general observation of safety rules regarding
automation and electric installations14). Keeping the appropriate degree of electric
shock protection as well as explosion-proof rating has been mentioned before.

Regarding pressure sensors, keep inmind that gauges allow readings even during
power outings and are therefore indispensable for all pressure vessels. Furthermore,
the maximum working pressure of the respective vessels needs to be marked on the
scale of these gauges so that MAWP exceedances are readily identifiable for
everybody.Clearance for openingprocedures of vessels – especially of those equipped

Figure 14.15 Boiler explosion about 1850 – vessel instrumentation scarcely in use at that time 13).

13) Picture of ruptured steam engine boiler, public domain, taken from www.wikipedia.org.

14) Directive IEC/EN 62061: Safety of machinery – Functional safety of safety-related electrical,
electronic, and programmable electronic control systems.
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with quick closures – requires reliable detection of the nonpressurized state. Since
pressure sensors show low accuracy close to atmospheric conditions, the sole use of a
standard pressure sensor is not safe. Additional measures need to be taken, for
example, dead times after opening of relief valves. Usually, vessel lids and clamps
need to be equipped with sensors to detect their correct working position. These can
be, for example, mechanical contacts, inductive proximity switches, and electric
locking pins (Figure 14.16). Mechanical locking devices activated by vessel pressure
are more favorable than exclusive electric solutions.

With the knowledge thatmaterial tensile strength declineswith rising temperature
(especially in the range above 200 �C), it is obvious that reliable temperature detection
is also a safety issue in high-pressure technology.

Summing up high-pressure processing needs close observation of all compulsory
national regulations. Moreover, additional technical measures can be necessary
depending on the given process and its risks. Process knowledge from the user
needs to amend official requirements. Note that surveillance authorities do not have
exhaustive knowledge in all cases due to the high degree of specialization high-
pressure processing requires. Equipment manufacturers interacting with the users
have to assume the responsibility for safety.

14.5
Future

The necessity to monitor high-pressure processes for design optimization, safety,
and controlling will most probably not vanish in the future; on the contrary, the need
to enhance efficiencies will lead to heighten the need for sensors. Maintenance
intervals are increasing while on-site manpower is consequently reduced, thus

Figure 14.16 Example safety instrumentation of a clamp-closure HP vessel.
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enforcing augmented datamonitoring. New or changing high-pressure technologies
can be expected at the subsea level: declining reservoir capacities of natural gas and
crude oil demand sophisticated technology at extremer conditions, thus asking for
higher MAWP ratings. The advocated idea of CCS (carbon dioxide capture and
storage from combustion processes) and activities regarding hydrates are other
potential fields. These may lead to an increasing use of high-pressure sensors, for
example, flow detectors at subsea level. On the other hand, large-scale high-pressure
processes are costly and constantly under review if replaceable by alterative tech-
nologies. The launch of new HP processes is for the same reason generally stringy
but new technologies are constantly under review. They will require various new data
and not all of themwill be accessible by pure theoretical calculation and thus enforce
experimental determination with sophisticated high-pressure sensor technology – at
least in the lab. Sensor sizes will decrease following the needs for application in
limited space (e.g., automotive) and minimizing plant technology (microsystem
technology). Manifold high-pressure sensors can be of further help in this direction.
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15
Sizing of High-Pressure Safety Valves for Gas Service
J€urgen Schmidt

High-pressure safety valves are presently sized according to ISO 4126-7. Equations
for ideal gases are presented there, but no indications are given as to how the real gas
factor and the isentropic exponent for real gases should be calculated. For this reason,
a sizingmethod comprising real gas effects was derived and compared with the ideal
gas model according to EN-ISO 4126-7.

15.1
Standard Valve Sizing Procedure

The predominant numbers of safety valves are used at set pressures below 5MPa
(50 bar). For gas service, they are sized according to EN-ISO 4126-7 [1] or national
regulations derived from it [2].

In general, the seat cross-sectional area of a safety valve Aseat must at least be large
enough to discharge the minimum required mass flow rateQm;OUT according to the
sizing scenario for a pressurized system. For simplification, the dischargeable mass
flow rate Qm through the valve is calculated by means of an equivalent nozzle flow
model for ideal gases corrected by an experimentally determined discharge coeffi-
cient Kd;g. With an appropriate nozzle flow model, all property data at the operating
conditions are covered; that is, only the geometric effects are included in
the discharge coefficient. The more accurate the nozzle flow model reproduces the
actualmass flow rate, the less the discharge coefficient is influenced by property data.
This leads to the sizing criteria for safety valves:

Qm ¼ Kd;gQm;nozzle � Qm;OUT ð15:1Þ

With the sizing coefficientCg for a nozzlewith a throat area equal to the seat area of
the safety valve, the mass flow rate is defined in a dimensionless form:

Cg ¼ Qm;nozzle

Aseat

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p0=v0

p ð15:2Þ

Industrial High Pressure Applications: Processes, Equipment and Safety, First Edition. Edited by Rudolf Eggers.
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Equations (15.1) and (15.2) are definitions that are valid for both ideal gas and real gas
flow.

The sizing coefficient for steady-state conditions of an ideal gas through the nozzle
without friction and heat exchange with the wall is written as (isentropic flow of an
ideal gas)

Cg;ISO ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k0

k0 � 1
g2=k0 1� gðk0�1Þ=k0½ �

r
; g ¼ p

p0
ð15:3Þ

Equation (15.3) was developed for plenum flow with negligible inlet velocity. If the
inlet velocitymay not be neglected, a (fictitious) stagnation pressure – the actual inlet
pressure increased by the pressure difference computed by an isentropic deceler-
ation offlow to the velocity of zero –must be introduced in Eq. (15.3). This equation is
not valid if gases condense or chemical reactions occur.

The critical pressure ratio is the lowest pressure ratio that can be established under
these flow conditions in the narrowest flow cross section of the valve:

gcrit;ISO ¼
2

k0þ 1

� �k0=ðk0�1Þ
ð15:4Þ

According to EN-ISO 4126-7, the isentropic exponent k is to be related to the entry
conditions (k ¼ k0). Since no additional information has been provided for the
calculation, it is obvious to compute the isentropic exponent as well as the sizing
coefficient for an ideal gas:

k0 ¼ cp;0
cp;0 � R

ð15:5Þ

The specific volume at stagnation conditions in Eq. (15.2) should be determined not
for ideal gases but rather for a real gas.Nomethod is recommended inEN-ISO4126-7
for computing the real gas factor.

In Appendix 15.A, an example is given how the sizing coefficient is calculated in
accordance with the standard sizing method EN-ISO 4126-7. The sizing coeffi-
cient Cg;ISO is calculated for a discharge of ethylene from 100MPa (1000 bar) and
300 K to the atmosphere. The real gas factor defining the specific volume of the
ethylene is deduced from an equation of state (see below). Specific heat capacities
are taken from IUPAC1) to calculate the isentropic coefficient by definition for
ideal gases. The sizing coefficient is 0.458. By means of Eq. (15.2), it leads to a
dischargeable mass flux of Qm;nozzle=Aseat ¼ 2:44� 105 kg/(m2 s). To get the mass
flux through the safety valve, it must be corrected by the discharge coefficient of
the safety valve.

The discharge coefficient is in general determined experimentally by the valve
manufacturer for a fixed nominal lift. It corresponds to the average value of the ratio
from mass flows measured and calculated with the nozzle flow model [1]. At least

1) www.iupa.org.
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three measurements are performed at each of three set pressures on two or three
sizes of the same valve type or three significantly different springs in the same valve.

Kd;g ¼ 1
n

X
n

Qm;exp

Qm;nozzle

� �
ð15:6Þ

This testing of safety valves at a fixed lift presumes that the valves will open at least to
the nominal lift in case of an emergency relief.

Overall, the sizing method according to EN-ISO 4126-7 is based on very simple
equations mainly for ideal gases. In the literature, the validity of this sizing method
was shown by numerical calculations up to pressures of about 10MPa (100 bar) [3, 4].
No limits of application are formulated in the standards for high-pressure valves. In
addition, the discharge coefficients for safety valves are generally measured at
pressures between 0.1 and 5MPa – the application limit of current test facilities
amounts to about 25MPa (250 bar). The question arises whether the application of
the current standard beyond a pressure of more than 10MPa is allowed.

15.2
Limits of the Standard Valve Sizing Procedure

During theflowof afluid through safety valves, a very complex shapedflow channel is
formed (Figure 15.1), in which the fluid entering the valves is first strongly
accelerated and subsequently strongly deflected under the valve disk. The exact
contour of the flow channel is determined by the inlet conditions, the type of gas, and
the geometry of the valve. In the valve seat (point 1 in Figure 15.1) or under the valve
disk (points 2 and 3 in Figure 15.1), as a rule, a critical pressure ratio is established –

there the gas reaches the velocity of sound. Immediately thereafter, the pressure
decreases very strongly, in some cases significantly below ambient pressure, and a
region of supersonic velocity is formed in the valve housing. At the periphery of this
region, the flow is extremely decelerated (compression shock) and the pressure
decreases to the valve outlet flange pressure. Typically, at very high set pressures, the

Figure 15.1 Example of the contour of flow in a safety valve with the places where the velocity of
sound may be developed.
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pressure in the outlet flange is again decreased by a second compression shock down
to almost the back pressure of the valve. Any change of conditions in the inlet may
result in a change of the position and size of the narrowest cross section of flow and
the location of pressure shocks in the valve and the outlet line.

Despite the complex flow phenomena, the technical rules and standards give
simple nozzle equations without application limits for the sizing of safety devices,
and the valvemanufacturers report only two discharge coefficients as constant values
for all gases/vapors and liquids in their catalogs. Physically, this is only possible if the
flows in the valves behave similarly. The location of the sound velocity must be
essentially the same, and the narrowest flow cross section in the valve may not vary
significantly (Reynolds and Mach number similarity).

Near the thermodynamic critical point, conversely, gases no longer behave ideally
but as real gases. As a result of this, the stagnation temperature in the nozzle varies;
therefore, the gas generally becomes cooler in the presence of moderate inlet
pressures (negative Joule–Thomson effect); however, it heats up considerably if the
inlet pressure is very high (positive Joule–Thomson effect). This real expansion
behavior is displayed by many gases even at very low pressures (e.g., methane). It
influences the location and size of the narrowest flow cross section and thereby the
flow characteristics of the valve. It can also be changed by wall friction and the
transport of heat to the wall if the gas densities are so high that these effects are no
longer negligible. In addition, the similarity of the flow may also be nullified by
geometric factors. Safety valves of the same type are frequently not geometrically
similar at different nominal widths for economic and engineering reasons. Since
these effects are not accounted for at all in the simple nozzle flowmodel, they would
have to be included in the discharge coefficients of the valves. As a consequence, the
coefficients cannot be constant. For physical reasons, the discharge coefficients for
gases and liquids at the thermodynamic critical point should even be the same,
because the densities of both phases are identical there. The discharge coefficients,
however, are not measured under the above-noted boundary conditions.

It is expected that the mass flow rate through a safety valve and possibly also the
discharge coefficients for gases/vapors are influenced by an entire series of para-
meters (gas type, valve geometry, and property data) that are presently not fully
accounted for either in the nozzle model per EN-ISO 4126-7 or in the testing
procedure.

15.3
Development of a Sizing Method for Real Gas Applications

In engineering practice, it is often argued that at very high pressures or low
temperatures, gases usually behave in a distinctly real manner. But in fact, the
proximity to the thermodynamic critical point is most important. As an example,
nitrogen behaves as an ideal gas under ambient conditions and also at around
100MPa (1000 bar). In-between, nitrogen is a real gas; that is, intermolecular forces
are no longer negligible. The caloric and thermal properties of the gas depend on the
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temperature and on the pressure. In addition, friction and heat exchange with the
wall increase considerably if the density of the gas is on the order of liquid densities.
As a consequence, the mass flow rate through a nozzle or even a safety valve can no
longer be determined by simple relations for ideal gases.

In the case offlowof a real gas through an adiabatic nozzle, the stagnation enthalpy
between the entrance and the narrowest flow cross section, the nozzle throat,
remains constant (ht ¼ constant). The change in enthalpy corresponds to the change
in kinetic energy and the irreversible frictional pressure loss is expressed by the
resistance coefficient &:

�
ðthroat
0

dh ¼ w2

2
ð1þ &Þ; w0 � w ð15:7Þ

Qm;nozzle ¼ A
v

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2
1þ &

ðthroat
0

dh

vuuut ¼ CgA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
p0
v0

r
ð15:8Þ

Themass flow rate is obtained by a progressive variation of the state conditions in the
nozzle throat at a constant stagnation enthalpy – or approximately in the case of
isentropicflow (noheat transfer, & ¼ 0) –until the back pressure or amaximumof the
mass flow rate (critical pressure ratio) is reached.

This method is suitable when the state diagram of the gas is available or can be
plotted. It applies not only for pure substances but also for mixtures of gases. If
graphical methods are not efficient, the mass flow rate through a nozzle can also be
determinedwith an equation for real gases, which can be derived from the first law of
thermodynamics:

dh ¼ cp dT þ v� T
qv
qT

� �
p

" #
dp ð15:9Þ

The second term corresponds to the Joule–Thomson effect, which includes the
variation of the stagnation temperature during the expansion of the gas. This term is
equal to zero for ideal gases.

The temperature dependence of the specific volume at constant pressure in
Eq. 15.9 may be derived from the second law of thermodynamics:

ds ¼ cp
dT
T
� qv

qT

� �
p
dp ð15:10Þ

Bymeans of Eqs. (15.9) and (15.10), the derivation of an analytical equation for the
mass flow rate through the nozzle is quite simple if the change of state between the
entry and the nozzle throat is assumed to be isentropic (ds ¼ 0) and the frictional
losses neglected at this time as well as the heat transfer with the wall is accounted by
the velocity coefficient w; otherwise, the equations cannot be analytically integrated.
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w ¼ w
wis
ffi 0:9� 1 ð15:11Þ

Herewith, the solution of the integral equation (15.7) is traced back to the calculation
of an isentropic change of state of a real gas:

Cg ¼ w
v0
v

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
� Ð throat0 dhis

v0p0
;

s
where dhis ¼ v dp ð15:12Þ

The change of enthalpy within the isentropic nozzle flow can be calculated by using
the first and second laws of thermodynamics, if the equation of state for real gases

v ¼ ZRT
p

ð15:13Þ

including the real gas factor Z and the isentropic exponent k (see definition in
Eq. (15.28)) is introduced:

dhis ¼ ZR
k½1þKT �

k½1� Kp� � 1
dT ¼ ZR

P
dT ð15:14Þ

P ¼ k½1� Kp� � 1

k½1þKT � ð15:15Þ

whereKT andKp are the gradients of the real gas factor,which correspond to a value of
zero for ideal gases:

KT ¼ T
Z
qZ
qT

� �
p
; Kp ¼ p

Z
� qZ
qp

� �
T

ð15:16Þ

The isentropic exponent and the specific heat capacity for ideal and real gases are
given in Table 15.1.

Equation (15.12) must be integrated numerically. For convenience, this should be
done in three steps: (1) isothermal integration at nozzle stagnation entry temperature
T0 from the starting stagnation pressure p0 to zero pressure, where ideal gas
assumptions are valid for any gas; (2) isobaric integration at zero pressure along

Table 15.1 Property data of ideal and real gases.

Ideal gas Real gas

k ¼ cp
cp � R

k ¼ cp
cp½1� Kp� � ZR½1þKT �2

cp ¼ kR
k� 1

cp ¼ ZR
k½1þKT �2

k½1� Kp� � 1

cv ¼ R
k� 1

cv ¼ ZR
½1þKT �2

k½1� Kp�2 � ½1� Kp�
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an ideal gas path from stagnation temperatures T0 to T ; and (3) a second isothermal
integration at stagnation nozzle throat temperature T from zero pressure to the
stagnation nozzle throat pressure p. Ideal gas specific heat properties, which are well
known for almost any gas, instead of temperature- and pressure-dependent prop-
erties, can be used for the three-step integration procedure [14, chapter 5].

As an alternative, Eq. (15.12) can also be integrated if the average values of the
parameter Z and P, Zh i and Ph i, in each case averaged between the stagnation
conditions in the entry and the nozzle throat conditions, are introduced. The velocity
in the nozzle throat in the case of an isentropic change of state is obtained from this:

Cg ¼ w
v0
v

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
Ph i

Zh i
Z0

1� T
T0

� �s
ð15:17Þ

Ph i ¼ k½1� Kp� � 1
k½1þKT �

� �����
T

T0

¼ hki½1� hKpi� � 1
hki½1þhKT i� ð15:18Þ

With the isentropic relationships for real gases,

T
T0
¼ p

p0

� � Ph i
¼ g Ph i ð15:19Þ

v0
v
¼ p

p0

� �1= kh i
ð15:20Þ

and the velocity coefficient w, the sizing coefficient for a nozzle in case of a frictional
flow of a real gas is obtained:

Cg ¼ w

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
hPi
hZi
Z0

g2=hkið1� ghPiÞ
s

ð15:21Þ

For an ideal gas and a frictionless flow through an adiabatic nozzle, where
hZi ¼ Z ¼ 1!KT ¼ Kp ¼ 0 and w ¼ 1 is valid, Eq. (15.21) merges into Eq. (15.3).

Typical values for the velocity coefficient in a frictional nozzle flow are 0.9–1 –

Sigloch ([5], S. 392) gives an average value of 0.97. Numerical calculations on a high-
pressure safety valve lead to the conclusion that the velocity coefficient is close to 1,
[14, chapter 5]. The real gas factor is generally determined with a suitable equation of
state.

15.3.1
Equation of State and Real Gas Factor

In the industry, predominantly cubic equations of state are used, because a large
number of coefficients are tabulated (Table 15.2). They can be reduced back to a basic
equation:

p ¼ RT
v� b

� H

v2þdvþ e

v
RT

ð15:22Þ
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Here, a and b are material-specific parameters that are adapted to measured data or
can be calculated from the thermodynamic critical data of the gas:

a ¼ V1
R2T2

c

pc
; b ¼ V2

RTc

pc
ð15:23Þ

aðTÞ ¼ 1þS 1� T
Tc

� �0:5
 !" #2

ð15:24Þ

v ¼ �log p
pc

� �
T=Tc¼0:7

� 1 ð15:25Þ

Significant differences between the equations of statemay arisewhen the coefficients
a and b are adapted directly to themeasured data. Generally, with the Redlich–Kwong
equation of state, the properties of almost spherical and nonpolar molecules can be
described (e.g., of inert gases Ar, Kr, and Xe). The Soave–Redlich–Kwong and Peng–
Robinson equations are clearly better suited for polar and larger molecules. The
equations have not been developed for very high pressures of 1000 bar and above.
Here there are special equations of state for individual gases.1 In this pressure range,
a comparison with measured data is always recommended. In the case of gas
mixtures, the coefficients a and b (see Eq. (15.23) and Table 15.3) can be determined
with the aid of mixing rules [10, 11].

The real gas factor Z is calculated from the equation of state by adjustment of
Eq. (15.22)with the specific volume v ¼ ZRT=p. For example, for the Soave–Redlich–
Kwong equation, we have

ZRT
p ZRðT=pÞ � bð Þ �

aa
RT ZRðT=pÞþ bð Þ � Z ¼ 0 ð15:26Þ

Table 15.2 Coefficients of the cubic equations of state.

Equation of state H d e

Redlich–Kwong [7] a=
ffiffiffiffi
T
p

b 0
Soave–Redlich–Kwong [8] aaðTÞ b 0
Peng–Robinson [9] aaðTÞ 2b �b2

Table 15.3 Coefficients of the cubic equations of state.

Equation V1 V2 S

Redlich–Kwong 0.42748 0.08664 0
Soave–Redlich–Kwong 0.42748 0.08664 0:48þ 1:574v� 0:176v2

Peng–Robinson 0.45724 0.0778 0:37474þ 1:54226v� 0:26992v2
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The equation for computing the real gas factorZ and the derivativesKT undKp can be
derived analytically. Figure 15.2 shows the real gas factor calculated by the Soave–
Redlich–Kwongequation of state formethane in the pressure range between0.01 and
250MPa at temperatures of 200, 300, and 450K, for nitrogen at a temperature of
300K, and for ethylene at 296.4 and 443.1 K. Pressure and temperature are based in
all cases on the critical data of the fluid as reduced pressure pr and reduced
temperature Tr:

pr ¼ p
pc
; Tr ¼ T

Tc
ð15:27Þ

The thermodynamic critical data of certain gases are reproduced in Table 15.4.
Nearby the thermodynamic critical temperature (Tr ¼ 1:05), the real gas factor

drops off, at first very strongly, reaches a minimum at a reduced pressure of
somewhat over 1, and then increases again. The further away the temperature of
the gas is from the thermodynamic critical point, the less strongly pronounced the
minimum is.

The real behavior of a gas essentially depends on how far away the actual pressure
and temperature are from the thermodynamic critical point and not on the absolute
values of pressure or temperature of the gas. The assumption that a gas behaves
ideally (Z ¼ 1) may lead to significant errors in the sizing of safety valves. Basically,
the required cross-sectional area of the valve seat is rather underestimated if a too
small real gas factor is assumed.

The gradients of the real gas factor,Kp andKT , are given inFigures 15.3 and 15.4 for
ethylene,methane, and nitrogen as functions of the reduced pressure. According to it,
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Figure 15.2 Real gas factor Z for ethylene, methane, and nitrogen as functions of reduced
stagnation pressure and reduced stagnation temperature.

Table 15.4 Thermodynamic critical pressure, temperature, and acentric factor for different gases.

Gas pc (MPa) Tc (K) v

Nitrogen 3.3978 126.2 0.04
Methane 4.596 190.564 0.008
Ethylene 5.04 282.3 0.089
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the pressure gradientKp is approximately negligible up to a reduced pressure of about
2 as long as the temperature of the gas is not very close to the thermodynamic critical
temperature. Neglecting the temperature gradient,KT may, on the other hand, lead to
significant errors already at a moderate reduced pressure.

15.3.2
Isentropic Exponent

The isentropic exponent k is defined as ratio of pressure fluctuations and corre-
sponding fluctuations of the density at isentropic conditions and may be calculated,
for example, by measurements of the velocity of sound [12, 13]:

k ¼ � v
p

qp
qv

� �
s

¼ rw2
crit

p
with wcrit ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

�ðqv=qpÞis

s
ð15:28Þ

For an ideal gas, the isentropic exponent according to Eq. (15.28) can be transferred
into the ratio of specific heat capacities at constant pressure and volume (see
Table 15.1). There are various calculation procedures in the literature for approximate
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Figure 15.3 Pressure gradient of the real gas factor for ethylene, methane, and nitrogen as
functions of reduced stagnation pressure and reduced stagnation temperature.
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solutions, for example, isentropic exponent for ideal gases (cf. Table 15.1), and the
calculation with an equation of state.

The results of the approximation equations are given in Figure 15.5 for ethylene at
temperatures of 296.4 and 443.2K and pressures up to 270MPa (2700 bar). Depend-
ing on the calculationmodel, highly differing values for the isentropic exponents are
obtained, calculation with the equation of state being the most accurate method.
Inaccuracies should be expected there if the coefficients of the equation of state are
determined only with the thermodynamic critical values of the gas and not adapted to
the measured data.

In general, the isentropic exponents take very high values at large reduced
pressures; the description of this factor on the assumption of an ideal gas behavior
is then no longer permissible. The calculation by means of measured specific heat
capacities according to the isentropic exponent defined in Table 15.1 leads to almost
equal values even at very high reduced pressures.

15.3.3
Critical Pressure Ratio

The velocity in the narrowest cross section in a safety valve may reach the sound
velocity at maximum. Simultaneously, the pressure decreases to its minimum value,
the fluid dynamic critical pressure, and the mass flow rate is maximized.

The fluid dynamic critical pressure and the critical pressure ratio gcrit ¼ pcrit=p0 in
a nozzle throatmay be calculated by differentiating the sizing coefficient, Eq. (15.21),
with respect to the pressure ratio and setting the result equal to zero. Further
mathematical transformations lead to the critical pressure ratio of a real gas:

gcrit ¼
2

2þ hPihki
� 	1=hPi

ð15:29Þ

An estimation of the critical pressure ratio is necessary to calculate the average values
of hPi and hki. The critical pressure ratio of an ideal gas is a goodfirst estimate for the
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Figure 15.5 Isentropic exponent for ethylene according to EN-ISO 4126-7 and a cubic equation of
state (SRK) as a function of reduced pressure and reduced temperature at stagnation inlet
conditions.
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iteration (KT ¼ Kp ¼ 0!hPi ¼ hki � 1=hki), whereas the isentropic coefficient
should be related to the entrance stagnation condition to avoid any iteration of the
start value (hki ¼ k0):

gcrit;id ¼
2

k0þ 1

� 	k0=ðk0�1Þ
ð15:30Þ

The critical pressure ratio according to Eq. (15.30) is given in EN-ISO 4126-7.
The critical pressure ratio g for calculating the mass flow rate, cf. Eqs. (15.2)

and (15.3) (ideal gas) and Eqs. (15.2) and (15.21) (real gas), corresponds to the
maximum of either the back pressure ratio g ¼ gb ¼ pb=p0 or the critical pressure
ratio g ¼ gcrit ¼ pcrit=p0.

15.4
Sizing of Safety Valves for Real Gas Flow

The most precise method for calculating the critical mass flux through a safety valve
accounting for real gas effects is a numerical integration of Eq. (15.12), defining
the sizing coefficient for a nozzle for real gas service. For the integration along the
nozzle path, from the inlet to the throat, either the enthalpy or the specific volume of
the real gas is needed depending on temperature and pressure.

For most gases in practice, the specific heat capacity cp is not available depending
on temperature and pressure. But the specific heat capacity for the ideal gas is known
– it depends only on temperature. Hence, the integration of Eq. (15.12) should follow
the following integration path [14, chapter 5]:

1) Isothermal change of state at inlet stagnation temperature between the inlet
stagnation pressure and zero pressure, where the gas behaves as ideal.

2) Isobaric change of state of an ideal gas at zero pressure from inlet stagnation
temperature to the nozzle throat temperature.

3) Another isothermal change of state at nozzle throat temperature between the zero
pressure and the pressure in the nozzle throat.

To follow this integration path, the first and second laws of thermodynamics
should be rewritten as given in Appendix 15.A.

InAppendix 15.A, an example is givenhow the sizing coefficient is calculated if real
gas effects are accounted for. The real gas specific volumewas used for an integration
of Eq. (15.12). The sizing coefficientCg is again calculated for a discharge of ethylene
from 250MPa (2500 bar) and 373K (100 	C) to the atmosphere. The real gas factor
defining the specific volume of the ethylene is deduced from the Soave–Redlich–
Kwong equation of state. Specific heat capacities are taken from IUPAC1 to calculate
the isentropic coefficient by definition for real gases (see Table 15.1). The sizing
coefficient is 0.746. By means of Eq. (15.2), it leads to a dischargeable mass flux of
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Qm;nozzle=Aseat¼ 3.98� 105 kg/(m2 s). It is, therefore, 63% larger than the value in
accordancewith EN-ISO 4126-7. If the same discharge coefficient of the valve is used,
the minimum required area of the safety valve would be 63% lower.

In engineering practice, it is often more convenient to solve the integral of
Eq. (15.12) by an approximation with a stepwise sum of the specific volume times
the pressure interval. The solution can be performed in a spreadsheet.

Regarding the example in Appendix 15.A, the use of EN-ISO 4126-7 would be
overconservative when sizing a safety valve. But the discharged mass flow rate –

generally necessary for sizing downstream appliances – is highly underestimated.
Unfortunately, close to the thermodynamic critical point, the standard valve sizing
procedure would lead to smaller required valve areas than calculated with a nozzle
flow model accounting for real gas effects.

As an alternative, the analytic solution based on Eq. (15.17) may be used for
sizing a valve. Arithmetic averages between the inlet and the throat of the nozzle
for the isentropic exponent, the real gas factor, and its gradients can only be
recommended if the change of the isentropic coefficient and the real gas factor is
almost linear; that is, pressure and temperature are far from the thermodynamic
critical condition.

The results for a discharge of ethylene from stagnation conditions of 250MPa
(2500 bar) and 373K (100 	C) are shown in Appendix 15.A. The discharge coefficient
of an ideal nozzle amounts to 0.704 and themass flux equals 3.744� 105 kg/(m2 s). It
is 5.6% lower than the result of the numerical calculation.

The calculated sizing coefficients for ethylene are reproduced in Figure 15.6.
According to EN-ISO 4126-7 with an assumption of an ideal behavior of the gas the
sizing coefficient varies only slightly. Considering real gas effects, considerably
different values can be found: sizing coefficients about 74% lower are calculated
with EN-ISO 4126-7 at an inlet pressure of 2700 bar. Overall, the type of gas
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Figure 15.6 Sizing coefficient versus reduced inlet stagnation pressure calculated according to
EN-ISO 4126-7 and a nozzle flow model including real gas effects for ethylene at inlet stagnation
temperatures of 300 and 443 K.
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generally has a smaller effect on the sizing coefficient than the state conditions at
the entrance.

In general, the sizing coefficients presented herein are valid, if no condensation
occurs up to the nozzle throat (the narrowest flow cross section of the valve).
Therefore, pressures and temperatures at the inlet and the nozzle throat should be
above the saturation line of the fluid considered.

The REAL nozzle flow model was validated with measurements performed on a
high-pressure nozzlewith nitrogen at a test facility of BASF. Themeasurementswere
conducted at inlet pressures of up to 1000 bar [15]. In addition, the calculations agree
very accurately with the values in DIN EN ISO 9300 [13], based on many measure-
ments on nozzles performed worldwide at pressures below 200 bar. Moreover,
Beune [6] has intensively studied the flow behavior through high-pressure safety
valves by numerical simulations with ANSYS CFX. He underlined the precision of
the real gas nozzle flow model. In addition, he verified experimentally for a certain
valve type that the discharge coefficient of the safety valve in combination with the
REAL nozzle flowmodel can be regarded as constant as is presently stated in EN-ISO
4126-7.

In practice, often an ideal behavior of gases is assumed at moderate pressures
when sizing a safety valve for gas service. Real gas behavior is only assumed at a
very high pressure, for example, at a pressure of more than 100 bar. In general, the
real gas behavior is rather determined from the proximity of the thermodynamic
critical point. With the reduced thermodynamic pressure and the reduced ther-
modynamic temperature, the deviation from ideal behavior can be describedmuch
better than with the absolute values of pressure and temperature. If the reduced
pressure and the reduced temperatures at the entrance of the nozzle exceed
p=pc > 0:5 or T=Tc > 0:9, the deviations from the ideal behavior are usually no
longer tolerable.

Applying the REAL nozzle flow model, care must be taken for averaging the
parameter. Close to the thermodynamic critical point, it might be necessary to
stepwise average the parameter or to solve the equation numerically.

15.5
Summary

Currently for sizing safety valves, the only methods available have been those
developed for applications in which no strong real gas effects are expected, cf., for
example, EN-ISO 4126-7 [1, 2]. For high-pressure applications, the calculation of
the gas properties is not adequately described in the technical standards. The
application of equations according to EN-ISO 4126-7 and AD 2000 is limited. If real
gas effects are considered, the sizing coefficients for ideal nozzle flow result in
much larger values by trend. For the sizing of a safety valve a lower sizing coefficient
is conservative, whereas for the proper operation and the sizing of downstream
appliances it may not.
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Appendix 15.A Calculation of Sizing Coefficient According to EN-ISO 4126-7 and a Real
Gas Nozzle Flow Model

15.A.1
Inlet Stagnation Conditions

T0 :¼ 373:15 K inlet temperature

p0 :¼ 2500� 105 Pa inlet pressure

15.A.2
Property Data and Coefficients for Ethylene

Real gas coefficientZ(p,T) as a function of pressure p and temperatureTaccording to
Soave–Redlich–Kwong equation of state calculated elsewhere:
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d
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15.A.3
Calculation of Flow Coefficient According to EN-ISO 4126-7

kISO :¼ cp;idðT0Þ
cp;idðT0Þ � R

¼ 1:196; gcrit;ISO :¼ 2
kISO þ 1

� �kISO=ðkISO�1Þ
¼ 0:565
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pi
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, φ

pi

Fluid dynamic critical pressure and temperature in the throat area of the nozzle
and the narrowest flow cross section of the safety valve:

Tcrit;ISO :¼ 2
kISO þ 1

� �
T0 ¼ 339:797 K

pcrit;ISO :¼ gcrit;ISOp0 ¼ 1:413� 103 bar

Cg;ISO :¼ CISOðgcrit;ISO;wÞ ¼ 0:458

gcrit;ISO ¼ 0:565

mISO :¼ Cg;ISO

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

p0
vðp0;T0Þ

r
¼ 2:437� 105 kg=ðm2 sÞ
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15.A.4
Calculation of Flow Coefficient Accounting for Real Gas Effects

Iterative procedure to calculate the fluid dynamic critical pressure and temperature.
Estimated values to start the iteration: critical conditions according to EN-ISO

4126-7.

kidealðTÞ :¼
cp;idðTÞ

cp;idðTÞ � R
isentropic coefficient for ideal gases

Ts;idðp0; p;T0;TÞ :¼ T0
p
p0

� �ðkidðTÞ�1Þ=kidðTÞ
temperature at pressure p

for an ideal gas

Second law of thermodynamics (isentropic change of condition):

Vorgabe

ln
p0
p

0
@

1
Aþ ðT

T0

cp;idðTxÞ
RTx

dTx þ
ð0
p0

� Zðpx;T0Þð1þKT ðpx;T0ÞÞ � 1½ � 1
px

dpx

þ
ðp
0
� Zðpx;TÞð1þKT ðpx;TÞÞ � 1½ � 1

px
dpx ¼ 0

Tsðp0; p;T0;TÞ :¼ SuchenðTÞ isentropic temperature at pressurep for a real gas

First law of thermodynamics (integral dh):

INT dhðp0; p;T0;TÞ :¼
ðT
T0

cp;idðTxÞdTx

þ
ðp0
0
Zðpx;T0ÞRT0KTðpx;T0Þ 1px dpx

þ
ðp
0
�Zðpx;TÞRTKT ðpx;TÞ 1px dpx

Sizing coefficient for adiabatic frictionless flow of real gases through nozzles:

Cgðp0; p;T0;T ;wÞ :¼ w

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
vðp0;T0Þ

2p0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�2INT dhðp0; p;T0;TÞ
p

vðp;TÞ

s

Derivative of sizing coefficient is set to zero for maximum search and solved
numerically:

Vorgabe
TisðpxÞ :¼ Tsðp0; px;T0;TxÞ real gas isentropic temperature
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d
dpx

Cgðp0;px;T0;TisðpxÞ;wÞ ¼ 0 maximum flow coefficient at critical pressure

pcrit :¼ SuchenðpxxÞ
Fluid dynamic critical pressure and temperature in the throat area of the nozzle

and the narrowest flow cross section of the safety valve for real gas flow:

pcrit ¼ 4:946� 107 Pa; gcrit :¼
pcrit
p0
¼ 0:198

Tcrit :¼ Tsðp0; pcrit;T0;TxÞ ¼ 309:773 K

Cg;crit :¼ Cgðp0; pcrit;T0;Tcrit;wÞ ¼ 0:74565

Mass flux of real gas through the nozzle:

mreal;crit :¼ Cg;crit

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

p0
vðp0;T0Þ

r
¼ 3:967� 105 kg=ðm2 sÞ

15.A.5
Approximation of Mass Flux by an Analytical Method (Averaging Method)

Estimated pressure in the nozzle throat: p1 :¼ 1068 bar
Isentropic temperature at estimated pressure:

T1 :¼ Tsðp0; p1;T0;T0Þ ¼ 337:142 K

Real gas coefficient, adiabatic exponent, gradients of real gas coefficients, and
averaged values:

Z0 :¼ Zðp0;T0Þ ¼ 3:99413; Z1 :¼ Zðp1; p1Þ ¼ 2:11479

kreal;0 :¼ krealðp0;T0Þ ¼ 8:33531; kreal;1 :¼ krealðp1;T1Þ ¼ 7:01172

KT ;0 :¼ KT ðp0;T0Þ ¼ �0:7589; KT;1 :¼ KT ðp1;T1Þ ¼ �0:5656

Kp;0 :¼ Kpðp0;T0Þ ¼ 0:8507; Kp;1 :¼ Kpðp1;T1Þ ¼ 0:80711

Zm :¼ Z0þZ1

2
¼ 3:05446

kreal;m :¼ kreal;0þ kreal;1
2

¼ 7:67352

Kp;m :¼ Kp;0þKp;1

2
¼ 0:82891
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KT ;m :¼ KT ;0þKT ;1

2
¼ �0:66225

Y
m
:¼ kreal;mð1� Kp;mÞ � 1

kreal;mð1þKT ;mÞ
� 	

¼ 0:12072

Flow coefficient and mass flux according to averaging method, Eq. (15.21):

Cg;m :¼ w

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1Q
m

Zm

Z0

p1
p0

� �2=kreal;m

1� p1
p0

� �Q
m

� 	s
¼ 0:704

mm;crit :¼ Cg;m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

p0
vðp0;T0Þ

r
¼ 3:744� 105 kg=ðm2 sÞ

Pressure in the nozzle throat (check of estimated pressure):

gcrit;m :¼ 2
2þQmkreal;m

� �1=
Q

m

¼ 0:04273

p :¼ gcrit;mp0 ¼ 1:068� 107 Pa

Appendix 15.B List of Symbols
a Variable of the equation of state of real gases (m5/(kg s2))
A Narrowest flow cross section in the nozzle (m2)
Aseat Valve seat cross section (m2)
b Variable of the equation of state of real gases, covolumes (m3/kg)
cp Specific heat capacity at a constant pressure (J/(kgK))
cv Specific heat capacity at a constant volume (J/(kg K))
Cg Sizing coefficient for gases including real gas effects
Cg,ISO Sizing coefficient for gases according to EN-ISO 4126-7
h Specific enthalpy (J/kg)
ht Specific stagnation enthalpy (J/kg)
H Enthalpy (J)
Kd,g Discharge coefficient of a safety valve for gases/vapors
Kp Pressure gradient of the real gas factor
hKpi Mean pressure gradient of the real gas factor (average between inlet and

nozzle throat)
KT Temperature gradient of the compressibility number
hKTi Mean temperature gradient of the real gas factor (average between inlet

and nozzle throat)
M Molar mass (kg/kmol)
n Number of measurement data
p Pressure (bar)
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pb Counter-pressure (bar)
pr Reduced pressure
Qm Dischargeable mass flow rate through a safety valve (kg/s)
Qm,OUT Mass flow to be discharged from a pressurized system (kg/s)
Qm;nozzle Dischargeable mass flow through an ideal frictionless nozzle (kg/s)
R Specific gas constant (J/(kgK))
S Parameter in the equation of state (J/(kg K))
s Specific entropy (J/(kg K))
T Temperature (K)
Tr Reduced temperature
v Specific volume (m3/kg)
V Volume (m3)
w Flow velocity (m/s)
z Height (m)
Z Real gas factor
hZi Mean value of the real gas factor (average between inlet andnozzle throat)
a(T) Variable for computing the equation of state of real gases
x Parameter of the equation of state of real gases
d Parameter of the equation of state of real gases
e Parameter of the equation of state of real gases
c Parameter of the equation of state of real gases
g Pressure ratio
w Velocity coefficient
k Isentropic exponent
hki Mean adiabatic exponent (average between inlet and nozzle throat)
l Parameter of the equation of state of real gases
m Dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
P Exponent for real gases
hPi Mean value of exponent for real gases (average between inlet and nozzle

throat)
r Density (kg/m3)
v Acentric factor

Subscripts

none Static condition
0 Inlet stagnation condition
c Critical (thermodynamic)
crit Critical (fluid dynamic), state in narrowest cross section of the flow

channel
CFX Calculated with the program ANSYS CFX
exp Experimental
g Gas
is Isentropic (loss-free and adiabatic)
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num Numerical
r Reduced magnitude
SV Safety valve
t Total
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Appendix: International Codes and Standards
for High-Pressure Vessels

Introduction

This appendix is a compilation of codes and standards for high-pressure vessels. The
center of interest is the dimensioning and the lifetime evaluation of high-pressure
vessels. Several codes and standards are evaluated detailed with a view to the
applicability for high-pressure vessels. Primarily are described the respective formula
for dimensioning of cylindrical shells under internal pressure. The limits of validity
are a quite good indication for the application of the codes for high-pressure vessels.

Abbreviations

d Inner diameter of pressure vessel
D Outer diameter of pressure vessel
P Internal pressure
S Allowable stress
tmin Minimum required wall thickness, including mechanical and corrosion

allowances
Y Ratio of outer diameter and inner diameter of pressure vessel
Sy Yield strength

Corresponding International Codes and Standards for Unfired Pressure Vessels

TableA.1 shows a collection of international codes and standards for unfired pressure
vessels. The column �Codes for construction of pressure vessels� contains the codes
that are usually used for normal pressure vessels. The codes contained in the next
column �Alternative rules� have the possibilities to evaluate the results of an FE
analysis and also give guidelines to assess the protection against failure from cyclic
loading. The codes to be normally used for high-pressure vessels are included in the
last column.

Industrial High Pressure Applications: Processes, Equipment and Safety, First Edition. Edited by Rudolf Eggers.
� 2012 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2012 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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The summary of the codes for high-pressure vessels represents the current state of
the codes (2009). Some of the statements of the codes are not based directly on the
codes but on publications about them.

Several codes and standards are evaluated detailed with a view to the applicability
for high-pressure vessels.

United States – ASME Section VIII-2 [2]

Code Validity Minimum required wall
thickness

ASME Section VIII-2 [2]
�Alternative rules�

Cylindrical shell under internal
pressure (4.3.3):

Part 4.3: Design rules for shells
under internal pressure

tmin ¼ d
2

exp
P
SE

� �
�1

� �

Notes
Section VIII Division 2 [2] has requirements for materials, design by rule, design by
analysis, fabrication, inspection and examination, pressure testing, and overpressure
protection. In addition, this division provides design rules for layered vessels.

There is the possibility to evaluate the results of an FE analysis based on Part 5
�Design by analysis requirements.� Part 5 describes the elastic stress analysis
method, limit load analysis method, and the elastic–plastic stress analysis method.

Table A.1 International codes and standards for unfired pressure vessels.

Codes for
construction of
pressure vessels

Codes for
construction of
pressure vessels:
alternative rules

Codes for
construction of
pressure vessels:
alternative rules for
high pressure

China GB 150 [7] JB 4732 [7] JB 4732 [7]
Europe EN 13445 [8] EN 13445 [8]
France CODAP 2005

Division 1 [12]
CODAP 2005
Division 2 [13]

Germany AD2000 [9] AD2000 [9]
Great Britain PD 5500 [11] PD 5500 [11]
India IS 2825 [16]
Japan JIS B 8265 [14] JIS B 8266 [15] HPIS C106-2005 [4]
Korea KEPIC MG [6]
The Netherlands RTOD [10] RTOD [10]
Russia GOST R 52857 [5] GOST R 52857 [5]
United States ASME VIII-1 [1] ASME VIII-2 [2] ASME VIII-3 [3]
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For �thick-walled� components, the plastic analysis methods (limit load analysis
method and the elastic–plastic stress analysismethod) aremore adequate. Part 5 also
gives a guideline to assess the protection against failure from cyclic loading.

The rules of SectionVIII-2 [2] donot specify a pressure limitation but are applicable
to all types of high-pressure vessel constructions. Therefore, some additional con-
siderations to these rules may be necessary to meet the design principles and
construction practices essential to very high-pressure vessels. As an alternative to
Division 2 [2], Division 3 should be considered for the construction of vessels
intended for operating pressures exceeding 68.95MPa (see the following section).

United States – ASME Section VIII-3 [3]

Code Validity Minimum required
wall thickness

ASME
Section VIII-3 [3]
�Alternative rules
for construction
of high-pressure
vessels�

Closed-end
cylindrical
shell
and open-end
cylindrical
shell for

Cylindrical shell under
internal pressure
(KD-221.1):

KD-221.1: Cylindrical
monobloc shells

Y � 2.85 tmin ¼ d
2

P
2:5856Sy

þ 1

� �1=0:268
�1

 !

Y> 2.85 tmin ¼ d
2

exp
5P
4Sy

� �
�1

� �

Notes
The rules of Division 3 [3] describe the design, construction, inspection, and
overpressure protection of metallic pressure vessels with design pressures generally
above 68.95MPa.

Applications include hot and cold isostatic pressing, food sterilization, quartz
crystal growth, polyethylene production, oil and gas production, hydrogen transport
and storage, and research and development.

Division 3 is a design-by-analysis code, although a few detailed design rules are
provided. The types of constructions specifically considered are conventional welded
vessels, forged nonwelded vessels, forged layered vessels assembled by shrinkfitting,
concentrically wrapped welded layered vessels, welded layered vessels assembled by
shrink fitting, wire wound vessels, vessels with fiber-reinforced polymer composite
hoop wrapping, and vessels for impulsive (explosive) loading.

Methodology and calculations for the following failure modes are provided:
through the thickness and local yielding, leak due to fatigue cracks, fast fracture
due to unstable crack growth, buckling, and ratcheting.
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In this division, there is the possibility to estimate the results of an FE analysis
based on the KD-230 �Elastic–plastic analysis� and KD-240 �Linear elastic analysis.�
KD-3 �Fatigue evaluation� and KD-4 �Fracture mechanics evaluation� also give a
guideline to assess the protection against failure from cyclic loading.

The minimum required thickness can be determined by using closed-form
equations for cylindrical and spherical shells, blind ends, threaded closures, and
clamp connections. The elastic–plastic analysis can be used in most cases and for all
D/d ratios. The linear elastic analysis is permitted only if D/d< 1.25 [17].

Fatigue analysis inDivision 3 can be done using the �traditional SNmethod� or the
�structural stress method� (limited to the analysis of welds) only if leak-before-burst
behavior can be demonstrated. Otherwise, the fracture mechanics method must
be used.

The fracture mechanics method is the most robust method provided in Division 3
to determine a service inspection interval [17].

The material tables in Chapter KM-4 list materials suitable for welded construc-
tionswith yield strengths up to 760MPa.Materialswith yield strengths up to 965MPa
are listed for nonwelded primary pressure boundary construction. Materials with a
minimum specified yield strength greater than 835MPa can be used for confined
liners where leak-before-burst criteria can be met.

Europe – EN 13445 [8]

Code Validity Minimum required wall
thickness

EN 13445 [8] �Unfired
pressure vessels�

This rule is valid for
cylindrical shells of
pressure vessels with the
limitations tmin/D� 0.16

Cylindrical shell under
internal pressure (7.4.2):

Chapter 7: Shells
under internal
pressure

tmin ¼ dP
2SE�P

Notes
The EN 13445 Section 1 [8] excepts layered vessels, autofrettage vessels, and
prestressed vessels (p.e. wire wound vessel).

In EN 13445 Section 3 [8], there is the possibility to evaluate the results of an FE
analysis based on Appendix C �Procedure of stresses categories for the dimension
based on analysis methods.� Appendix C describes essentially the elastic stress
analysis method. Stresses are determined using an elastic analysis, classified into
categories, and limited to allowable values that have been conservatively established
so that a plastic collapse will not occur. For �thick-walled� components, the plastic
analysis methods in Appendix B �Directly dimension with analysis methods� are
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more adequate. This appendix also contains a guideline to perform a plastic analysis
based on the upper bound limit load method, a ratcheting analysis, and a buckling
analysis.

Chapter 18 in EN 13445 Section 3 [8] �Detailed calculation of the cyclic life� gives a
guideline to calculate the cyclic design life of pressure vessels. But EN 13445 Section 3
isnot applicable for extremelyhigh-pressure vessels, because the design fatigue curves
are limited by a material tensile strength of 1000MPa.

Germany – AD2000 [9]

Code Validity Minimum required wall
thickness

AD2000 [9] �Pressure
vessel�

This rule is valid for
cylindrical shells of
pressure vessels within
the limitation 1.2<D/d
� 1.5 provided that the
shell sustains the full
axial stress and the
material of the shell
shows ductile behavior

Cylindrical shell under
internal pressure
(AD2000-B10, 6.1.1):

Chapter B10: Thick-
walled cylindrical shells
under internal pressure

tmin ¼ dP
2:3S�3P

Notes
The AD2000 code [9] is generally used for �thin-walled� unfired pressure vessels
(�thin walled� means D/d� 1.5). There are only a few options to dimension high-
pressure vessels. An exception is Chapter B10 for �thick-walled� cylindrical shells
within the limitation 1.2<D/d� 1.5. Beyond this limitation, AD2000-B10 refers to
the technical book �Apparate und Armaturen der Chemischen Hochdrucktechnik�
by H.H. Buchter (Springer Verlag, 1967). This book contains many options to size
different types of high-pressure vessels and design guidelines. But since it is not a
code, the book only provides few proposals for safety factors.

In AD2000 code [9], there is the possibility to evaluate the results of an FE analysis
based on Chapter S4 �Estimation of stresses based on computed and experimental
strength analysis.� Chapter S4 describes basically the elastic stress analysis method:
Stresses are determined using an elastic analysis, classified into categories, and
limited to allowable values that have been conservatively established so that a plastic
collapse will not occur; for �thick-walled� components, the plastic analysis methods
are more adequate. In Chapter S4 [9], there is no guideline for such an analysis, but
the application is not forbidden.
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Chapter S2 [9] �Evaluation of cyclic loading� gives a guideline to calculate the cyclic
design life of pressure vessels. However, Chapter S2 is not applicable for extremely
high-pressure vessels, because the design fatigue curves are limited by the material
tensile strength of 1000MPa.

In addition, Chapter HP 801/39 �Pressure vessel of Isostat presses� [9] provides
special requirements for the in-service inspections for this type of high-pressure
vessels.

Special Aspects for Test Pressure Definition for High-Pressure Vessels

There are special considerations to define the test pressure for prestressed pressure
vessels. The normal reason of a pressure test is to demonstrate the integrity of the
vessel and to induce compression residual stresses in the area of notches. Prestressed
high-pressure vessels havemostly a simple designwithout notches. The test pressure
should be limited, in order not to change the prestressed status of the pressure vessel.
The determinations in /3/ for test pressure definition are practicable. Additional
nondestructive test procedure should be avoided.
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Index

a
absorption 19, 35, 128, 173, 174, 195, 206, 327
adiabatic nozzle 373
advanced process control (APC) 94, 95
– MFI and MFR trend 95
– utility 95
aerogels, supercritical drying 202, 203
– process, flow sheet 203
ammonia synthesis process 55
– ammonia content in equilibrium 57
– basics and principles 56
– chemical and physical hydrogen attack 64
– development, of process and pressure

58–63
– disadvantage of turbo compressors 63
– history, ammonia process 3–6, 57, 58
– material selection 63
– metal dusting 63, 64
– nitriding 64
– stress corrosion cracking 64
– world ammonia production 56
angle control valve 304
anthracite 125
antisolvent 174
Archimedes number 34
Austenitic–ferritic duplex steels 288
autoclave reactor 84–85
– safety requirements 88–89
autofrettage 5, 259, 260, 262, 264, 273, 298,

299, 314, 317
– to improve fatigue lifetime 260–264

b
Bauschinger effect 298
benzaldehyde 77
binary diffusion coefficient 22, 28
biodiesel 235
bioethanol 235
biogas 235

biogenic waste 236
biomass 235, 236
– fuel conversion, technologies 236
– hydrothermal conversion 236–237
biomatter, influence of pressure 212–215
bolted cover 296
Bourdon gauge 339

c
Cahn–Hillliard theory 14
capillary pressure 15, 16
carbonates 146
carbon capture storage technology (CCS)

30, 123
carbon dioxide, as miscible fluid 148
Carnot�s efficiency 127
cellulose, hydrothermal decomposition

254
centrifugal pumps 311
chemical equilibrium 51, 55, 212
chemical polymerization 77
cinematic viscosity 34, 35
coal-fired steam power plant 123, 125
– evolution of steam parameters 124
– net efficiency 124
– power plant efficiency 125–127
– thermal efficiency of Rankine cycle 126
– thermodynamics 125–127
coal for power generation 123
CO2 emissions 123
cold bending process 307
cold pasteurization 211
combustion 5, 6, 20, 127, 156, 160, 246,

247, 367
compression shock 370
compressors 3, 6, 68, 82, 155, 184,

260, 311
– centrifugal 63
– diaphragm 332
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– influence of fluid on selection and
design 313, 314

– piston-type 63, 323, 330
– screw 319, 322
– turbo 63, 314
condensation processes 43–45
– average heat transfer coefficient 44
– deviation of real velocity profile 44
– dispatching of condensate film 45
– enhancement factor 45
– impact of high pressures on 45
– in inert gases 45
– shear stress, evaluation of 44, 45
conical pipe connection 307
core–shell nanoparticles (CSN) 112, 113
corrosion 64, 71, 72, 111, 136, 191, 287, 288,

294, 298, 340, 342, 358
critical heat flux qmax 38
cutting devices 273–275

d
dairy processes 107–109
density profile of CO2 13, 21
diffusion coefficients 22, 35
– calculation of 36
– of CO2 in oil 35
double pipe heat exchanger 302
drag coefficients, of droplets in high-pressure

atmosphere 20
droplet
– agglomeration 107
– coalescence 104–107
– disruption 103, 104

e
elastic stress 291
elastomer O-rings 300
emulsification, and process functions

103–107
– droplet disruption 103, 104
– homogenization valves
– – droplet agglomeration in 107
– – droplet coalescence in 104–107
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) 148, 150,

155–157, 162
– carbon dioxide capture and storage

(CCS) in 160
– chemical injection 158
– gas injection 159, 160
– thermal recovery 158, 159
– water flooding 157, 158
enthalpy 17, 22, 125
entropies 127
enzyme activity 212, 215, 216, 222, 224

enzyme inactivation kinetics, influence of
pressure 215–218

– adiabatic process 219
– Arrhenius equation 217
– biphasic/multiphasic behavior 216, 217
– comparison of temperature fields 221
– down-flow velocity 219
– Eyring equation 217
– factors 218
– first-order kinetics 216, 222
– heterogeneous temperature field in

autoclave 221
– at higher temperatures 223
– industrial inactivation 219
– inhomogeneous inactivation 225
– lipoxygenase (LOX), activity of 223
– particle tracks of enzymes 224
– polyphenoloxidase (PPO), activity of 223
– size of autoclaves, significant effect on 224
– technological aspects 218–226
– temperature stratification in

autoclave 222
– thermal heterogeneities
– – effect of packaging on 225
– – quality indicators, need of 226
EOR. See enhanced oil recovery (EOR)
ethylene
– approximation equations 379
– coefficients for 383
– compression 77
– copolymers 82
– decomposition 88
– hydrate 363
– isentropic exponent 379
– polymerization 79
– real gas factor 377
– total ethylene flow 86
evaporation process 17, 37–43
– burn out point 38
– convective boiling 40
– critical heat flux 39
– – dependent on 43
– dry out point 40
– film boiling (upflow of water in

a tube) 42
– forced convection boiling 40
– heat transfer
– – in case of flow boiling 38
– – regime of nucleate boiling 39
– limits of validity 42
– nucleation regime 38
– qualitative course of boiling

curve 38
– regime of nucleate boiling 41
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f
film thickness 18
– laminar 18
– turbulent 18, 19
film velocity 18, 19
flange pressure 370
flow coefficient calculation 384
fluid dynamic critical pressure 379, 384, 386
fluid saturation in reservoir rocks 145
forced convective mass transport 35
forged vessels 294
forgings 294
fossil fuels 123
free convective transfer 30, 35, 37
– heat andmass transfer, general equation 24
– at high pressures in CO2 and N2 34
frettage 298
Froude number 197, 198

g
gas-assisted high-pressure extraction 205,

206
– gas-assisted pressing of oilseed 205
gas, caloric and thermal properties 372, 373
gas extraction effect, industrial

application 169
gas hydrates 363
gasification 235, 240–242
– entrained flow gasifiers 244–248
– fixed bed gasifier 242, 243
– fluidized bed gasifiers 243, 244
gasket 295
geometries 26
Gibbs energy 53
graphite 303
Grashof number 23, 25, 30, 34
Grayloc� clamped pipe connection 306

h
Haber–Bosch process 55, 63
Hagen-Poiseuille equation 320
heat capacity 26
heat conductivity 21
heat exchangers
– double pipe 302
– high-pressure 302, 303
– vessels/piping elements 301
heat flux 37–40, 42
heat transfer
– coefficients, for liquid flow 30
– correlations applicable for high-pressure

processes 31, 32
– enhancement 29
– in near-critical pressure 30

heavy oil recovery 161, 162
high-pressure bends, fabrication 307
high-pressure centrifugal pumps 317–319
high-pressure components 285
– austenitic–ferritic duplex steels 288
– austenitic stainless steels 288
– chromium–molybdenum hydrogen-

resistant steels 288, 289
– heat exchangers 301–303
– high-strength high-alloy steels 287, 288
– high-strength low-alloy steel 287
– high-strength steels
– – fatigue and fracture properties 289
– materials 285
– piping 304–309
– pressure vessels 290–301
– – leak before burst 292
– – nonwelded pressure vessels 294–298
– – prestressing techniques 298–300
– – sealing systems 300, 301
– – welded pressure vessels 292–294
– steel selection criteria 286
– steel selection guide 286
– valves 303–304
– weldable fine-grain/high-temperature

structural steels 287
high-pressure (HP) equipment 72, 163
– bolting 74
– design standards 314–316
– flexible tube, design 164
– gaskets 74
– influence of fluid
– – on selection and design 313, 314
– materials testing 316, 317
– multilayered/multiwall vessels 73
– – external frame-supported end

closures 297
– – externally clamped end closure 296
– pipes 164
– pumps 163
– seals 164–165
– selection of materials for 316, 317
– separators 165–166
– vessel design, recommendations 73, 74
– – external frame-supported end

closures 297
– – externally clamped end closure 296
high-pressure fuel injection 6
high-pressure–high-temperature

plants 123
high-pressure homogenizers (HPHs) 97
– design 98
– disruption systems 98
– – nozzles 99, 100
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– – orifices 99, 100
– – valves 98, 99
– flow conditions 100
– – in disruption system 100, 101
– – homogenization valves on emulsion

droplets, effect on 101
– – simultaneous emulsification and mixing

(SEM) system 101, 102
high-pressure machines. See high-pressure

(HP) equipment
high-pressure phase equilibrium 8
– data collection 10
– experimental methods 10
– measuring devices 10–12
– software 10
– thermodynamic aspects 9
high-pressure processes
– milestones 3–5
– realization 285
– working pressures 5
high-pressure pumps 3, 269–272, 311
– influence of fluid on selection and

design 313, 314
high-pressure safety valves sizing
– real gas applications
– – critical pressure ratio 379, 380
– – equation of state 375–378
– – isentropic exponent 378, 379
– – real gas flow, safety valves sizing

380–382
– – sizing method, development 372–375
– standard valve sizing procedure 369–371
– – limits of 371, 372
high-pressure steam turbines 138
– design features 139–142
– longitudinal section of 140
– modern steam turbines, configuration

138, 139
– three-dimensional view 140
high-pressure turbocompressors 317–319
high-pressure vessels 4, 5, 30, 170, 200, 202,

288, 290, 297, 299, 362
– advantages 73
– instrumentation of 336
highstrength low-alloy (HSLA) steel 287, 288
homogenization processes, using SEM-type

valves 107
– dairy processes 107–109
– emulsion droplets as templates 112–114
– formulation of nanoporous carriers for

bioactives 116, 117
– melt homogenization 111, 112
– nanoparticle deagglomeration 116, 117
– pickering emulsions 109–111

– submicron emulsion droplets as
nanoreactors 114–116

homogenization valves
– droplet agglomeration in 107
– droplet coalescence in 104–107
hot bending processes 309
HPHs. See high-pressure homogenizers

(HPHs)
HTC. See hydrothermal carbonization (HTC)
hydrates in oil recovery 162, 163
– phase diagram 163
hydraulic valve 305
hydroforming 257, 258
hydrostatic pressures 15
hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) 248–250
– char and coke obtained after 251
hydrothermal gasification 253
– catalytic 253
– supercritical 254–256
hydrothermal liquefaction 251–252
hydrothermal processes 235, 248–250
hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) 251

i
ideal/real gases, property data 374
interfaces in high-pressure processes 12
interfacial tension 15, 16, 17, 362, 363
– principle of measurement 363
– of system CO2–H2O 15
internal thread end closure 295
isentropic coefficient for ideal gases 385
isentropic exponent 370, 378, 379
isostatic pressing 258, 259

j
Joule–Thomson effect 372, 373

k
Kelvin equation 16, 17

l
law of chemical affinity 51
law of mass action 51, 52
LDPE. See low-density polyethylene (LDPE)
leak before burst (LBB) 292
le Chatelier–Braun principle 52
lens ring gasket 300
lens ring seal 300
lignin 251
lignite 125
linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) 78
lipoxygenase (LOX) 223
liquefaction 5, 21, 238–240, 248, 343
– hydrothermal 250
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liquid natural gas (LNG) 6
liquids processing, with supercritical

fluids 194
LLDPE. See linear low-density polyethylene

(LLDPE)
low-density polyethylene (LDPE) 77
– applications 89
– – blow molding 90, 91
– – in blown film 89, 90
– – copolymers 91
– – extrusion coating 90
– – injection molding 90
– – wire and cable 90
– chain transfer 80–81
– free radical polymerization process for 78
– high-pressure process
– – historical background 77
– – latest developments 78
– – polyethylene high-pressure processes 78
– – polyethylene resin 77
– – reaction kinetics and

thermodynamics 78–81
– homopolymer resins 89
– – applications 89–91
– initiation 79
– markets 77
– overall process description 82–84
– – flow sheet, industrial process 82
– – steps/process units 82
– plant
– – off-line applications 91–93
– – online application 93–95
– – training simulator image for 93
– propagation 79–80
– properties 77
– reaction
– – kinetics 56, 78–81
– – steps 78
– reactor (See autoclave reactor; tubular reactor)
– termination 81
– thermodynamics 78–81
lower heating value (LHV) 123
Lurgi multipurpose gasification (MPG)

technology 248

m
Mach number 372
magnetic coupled sorption balances 362
– principle 362
mass flow rate 373
mass flux approximation 386
mass transfer 20
– correlations relevant for free and forced

convection 33

material properties 20, 21
melt homogenization 111–112
MFR soft sensors 94
microorganisms, treatment of 203
– action of CO2 on microorganisms 204
– hydrostatic high-pressure process

203, 204
minimum miscibility pressure (MMP) 147
– determination, methods for 147
– efficiency 148
– equipment 148
miscibility at elevated pressures 147–148
molecule distances 8

n
near-critical cinematic viscosity data 26
near-critical dynamic viscosity data 25
near-critical heat conductivities 24
nonpseudocritical pressure range, for

turbulent flow 28
nozzle flow model 369, 370
nozzle throat 373, 375, 387
– pressure 375
Nusselt number 24, 30

o
off-line applications 91
– dynamic simulation of process 92, 93
– flow sheet simulations 91, 92
– steady-state simulation of tubular

reactor 92
Ohnesorge number 19
oil reservoir stimulation 161
online application 93
– advanced process control 94, 95
– soft sensors 93–94
online measurements 336
– density determination 351, 355
– differential pressure measurements

338–340
– flow quantification 343–350
– – Coriolis-type flow sensor 350, 352
– – HP flow detection sensors 344–349
– fluid level detection 350, 351, 353
– – gamma densitometer 353
– – using load cell 353
– gas traces dissolved in liquids 358, 359
– high-pressure level gauges for 354
– parameters 337
– pressure measurements 338–340
– – sensors selection 338, 340
– safety aspects 364–366
– sensor choice and installation 337
– – checklist 337
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– solute concentration measurements
352, 358

– temperature detection 341
– – industrial T-sensor installation 342
– – mounting methods of temperature

sensors 342
– – rating of HP temperature sensors 343
– – resistance temperature detectors

(RTDs) 341
– – seal 342
– – thermocouples for HP temperature

measurement 343
– viscosity determination 351, 356, 357
original oil in place (OOIP) 146, 156, 157

p
particle-stabilized emulsions (PSE) 109
PCSAFT equation 9
PE. See phase equilibrium (PE)
Peng-Robinson equations 376
petaval gauges 335
petroleum
– factors influencing migration 146
– reservoir 145
phase equilibrium (PE) 55, 359
– analytical
– –dynamicmeasurement up to 100MPa 361
– – measurement column with floating

piston 361
– – measurement stirred vessel. 360
– principles for measurement with one

fluid 359
phase inversion temperature (PIT)

method 97
pickering emulsions 109–111
piezoelectric effect 335
pipe connection, with lens ring gasket 306
piping system 304–309
plate layered vessels
– disadvantages 294
– limitations 294
plug flow reactor (PFR) 85
polyethylene high-pressure processes 78
polymer properties 77
poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) 113
polyphenoloxidase (PPO) 223
power generation 123
Prandtl numbers 25, 28, 30
– for CO2 28
pressure vessels
– expansion energy 293
– external frame-supported end closures 297
– externally clamped end closure 296
– fabrication 292

pressure–volume–temperature (PVT)
test 147

prestressing techniques 299
propylene (P) 164
pseudocritical temperature 21
pyrolysis 235, 237, 238

q
quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) 363

r
reaction kinetics 53–55
real gas behavior 382
real gas factor 27, 370, 374, 377, 378
real gas nozzle flow model, sizing

coefficient 382, 383
– EN-ISO 4126-7, flow coefficient 384
– ethylene, property data/coefficients

383, 384
– flow coefficient 385–386
– inlet stagnation conditions 383
– mass flux by analytical method 386, 387
reciprocating positive displacement

machines 323, 324
– design versions 328
– diaphragm pump heads 329, 330
– drive technology 324, 325
– flow behavior 325–327
– high-pressure piston pump heads 329
– horizontal pump head 329
– piston compressors 330–333
– pulsation damping 327, 328
– vertical pump head 328, 329
Redlich–Kwong equation of state 376
reservoirs
– conditions 145–147
– hydrocarbon 146
– petroleum 145
– PVT tests for reservoir fluid 147
reservoir systems, at elevated pressures
– physical chemical properties 148
– – density 148–150
– – diffusivity 153, 154
– – interfacial tension 151
– – permeability 154, 155
– – rheology 150, 151
– – wetting 151–153
Reynolds number 19, 25, 30, 372
rising bubble apparatus (RBA) 147
rotating positive displacement machines 319
– discharge rate 319, 320
– gear pumps 320, 321
– progressing cavity pump 323
– screw pumps 321–323
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rotor–stator machine (RSM) 106
rupture disk assembly 305

s
safety instrumentation, of clamp-closure HP

vessel 366
safety valves 304
– contour of flow 371
– narrowest flow cross section of 384
– sizing criteria 369
sandstones 146
Schmidt number 25
sealing element 300
sealing systems 300, 301
seat cross-sectional area of a safety valve

Aseat 369
self-diffusion coefficient 36
SEM valves 108, 109
– geometric modification 110
– operational modes for production of o/w

emulsions in 102
sensors 335, 338
– choice for high-pressure applications 337
– – checklist 337
– for differential pressure 339
– industrial specialty sensors 364
– safety aspects 364–366
shear stress 18
Sherwood number 24
simulation tools 91
sizing coefficient
– for ethylene 381
– real gas service, nozzle 380
– vs. reduced inlet stagnation pressure 381
sludge-to-oil reactor system (STORS) 252
Soave–Redlich–Kwong equations 376,

380, 383
solid hydrocarbon 162
solids–like polymers 35
Spray formation 19
static wetting angle 17
steam-assisted gravity drainage

(ES-SAGD) 160
steam generator 130
– cross-sectional view 131
– design 130–133
– development of materials used in 133, 134
– final superheater heating surface 135, 136
– final superheater outlet header
– – and live steam piping 136–138
– HP system 131
– membrane wall 134, 135
– tube configuration 132
steam power plants

– configuration 127–129
steel, strength-toughness 289
Stokes–Einstein equation 35
supercritical extraction of solids, applications

of 184
– cleaning and decontamination of cereals like

rice 189, 190
– cleaning of cork 193
– decaffeination of green coffee beans 184
– economics 193, 194
– extraction of essential oils 186, 188
– extraction of c-linolenic acid 189
– extraction of spices and herbs 186, 187
– impregnation of wood and polymers

190–192
– production
– – high-value fatty oils 189
– – hops extract 184, 185
– – natural antioxidants 188
– yield in carnosolic acid 188
supercritical fluids 169
– critical conditions 170
– deacidification of vegetable oil, pilot

plant 196
– efficiency, in high-pressure separation

process 198
– Froude number and Reynolds number of

liquid phase 198
– for generation of renewable energy 204
– high-pressure column processes 195
– – designing 195
– high-pressure nozzle extraction 200
– high-pressure spray processes using

198, 199
– – advantages 198, 200
– hydrodynamic behavior of countercurrent

flow 197
– – equation, prediction of flooding point 197
– interfacial tension at high pressures 198
– problem in calculating rate of mass

transfer 197
– processing of liquids with 194–202
– thin film extraction (TFE) process 200
– – application 202
– – design of prototype pilot plant 200, 201
– – TFE pilot unit 201
– viscous materials 200
– – for continuous processing 201, 202
supercritical processing 169, 170
– classification of 171
– compressor process 183, 184
– design
– – criteria 177
– – with use of basket 178, 179
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– energy optimization 182
– hydrodynamics 182
– mass transfer 179–182
– mass transfer kinetics 171
– phase equilibrium data 171
– pressure range 172
– pretreatment of raw materials

176, 177
– processing of solid material 172–174
– pump process 182, 183
– separation of dissolved substances 173
– – extractable substances 175
– – isobaric process 174
– – selective extraction 176
– – single/cascade operation 174, 175
– – total extraction 176
– solubility in supercritical CO2 173
– thermodynamic conditions 179
– typical trend of extraction lines 172
surface tension 14, 203

t
tangential stress 290
tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) 164
TFEP (AFLAS�) copolymer 164
thermal expansion coefficient 30, 34
thermodynamic critical point 381
thermodynamic critical pressure,

gases 377
thermodynamics, second law 385
thermophysical data at high pressures,

correlations for 27
transport
– coefficients 21
– data 20, 21
– phenomena 55
– processes 20
tubular reactor 85–88, 86
– configurations
– – multiple feed reactor 86
– – single ethylene feed/S-Reactor 86
– multiple cold ethylene feed points 86
– multiple feed tubular reactor
– – temperature profile 87
– product properties, affected by 88
– safety requirements 88–89
– steady-state simulation of 92
turbocompressors 311
turbomachines 311, 313

– in multistage design 313
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